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Introduction
Marcus Burkhardt, Daniela van Geenen, Carolin Gerlitz, Sam Hind, Timo Kaerlein, Danny
Lämmerhirt, and Axel Volmar

The editing process of the present volume took place in the midst of the global
COVID-19 pandemic. This historical moment has been accompanied by a marked
shift in public perceptions of the role data plays in politics and everyday life. We
have witnessed the emergence of highly visible data-intensive infrastructures and
control mechanisms that have been developed to keep track of the spread of the
pandemic, mitigating its effects locally and globally, and modulating established
behavioral routines. Governments around the world turned to experimenting with
a range of digital tracking tools and automated decision-making systems (Algorithm Watch 2020), giving rise to a new form of “sensory power” enacted through
sensory assemblages targeting infectious “clusters as objects of government,” including “hotspots, epicentres and bubbles” (Isin and Ruppert 2020, 8). Private sector parties were keen to offer their expertise and existing infrastructures and especially big tech platforms such as Apple and Google acted as “gatekeepers,” for
instance, governing and restricting app developers’ access to Apple’s App Store and
Google’s Playstore (Dieter et al. 2021). In doing so, the rise of COVID-19 pandemic
response apps exacerbated public sector organizations’ dependencies on private
sector infrastructures. In short, the felt urgency to develop technological solutions
brought on by the spread of a deadly virus has acted to catalyze and amplify ongoing developments of “datafication” (cf. Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier 2013; van
Dijck 2014) that have been profoundly shaping society since at least the 1980s.
Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier first coined the term “datafication” to signal a general “transformation in how society processes information” (MayerSchönberger and Cukier 2013, 29), in which ever increasing areas of social,
political, and economic life, including everyday administrative processes, healthcare, education, daily news coverage, cultural and industrial production were
transformed by the increasingly automated generation and processing of data. In
this urge to render all manner of activities into machine-readable formats – say,
reading the news, listening to music, or hiring a bike – and producing continuous
Big Data flows, activities are not simply granted a representational shadow or
“data double” (Ruckenstein 2014) but are fundamentally re-constituted in this
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process. In becoming “datafied” versions of their former selves, these activities
transform.
It would be short-sighted, however, to situate the pandemic intensification of
practices of datafication exclusively on the side of (state) governance and “platformized” forms of control (cf. Poell et al. 2019), acting as top-down mechanisms
to monitor, regulate and/or monetize the activities and behaviors of populations.
On the contrary, the pandemic has equally foregrounded everyday engagements with
data (cf. Pink et al. 2017 on “mundane data,” Smith 2018 on “data doxa”), beyond
state-led statistical interventions (Ruppert and Scheel 2021). The German CoronaDatenspende App, to focus on one striking example, encapsulates various aspects
of society’s shifting practices with data. Not only is it an example of a new kind
of “data altruism” (cf. European Commission 2020) in which the app reifies personal data as an object to be given away for (speculative) public benefit. It also
perpetuates longstanding promises of prediction that the combination of novel
data sources such as wearable sensor-based, algorithmic technologies and devices
enable.
Likewise, the pandemic has challenged our capabilities to make sense of data
(Leonelli 2021). Corona dashboards combine various kinds of (possibly competing)
knowledges as well as methods for data acquisition, analysis, and representation,
frequently driving analysts and decision-makers down into “rabbit holes of investigating different metrics and standards” (Correll and Froehlich 2020, n.p.). Numbers, statistical values, and indicators proliferate together with multiple ways of
counting, monitoring, and enacting the pandemic (cf. Day, Lury, and Wakeford
2014). The challenges and choices of enumerating the pandemic – also addressed
and problematized as an “infodemic” (World Health Organization 2020), in which
the authority of knowledge produced by public institutions is put into question – do
not only affect lay people. Competing ways of counting and acting upon COVID-19
data have also foregrounded professional and expert disagreements and uncertainties (Ruppert, Isin, and Bigo 2019) as a critical challenge for the management of the
pandemic.
Incidence rates in particular, often expressed as the number of cases per
100,000 over a seven-day period, have come to be seen as a key metric for worldwide monitoring and comparison, for instance, in European politics and media
coverage (e.g., in The Economist’s [2021] section “Tracking the coronavirus across
Europe”). The result, or at least an intended promise, of such a metric has been
to offer a standardized mechanism through which people are able to respond
accordingly: adapting their behavior in light of the numbers. A popular slogan also
emerged in the early stages of the pandemic: Flatten the Curve! instructing people
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to act responsibly to help reduce incidence rates.1 Imposing a normative shortcut
between data representations and everyday practices, citizens were expected to
consider appropriate levels of personal hygiene. Moreover, social events were
conducted on the basis of the incidence curve. Yet, the attendant promise – of
citizens responding effectively and diligently to rising incidence rates by modifying their behavior, decisions, and movements – has not necessarily been matched
by reality. Indeed, as the pandemic continued to rage, people’s capacity – and
often, willingness – to flatten the curve waned, dependent not only on changing
circumstances (e.g., the closing of kindergartens or the re-opening of workplaces)
but also on the fluctuating relevance of specific metrics from incidence rates to
r values to hospital bed capacities.2 What we have seen emerge, then, is a far
messier array of data practices linked to these metrics; entangled in the pandemicspecific social lives of citizens.
The condensation of the pandemic moment has afforded ample opportunity to
re-examine and interrogate how processes of datafication operate. Accordingly, the
goal of the present volume is twofold: 1) to understand processes of datafication as
grounded in and composed of heterogeneous practices of data creation, collection,
cleaning, processing, analysis, archiving, transfer and re-use, among others, and
2) to scrutinize how processes of datafication increasingly target fluid, mobile and
ephemeral phenomena, e.g., in the capturing of local and real-time transactional
data generated through everyday practices (cf. Agre 1994). By stressing the role
of situated practices within and throughout macro processes of datafication, we
follow the premise that the social is always enacted in “practical accomplishments”
(Garfinkel 1967, 9) and ongoing acts of mutual sense-making. To put it succinctly,
datafication does not just happen on its own, but is manifested through everyday
interactions between people, infrastructures, and established conventions.
The present volume argues that in order to understand how datafication continues to redefine societies epistemologically, economically, and socially, we need
to turn our scholarly attention towards practices. As a macro-phenomenon datafication has the potential to appear abstract, despite its obvious entanglement with
local contexts of use and specific communities of practice (Lave and Wenger 1991).
In this, practices of producing, collecting, aggregating, disseminating, processing,

1
2

See, for instance, this news coverage in The New Yorker from 27 March 2020, the early stages
of the COVID-19 pandemic: https://www.nytimes.com/article/flatten-curve-coronavirus.html.
This is, for example, indicated by mobility measures such as monitored by the COVID-19 Mobility Project based on anonymized mobile phone data: https://www.covid-19-mobility.org/m
obility-monitor/. For an impression of shifting attitudes and behavior toward official COVID19 measures see, for instance, the German COVID-19 Snapshot Monitoring (COSMO): https:/
/projekte.uni-erfurt.de/cosmo2020/web/.
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representing and displaying, analyzing and re-using data become vital in exploring and accounting for how datafication operates. We are thus interested in the
practical accomplishment of datafication, including hard-to-observe data work taking
place behind digital media. As Clare Southerton (2020, 3) writes, “[w]ith the mass
infiltration of smart technologies into everyday life and as more social interaction
is filtered through social media platforms and other online services, data is now
generated and collected from a diverse array of practices.” Thus, as the volume explores, datafication is a pervasive phenomenon, occurring far beyond social media
platforms within the extended “digital enclosures” (Andrejevic 2007, 297) of smart
cities and homes, and always-on mobile devices. In today’s digital media environments, it is hard to find a practice that is not datafied to some extent. But while
data are increasingly produced in all areas of social life, datafication is by no means
just an automatic process. On the contrary, it has to be considered as the result of
practical work.
In the following, we will briefly summarize the current state of research around
issues of datafication in the humanities and social sciences. In particular, we highlight various contributions in the fields of (critical) data studies and offer historical
perspectives on (digital) data to develop a more nuanced understanding of datafication, focusing on the situated character of all data. That is, data is produced
under specific local conditions, processed and (re)appropriated in heterogeneous
situations of use. Building on this existing work, we develop our own proposal for
a praxeology of data in the next part of the introduction by drawing on the rich
tradition of research inspired by ethnomethodology and emerging ethnographic
accounts of data practices. The introduction concludes with an outline of the structure of the volume itself.

Datafication: Operations, Logics, and Critiques
Rephrasing Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier’s definition of datafication, José van
Dijck notes that datafication is the “transformation of social action into online
quantified data” predicated on “real-time tracking and predictive analysis” (van
Dijck 2014, 198). In this, datafication is cast as a “legitimate means to access, understand, and monitor people’s behaviour” (2014, 198, author’s emphasis) online. Van
Dijck, writing in 2014, discusses datafication in the context of social media, focusing on a roster of platforms, now commonplace, from Facebook to YouTube.
Real-time tracking of user activity on these “data-intensive” platforms (Gerlitz and
Helmond 2013, 1349), ensures all manner of comments, likes, tags, uploads, edits,
and other similar interactions are recorded. Following the logic of the “Like economy” (2013, 1349), datafication provides an opportunity to capture, and increasingly
extract, forms of value from users.
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In the context of social media and communication platforms, datafication is
presumed to be a silent, discrete, unobtrusive process in which users of such services are largely unaware of how their interactions are being datafied. We argue,
however, that datafication implies two relations between data and practices: both
accomplished through practices while also capturing specific practices. In the context
of social media, Ganaele Langlois et al. (2009) have argued that social media usage
such as posting or liking content involves both social as well as data practices. At
the very least, platforms may facilitate user (inter)actions, with users free to use
these services (e.g., reading and commenting on (blog) posts, sending messages,
listening to and recommending music etc.) unaware of background, or “back-end”
(Gerlitz 2016, 28) datafication processes. Yet, as we hope to show throughout this
collection, this is far from the case in the contemporary digital media landscape and
the platformized technological infrastructures it thrives on, in which datafication
processes are the basis for interactions and engagements of diverse user groups
with recreational or professional interests. Included in the latter group are third
party “complementors” who offer their services making use of, and are therefore
dependent on, platform data infrastructures and modes of governance (Poell et al.
2019, 6–9). Such datafied modes of platform governance may involve continuous
data capture in the background or passively through the integration of automated
sensing processes (cf. Thielmann 2019). Rather often, though, platform governance
includes mechanisms and modalities of surfacing data from and for diverse users
in the form of “participative metrics” (Gerlitz and Lury 2014, 174) such as scores,
rankings, and ratings, which in turn both exploit and shape the practices of these
users (Fourcade and Healy 2017).
In organizational and technical terms, then, datafication is associated with
“platformization,” which has been “defined as the penetration of infrastructures,
economic processes and governmental frameworks of digital platforms in different
economic sectors and spheres of life” (Poell et al. 2019, 1). Drawing from software
studies, business studies, critical political economy, and cultural studies, Poell et al.
(2019, 3) “define platforms as (re-)programmable digital infrastructures that facilitate and shape personalised interactions among end-users and complementors, organised through the systematic collection, algorithmic processing, monetisation,
and circulation of data.” The influence of the “big five” platforms – Google, Apple,
Facebook, Amazon, and Microsoft – have marked today’s “platform society” (van
Dijck, Poell, and de Waal 2018) in which a few platform businesses offer all kinds of
services from online teaching to housing. As a result, Poell et al. (2019, 5, our emphasis) “stress the importance of considering platform-based user practices” striving
to “trace how institutional changes and shifting cultural practices mutually articulate
each other.” In this, data generated through platform-based user practices simply
serves to further embed platforms in everyday life.
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Van Dijck’s (2014) early critique of datafication can be seen as a kind of preempirical intervention, laying out the foundational principles of its operation (i.e.
accessing, understanding, and monitoring user actions and behavior) as it was then
found across social media platforms. In the years since, however, datafication has
arguably become more forceful, being imposed in and on other realms previously
untouched by it, and offering a means to intervene. In an economic environment
revolving around the monetization of data, processes of datafication have become
increasingly unavoidable not only for certain kinds of online users, but a whole host
of people from school children (e.g., Kerssens and van Dijck 2021; Williamson 2016)
to delivery bike couriers and drivers (e.g., Shapiro 2020; Pentenrieder, this volume)
and pedestrians (e.g., Mattern 2014, O’Grady, this volume). Naturally, there are also
geographical, political, and legal differences in the spread and depth of datafication
globally, see for instance the effect of the EU’s GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) on data protection and privacy. Whilst the premises of datafication may
indeed be shared – even between the USA, Europe, and China – on the ground
realities differ markedly and are deserving of systematic analyses.
To reiterate, it is becoming clear that datafication is a plural phenomenon, dependent on who is doing the datafication. Besides specific platforms, the big five
are variously involved in gleaning understanding of and regulating user behavior,
using different strategies and techniques to do so. Away from big tech, many other
corporate parties are striving for datafication, such as those in the healthcare sector (e.g., 23andMe), the agriculture sector (Bayer Crop Science), or the automotive
industry (e.g., Hind, this volume). In these application contexts, datafication is
bound to look differently, adapting to particular industry demands and expectations, as well as navigating different legal restrictions and cultural discourses. The
question, then, is the extent to which these datafications do indeed share common
aspects and logics. Yet, as van Dijck has already underscored, “all three apparatuses – corporate, academic, and state – are highly staked in getting unrestrained
access to metadata as well as in the public’s acceptance of datafication as a leading paradigm” (van Dijck 2014, 203). In this, datafication is not simply a technical
procedure (of collecting and processing data), a social phenomenon (attempting to
capture and shaping behavior), or an economic process (generating profit) but a political project motivating the whole gamut of social actors from global corporations
to nation-states.
Also returning to Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier, Ulises A. Mejias and Nick
Couldry contend that datafication is not merely digitization because, through the
former “large domains of human life bec[ome] susceptible to being processed via
forms of analysis that [can] be automated on a large-scale” (Mejias and Couldry
2019, 2). In this, they offer a similar definition of datafication to van Dijck: “the
transformation of human life into data through quantification” (2019, 3), emphasizing not how datafication becomes a means through which to merely access or
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understand people’s behavior, but how it becomes a means to actively shape and
manage social activities. In this, Meijas and Couldry suggest that datafication is enabled through particular infrastructures such that “life actions previously performed
elsewhere (such as communicating with friends, sharing cultural products, hailing
a taxi etc.)…” (2019, 3) become re-routed and re-organized.
Nonetheless, writing with a far greater sense of urgency, Couldry also suggests that there is a need to “grasp a world where a general project of social reconstruction…is under way” (Couldry 2020, 1140). Whilst Mejias and Couldry write
that datafication involves the transformation of human life, they also add that it
entails “the generation of different kinds of value from data” (Meijas and Couldry
2020, 3). Yet, between the lines, it is evident that datafication is not necessarily
generating different kinds of value at all, but quite a narrow, quantifiable kind
of value derived from captured data, and captured data only. As they later posit:
“[e]ven more importantly” than the large-scale re-organization of social actions
and activities, “the process of quantification involves abstraction via the process of
turning the flow of social life and social meaning into streams of numbers that can
be counted” (2020, 3, author’s emphasis). That which cannot be counted, following the logic of datafication, does not count. Put otherwise, the question is “[w]hat
counts and who counts” (Gerlitz 2016, 33). Aspects of social life that cannot, or will
not, be transformed may escape datafication, but in a world being rapidly datafied
the risk of not being transformed may perhaps be greater; dismissed as ill-fitting,
unruly, or irrelevant.
With this realization, Couldry wonders whether some philosophical traditions
are well-equipped enough to make sense of the “new and radical forms of reduction” (Couldry 2020, 1140–1141) offered by datafication. In particular, he asks
whether the “descriptivism” (2020, 1140) of certain approaches such as actor-network theory (ANT), “lose[s] sight of the critical question” (2020, 1140) of what happens when social life either becomes datafied, or dismissed. In a similar fashion,
Mirko Tobias Schäfer and Karin van Es (2017) ask whether studying culture through
data is possible and desirable, and what kinds of epistemological reflection and
methodological criticism such approaches offer. The following paragraphs offer
different strategies to keep the critical question in sight situating data in society,
including from historical perspectives.

Situating Data in Society
Critical Data Studies (CDS) emerged as a reaction to the propagation of processes
of datafication and their product Big Data, both as sociotechnical phenomena and
epistemological promises (e.g., boyd and Crawford 2012; Kitchin 2014a; 2014b; Iliadis and Russo 2016). danah boyd and Kate Crawford’s (2012) article can be seen
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as seminal, posing “critical questions for Big Data,” taken up in subsequent publications (cf. Dalton, Taylor, and Thatcher 2016; Iliadis and Russo 2016; Kitchin and
Lauriault 2018). In it, boyd and Crawford (2012) discuss the required (preliminary)
knowledge and expertise for understanding Big Data, the (in)accessibility – and
(in)assessability – of data, including involved methodological assumptions, technical infrastructures, and tools. Their aim was to evaluate and reflect on actual possibilities in comparison to the “mythology” (2012, 662) of Big Data, or the positivist
empiricism propagated by those who celebrated the “accuracy” and “objectivity” of
large-scale, automated data collection.
In an influential dialog, Craig Dalton, Linnet Taylor and Jim Thatcher suggested
how scholars could develop and express “critical agendas and responses” to “data
and algorithmic analytics” (2016, 1). In this, the emergent interdisciplinary field
of CDS could serve to draw together “diverse sets of work around data’s recursive
relationship to society” (2016, 1), driven by a collective interest in the broader social embeddedness of digital data, and the techniques involved in their production
and distribution. In short, that data has significant cultural, historical, economic,
and political qualities worthy of specific focus. Yet, Dalton, Taylor, and Thatcher
also addressed the challenge of CDS to connect those who “use critical theory [to]
those who engage in rigorous empirical research” (2016, 1), advocating the need
to establish a dialog between conceptual and applied work. Craig Dalton and Jim
Thatcher’s original call for CDS also understood data as inherently spatial, requiring understanding the “contextual value” of place (2014, n.p.): that data need to be
considered in situ, connecting to the intrinsically socio-technical settings and situations of their making.
In recent years, CDS work has received more criticism, especially on the notion of critique itself. In particular, scholars have criticized the distant, macrosociological focus of early CDS work mainly tackling the technological infrastructures involved in datafication processes, and less concerned with actual practices of
people confronted by and interacting with, data and algorithmic systems (Christin
2017; Dencik 2019; Leonelli 2021). More recent “data studies” approaches have foregrounded empirical and interventionist work. These range from calls to radicalize
the scholarly community to become more active and socially engaged, to work that
has explicitly investigated the (often silent) voices of practitioners, non-experts,
and lay people. For example, Neff et al. (2017) have invited scholars across the data
science-CDS divide to work collectively to “help push for more ethical, and better,
ways” (2017, 85) to know the “datafied society.” Likewise, Kennedy (2018, 18) has explored the “everyday experiences” of data, and Kennedy et al. (2020, 3) have studied
the “public understanding and perceptions” of digital, and personal, data.
These practical critiques of and updates to CDS have explicitly offered activist,
feminist, inventive and affective approaches, especially around datafication “from
the margins” (Milan, Treré, and Masiero 2021) such as in the Global South (e.g.,
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Crooks and Currie 2021; D’Ignazio and Klein 2020; Marres 2012; Milan and Treré
2019). Recent (critical) data work has also offered novel methodological strategies.
For instance, Jo Bates, Yu-Wei Lin, and Paula Goodale (2016) introduced “data journeys” as a methodological device to follow “the life of data” across settings and
situations, whilst Nate Tkacz et al. (2021) developed “data diaries” as a similar such
device to chart and account for how data “co-constitute a given spatial situation”
(2021, 2). Similar such methodological approaches are in evidence in this volume,
whether concerning the flow (or not) of data in the context of asylum applications
(Al Jaramani, Ponzanesi, and van Schie) or the construction of “data stories” in an
academic context (Mosconi et al.).

Historical Perspectives on Data
In a related vein to the contributions in CDS, historians of science and media historians have responded with reservations to accounts that depict datafication as a
radical transformation of how data is being processed in societies. Rather than focusing on the alleged “newness” of Big Data, Elena Aronova, Christine von Oertzen,
and David Sepkoski (2017) urge data scholars to also consider technological, structural, epistemological, and praxeological continuities that are present in current
expressions of datafication. In this respect, they refute claims that present Big Data
as a consequence of the digital age by arguing that the “forward-looking rhetoric”
of the present discourse tends to conceal that “these technologies have histories,
and that those histories stretch back well before the advent of electronic computing” (2017, 2). Against the presentism of common Big Data narratives, they argue
for a longue durée perspective on datafication since “the project of translating the
world into data … has been under way for centuries” (2017, 8). This is evidenced,
for instance, in historical practices of data aggregation and database practices,
which span back to pre-digital times and material cultures. Although Aronova, von
Oertzen, and Sepkoski contend that it is impossible to ignore the impact of electronic computing within the history of data, they strongly warn against “making
the introduction of computers a decisive Rubicon in a broader history of data—to
avoid, in other words, thinking of data histories as being ‘B.C.’ (before computers)
or ‘A.C.’” (2017, 15). In order to stress this understanding this volume also features
historical case studies.
Aronova, von Oertzen, and Sepkoski further emphasize that the notion of Big
Data is reminiscent of the term Big Science, another capital-letter term that became prominent after World War II to denote the enormous financial, technological and institutional efforts in connection with Cold War science funding: “There are
parallels—and indeed direct overlaps—between Big Science and Big Data. Many
projects that involve Big Data—the Human Genome Project, CERN, the Very Large
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Telescope array—unquestionably fit the definition of Big Science.” (Aronova, von
Oertzen, and Sepkoski 2017, 3) In both cases, the adjective “big” does not merely refer to the vastness of the data that are being collected and processed but indicates
the magnitude of investments being made in both economical and institutional
terms.
Against this backdrop, Aronova, von Oertzen, and Sepkoski regard the contemporary phenomenon of Big Data “as a chapter in a longer history (or, rather, histories) of observation, quantification, statistical methods, models, and computing
technologies” (2017, 6). At the same time, they stress important differences between
past and present forms of datafication as well. While, for instance, the scientific
endeavors of data capturing in the pre-electronic era were somewhat “bound in
space and time to physical archives and analog infrastructures,” the contemporary
project of Big Data “radically transcends the circumstances and locality of its production” (Aronova, von Oertzen, and Sepkoski 2017, 16), allowing data sets to move
in digital form and to thereby traverse the contexts of their creation at will. The
growing mobility and portability of data, in turn, equally raises questions regarding the ownership and provenance of data, and particularly personal data obtained
from marginalized populations. More often than not, these questions lead the way
once again into forgotten pasts, such as to the common but no less dubious practices of colonial and colonialist data collection (see also de Chadarevian and Porter
2018, 551) and exploitation. For instance, Joanna Radin (2017) tells the story of how
a comprehensive long-term dataset on rates of diabetes and obesity in the Native
American Akimel O’odham (known in science as Pima) became widely used training
data for machine learning applications by means of decontextualization.
Soraya de Chadarevian and Theodore M. Porter (2018, 550) similarly seek to
put “into sharper relief the relation of current data practices to earlier ones.” Contrary to Aronova, von Oertzen, and Sepkoski, their focus rests less on individuals
but foregrounds more “the roles of diverse institutions as sites of data production,
including medicine, militaries, industry, commerce, finance, insurance, pensions,
libraries, censuses, and bureaus of standards” (2018, 550). Moreover, they consider
the central role of technology beyond simply computers, to include “a variety of
tools for recording, storing, communicating, and processing information” (2018,
550) and foreground the field of statistics with its double status as both a mathematical and a social field, which “brings out the fundamental and longstanding
role of social know-how and state administration in the history of data” (2018, 551).
Nevertheless, de Chadarevian and Porter too acknowledge fundamental differences between scientific data and what they call “social media” data – hereby
referring to the digital data “managed by an oligopoly of internet marketing firms
that specialize in linking potential customers to taxi rides, hotel stays, and things
for sale” (2018, 550). As one of the main differences, they highlight the fact that
data in the social web are generally not generated as samples that may serve as a
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basis for assessing “scientific models or hypotheses” but as personalized indexes
used for algorithmic predictions of future behavior: “Such data, in their teeming
abundance, have not been content to remain mere samples, but have become universes unto themselves [, supporting] the making of algorithms to anticipate and
to nudge future behaviors on the basis of all the numbers generated by previous
actions and choices” (2018, 550).
This distinction between the use of data for testing scientific hypotheses and
as a means to predict future behaviors of users and customers, however, might
also indicate certain limitations of data histories from the history of science. While
the existing historiographic scholarship provides productive insights regarding the
epistemic dimensions of data practices – including the often problematic relation between quantitative data, the construction of scientific “evidence,” and the
truth claims that are based on them (de Chadarevian and Porter 2018, 552; see also
Leonelli et al. 2017) – the case studies in their totality tend to keep a rather narrow focus on the realm of the sciences and scientific practice. Although many data
practices and tools indeed originated in scientific uses, it seems equally important
to explore data histories outside the sciences. Karin van Es and Eef Masson (2018),
for instance, have approached the history of datafication from the perspective of
media studies and media history, with a particular focus on media industries. In a
similar vein, this volume features historiographic case studies from the history of
cinema and early computing that seek to delineate both the continuities and ruptures of past and contemporary data practices. Taking recent work in data studies
as an inspiration, future historiographic research may also study datafication as
socio-technical phenomena beyond the domains of both the sciences and the media.
This volume nevertheless follows the path laid out by the more recent science
studies with regards to a strong focus on practices. Aronova, von Oertzen, and Sepkoski remind us that data and data practices have often been at the root of controversies over positivist visions of science and scientific progress, as crystallized,
most prominently, in Thomas Kuhn’s The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (1962). In
the aftermath of Kuhn’s groundbreaking book, science studies “reinvented the history of science as the history of scientific practices rather than scientific ideas”
(Aronova, von Oertzen, and Sepkoski 2017, 4). To put it differently: rather than seeing the diverse practices, routines, and tasks that make up laboratory research as
negligible procedures that are simply applied to support or falsify theoretical models, post-Kuhnian historians of science and scholars from the emerging fields of
science and technology studies (STS) and historical epistemology came to understand them as the very basis of scientific knowledge making and the truth claims
often associated with them. These particularly include practices that enable the
production and manipulation of data, e.g., through observation and the creation
of material traces (see, for instance, Latour 1987). Moreover, practices of data dis-
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play are vital for rendering data into meaningful forms, such as graphs, diagrams
or other forms of visualization (e.g., Rheinberger 2011).

Towards a Praxeology of Data
This volume builds on the socially and historically situated understandings of data
outlined above. Yet, as the following sections will show, it takes a distinctive path,
offering an account of data practices. In this, we take up Lina Dencik’s (2019) call
to advance a “practice approach to datafication” in order to “consider the uses to
which data systems are put in social life” (245, author’s emphasis). Whilst Dencik
herself builds on a Bourdieuian a priori notion of practice as “habitus,” however,
this volume offers a more ethnomethodological (Garfinkel 1967) or “praxeological”
(Schüttpelz and Meyer 2017; Gießmann 2018) approach in which data practices are
conceived as cooperatively achieved accomplishments.
Noortje Marres (2017), for instance, differentiates three main approaches to
studying the social aspects of digital culture: a technology- or platform-centric, a
data-centric, and a practice-centric approach. To exemplify, this “social” dimension might respectively be traced back to specific technologies like social media
and Web 2.0 (technology/platform), to the capture and processing of data about
society (data), or to contexts of action and use (practice). The practice-centered
study of digital sociality considers how the use of technology is always contingent
as people engage with it in myriad situations and settings, from negotiating the
Dutch immigration system, to self-monitoring blood pressure. This view also helps
to destabilize the ontological security of technologies as singular, fixed entities with
specific properties. It draws our attention to how engagements with datafication
are not only practical accomplishments, but also distributed accomplishments (Marres 2012), often involving many connected technologies, and increasingly resulting
in “synthetic situations” (Knorr-Cetina 2009).
Our aim is thus to approach data practices as cooperatively performed, articulated and understood through specific and shifting sociomaterial arrangements.
The book follows in this spirit of Ruppert and Scheel (2021) who explore the data
practices of (international) statisticians, Hobbis (2017) on the data practices of temporary laborers in the South Pacific, and Lämmerhirt (2021) on citizen COVID-19
data donations. To clarify, the contributions to the present volume explore the data
practices not just of professional practitioners, but also by and in relation to citizens in everyday situations. They also strive to combine situated understandings
of data, as proposed by (critical) data studies scholars (e.g., Dencik 2019; Kennedy
2018), with a greater praxeological sensitivity previously identified by Marres. This
brings with it several theoretical and methodological questions regarding our understanding of situations and practices that we will address in the following.
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The praxeological approach to data suggested in this volume provides critical resources against the abstracting tendencies of datafication discussed above.
Praxeological work may serve to empirically highlight and deconstruct how data
are manufactured in practice, as well as inquire into the imaginaries around those
same data practices (see Bucher 2017). As such, a praxeology of data is well-suited
to study processes of datafication not from the God’s eye perspective of a distanced and neutral theoretical observer (Haraway 1988, see the discussion in Rettberg 2020), but by following the trail of situated practices involved in processes of
datafication.
Labeling the approach of the present volume as praxeological carries with it a
number of premises and assumptions that are worth detailing. One such premise
is the focus on studying the ethnomethods of specific communities of practice. This
builds on the insight by Harold Garfinkel “that the activities whereby members produce and manage settings of organized everyday affairs are identical with members’ procedures for making those settings ‘account-able’” (Garfinkel 1967, 1). Social
order, understood from an ethnomethodological perspective, is “assumed to display a mundane intelligibility of its own, prior to and independently of its scholarly
treatment” (Sormani 2019, 3).
The effect of this focus on the accountability of social practices is twofold.
Firstly, it pays attention to the inherent reflexivity of everyday practices, thus
rejecting sociological understandings of practice that consider it unconscious,
quasi-automatic, or unintelligible on behalf of the practitioner. Then secondly,
such a focus places an emphasis on the specific methods of documentation (textual, audiovisual etc.) employed by members of a social group, such that they make
their own activities “visibly-rational-and-reportable-for-all-practical-purposes”
(Garfinkel 1967, vii). This in-built sensitivity to processes of mediation within
ethnomethodology – made explicit in media formats like files, records, graphs,
or audiovisual recordings – is further emphasized in a praxeological approach to
data, as novel techniques, such as formatting practices (see Jancovic, Volmar, and
Schneider 2020), are developed to enable the datafication of social practices.
Thus, a praxeological approach to data aims to avoid any preconceived notion
of what a practice is, could, or should be, in relevant settings. Whilst proponents
of ANT insist that one must “follow the actors themselves” (Latour 2005, 12), a
praxeological approach, arguably, insists that one must “follow the action” instead
(Boersma 2020, 665). In this formulation, the overriding interest is in articulating
how rote actions – say, of registering people claiming asylum – become iterative
practices. Or how new data practices are generated by technological developments
in data collection, storage, and aggregation. Whilst social actors are, of course, critical to understanding how data practices are performed, it is the data practices as
things-in-themselves, rather than the data practitioners that are the principal focus.
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A praxeological account, therefore, has to begin its inquiry into data practices
from traces of observable phenomena, not from general theoretical accounts or abstractions such as the notions of “data,” “platform,” or “society.” Here, observable
phenomena might well be indeterminate, ambiguous, or open-ended. Indeed, such
phenomena might have multiple, attachable meanings and interpretations with its
relevance only temporarily defined and negotiated. An example of such situational
meaning-making is provided by Garfinkel in the distinction between actuarial and
contractual uses of patient folders in a hospital setting (Garfinkel 1967, 197–207;
Paβmann and Gerlitz 2014). In this, data are themselves situational, with meaning
derived from the very practices into which they are enrolled.
With an interest in observability, praxeological approaches offer opportunities
for various kinds of ethnographic inquiry. Whilst there are identifiable differences
between historical/biographical forms of ethnography (in which observability of
phenomena is somewhat difficult), traditional forms of embedded ethnography,
and “shallower” forms of ethnography, there is nonetheless a shared interest in
the study of communities of practice. Moreover, digital forms of ethnographic inquiry (like Kozinets’ [2019] netnography or Pink et al.’s [2015] digital ethnography)
recalibrate this shared interest as such communities of practice are distributed,
yet infrastructurally stabilized through digital media and technologies. Likewise,
digital methods approaches (Rogers 2013) consider the role that the medium itself has on how these communities are composed, rather than merely seeing them
as incidental. Here, the project of a data ethnography – discussed in a moderated
discussion in this volume – remains in its infancy, but necessarily draws on these
traditions. In foregrounding the role of data in the ethnographic work undertaken,
one is attentive to how it allows people to account for their activities, which, as this
volume shows, can range from working in a hospital to driving a car. Rather than
constituting an actor in its own right, however, data can be used to trace connections between and across sites in the fashion of a “multi-sited ethnography,” that
is “designed around chains, paths, threads, conjunctions, or juxtapositions of locations in which the ethnographer establishes some form of literal, physical presence,
with an explicit, posited logic of association or connection among sites that in fact
defines the argument of the ethnography” (Marcus 1995, 105). Following the data,
thus, turns into a mode of field site construction, and necessarily complements the
praxeological focus on observable actions and behavior.
Ethnographers of all persuasions do not only produce accounts of other people’s
data practices, but generate their own data while doing so. Data ethnographers thus
take data practices to be their object of inquiry when investigating phenomena of
datafication, whilst also employing data practices as a method through which to
make sense of the scrutinized phenomena. Such data may, of course, be produced
in concert with practitioners in the field, from hospital administrators to software
engineers. Not limited to hand-written field notes or audio(visual) recordings, data
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may also take the form of relational database entries, data visualizations, outputs
of automated tracking tools, or even experimental algorithms uploaded to software
repositories. The result is a common overlap of research object and method of study
that makes it necessary to explicate and reflect on the data practices employed
on both sides. In any case, employing ethnographic methods to account for data
practices brings with it a set of new challenges that warrant attention.
The first challenge concerns what a practice actually is. While a praxeology of
data can build upon the intuitions of ANT and actor-media theory (Thielmann,
Schüttpelz, and Gendolla 2013) to recognize the stakes of non-human actors in
(re)assembling the social (Latour 2005), it is by no means a settled question how
human and non-human agency is distributed in data practice(s). To what extent
might semi-autonomous actors like robots, drones, and algorithms – and also less
evocative elements such as dashboard dials and indicators – be said to engage in
practices? This becomes all the more relevant when data processing happens without human oversight, e.g., within the layered architecture of a neural networkbased machine learning algorithm (Hansen 2020). The question for a praxeology
of data might, therefore, be in how the availability of data relates to and intervenes
in processes of automation. A common way to talk about automation is framing it
as destroying certain practices, most notably in how “robots” are framed as “taking
jobs.” Yet a praxeological approach might instead argue that practices are co-operative, but that certain kinds of automation may lead to categorical shifts in the
type or form of data-related practices. For example, in how automation leads to the
rise of new kinds of algorithmic “supervision” rendering decision-making procedures “opaque,” as Annelie Pentenrieder’s contribution to this volume on delivery
couriers explores.
A second major challenge relates to the extent to which data-related phenomena are observable in principle. Whilst social practices do, in general, transcend the
spatiotemporal confines of any given situation, data practices are inherently transsituational. Only in particularly rare cases are data produced, gathered, archived,
viewed, analyzed, or presented in one isolated situation, or a single location. Instead, one of the defining features of data is their capacity to detach from their
original contexts and to be remotely processed (Leonelli and Tempini 2020). The
development of a praxeology of data therefore requires the further refinement of
multi-situated methods to describe data practices both in situ and across situations,
which is required for the study of in our media landscape prominent highly distributed data infrastructures such as app ecosystems (Dieter et al. 2019; 2021) and
the sensory media apps build and operate on (Chao et al. forthcoming). Such an
approach is in line with George Marcus’s proposal to not merely multiply studies
of geographically bounded “sites” (Marcus 1995) but to draw attention to the environments conditioning people’s circumstances of action (Paßmann and Schubert
2021). In opposition to traditional ethnographic approaches that focus their atten-
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tion on “local” situations and processes of embodied inter-corporeality (i.e. forms
of “co-presence”), a praxeology of data needs to deal with scalar and temporal mediations between situations. That is, to take into account what may precede any given
situation and what it is prone to develop into (Gießmann and Röhl 2019; cf. also
Goodwin 2018).
A third challenge is the extent to which data-related phenomena are accessible.
While many media practices can be documented using established observational
methods, data practices require additional methods that are sensitive to the dimension of background cooperation or partially autonomous processes characterizing
contemporary digital culture. For example, gaining access to data processed on
proprietary platforms, through closed ecosystems, or by sensor-equipped devices
is often difficult if not impossible. This problem is usually framed around the notion
of the black box these technologies present to both certain types of practitioners
as well as researchers (Carabantes 2020; Latour 1999; Pinch 1992). It is also not entirely clear what access to data actually implies, and if, for example, the data practice of scraping social media data via an API already constitutes a privileged form
of access in itself. The black box of digital media technologies is not a purely technical phenomenon either: it relates as well to the skill sets and expertise required
by researchers to make sense of the investigated phenomena, thus necessitating
the forming of inter- and transdisciplinary research teams. Data ethnographers
need not – and from a certain perspective, should not – be data scientists themselves, but they are encouraged to develop inventive methods (Lury and Wakeford
2012) and experimental setups, such as breaching experiments (Rafalovich 2006),
to make sense of the black boxes they encounter.
In summary, then, interrogating datafication from a praxeological perspective requires grappling with manifold challenges: from offering forms of critique
that take seriously the societal implications of datafication (i.e. abstraction, automation, decontextualization, re-situation etc.), to developing creative methodologies that tackle the closed ecosystems common to contemporary media (e.g.,
data ethnography, interdisciplinarity, experimentation etc.). In the following, we
provide a brief overview of the subsequent sections and chapters of the book, considering how they collectively interrogate datafication through studies of the data
practices found in various social and cultural settings.

Chapter overview
The volume consists of four sections that discuss the history of data practices, the
possibilities and challenges of data ethnography, the entanglements of data and
care practices as well as the relationship between data practices and mobility.
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Section 1 opens with a contribution by Kyle Stine about the history of film as
a data medium. Stine makes the case that before the advent of electronic digital
computing, motion picture film served as the first universal data medium in its
ability to translate between image, sound, text, and machine movement. Within
the period of “the long 1920s,” which Colin Koopman has cited as the genealogical root of the “informational person,” film acted as a point of coordination for
different data sources, a medium of coherence and universality, that mirrored the
informational person as a common body for disparate data being collected in the
forms and checkboxes of birth and death certificates, identification papers, medical records, racialized credit information, and police files (Koopman 2019). Across
a variety of fields, inventors sought to use film as a more economical and efficient
way to search and retrieve data from these growing stacks of information. Ultimately, film would not live up to the visions its advocates had of it, as microfilm
search-and-retrieval systems such as Emanuel Goldberg’s Statistical Machine and
Vannevar Bush’s Memex would find narrow applications or not be implemented at
all. But the ambitions to use film for data-processing purposes provides unique
insight into the problems that digital computing would be mobilized to solve, and
the cultural and political values that drove such efforts.
In the second contribution to the first section, Liam Cole Young explores the
emergence of Hollywood box office charts, arguing such charts offer a crucial step
in the genealogy of contemporary cloud-based forms of tracking, prediction, and
decision-making as found in recommendation and newsfeed algorithms. Young
adopts a praxeological approach that emphasizes where and how box office data
came to be aggregated and displayed, as well as some of the motivations that led
people to datafy the production, distribution, and reception of cinema. This approach allows us to see how box office data was put to work, how it came to reconfigure chains of decision-making and resource distribution within the film industry. Box office charts and other datafied forms rarely appear in histories of culture, while accounts of contemporary data analytics typically begin only with the
digital computer. Young’s aims are thus historical and deflationary, to show how
deeper histories of counting culture prefigure and anticipate today’s Big Data, and
to weave practices of accounting into stories about cultural industries that can complement the usual emphasis on production and consumption.
Section 2 consists of two contributions that explore the lens, advantages and
possibility of data ethnography as a praxeologically informed approach to the study
of the datafication of everyday, social life. The first contribution features a moderated conversation about the challenges that studying data practices brings about,
its epistemological consequences, and the methodological prerequisites this enterprise asks for. The second chapter in this section is an empirical experiment in
data ethnography, combining a politico-technological perspective on institutional
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data practices with the perspective of the subject who is confronted with datafied
systems of state governance.
In the moderated conversation on “Doing Data Ethnography,” Daniela van Geenen and Danny Lämmerhirt discuss with Emma Garnett, Minna Ruckenstein, Tommaso Venturini, and Malte Ziewitz, four scholars with backgrounds in anthropology, sociology and STS who study data-intensive phenomena, how ethnography
informs their research with and on data. Probing the question of what data ethnographic research practices could look like, the conversation addresses several pertinent questions of a social study of data: How do ethnographic sensibilities create
unexpected perspectives on data? How can ethnographic studies account for distributed data practices? How should one methodologically attune to the study of
data practices? What kinds of collaboration and positions may ethnographers take
with and about data? The chapter emphasizes the importance of ethnographic sensibilities to consider and reflect on one’s own entanglement with involved devices,
data, and practices. An important aspect of data ethnographic research is the ability to situate data, to inquire into and document people’s own understandings of
data, and to provide reflexive accounts of one’s own research practices. As such,
data ethnography may foster and furnish important praxeological sensibilities in
response to dominant data science paradigms. Data ethnographic approaches may
open up spaces for dialog and reflection on the ideologies and values underpinning data collections, the often messy practices involved in the construction and
use of data, and the surprising perspectives, unexpected questions, and insights
one might gain from situating data.
Building on these ethnographic sensibilities, the empirical chapter in section 2
by Araa Al Jaramani, Sandra Ponzanesi, and Gerwin van Schie shows the relevance
of the immigration procedure of the Dutch Immigration and Naturalization Service (IND) from the perspective of the data subjects forced to relate to the ways in
which the IND’s datafied bureaucratic system governs the asylum procedure. The
authors combine a top-down perspective (data system) with a bottom-up perspective (data subjects) integrating an analysis of data and information about five Syrian refugee women who have faced the IND’s opaque decision-making process for
granting (or denying) the right to asylum. In this chapter, the women speak back to
the system, producing alternative knowledge and representations to the dominant
and mainstream stories of migration and integration in the Netherlands. The authors have backgrounds in (digital) media, post-colonial and critical data studies,
gender studies, and accounts by the first author are partially auto-ethnographic.
The contributions in section 3 unpack the entanglements of data and care practices from different perspectives. Here, data as well as data-intensive technologies
appear not only as increasingly important means of care in contexts such as healthcare and elderly care, but as genuine objects of care. The contributors show the
various ways in which data requires care and is cared for when it is recorded, in-
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terpreted, used, shared, archived, or reused. From a critical perspective this focus
on data as an object of care confronts the imaginaries of big and open data with
the realities of data practices that are contingent, full of frictions, and laborious.
As a mode of care this work is far from automatic but is involved, engaged, attentive, and reflexive. Such a perspective contributes to a more nuanced analysis of
data power as much as it feeds back into the design of technologies that support
reflexive, caring data practices and the careful design of future technologies.
In their paper Everyday Curation Kate Weiner et al. discuss practices of selfmonitoring of health-related data such as blood pressure or body weight. Drawing on an interview study the authors propose to conceptualize the data practices
of individuals as curatorial practices. These practices of data curation entail discerning work, for example in the selection of relevant readings to become part of
data records. As a result, such records only consist of partial data according to the
authors that is recorded, interpreted, and circulated by engaged individuals rather
than by disengaged (quasi-)machinic processes. The contribution of Claudia Müller
and David Struzek is concerned with user practices of data-intensive technologies as well. With their background in Socio-Informatics they ask how future users
can be involved in the development and design of digital technologies that aim to
support them. This is of special importance for user groups that have little or no
knowledge, expertise, or affinity to digital technologies. Building upon experiences
gained from a participatory project for developing sensor technologies with and for
older adults in rural areas the authors argue for grounding technology development
in everyday practices and user needs. Contrary to many high-tech imaginaries the
digital revolution begins here with off-the shelf devices and the participatory design of mutual practices.
Within academic research the Open Science movement has promoted the
idea of openly accessibly and reusable research data. While this development
was mainly driven by the natural sciences and engineering it by now affects
academic research at large. Against this background Wolfgang Kraus and Igor
Eberhard discuss in their contribution the challenges they face in setting up the
Ethnographic Data Archive (EDA) at the University of Vienna. Struggling with both
a reductionist understanding of research that underlies many discussions on
Open Research Data, and the skepticism of many qualitative researchers, the EDA
aims at developing best-practice models for archiving ethnographic research data
that are sensitive to the specificities of ethnographic research and the dialogic
creation of ethnographic data. The contribution by Gaia Mosconi et al. is similarly
concerned with qualitative and ethnographic research data. Drawing on insights
from discourses on data storytelling and empirical research of data practices of
ethnographic researchers, the authors propose the design concept of Data Story
that aims at supporting researchers to select relevant data snippets and to enhance
them with contextual information in narrative structure. The creation of such Data
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Stories is conceptualized as a form of selective care that increases the usefulness
as well as reusability of qualitative data by interweaving formal descriptions with
informal narratives of data in a structured, yet adaptable process.
Section 4 focuses on the relationship of data practices and mobility. Generating “real-time” data about people and things on the move and thus in dynamic,
real-world settings is one of the main trajectories of datafication, and is increasingly taken up in inventive and (mobile) digital methods to study social phenomena in motion. The contributions in this section focus on urban pedestrian mobility (O’Grady), the datafication of driving (Hind), and the logistics sector (Pentenrieder). Together, they explore the ways in which the tracking and monitoring of
behaviors, actions, and experiences produces data, but also how data acts to inform
and modulate everyday practices.
Nathaniel O’Grady offers an analysis of a public WiFi infrastructure that has the
capacity to generate what he calls “affective atmospheres,” actively shaping public
practices in New York. LinkNYC, the operator of 10ft high WiFi kiosks found across
the city, offers the opportunity for advertisers who use the kiosks’ 55inch screens
for their adverts, to understand – and target – the daily journeys of prospective
customers. Here, we see the possibility of such an infrastructure as firstly being
able to triangulate pedestrian movements as people drop in and out of each kiosk’s
WiFi range, courtesy of their mobile phone’s connectivity. But, secondly, in capturing these user journeys, how their embodied and affective experience of walking
through the city – i.e. principally what they might see – can be modulated in relation
to the specific encounters that the LinkNYC kiosks offer.
Sam Hind likewise considers how a range of driving-related phenomena are
turned into data, and how particular systems and interfaces within the car are
designed to re-structure relations between driver and vehicle, and in the process
transforming the driving experience into a datafied one. What is interesting here
is the extent to which new driving experiences emerge when automobiles become
platformized hubs of multiple data streams. Hind outlines the various ways geodata is transformed into navigational data, i.e. data informing and remodeling
the navigational process on a turn-by-turn basis, and vehicle data is surfaced as
driving data, best exemplified by how car dashboard interfaces are converging
both spatially and operationally. The contribution delves deeper into two strategies
employed by car manufacturers to hook drivers in: a process of “representational
transparency” meant to smooth the navigational experience, and the offering of
forms of “customizable control” designed to personalize the driving experience.
Annelie Pentenrieder considers how software modulates the work of drivers in
the logistics sector, and specifically, how route planners and digital maps help coordinate trips, distributes tasks, and control the execution of work-related activities.
Here, Pentenrieder considers how such software generates algorithmic opacities such
that drivers are unable to see or challenge the distribution of, for example, incom-
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ing delivery orders assigned to them. Unlike human supervisors, as Pentenrieder
explores, algorithms cannot be questioned, leaving drivers oblivious to the reasoning behind decisions. Accordingly, the contribution calls for a re-examination of
algorithmic opacities from the perspective of the user. In short, to make sense of
the user experience, from long-distance lorry drivers to food couriers. In this (re)focus on the everyday interactions these users have with software that governs their
daily activities, we gain a deeper understanding of how they develop strategies and
deploy tricks to make sense of the logics of software as they are deployed.
Funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG, German Research Foundation) –
Project-ID 262513311 – SFB 1187 “Media of Cooperation”.
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I: Cultural Histories of Data

Film as the First Universal Data Medium
Kyle Stine

In describing the single-memory, stored-program computer architecture that
would come to be known by his name, John von Neumann included among the
suitable media for storing instructions motion picture film:
These instructions must be given in some form which the device can sense:
Punched into a system of punchcards or on teletype tape, magnetically impressed
on steel tape or wire, photographically impressed on motion picture film, wired into
one or more fixed or exchangeable plugboards – this list being by no means
necessarily complete. (von Neumann [1945] 1993, 33; Kirschenbaum 2008, 27;
emphasis added)
Von Neumann’s 1945 report on the EDVAC came at the tail end of film’s efficacy in
computing. Two years later in his “Lecture on the Automatic Computing Engine,”
Alan Turing would strike down the idea of using film for its being uneconomical
even before ruling it out because it could not provide storage that was erasable
(Turing [1947] 2004, 380). Although Turing noted another technology used in visual
reproduction, the cathode-ray tube, as the likely “ultimate solution,” neither motion picture film nor the television component would provide storage for the von
Neumann architecture, as that role would be fulfilled by magnetic cores and later
silicon (see relatedly Chun 2008; Gaboury 2021). But to disregard film as a deadend in the history of computing is to miss the many influences that developments
in photography and film have had on the advancement of electronics and semiconductors (Stine 2019). Moreover, from a media-archaeological perspective, there is
much to be gained from excavating early-twentieth-century instances of film being applied to problems in data processing and storage because a case can be made
that film was in fact the first universal medium.
Before digital computers and graphical user interfaces, film was the most readily available means of storing image, sound, text, and data and coordinating between them. Film provided a computing and control medium, means of document
storage and retrieval, and ways of interacting with data, in both experimental and
established systems between the 1930s and 1960s, that would prefigure many of the
functions of later computers and serve as inspiration for porting those functions
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from celluloid to silicon. The widespread availability of film, owing to the popular
demand for motion pictures, made it an attractive medium for shoring up some
of the inadequacies of its predecessor and rival, paper, which was used as a substrate for coding and printout in the form of paper cards and paper tape but was
not as durable or amenable to applications with new electrical systems as was film
(see Gitelman 2014). Film enabled the automatic transcoding between mechanical
movement, light, and electricity, and through these the reproduction and translation of images, sounds, texts, and computational coding systems.
Film came to be used in a wide range of data practices in the period of transformation that Colin Koopman has called “the long 1920s,” when census data, employment forms, medical and health records, and racialized credit information
coalesced into an “informational personhood” that gave rise to the later growth
of information theory with the writings of Claude Shannon and Norbert Wiener
(Koopman 2019, x). Paper remained the primary means of data input, with forms
and checkboxes serving as data-collection formats. But like the US national census
records in the 1880s, these forms became so numerous that they exceeded effective means of filing and data processing, pushing efforts to automate practices of
form reading. Herman Hollerith’s solution to the census problem was, famously, to
use punched cards capable of being tabulated by machine, inspired by the railway
practice of the “punch photograph,” where a train operator would use a punch card
to indicate hair color, eye color, etc., to indicate that a passenger had paid (Hollerith 1971). Hollerith understood his census tabulator to allow for a kind of pictorial impression of mass population data. Inventors and scientists regarded motion
picture film similarly as an ideal medium for comprehending the piles of paper
data being collected in medicine, insurance, and policing. To the extent that it was
implemented, film accelerated and expanded data processing, substituting data
operations for some of the labor of data practices. Even in its failures, it is an important prefiguration of today’s coordinated systems of universal digital data, and
offers historical reference points for the cultural and political hazards of surveillance techniques.
In what follows, I offer a breakdown of the three major ways film was used as
a data medium, which correspond to Friedrich Kittler’s three media functions of
storage, transmission, and data processing (2009, 30). Film was first and foremost a
storage medium capable of reproduction, a feature noted variously by film theorists
such as André Bazin ([1945] 1967), who saw in it a deep potential to preserve likeness
against the passage of time, and information scientists such as Paul Otlet ([1901]
1990), who envisioned its pictorial detail, in the form of microfilm, as a means
of preserving documents. Through its interaction with and influence on electrical
technologies, such as photomultipliers, film was also integral to systems of data
transmission, where through the process of transduction from light into electricity,
film became the support for sending data through information systems. Lastly, film
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enabled data processing in early analog and digital computers, while also coming
into use in early automation systems. As I will show, it is in acting as a coordinating
point for these three media functions that film earns consideration as a protocomputational medium and a testing ground for automating twentieth-century
data practices.

Durable, Flexible, and Transparent
The conditions for film’s use in a number of different data practices were set at
the medium’s beginning. Durable, flexible, and transparent, film could withstand
repeated mechanical action and receive the imprint of nearly any visual design.
These properties were discovered, as with many inventions in the history of media, through a combination of accident and scientific experimentation. As Deac
Rossell relates, the discovery of celluloid, created by soaking cotton or wood fibers
in nitric acid and a suitable solvent, “led directly to the formation of the field of
organic chemistry” and ushered in a range of new chemical products (1998, 63).
The German-Swiss chemist Christian Friedrich Schönbein, in a letter to Michael
Faraday in 1846, extolled the virtues of paper created through this process, saying,
“I have of late also made a little chemical discovery which enables me to change
very suddenly, very easily and very cheaply common paper in such a way as to
render that substance exceedingly strong and entirely water proof” (emphasis in
original; Faraday 1991, 477; as cited in Rossell 1998, 58). The addition of photosensitive emulsions to cellulose would take a different route initially, with collodion,
or nitrocellulose gel, being used in wet-plate photography, such as in the inexpensive tintypes popularized during the American Civil War. It was only a small step,
however, to propose that this material, which was used – dangerously, given its
flammability – for durable objects such as dental plates, knife handles, and piano
keys, could leave behind the glass plates of early photographic processes and become, as Daniel Spill presented to the London Photographic Society, “a flexible and
structureless substitute for the glass negative supports” (as cited in Rossell 1998,
63). Liberating the photographic emulsion from rigid glass plates would lead to
the introduction of roll film and roll-film holders, bringing together the flexible,
durable medium of celluloid with a new economical form of storage and mechanism of transport. Storage and transport, in turn, would lay the foundation for a
wide array of data practices in film.
In the early twentieth century, Paul Otlet, founding figure of information science and deviser of the Universal Decimal Classification, turned to what must
be assumed to be cellulose acetate film, or safety film, as a “tough, stable, nonflammable” answer to the problem of preserving and making accessible libraries
of books ([1901] 1990). “As early as 1906,” Otlet later wrote, “we proposed that the
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book or documents generally should be given a new form, that of the miniature
‘volumen’ as follows: each page, element, or combination of pages is photographed
directly on a ‘frame’ or film of the standard motion picture format” ([1925] 1990).
The remediation of textual materials on film, Nanna Bonde Thylstrup (2019) has
suggested, served both to preserve and to extend the reach of library collections,
prefiguring in analog what would later take place in mass digitization. Emphasis
in accounts of Otlet’s work tends to fall, understandably, on the capacity of film
to register textual and pictorial detail photographically, but equally important in
Otlet’s visionary essays were the mechanical means of transport and how the individual frames came together to “make up a microphotographic reel” ([1901] 1990).
Were each image to be on a separate celluloid sheet, the user would have to reload
the microfilm or microfiche reader with each page. A reel introduced in informational practice exactly what it introduced in popular cinema: movement. Helmut
Müller-Sievers puts this in perspective in seeing “the film camera as a lathe that
carves light onto film” (2001, 42), emphasizing the mechanical properties of the apparatus and understanding the film reel to function like any cylinder in a kinematic
chain, bringing repeatable mechanical movement to an operation. This repeatable
mechanical movement enabled the illusion of life in cinema, and it made possible new access to information on microfilm. To understand the full extent of film’s
influence on information science, however, requires an understanding of how the
storage function on film related to its transmission function, and for that we need
to pass through the history of cinema.

The Analog Principle and Photocells
The most information-oriented developments in microfilm concern the soundtrack
more than the image track; or rather, they show that the image track is simply one
filmic use case centered on lens-based picturing. Inventors from Eugene Lauste
to Lee de Forest viewed motion picture film not simply as a means of figural representation but as a translational medium capable of carrying image information
that might be converted into sound. The qualities that made film amenable to capturing scenes in photographic detail also made it well-suited for differentiating
between elements of analog information. That several standards were developed
for sound on film, namely the variable-area and variable-density methods, points
to the openness of motion picture film to different informational encodings. The
basis of these information tracks had as much to do with the method of reading the
light passing through or blocked by the celluloid strip as with the strip itself. That
is, the significance of film to data practices extends to the component technologies
that it served to advance, the most important of which were photocells.
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The first such light-reader, or photosensor, was discovered quite by accident
when Willoughby Smith, working on the transatlantic cable in 1872, adopted selenium in hopes of making use of its very high electrical resistance at the English
shore end of the line. Smith found that under certain conditions selenium bars
showed extraordinary resistance, as high as 1,400 megohms, or as Alexander Graham Bell later put it in perspective, “a resistance equivalent to that which would
be offered by a telegraph wire long enough to reach from the earth to the sun!”
(1880, 132). But when the bars were exposed to light, the resistance dropped precipitously. Bell for his part would take up this feature, as he explained in a lecture
to the Royal Society in May 1878, to devise a way of “hearing a shadow by means
of interrupting the action of light upon selenium” (1880, 132). His dream was to
develop wireless telephony, a way of sending the voice over great distances using
light alone, but he quickly realized that sound could translate into any number of
media, so he renamed what he first proposed as the photophone the radiophone and
coined thermophone and actinophone to describe devices using thermal and actinic
rays (Bell 1881, 32, 37). The translatability of sound into electricity, heat, light, and
other parts of the electromagnetic spectrum laid bare the principle of analog media, or the significant feature that media could reproduce formal similarity from
one medium to another. It was this feature, which, passing through the development of sound on film, would come to form the basis of early electromechanical
information systems.
In 1888, Eugene Lauste conceived of a prototype for the optical film soundtrack after reading an article about Bell’s photophone. Lauste had been trained in
Thomas Edison’s laboratory and at the time worked under Edison’s lead motion
picture engineer, W. K. L. Dickson. First he had the idea to use a band of bromide
paper to register sound photographically, but after seeing George Eastman’s new
commercially available film, which was developed in the same year, he made the
switch to celluloid around the time that Dickson was phasing out paper strips in
favor of using film for motion pictures. In this way, sound and image alighted on
celluloid at the very same moment, even if sound would have to wait another thirty
years for a commercially viable system. In 1910, Lauste created the first successful
experiment with photographed sound, using a variable density method, a specimen of which was later included in the museum of the Bell Telephone Laboratories
(Crawford 1931, 636).
At a time when Edison was decades into his attempt to synchronize moving
pictures with the phonograph, as shown in his sound test Nursery Favorites (1913),
E. E. Ries ([1913] 1926) submitted the first patent application for a variable density method of recording sound on film (fig. 1).1 Lauste had used a variable area
1

The advantage of sound-on-film over sound-on-disc synchronization is that it virtually guarantees proper synchronization by combining sound and image records on the same medium.
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method, in which a “light valve” modified the area where the film was exposed and
left a waveform pattern on the soundtrack. The variable density method followed
from the experiments of Bell and his associate Charles Sumner Tainter. Instead of
varying the area where the light hit the film, it varied the intensity of light, leaving bands of varying brightness on the soundtrack. Significantly, both methods
could be reproduced by the same equipment using the same photocells, so that
Lauste’s method was not entirely lost, returning in the late 1920s as the standard
for RCA Photophone in its competition with Fox-Case Movietone’s variable density
method.2

Figure 1: Ries Sound on Film System

Source: Elias E. Ries, US Patent 1,607,480, filed May 21, 1913, and issued November 16, 1926.

2

That Edison was still trying to synchronize film and sound records on separate media shows
a certain poverty of insight, surely due to his own investment in the phonograph.
A demonstration of the two recording methods and how they can be run on the same equipment appears in the 1943 ERPI Classroom Film, Sound Recording and Reproduction (Sound on
Film): An Instructional Sound Film. Along with the Max Fleischer cartoon Finding His Voice (1929)
and the Vitaphone demonstration The Voice from the Screen (1926), this film makes up part of
the industry’s important effort to naturalize the technology of sound-on-film by explicating
its function.
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In the annals of sound-on-film, Ries has received little acclaim for his system
because, like Lauste before him, he was stuck with the technological dead-end of
the selenium cell. He was a lone inventor working on a project that required, when
it was finally accomplished, all the might of the professional research laboratories.
The complexity of the problem appears in his patent application for “reproducing
photographic sound records”:
To reproduce such a record, I employ a method (which is the subject matter of
the present application) in which light rays of constant luminosity are projected
through an apertured screen similar to the screen employed in making the record,
and the record film is moved constantly at a uniform speed in such relation to the
aperture, that only an area equal to the area of the aperture will be exposed to
the light rays, and the light rays passing through the record film of varying opacity
will be projected upon a light sensitive cell or plate, such as selenium. This cell is
connected in an electric circuit with a sound reproducing device or telephone, and
in accordance with the variations in light rays passing through the record, the light
sensitive cell will produce variations in the resistance or cause varying impulses in
said circuit to actuate said sound reproducing device or telephone. (Ries 1926, 4)
Ries’s sound-on-film system made several important metaphorical leaps: that
sound could be transformed into electricity and back into sound (the underlying
principle of the telephone); that electricity could be transformed into light and
back into an electrical current (the principles of the lightbulb and the selenium
cell); and that light could create a record on film capable of being read again by light
(the principle of motion pictures). It was an ingenious assembly of metaphors.
The trouble was that each metaphor required significant improvements that no
single inventor in Ries’s time could make alone. As long as he was using a telephone for recording and playback, Ries would never be able to achieve sufficient
frequency range and amplification, while the telephone industry had little reason
to modify its own technology since it was more than adequate for transmitting
the voice intelligibly. Radio and public address would provide early improvements
to microphones and loudspeakers in the 1920s, but by the 1930s the film industry
would have to develop its own sound technologies, such as Harry F. Olson’s invention of the cardioid directional microphone, the shotgun mic, and improved
loudspeakers. Having access to only standard light bulbs, Reis would never achieve
sufficient luminosity, later supplied by Western Electric bulbs designed specifically
for sound-on-film. In 1922, after Lee de Forest bought Ries’s patent, de Forest
would have to consult with Eastman Kodak about producing a finer-grained film
stock to eliminate noise on the soundtrack, an effort that would go on for decades.
First and foremost, Ries needed better photocells, the kind of photocells that were
going to be developed specifically for reading optical records on film.
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In 1918, Lee de Forest began work on what would become Phonofilm, the first
commercial application of Ries’s patent. Early on, he encountered many of the
same limitations that Ries had. After a year of unsuccessful and, it should be noted
once again, dangerous efforts given the flammability of nitrate film, de Forest discontinued his “speaking flame” and modified his system to use electrical components, replacing open flames with “light tubes,” adding his Audion tube, and testing different photocells (Adams 2012, 219–229). The following year, de Forest contacted Theodore Case about a recent article the latter had published describing the
Thalofide cell, a new photoelectric cell growing out of Case’s work for the Navy
in World War I. Beginning with their correspondence in 1917, de Forest and Case
entered a period of professional cooperation, where de Forest brought an overall
picture of the sound-on-film idea and Case provided de Forest with invaluable electrical components. Case had begun experimenting with a selenium cell as early as
1911 while still a student at Yale, “with the idea in mind of photographing sound
waves,” as he relates in a letter to his mother (quoted in Sponable 1947, 284). But he
quickly turned away from selenium, adopting a combination of thallium, oxygen,
and sulfur that, when used with a vacuum tube, provided an advantageous gain in
recovery time, which was “extremely fast,” as Case notes in his article, “in marked
contrast to selenium” (1920, 290; see also Gomery 2005, 47). Case was not entirely
satisfied with his photocell, however, as he notes in a letter to de Forest: “The worst
drawback of the Thalofide cell is the hissing noise when exposed to too much light”
(as quoted in Adams 2012, 242). And toward the end of his relationship with de Forest, Case improved the device by using potassium. Two New York Times headlines
registered the significance of Phonofilm in touting its seamless analogical transfer of sound into light: “New Talking Film Photographs Voice” (August 29, 1922);
“He ‘Photographs’ Sounds” (August 17, 1922). But when de Forest failed to mention
Case’s contributions to Phonofilm in the publicity for its premiere, a dispute arose
that led to the dissolution of their relationship. The fruits of their collaboration,
however, would continue to grow, and in unexpected ways.
The commercially successful sound-on-film system that Case later developed
with Earl Sponable out of this research, the Fox-Case Movietone system, would
compete with RCA Photophone and its variable-area method before giving way to
Western Electric’s optical sound system in 1931. Over the years from de Forest’s
Phonofilm to the mature sound systems of the 1930s, improvements were made
both to photosensors and to film, with simple photocells like the Thalofide cell succumbing to more advanced photomultipliers, such as the RCA 935, and with film
stock becoming finer grained. These improvements also facilitated a range of new
film data practices in analog computing, microfilm search and retrieval, and mechanical control.
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The Transcoding of All Media
In October 1921, de Forest left his home on the Hudson, in New York State, for
Berlin where he hoped to get away from the distractions of his ongoing patent disputes, and perhaps to continue his sound-on-film experiments without tipping his
hand to other inventors (see Adams 2012, 238–241). Around the same time in Berlin,
Hans Richter was working on his seminal abstract film Rhythmus 21. It was Richter’s
first foray into cinema. Spurred on by his collaboration with Viking Eggeling, and
inspired by Eggeling’s visionary approach to geometrical form, Richter sought to
develop a means of universal visual expression. He had been working since the late
1910s with color dynamics and attempts at visual rhythm, carrying on the tradition of color organs and painted music, which Fred Collopy observes in the titles
of Richter’s paintings from this period: “Cello, Prelude, Fugue, Rhythmus 23, and Orchestration of Color” (Collopy 2000, 359). Rhythmus 21 continued these experiments in
visual music, now with the addition of motion. As with de Forest, Richter was making sound with light. The difference was that Richter assumed no need to transduce
sound into light. The two were instead direct expressions of a more basic “universal form perception.” What mattered most of all was the pattern, something that
could inhabit any sense domain, translating between sound, light, and movement,
as though music rang out through all the spheres.
Richter’s works, however, tested only one side of this analogy between light
and sound, showing how rhythm and musical form could be expressed in images.
The German-born abstract animator and filmmaker Oskar Fischinger, on the other
hand, created what Richter had only theorized about. Fischinger’s “sounding ornaments,” as well as Rudolf Pfenninger’s similar synthetic sound experiments (see
Levin 2003), used the optical soundtrack to translate images into sounds (fig. 2).
Together with his films Spirals (1926) and Allegretto (1936–1943), which illustrate the
idea of sound rhythms transformed into light, Fischinger’s ornament sounds give
practical application to the notion that form could be universal across media. Writing in 1932, Fischinger explains the “purity” of these “sounding ornaments”:
Between ornament and music persist direct connections, which means that Ornaments are Music. If you look at a strip of film from my experiments with synthetic
sound, you will see along one edge a thin stripe of jagged ornamental patterns.
These ornaments are drawn music – they are sound: when run through a projector, these graphic sounds broadcast tones or a hitherto unheard of purity, and thus,
quite obviously, fantastic possibilities open up for the composition of music in the
future. (Fischinger 1932, n.p.)
In a sense, Fischinger took de Forest’s technology and cut it in half, doing away with
the messy business of capturing images and sounds from “out there” in the world,
and simply generating them ex nihilo, in a way that created sounds that never could
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have existed otherwise. If an apparatus could transform light into electricity into
sound based on the differential density on a film soundtrack, it could transform any
visual shape or density so inscribed on the track. Fischinger was, so to speak, taking
what had been a problem for sound designers in Hollywood – the fact that the
apparatus would render any “noise” inscribed on the soundtrack, whether scratches
or specks or graininess of the film – and turning it into a new form of artistic
expression.

Figure 2: Fischinger Drawings

Source: Collection and © Center for Visual Music, Los Angeles.

What is striking about Fischinger’s sounding ornaments is that some of the
strips are nearly indistinguishable from the control patterns used in an early analog
computer, the Cinema Integraph, created by Gordon S. Brown at MIT (fig. 3). The
idea of using motion picture film to perform computations more complex than
those calculated by Vannevar Bush’s Differential Analyzer is said to have occurred
to Norbert Wiener while he was enjoying a night at the theater:
It was the old Copley Theater in Boston, and I’d been thinking very much. You see,
I’d been tremendously inspired by Vannevar Bush’s work on his various sorts of
computing machines, and I thought I’d get a hit in for my own. The optical machine
was conceived during the intermission there, and it was taken up and pushed by
Bush and by various people whom he lent me, including Dr. Brown. (Brown and
Wiener [1955] 1984, 379)
The Cinema Integraph was designed to perform harmonic analysis, which involved
more complicated functions than the differential equations performed by Bush’s
mechanical analyzer. As Wiener summarizes, the problem came in having “numbers distributed over a plane, or over a volume.” “If you wanted to solve a problem whose answer was distributed in more dimensions,” he recalls, “you had to be
able to represent a function in more dimensions” (Brown and Wiener 1955, 380).
Wiener’s insight was to turn to “the density of a photographic negative, which
varies up and down and left and right,” utilizing both the vertical and horizontal dimensions of film as variables and in this way capitalizing on the mechanical
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movement of the reel as well as the photographic space of the frame (Brown and
Wiener 1955, 380). As with Fischinger’s ornament sounds, the patterns of the Cinema Integraph could be read by an optical sound reader to create noises. It should
be no surprise, then, that the optical soundtrack was already being used as a data
medium in the 1930s.

Figure 3: Cinema Intergraph

Source: H. L. Hazen and G. S. Brown, “The Cinema Integraph: A Machine for
Evaluating a Parametric Product Integral,” Journal of the Franklin Institute 230,
no. 1 (July 1940), p. 35.

Richard S. Morse, who began his career at Eastman Kodak in 1935 before going on to achieve his greatest fame for being the inventor of frozen orange juice
concentrate and founder of the Minute Maid Corporation, sought to bring order to
the noise of microfilm’s accumulating data trail. In a sense, Morse was doing what
Fischinger was doing, creating music out of noise, trying to organize the soundtrack of the modern world. Morse made several contributions to sound-on-film
technologies while at Kodak, including an amplification system for home movies,
“using a radio receiver to amplify the output of the photoelectric cell of a sound motion picture projector” (Morse 1938, 3), as well as a system for high fidelity recording
that used compression during recording and expansion during replay, much the
same as an anamorphic lens compresses and expands widescreen images (Morse
1939). He also established important advances in push-pull recording, which used
multiple soundtracks side-by-side along the edge of the film to reduce background
noise and allow for greater amplification (McLeod and Morse, 1939; see also Hilliard
1938 and Ceccarini 1938). The patent he filed in 1938 for a “Rapid Selector-Calculator”
developed out of this work. Its variable density coding system inspired by opti-
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cal motion picture soundtracks came to be called, in the small circle of microfilm
search and retrieval, a data soundtrack (Morse 1942, 1).3
Morse’s data soundtracks (fig. 4) promised the automatic sorting, selecting,
and calculating of records on microfilm so that records could be found even if the
operator did not know their place on the film. The system specialized, in Morse’s
account, in items such as literature, bank checks, sales records, and personal identification. The device used high-speed photography to capture a duplicate of an
“information item” – a single frame on the image track – which made it possible
to retrieve multiple items very quickly. Morse gives one example of the machine’s
“almost innumerable” applications:
A bureau of criminal investigation is provided with a band carrying either five
tracks corresponding to the file numbers of registered criminals or a photographable area showing the number and name of the criminal. Adjacent to these tracks
or area is a plurality of characteristics of the criminal such as city, state, or area
of activities, type of activity, color of hair, height, approximate year of birth, etc.
When a description of a criminal and/or a crime is reported, and corresponding
decoding devices (such as oscillators) arranged, the band provides a list of likely
suspects in an automatic manner. (Morse 1942, 4)
As Fischinger had done in capturing the fugitive noises of the soundtrack, Morse
imagined that data soundtracks captured criminal attributes in an information
net. But the device’s stated applications made it not simply a benign labor-saving
technique. As Morse’s description shows, the use of film in data applications sought
to expand the power of the carceral state, prefiguring the techniques of predictive
policing and racial identification that would characterize the data practices of the
later computer revolution (see McIlwain 2019; Benjamin 2019).

3

Morse mentions that the data track might be better termed a “frequency track,” but given
the analogy with sound-on-film systems the notion of a data soundtrack continued to be the
common descriptor in subsequent literature. See, e.g., Burke 1992, 652.
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Figure 4: Morse Data Soundtracks

Source: Richard S. Morse, “Rapid Selector-Calculator,” US Patent 2,295,000,
filed June 23, 1938, and issued September 8, 1942.

Morse’s optical technology in a sense brought Hollerith’s “punch photograph”
full circle once again: the punched card that simulated the optical medium of the
photograph returned to the optical medium of film in order to retrieve the data of
the punched card. In fact, the punch system of the Hollerith card had already been
used in an earlier microfilm search and retrieval system. In 1931, Emanuel Goldberg, inventor of the Kinamo portable camera that Joris Ivens used to film The Bridge
(1928), presented his Statistical Machine at the Eighth International Congress of
Photography in Dresden. The information retrieval system connected with Goldberg’s presentation from the night before, when he detailed a new sound-on-film
technology developed at Zeiss Ikon. The Statistical Machine was, in biographer
Michael Buckland’s words, “a revolutionary document search and display system
using microfilm for document storage, a photoelectric cell for sensing index codes,
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and digital circuits for pattern recognition” (Buckland 2006, 155).4 It was designed
to retrieve sales data for business, and used a metadata system very similar to what
Morse later used in his Rapid Selector-Calculator.5 Each record contained a code
with certain characteristics, just like Hollerith’s punch photographs only now automated on a soundtrack. Goldberg and Morse thus solidified Wiener’s intuition that
optical computing could control automation, that cinematics could control kinematics (see Stine 2014). Before McLaren’s animated sound strips, data soundtracks
had already taken up the cybernetic task of animating machines.
At the basis of the experiments of de Forest and Case, Eggeling and Richter,
Morse and Goldberg, Fischinger and Pfenninger, Wiener and Brown, is a world
conceived in advance as calculable and capable of being translated from one
medium to another. That physical materials or forms of energy were expressible
in terms of each other was only one small part of this understanding. If the world
was conceived in advance as calculable, then all these physical materials and forms
of energy – sound, light, electricity, machine movements, etc. – were expressible
not only in terms of each other but also universally expressible, by abstraction.
Eggeling and Richter understood this from the beginning. Visual music was only
one small part of the “universal form expression” they sought to capture through
their artistic work. In 1920, the two collaborated on a pamphlet advocating the
development of a universal form language “above and beyond all national language
frontiers” (as cited in Turvey 2003, 26).6 The pamphlet expressed a desire that
Eggeling had been carrying with him most of his life, and which he promoted in
Richter, of creating “a new communication machine” (O’Konor 1971, 7). It would not
be long before science would make their dream of a universal language a genuine
technical possibility. In 1937, shortly after Fischinger’s sounding-ornaments experiments, Alan Turing settled once and for all that these different forms of energy
were expressible in a common language with the Universal Turing Machine. The
Turing concept would soon make it possible for a single machine to store, process,
and transmit all media, whether sound, image, or text.

4

5
6

Buckland deserves recognition for restoring Goldberg’s place in the history of information
science, which was nearly forgotten in the shadow of Vannevar Bush’s Memex. The biography also outlines Goldberg’s important contributions to photography, cinema, and soundon-film.
Other applications Buckland highlights are check handling and the preparation of telephone
subscriber invoices (Buckland 2006, 148).
From Hans Richter’s retrospective remarks on their collaboration. As Turvey notes, the original text of Universelle Sprache (“Universal Language”) is probably no longer extant.
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A Control Medium for Machine Automation
When engineers and inventors set out to develop automatic machine tooling, they
turned to the same readily available assemblies of photocells and motion picture
film as information scientists had. In his description of the problems facing machine tooling in the 1950s, Frederick W. Cunningham explains: “All of these machines have the disadvantage of requiring that a master piece or, in the automatic
screw machine, a set of master cams, be made and installed every time the machine is to be changed from one job to another” (1954, 487). Because of the wear
inflicted by the work process, master templates had a short life span, as David F.
Noble notes: “Storage of templates, most of which were for a single job or a single part of a job, was costly and required complex inventory and retrieval systems”
(1986, 83). To Cunningham’s mind, it was necessary to find a control medium for
shaping metal parts that would not itself be damaged in the work process. Out the
possibilities of magnetic tape, punched cards, and film, he selected film because of
its durability, widespread availability, and cost effectiveness.
In a sense, motion pictures had supplied the means of automating interchangeable programs from the beginning. A film projector is capable of showing any film,
or in a sense running any program (it is worth recalling that evenings at the movies
were historically called “programs”). This ability also made film an especially good
medium for controlling machine movements because it was itself motion-controlled by the sprocket holes lining its sides and was intentionally durable for such
a purpose. Bazin was right to point out these automatic features of the technology: “For the first time, between the originating object and its reproduction there
intervenes only the instrumentality of a nonliving agent” ([1945] 1967, 13). Cinema
was early automation. The programs it ran could be projected for people or as clandestine matinees intended only for machines. In this light, Noble’s (1995) notion of
“progress without people” might be refigured as “cinema without people” because
the same technologies that have entertained mass audiences have been just as easily configured to run machines.
Across several fields, researchers realized this advantage of using film to change
the program of automatically controlled machines. Cunningham selected 16mm
film to solve the problem of cutting non-circular gears, such as those needed for
the Army T-41 Rangefinder anti-aircraft gun. Non-circular gears were difficult to
produce, even for a skilled machinist. The problem became so great in the aerospace
industry that by the end of the 1950s, noncircular and non-rectangular surfaces necessitated automation both in manufacturing and design, a difficulty that would
form the thrust of early computer-aided design systems. Cunningham’s solution
involved an assembly of electronics and photocells set up to read a complicated
machining program printed on film, “a continuous stream of data that would dictate the immediate movement of machine elements” (Ashburn 1953, 150). Several
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other experiments followed similar pursuits. The Swiss firm Contraves A.G. improved on a German machine developed during the war to produce a photo-optical
tracer similar to that devised at MIT (see Noble 1995, 83; Hazen, Brown, and Jaeger
1936). Cletus Killian, drawing on his work in developing mechanical computing
machines at Remington Rand, similarly experimented with a photo-optical linefollowing machine, which he called the “Automatic Machinist” (1952, 1). Killian’s
patent for the machine explicitly lists cellulose acetate and cellulose nitrate film
as excellent control tape (1952, 14).7 Alongside its uses as an analog photographic
medium, film also served as punched tape for running machines digitally. Albert
Gallatin Thomas, an MIT alumnus who worked with Vannevar Bush in the 1920s,
followed Killian’s approach to produce a discretely coded system capable of converting digital information, stored on film, into continuous three-axis machine movement (Noble 1986, 87). Extending automatic machining capabilities, F. P. Caruthers
developed a system at Thomson Equipment that employed motion picture film as
punched tape (fig. 5) in conjunction with a plugboard to control four axes of machine motion (Noble 1986, 92–96; Carr 2014, 271–273). Noble argues in support of
Caruthers’s method that, unlike MIT’s numerical approach, it was designed with
machinists in mind, not to replace them. Machining with the system remained a
sensory experience rather than an attempt to circumvent the senses: “Through the
use of dials which permitted both coarse and fine tuning, the operator could set
and adjust feeds and speeds, relying upon accumulated experience with the sights,
sounds, and smells of metal cutting” (Noble 1986, 94).

7

The application substituted for an earlier abandoned application dating from May 18, 1943.
As Noble notes, however, Killian’s work was largely a failure (1986, 87).
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Figure 5: Caruthers Punched Film

Source: Caruthers, Felix Porter. 1984.
Automatic Machine Control: A Five Generation History of Numerical Control Systems
as Conceived and Developed by Felix Porter
Caruthers. Three Rivers, CA: Caruthers &
Associates, Inc., 1984. Smithsonian Institution Archives Center, National Museum
of American History, Felix P. Caruthers
Papers, 1952–1991, Box 1, Folder 1, n.p.

At the same time, the driving force in photocell innovation was the film industry, where “the principal contemplated application was sound-on-film pickup”
(Engstrom 1980, 3–4). Audiences who paid for tickets to the talkies, unwittingly
perhaps, drove the demand for photocell applications in a variety of other fields,
including machine automation. Although military exploits have often been cited
as the very visible hand behind technological growth, they played at best a tangential part in this unfolding where ideological productions screened from view
a more pervasive technological pursuit. By the 1940s, photocells were being used
for process control in industry, as sensors for the automatic doors at Penn Station
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in New York, and in two feedback-controlled automatons, Henry Singleton’s Moth
and Bedbug and Grey Walter’s tortoises. As ought to be expected with such feedback systems, it was only a matter of time before developments returned to the
entertainment industry with the “total automation of the motion-picture theater”
(Boudouris, Gray, and Burlinson 1972, 81).

Conclusion
As this history suggests, the feedback loop between today’s cinematic practices and
Big Data, such as we see in algorithmic video platforms like Netflix and YouTube,
was already in the works in the classical era of film, even if the circuit of their
interchange was long and generally imperceptible. Visual media scaled between the
two-dimensional world of linear code and the three-dimensional world of machine
action, enabling new data practices and the mobilization of these data into new
mechanical systems. Film was used to reproduce, most obviously, images, but it
also became the support through these images to reproduce any number of other
media, such as sound and text. Specifically in terms of its reproduction and search
and retrieval of text, film in this way became practical in libraries, hospitals, and
police offices, as a means of information processing before digital computing. As
Lev Manovich notes, film achieved its greatest effect in computing by obliterating
the image, using film not as a pictorial space, but in the case of Konrad Zuse’s Z3
computer disregarding the image in the form of a punched-hole code (2002, 20).
But as Kittler notes, the binary alternation effectuated by punched holes was part of
the medium of film from the beginning in its use of negative–positive photography:
The consequences of unlimited copying are clear: in a series first of originals, second of negatives, and third of negatives of a negative, photography became a mass
medium. For Hegel, the negation of a negation was supposed to be anything but a
return to the first position, but mass media are based precisely on this oscillation,
as it logically calculated Boolean circuit algebra and made possible nothing less
than the computer. (2010, 134)
So it should come as no surprise that the functions of computing were first tested
on the medium of film. From Norbert Wiener and Gordon S. Brown’s Cinema Integraph to Richard S. Morse’s data soundtracks and Emanuel Goldberg’s Statistical
Machine, in Fredrick Cunningham’s noncircular gear shaper and F. P. Caruthers’s
punched-film machinist, motion picture film was a computing medium that prefigured much of what would be taken up by digital computers. It was a universal
medium operating in an era on the cusp of universal computing machines.
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Film Box Office Charts and the Metadata of Culture
Liam Cole Young

Counting culture is now commonplace. Areas of cultural and artistic production
once thought distinct from numbers have in recent decades been reconfigured by
myriad practices of quantification, data capture and analysis. Sales and streaming
charts not only measure the circulation and reach of film, television, music, and
podcast texts, but often rank their relative impact or importance. Meanwhile, algorithmically generated recommendation systems curate individual experiences of
streaming and search platforms such that no two users’ experiences are the same.
In sports, new forms of data capture and analysis track athlete performance, predict game and event outcomes, enable new modes of corporate decision making,
and intersect in powerful ways with gambling and financial markets. Closer to
home, citation counts and impact factors create new incentive structures and transform standards by which academic research is judged relevant, successful, or even
legitimate. Such data practices transform traditionally qualitative realms into an
unending series of quantifiable units and forms – so many numbers, charts, lists,
and spreadsheets to be parsed by ever more “innovative” metrics and analytical
systems.
These changes seem novel, part of the wide-ranging consequences of ubiquitous computing and digitization, but in fact they have deeper genealogies. The application of large-scale quantitative methods to measuring and analyzing culture
did not begin with the internet, even if Silicon Valley’s championing of these methods has accelerated and intensified their normalization within discourses of innovation, growth, and disruption. Any question of digital culture’s bias toward analytics must, in my view, situate its privileged techniques of quantification within a
longer arc of modernity. Epistemologies associated with Western modernity have
counted, compressed, classified, calculated, and circulated culture and much else
for a lot longer than the internet has been around. These deeper histories remind us
that cycles of struggle have long unfolded at the intersections of media-technologies and class, racialization, colonialism, and epistemology. Recent scholarship has
focused on, for instance, cultural, as opposed to state, modes of counting through
such topics as pop music charts (Huber 2010; Straw 2015), timing and imaging
in sport (Finn 2016) credit bureaus and reporting (Lauer 2017), media and multi-
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culturalism (Hayward 2019), files, filing cabinets, and filing hands (Vismann 2008;
Robertson 2021), feminist histories of quantification (Wernimont 2019), payment
systems (Swartz 2020), and “methodolatry” (Mattern 2013). Earlier examples include texts on charts by Parker (1991) and Hakanen (1998), on memos by Yates (1993)
and Guillory (2004), or infrastructures of classification such as covered by Bowker
and Star (2000). In spite of this vibrant interest in quantitative cultures and institutions, there is surprisingly little research on how such techniques structure
activity within cultural industries.
This essay contributes to this growing body of critical literature by tracing the
emergence and rise of Hollywood box office charts across the North American media landscape of the late 20th century. Over a roughly fifty-year period, from the late
1960s to today, box office charts and other informational forms, such as pop music charts, professional sports tables, and University rankings have played a major
role in reconfiguring the epistemological ground of culture. These forms materialize certain data practices – modes of observing, measuring, visualizing, comparing,
and ranking – and are an important part of the story of how realms historically
thought separate, or at least insulated, from numbers and market-based pressures
became subject to prevailing modes of quantification and financialization.
During this period, box office charts transformed from an afterthought on Hollywood’s margins into a dominant industrial and institutional form.1 Today, such
charts are perhaps the single most important metric by which film performance –
whether of individual films, actors, filmmakers, or the industry as a whole – are
discussed and assessed, from within Hollywood and without. Charts embody an
ecosystem of tracking and analysis that is used not only in reactive ways, such as
in decision-making contexts, but also for prediction and speculation. The small
academic literature on the paper-based charts discussed in this essay does not
typically question the nature of the informational form itself, i.e., how and why
charts assemble the data they do in the ways they do. The typical view of paperbased box office charts accepts charts as “a concise and condensed representation
of the audience’s behavior patterns” (Buckland and Long in Mathijs 2006, 92) and
thus rests on an assumption that such forms simply gather and reflect “informa-

1

The most comprehensive account of this transformation, to my knowledge, is Hayes and
Bing’s 2004 book, Open Wide: How Hollywood Box Office Became a National Obsession. Though
a work of journalism that focuses on the fin de siècle corporate developments in Hollywood
related to opening weekends, the authors are unusually attentive to systemic forces and historical processes that anticipate contemporary developments. “Box office, then, isn’t just a
story of studios, market research, advertising and movie stars; it is the story of the architectural and retail infrastructure into which the studios plug their product” (Hayes and Bing
2004, 13). I am greatly indebted to their archival and interview-based research.
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tion” that exists a priori in the world.2 My goal here, following Latour’s “first rule of
method,” is to disrupt such assumptions by “un-black boxing” box office charts (Latour 1987, 21), considering instead how they function as what John Durham Peters
(2012; 2015) calls logistical media. The latter are forms and practices that abstract,
order, organize, and compute “basic coordinates of time and space,” establishing
the “central points around which culture rotates” (Peters 2012, 41–42). His examples
are calendars, clocks, and towers, but others have pushed this definition to explore
such case studies as radar (Case 2013), digital calendars (Wajcman 2019), thumbnail images (Thylstrup and Teilmann-Lock 2017), Amazon’s anticipatory shipping
patent (Nyckel and Poechhacker 2020), as well as more general categories of software (Rossiter 2016), smart cities (Shapiro 2018), police media (Reeves and Packer
2013), and formats (Volmar 2020). Such studies show that logistical media do not
simply record, represent, or reflect culture but actively produce the distinctions,
categories, and concepts upon which its epistemological assumptions rest.
Like pop music charts, we refer to box office figures as “charts” even though
they are really just lists: a series of aggregated units ranked in descending order
of performance, whatever the metric. Lists are powerful logistical media because
they exist at the borderline between entropy and order, “etcetera” and “everythingincluded” (Eco 2009), processing sense from nonsense (Siegert 2015; Serres 2007
[1980]). Who or what draws these distinctions, how, and for what purposes are
essential questions for understanding how human beings think and act, how we
stitch things together across space and time, especially when considering lists of
people, resources, or orders (Werbin 2017; Young 2017). As Jack Goody (1977) first
showed, to make a list is to visualize words, things, events, or people into twodimensional units that can be combined with others, classified, or otherwise manipulated in ways not possible in thought and oral speech. That box office charts are
called “charts,” rather than lists, highlights this feature. Disaggregated units, films,
are drawn together to form a document that allows people to do things; namely, to
chart a course through increasingly noisy information environments. To conceive
of charts as cartographic aids, however, is to ignore how they constitute the very
ontology of a cultural field that they claim simply to represent or report. In the assembly of charts, data points are generated by practices of observation, measure,

2

Frohmann (2004a; 2004b) argues we should not understand “information” as an ontological
substance to be sought, gathered, and translated into meaning (i.e. knowledge) by the human mind. Instead, “information” is a concept that arises only from documentary and data
practices that do stabilizing and coordinating work that precedes abstract concepts like “information,” but also “objectivity,” “fact,” and even “knowledge.” Documents become informing
or informational, he argues, only once they acquire the cache of the “social and pedagogical
disciplines that maintai[n] them” (Frohmann 2004a, 400).
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counting, and comparison. These are flattened, standardized, aggregated, and organized in such informational forms as box office charts before, finally, being operationalized as knowledge in various ways and by various communities.
Inspired by the praxeological approach of this volume, I seek to follow the practices themselves, to emphasize where and how box office data came to be aggregated and displayed, as well as some of the motivations that led people to datafy
the production, distribution, and reception of cinema in the first place. I hope to
show some of the ways such data was put to work, how it came to reconfigure
chains of decision making and resource distribution within the film industry. In
such uses, charts were pushed beyond functions of measure or comprehension and
toward prediction. As such, box office charts offer a crucial step in the genealogy of
contemporary cloud-based forms of tracking, prediction, and decision-making as
found in recommendation and newsfeed algorithms. This genealogical approach
involves illuminating a small segment of a much larger and more complex chain of
actors, actions, events, texts, sites, and motivations that produced the data environment typified by box office charts. I thus look upon charts themselves, as crystallizations of particular data practices and imaginaries, but also actors who did
the charting, most notably Variety critic A.D. “Art” Murphy. He plays a large role in
these pages not because I seek to tell an origin story or emphasize Murphy’s individual genius or villainy, but because he occupied a privileged site and step in this
genealogy. Variety played an outsized role in popularizing box office charts, and it
was Murphy who developed the magazine’s original chart format.
My argument is not that counting culture is in all cases a bad thing, nor that
box office charts “caused” the corporatization or financialization of art and culture.
Rather, and more humbly, I seek to shine light on the epistemological work performed by informational forms and logistical media, and on the data practices and
imaginaries that produce them. Such considerations rarely appear in histories of
culture, while accounts of contemporary data analytics typically begin only with
the digital computer. My aims are thus historical and deflationary, to show how
deeper histories of counting culture prefigure and anticipate today’s Big Data, and
to weave practices of accounting into stories about cultural industries so as to complement the usual emphasis on production and consumption.

Hollywood Datafication
The now-familiar form of box office charts, a ranked list of the top grossing films
over a defined period (usually a week or weekend), took some time to settle into
place. The recent proliferation of box office charts online followed a slower but
no less robust propagation across so-called “legacy” media environments between
about 1970 and 2000. Appearing first in Variety in the late 1960s, the charts proved
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in subsequent decades to be a perfect morsel for content-hungry editors of increasingly specialized entertainment and business presses, whether at longstanding
venues like Variety and Forbes, or newer outlets like USA Today (est. 1982), Premiere
(est. 1987), and Entertainment Weekly (est. 1990). Television producers also mined
value from charts, particularly those looking to fill airtime for niche entertainment
programming that arose with cable and satellite, such as Entertainment Tonight (est.
1981), MTV (Music Television, est. 1981) and VH1 (Video Hits 1, est. 1985) (see Hayes
and Bing 2004, 294–95). But the earliest box office reporting was much less conspicuous, more infrequent, and lacked any kind of systematic approach. Reports
were linked to specific theatres or cities and were not aggregated into larger data
sets that might provide insight into, for instance, regional or national trends (Hayes
and Bing 2004, 290). These box office reports made few claims to objectivity, such
as would later come to be associated with box office charts, and fit neatly alongside
the qualitative content with which Daily Variety had made its name since launching
in 19333 such as film reviews, celebrity chatter, and interviews. As the 1960s drew
to a close, what little profile box office figures had was in the service of Hollywood
gossip rather than economic analysis or prediction.
This would change as Hollywood entered a new epoch characterized by the decline of the studio system that had been relatively stable over the first half of the
20th century. The system, in which five major studios controlled every moment
and site along the chain of production, distribution, and exhibition of film commodities, was gradually dislodged by a series of economic, legal, technological,
and cultural forces. Some of these were external to the industry, such as the rise
of television, and some internal, such as the infamous Paramount anti-trust suit.
The latter was settled by the United States Supreme Court in 1948 and required
major studios to dismantle their vertically-integrated operations. With studios no
longer able to enjoy an oligopoly over talent, financing, and distribution, an array
of independent operators elbowed their way into the industry.
I am not treading new ground here. This story is often told by cultural historians and film scholars as context for the 1970s “golden age” of American cinema,
during which, to borrow the title of Peter Biskand’s (1999) account, a few “Raging Bull” and “Easy Rider” artists, producers, and critics shook Hollywood out of
complacency.4 These young filmmakers reimagined the form, content, and infrastructure of American film. They shot and edited their films differently, adopting

3

4

New York City-based Variety magazine was founded in 1905 as a weekly periodical focusing
on vaudeville and theatre. Daily Variety, launched in 1933, was a Los Angeles-based subsidiary
that focused on the motion picture industry. It ran until 2013.
See, for instance, the critical overview comprised by essays in Elsaesser, Horwath, and King
(2004).
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verité and direct cinema techniques from the French New Wave. They mined diverse source material for stories, exploring the streets and sweat of life in New York
City and Detroit as often as high modern literary traditions or low cultural forms
such as American vaudeville. By synthesizing arthouse and grindhouse, filmmakers associated with this golden age were beloved by film critics and ticket buyers
alike. But it was not to last. The end of the golden age corresponds with the opening of a new period of corporate-commercial “blockbuster” cinema of the 1980s
and beyond, after the studios had reclaimed autonomy over the film business. Depending on the storyteller, this transition is framed as one of artistic marginalization and corporate expansion, or as a return of fiscal responsibility in the wake
of free spending. What is clear is that the end of the 1970s brought a prolonged
and intense period of consolidation, convergence, and financialization (for a comprehensive overview, see deWaard 2020). These processes produced a new series
of dominant forms and rituals in the industry, such as the blockbuster or “event”
film (Acland 2020); hugely expanded promotional campaigns that included movie
tie-in merchandizing, licensing, and soundtrack deals; the sale and renewal of TV
broadcast rights; an industry calendar reformatted around various movie “seasons”
(summer blockbuster season, awards season, low season, etc.); and, perhaps most
important of all, a new emphasis on release dates and opening weekend grosses.
I am less interested in offering a moral argument about whether these changes
were good or bad than in highlighting that accounts of this period typically overlook the corresponding changes to techniques of data collection, aggregation, and
presentation employed by Hollywood insiders to track and analyze commodity circulation. Box offices charts were paradigmatic, but this period also saw a surge in
interest in survey and focus group data, marketing white papers, metrics for tracking star image popularity, among others (Hayes and Bing 2004, 277–297). These
media forms started on the margins, developed by relative outsiders, and operated quietly but powerfully in the background (as all functioning infrastructure
does). They were either proprietary and hidden from public view or, as with box
office charts, appeared to be straightforwardly reporting facts. They thus embody
a strange contradiction in 1970s Hollywood: a flowering of artistry and auteur cinema accompanied by rather more mercenary ideas about how to reduce cinema to
data points that could be tracked and analyzed by a consolidated suite of metrics.

What’s in a Chart?
Like all lists, box office charts are deceptively simple. Their clean borders and ordered appearance seem simply to collate and present “objective” data. The form
seems to repel critiques of its logic and instead demands judgements about value
or importance based solely on weekly grosses. Unlike a piece of narrative prose
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or a scholarly essay, in which authorial voice, intent, or argumentation are discernable, a box office chart lacks such obvious traces. But as theorists of writing
have shown, all acts of inscription, whether “administrative” or “literary,” are the
product of choices – what to include, or not, and how – that have wide-ranging
consequences.5 Though they appear simply to gather data, read trends, or reflect cultural activity that exists a priori in the world, such forms actually generate data or
knowledge, give it material form, and grant it epistemological authority. Put another way, to measure a cultural field in a list or a chart makes concrete what had
previously been abstract. It is to visualize data points, combine them into relations,
attach metadata, and aggregate these into a standardized format.6 For readers, the
threshold to understanding such forms is low. They are easy to access, easy to scan,
and thus easy to circulate as knowledge. Popular music charts, for instance, as I
argue elsewhere (Young 2017), render songs, artists, moments, and memories into
collective archives and canons, track commodity circulation, structure processes
of taste-making and gatekeeping, and, in self-authored charts, allow for the performance of knowledge or mastery of a field. Box office charts function similarly.
They draw things together and place them in relation to one another, creating connections that did not exist prior to the act of listing. They congeal as knowledge
various components: films, box office earnings, studios, number of weeks on the
charts. They create a stable format that is the material basis for conceptions of
value, success, or failure. Consider the 1972 chart from Variety magazine shown in
figure 1.
The basic criterion for this list is the total number of box office dollars earned
per film over a given period of time (one week). Financial gross is privileged.
All other data become metadata of secondary importance, such as distributor
(“Distr.”), last week’s gross and rank, number of cities in which each film is
screened, type of theatre (first run, show case, roadshow), number of weeks on
chart, and total grosses to date. When presented in this way, such forms achieve a
veneer of objectivity. Mary Poovey (1998) traces this sense of authority and objectivity back to early modern practices of double-entry bookkeeping. This technique
of accounting, she argues, made concrete, on the page, previously abstract notions
of transparency, trust, and even virtue before God. Things, events, amounts, and
accounts are transcoded from speech and embodied experience into entries and
numbers for elegant and efficient presentation. It’s all there on the page, with

5

6

Many of these insights were derived during what are now referred to as the “orality-literacy”
debates of the mid-20th century. Ong (1983) synthesizes much of this research, but earlier
touchstone texts include Parry (1930), Parry and Parry (1987), Lord (2000 [1960]), Levi-Strauss
(1966 [1962]), McLuhan (1962), Goody and Watt (1963), Havelock (1963), and Goody (1986).
For an expansive consideration of “format” as a critical concept, see Jancovic, Volmar, and
Schneider, eds. (2020)
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nowhere to hide and thus no reason to doubt the trustworthiness of the merchant
with well-kept books.

Figure 1: Variety Chart 1972

Source: Variety, 25 October 1972, p. 17

Box office and other cultural charts participate in this long history, benefitting
from long-held assumptions about the transparency and objectivity of numeracy
and list. The material properties of the above chart defer questions about how this
money is counted, who counts it, and whether these figures are reliable. The chart is
instead suffused with a logic that privileges economic considerations. Its collation
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and hierarchical presentation of data seem obvious and inevitable. But this chart
could have been organized much differently. One could have listed the number of
tickets sold, rather than dollar amounts. One could have ranked entries according
to number of screenings, or theatres in which they appeared. Similarly, one could
have listed these films alphabetically, rather than according to total gross amount,
or chronologically based on date of release. There are innumerable ways of ordering
and reordering such data (this is the power and pleasure of any list), and innumerable metadata that could be affixed to broaden or reduce the scope of the list. We
do not see, for instance, the country of origin, name of director or lead actor, number of craftspeople who worked on the film, years since initial script development,
and so on. These may today be considered irrelevant according to industry standards, but such judgements ignore the extent to which these industry standards
are themselves established through informational forms such as box office charts.
Because alternative data were excluded from early charts, or presented as contextual metadata, now they always will be.
These techniques of assembling data recall Bruno Latour’s early science studies research, in which he describes the “captation” of readers who are beholden to a
particular pathway charted by the assembler(s) of a document through an archive of
almost infinite possible connections and pathways. Readers are held captive, their
objections anticipated and neutralized, while the objects and relations assembled
come to be dominated by sight. Words, things, people, and events are frozen in
visual forms such as lists, tables, charts, or diagrams in order that they can better
be controlled from a distance, as he writes, “when someone is said to ‘master’ a
question or to ‘dominate’ a subject, you should normally look for the flat surface
that enables mastery (a map, a list, a file, a census, the wall of a gallery, a cardindex, a repertory) and you will find it” (Latour 1990, 45). Knowledge is formed
via these slow and sedimentary processes by which many networks of observation,
experimentation, commentary, citation, and classification are coordinated and stabilized. People do things with such knowledge. They use it to analyse situations and
make decisions, distribute resources, and to otherwise coordinate action. Theories
of historical rupture make for good headlines and citation counts, but the process
of history is slow, layered, and messy.
Box office charts, for instance, establish particular rhythms of time over film
production, circulation, and reception. As Hayes and Bing demonstrate, for at least
the last thirty years, a film’s opening weekend gross has stood as the gold standard
of success (Hayes and Bing 2004, 9–15). Prior to the standardization of box office
charts in the 1970s, Hollywood release and exhibition practices did not always pass
through this temporal bottleneck. Early Variety box office reporting “didn’t publish
a single regular report on nationwide grosses. Instead, the paper ran a bewildering
array of regional stories reporting ticket sales at particular houses” (Hayes and Bing
2004, 290). Eventually, in-house critic A.D. Murphy began to aggregate these data
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to derive rudimentary national numbers based on averages from key regions in a
column he began to author in 1968, “Variety’s Key City B.O. Sample.” As the 1970s
unfolded, Murphy began to zero in on first week grosses and by the early 1970s, his
charts had taken shape in the now-familiar “top weekend grosses” format (Murphy
1968, 290–291). More than mere “information,” box office charts became operational and logistical media, powerful switch points in the feedback loops between
Hollywood film production, distribution, exhibition, and consumption. Hollywood
executives lusted after total data awareness of film performance and audience tendencies, joining military commanders and 20th century Cold Warriors in search
of seamless connectivity and real time data, or retail executives like Sam Walton,
founder of Wal-Mart, who sought ever more granular data about logistics and distribution (LeCavalier 2016). The payload at the end of each data supply chain varies,
but the goals are the same: speed, efficiency, and optimization. New intermediaries
arrived in Hollywood to fill this niche, convinced that they could develop “a more
scientific system for building a movie into a mass event, and a more scientific system for rapidly measuring its success” (Hayes and Bing 2004, 241).

Data Imaginaries
Murphy was not the only quantitative game in town. As Hayes and Bing (2004,
283–296) recount, other groups like National Research Group (NRG) and Centralized Grosses were attempting to streamline and aggregate data about the business
of Hollywood. NRG was founded in 1979 by two former political pollsters, Catherine
Paura and Joe Farrell, to provide Hollywood studio executives with market research
and other curated data sets that, they argued, offered unique insights into what
was popular, how, and why. A few years earlier, in 1976, Marcie Polier, then a parttime secretary for Mann Theatres in Los Angeles, founded Centralized Grosses. At
Mann, Polier canvassed individual theatre owners about ticket sales and collated
their data into a report for distribution to industry executives. Centralized Grosses
systematized what had been an ad hoc and relatively unreliable process of data collection (based on a complex of voice – telephone – pencil – typewriter – binder).
It also transformed Polier’s early local data sets into a nationwide database that
enjoyed privileged access to proprietary studio data for over two decades. The successes of NRG and Centralized Grosses exemplify the datafication of culture that
Murphy’s charts similarly embody. They also stand as early examples of broader
transformations in Hollywood arising from ownership concentration and the logic
of financialization, which Andrew deWaard describes as an “accelerated growth of
the financial sector and its extractive logic, which relies on financial engineering
rather than commodity production” (deWaard 2020, 54–55). Polier sold her company, for instance, to AC Nielson, the notorious global market research and televi-
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sion rating system corporation, before it was merged, acquired, and stripped for
parts by a series of media companies and private equity firms. The initial sale of
Centralized Grosses (by-then rebranded as Entertainment Data, Inc.) to Nielson resulted in a new company, Nielson EDI. The latter was purchased in 2002 by Dutch
publishing company VNU, which then owned iconic trade papers Adweek, Billboard,
and Hollywood Reporter. In 2006, a consortium of private equity firms purchased
VNU, installed the former CEO of General Electric, and rebranded the entity as The
Nielson Company. As deWaard shows, the consortium saddled the company with
excessive debt, stripped its assets for capital extraction and slashed its workforce
before exiting the investment with a handsome profit “achieved through financial
engineering” (deWaard 2020, 67). The journey of Polier’s Centralized Grosses shows
how data practices become capitalized and financialized, but it also reminds us that
the roots of the data economy lay in clerical labor and bookkeeping, areas of work
often feminized, racialized, and ignored in business and cultural histories.
Murphy’s chart operations at Variety are of particular note for our purposes
given their origins in the military-industrial complex (the connection to militarystyle systems thinking I suggested above is more than a provocative analogy). Before landing at Daily Variety in 1965, he had trained as a navigator and transporter in
the United States Navy and written a Master of Science thesis at the United States
Naval Postgraduate School on “A Queueing Model of Information Flow in a Command and Control System” (Murphy 1962). These intellectual leanings in fact played
a role in his ability to secure a job as a conventional film critic at the magazine. He
wrote a letter in 1965 to editor Tom Pryor that modeled a mathematical, seemingly
objective analysis of the economics of Hollywood that caused Pryor to hire him immediately (Hayes and Bing 2004, 289–290). Murphy’s peculiar background is often
mentioned in histories of Variety and the box office charts, yet rarely analyzed in
depth. His Master’s thesis, publicly available, offers clear insight into the types of
knowledge that would shape his approach to working with data and systematizing
the charts. Though much of the analysis is highly technical, Murphy’s opening and
concluding chapters lucidly lay out the argument and its epistemological commitments. He explores the speed, volume, and processes by which information moves
in military chains of command, seeking to address the problem of military commanders having to process too much information. In his own words, the thesis
seeks to “provide a methodology yielding quantitative results which may assist a
commander” in addressing “the problem of the volume of information flow” (Murphy 1962, ii). “Does a military commander actually need all the information he receives? Can he afford to spend more and more time absorbing all the subtleties of
increasingly complex matters, matters on which he must make positive decisions
and decisions for which he alone is responsible? Can he afford NOT to?” (Murphy
1962, iii). The basic premise of the thesis is that decision making can be optimized
by streamlining and standardizing the movement of information from one com-
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mand post or “service stand” to the next (Murphy 1962, v). It is unclear why Murphy adopts the term information, as opposed to knowledge or data, but it likely had
something to do with the spread through the 1950s and 60s of Claude Shannon’s
so-called information theory. Though he does not cite or comment upon Shannon directly, nor on Norbert Wiener’s cybernetics, the influence of both is clearly evident
in Murphy’s use of the information and command and control concepts throughout.
These nascent fields offered modes of analysis and reasoning employed by Murphy in suggesting that there are informational thresholds beyond which any given
command post ceases to be functional, and that these thresholds can be quantified.
Short of such a threshold, he argued, any actor’s capacity for reasoning remains optimal and she or he can devote maximum cognitive capacity toward complex reasoning, analysis, and decision making that is required in a given situation. Murphy
pointed to protocols such as Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) as evidence of
how such practices were already in place. Whether in military or institutional settings, SOPs are systems designed with the goals of reducing uncertainty, increasing
redundancy, and lowering the threshold to participation in any chain of decision,
command, or data transfer. SOPs program action according to anticipated parameters and scenarios and thus reduce the cognitive load on decision makers and
accelerate their ability to act. One need not reason nor analyze one’s way toward
a decision or action, one must simply adopt the SOP. The critique of instrumentalizing and rationalizing decisions involving, for instance, weaponry and human
life is obvious. But one can also understand the desire, in situations that demand
speed and “decisiveness,” to outsource some of the cognitive load.
Murphy was a fan of SOPs but pointed out that even most military SOPs remained ad hoc and without an important quantitative dimension that could make
them even more efficient, functional, and standardizable. His hunch was that a
synthesis of cybernetics’ command and control systems analysis with the hard
mathematics of queuing theory could address these limitations. Ultimately, Murphy’s solution to the problem of information overload in decision-making is to call
for comprehensive analyses of chains of command and information transfer “with
a view to automating, consolidating, or even eliminating some of the information
generated” (Murphy 1962, 34) so as to lessen the cognitive load of commanders. In
other words, to streamline, optimize, and eliminate redundancy should be, according to Murphy, the primary goals for any such system.
Though Murphy aspires to general applicability with his analysis, he lacks any
theory of what the analysis models, namely, communication and information. There is
no conception of the devices, agents, or practices that perform the work of communication, that mediate the flows of information he is so concerned with. Murphy
instead relies on a concept of information, common since the mid-19th century but
popularized through misreadings of Claude Shannon and Norbert Wiener, that
mistakes their entropy measure, information, for a universal and ahistorical sub-
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stance “out there” in the world to be discovered, captured, nurtured, saved, protected, or otherwise utilized. Such a conception ignores how practices, techniques,
models, mechanisms, and media do not simply reflect or gather but actively generate data points, processing them into information to be disseminated as knowledge
for various purposes. As Gitelman et al. (2013) show, following Bowker (2005), “raw
data is an oxymoron.” In attempting to derive general principles that can be used in
any number of different communicative environments, Murphy’s model assumes
(or dreams) of a frictionless set of processes by which data are discovered or pulled
from “the field,” passed to a decision maker, processed cognitively into a set of decisions, conveyed as orders to actors downstream, and implemented in the field.
Murphy’s thesis is yet another instance in which information takes on almost
magical properties, as Nunberg writes, “a noble substance […] indifferent to the
transformation of its vehicles” and to the techniques of assembly, movement, and
operationalization associated with information work (Nunberg 1996, 107). This way
of observing a communicative and logistical field describes, more or less, Murphy’s
eventual approach to charting and analyzing the contours of Hollywood’s film industry. Once established at Variety, he began to ask: how could this noisy information environment – riven with rumors, innuendo, gut feelings, and the uncritical
acceptance of conventional wisdom – be made more efficient for decision makers?
How could flows of information, capital, and labor be optimized for expansion and
growth? Could quantitative methods and mathematics be used to clear Hollywood
of its emphasis on aesthetic and unscientific concerns? His Variety charts comprise a longitudinal and consequential answer to such questions. Box office charts
should be thus read as a remediation of data practices that were central to military
imaginaries of the 20th century.

Hollywood Time
One of the primary avenues by which box office charts standardized and optimized
the business of Hollywood was in establishing particular temporal rhythms. As
mentioned above, before it was systematized into a formal chart system, box office
reporting was organized primarily around spatial considerations – region, city, district, or theatre. But as “this week,” “previous week,” and “weeks on chart” became
increasingly ubiquitous in trade and newspapers, a new set of temporal desires began to emerge among industry executives and financiers. Charts satisfied these desires, which they had helped create. Long-standing head of Universal, Lev Wasserman, for instance, became throughout the 1970s obsessed with obtaining real time
updates on as many aspects of Universal’s operations as possible, demanding, according to biographer Connie Bruck, “slips of paper [delivered] throughout the day
with updated box office figures, the Universal [Studios] Tour head count, and stock
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market closing numbers” (quoted in Hayes and Bing 2004, 293). The charts helped
quench the thirst for the latest figures. Their formal emphasis on the week and
weekend eventually consolidated almost all industry attention and resources toward these as the primary units of a film’s lifecycle. But their formal attributes had
subtler implications on “Hollywood time.” Charts function as shared archives that
freeze for posterity a snapshot of what is popular in a given moment, inscribing a
perpetual forward momentum on a cultural field. The “previous position” column
frames the present week as part of a longer trajectory, either rising or falling, and
the reader – whether industry insider or casual film fan – always has the next week
and future chart performance in mind.
Such functions are an example of what Volmar and Stine (2021) describe as
“hardwired temporalities.” This concept accounts for enduring temporal patterns
that are produced and sustained through infrastructures consisting of material artifacts or technologies, on the one hand, and different labor and other practices,
on the other. Box office charts are “paper machines” (Krajewski 2011) that hardwire
particular temporal rhythms through the slow and often painstaking work of assembling, organizing, and displaying data. In such ways, box office charts function
similarly to pop music charts, which, according to Straw (2015), “transform the often erratic commercial life of a musical commodity into a curve of ascendant and
descendant popularity, so as to endow that life with the legibility of both narrative
and tabular form” (129). This curve informs the reader’s judgement of an entry’s
performance (successful or not), relevance (popular or not), or value (good or bad),
eliciting speculation about its future – is it headed toward #1, or will it be pushed
off the chart’s bottom edge? Many times converge and become standardized according to such a chart’s logic of competition: collated pasts, anticipated futures,
and present popularity. Charts freeze the present as part of an ongoing archiving
of cultural history, creating what Hakanen calls a “stockpile” of information that
can be used for analysis, prediction, and narrativization (Hakanen 1998, 106). According to Straw, the curve of an entry’s “rise and fall endows its lifecycle with
the romance of individual success and ultimate exhaustion, while the hierarchical
verticality of the chart conveys the sense of all songs sitting in momentarily stable
relationships within a homogenous historical moment” (Straw 2015, 132). Time is
rendered spatial, materialized as data points and displayed on paper. Insiders can
base marketing decisions that affect future film performance on such data, while
fans can rely on the charts to provide knowledge about films they have not yet seen.
The bias of charts is toward organizing past events hierarchically and predicting
future results for the purposes of modelling and decision making. These logistical
functions are in constant tension with the appearance of charts as a finite and disposable form. The momentary order of a chart will dissolve and be replaced by the
next chart, which is always on the horizon. “The charts” go on, but this chart will
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not. Charts fetishize newness because they never allow consumers to stop looking
at the present in terms of the future.
Charts render time spatial, flattening the rhythms of commodity circulation
and consumer desire into pre-formatted categories in two dimensions (last week,
this week, next week). This process is mirrored in the ways charts flatten difference
and aesthetic form. In a box office chart, the film-as-artwork becomes datafied,
rendered into units that can be sorted and recombined in various ways. When abstracted and fitted to the templates of a chart, films become standardized and thus
more suitable for direct competition. More traditional criteria used to differentiate films, such as genre, geographical provenance, style, or audience disappear
on the charts. This flattening of difference ensures films and artists must compete with one another for chart, and thus market, supremacy. As with pop music
charts, “[w]ithin the market-place there is only competition on the basis of assumed equivalence; any differences are reduced to differential calculations about
exchange value” (Parker 1991, 211). The logic and values of capital are encoded in the
structural attributes of box office charts. Art Murphy’s Box Office Register exemplifies
this market-based logic. In the introduction to 1985’s edition, he writes,
Box office grosses must be looked at constantly – on almost EVERY film, on almost EVERY day. Far from being mere numbers, box office grosses represent the
responses of PEOPLE to films. To ignore those numbers – and those people – is to
risk business failure and – worse – to inhabit the catatonic world of the compulsive
aesthete (quoted in Hayes and Bing 2004, 291).
Murphy’s charts were clearly suffused with a logic of efficiency and optimization,
begging the question of whom or what this optimization serves. In this case, the
question of politics is straightforward. Murphy was virulently anti-studio and antilabor. He viewed Hollywood’s unions as part of the system rather than an oppositional force. He railed against the combined hegemony of the studios and unions,
such as in a 1968 op-ed in The New York Times that warned young American creative
talent about “inbred, protective unionism [that] has erected a formidable barrier
to your entry into Hollywood movie making.” Studio management, he continued,
was only too happy to go along with the current state of affairs given its “congenital” fear of labor unrest. Not only this, he lamented, but “[a]stonishingly, an agency
of the United States Government actually is helping to perpetuate closed union
ranks, and thereby suppress any professional competition for work” (Murphy 1968,
7). Murphy continued to wear these conservative inclinations on his sleeve until the
end of his life. As John Welles, a highly successful Hollywood producer and former
student of Murphy’s, wrote upon the latter’s death, “I’ll miss him calling me every
Thursday morning to [gripe] about the liberal politics of The West Wing” (quoted in
Lapriore 2003). Though critical of studio oligopolies, it’s clear that Murphy’s notion
of optimizing the business of Hollywood was in the service of capital, not labor. It
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is in this context that we should situate his Box Office Register. Though he claimed
it was not more than a compendium of “numbers which represent the collective
and comparative decisions of paying customers,” a “convenient [and] cohesive understanding what makes moving pictures move” (quoted in Hayes and Bing 2004,
291), the Registry was much more. It was a moral argument about efficiency and
value extraction, an attempt to rescue the business of Hollywood from the whims
of the artists and what he called “compulsive aesthetes” (quoted in Hayes and Bing
2004, 291). Such rhetoric would have been familiar to readers amid the rising neoliberal tide of Reagan and Thatcher in 1980s, and well into the deregulation and
globalization of the 1990s.
Murphy’s influence on Hollywood as a cultural industry went still further. As
the charts continued to spread throughout the culture, he turned his eye to teaching, developing a graduate seminar on the business of film in 1974 for the University
of Southern California’s film school, which he taught until 1997. The success of this
course allowed Murphy to play an active role in designing USC’s Peter Stark Program, for which he served as director from its inception in 1979 until 1990, and
in which he taught until 1997. This began as a general program in film business
but evolved to become focused on the role of film Producer. Through the 1980s and
90s, this figure, an intermediary between studio management, financiers, and creative talent, would help erode the power and influence of the auteur-director and
even the star performer, many of whom don’t truly “arrive” as Hollywood megastars
until they establish their own production companies. In his role at USC, Murphy
mentored a generation of students that would move into film production with an
eye for his modes of measuring performance and assessing value, typified by his
charts and the Register, that could be fed back into the production process to inform
decisions about marketing and resource distribution. Given the centrality of Murphy to the Stark program’s development and delivery, particularly in its early years,
it seems likely that many of these epistemological assumptions would have found
their way into the program’s curriculum. This remains an open question as any
such records have either been lost or remain inaccessible to outside researchers.7
In any case, the Stark program was emblematic of a shift within Hollywood, away
from aesthetics and toward corporate logics, that corresponded with the changing
epistemological ground as box office charts and other informational forms took
hold over the industry’s collective imagination.
This shift, the datafication of culture in the name of market analysis, merges
ideas of artistic or creative “quality” with the rate and speed of financial performance. Assessment of Hollywood films now almost always passes through the bot7

I was told in personal correspondence by the current director of the program that the program
has not kept records of past syllabi or other documentation related to curriculum development, at least none that are accessible to outside researchers.
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tleneck of chart performance. The days of films slowly building up momentum
through word of mouth, favorable reviews from critics, or redemptive readings
from “cult” audiences, such as were commonplace even into the 1990s, have been
steadily eroded by financial and other performance-based metrics. As Hayes and
Bing (2004) continuously point out, the marketing emphasis on any given film is
aimed entirely at its opening weekend and thereafter at keeping it at or near the
top of the box office chart. If a film “flops” its opening weekend, support and resources are quickly reallocated elsewhere in the studio’s repertoire and the film
disappears from view almost immediately. The compression of these time horizons
corresponds with the synthesis of box office chart and film review on aggregator
websites such as RottenTomatoes.com or Metacritic.com. These websites not only
list box office performance on their home pages but also port the quantitative logic
of the charts into the realm of criticism, creating an aggregated “review score” that
reduces an array of film reviews and ratings to a single number. Though Hollywood insiders lament this development, such as the parade of anonymous sources
in Barnes’ (2017) feature on Rotten Tomatoes in The New York Times, it’s clear that
aggregators are top-of-mind for studio financiers and marketers – a fact only underscored when considering that RottenTomatoes is now owned by two studios
(Fandango, a subsidiary of NBCUniversal, owns 75%; WarnerMedia owns 25%). It
falls beyond the scope of this essay to explore such contemporary developments,
but connections are suggestive.

Conclusion
This chapter has sought to contextualize Hollywood’s contemporary privileging of
Big Data and financialization within a longer historical arc of data practices and
techniques of counting culture. Hollywood box office charts are a paradigmatic
example of how practices of measuring and counting that informationalize and
“datafy” commodities and behavior have cascading implications in the cultural industries. Films as aesthetic objects and, by extension, filmmaking as a complex of
collaborative practices, become abstracted into categories of metadata deemed relevant by chart and industry insiders, visualized and flattened for inscription on a
two-dimensional surface or interface, then ranked hierarchically by a single metric (box office gross over a given unit of time). These charts are easy to reproduce
and thus propagate widely across media environments. They are visually appealing
against the walls of text that typically surround them. And they are accessible for
a wide audience given that they do not demand close reading but rather scanning
and inspection.
Box office charts are a species of logistical media in the way they coordinate
action and establish or reinforce infrastructures of space and time for the film in-
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dustry. New rhythms of time were inscribed on box office charts that pushed the
attention, resources, and emphasis onto the opening week and weekend as the primary unit by which to track, measure, and assess any given film’s success or failure.
And as charts spread across the culture, insiders operationalized them in decisionmaking processes that affected film production at every moment along the supply chain, from development to exhibition and beyond. Such informational forms,
and the data practices that produced them, became an increasingly important zone
of competition – not just between films contained in the charts but among studio
heads looking for any advantage, informational, economic, or otherwise, over their
competitors.
While box office charts are precursors of contemporary recommendation,
search, and newsfeed algorithms, the latter have clearly exceeded the scope and
scale of box office charts and similar “paper machines.” In digital environments,
the granularity of measurement, speed of aggregation, complexity of calculation,
and specificity of outputs individually tailored to each platform user, all vastly
exceed what early chart producers such as A.D. Murphy could have imagined.
These cloud-based data practices of audience measurement and tracking have
wide-ranging implications on the production, circulation, reception of culture, as
examined elsewhere in this volume. My hope is that the above analysis shows that
differences between digital and paper-based data practices are of degree, not kind.
Looking to these earlier cultural moments and forms allows media and cultural
historians to observe inflection points, moments in which the epistemological
ground begins to shift. Because these early data practices were not yet widespread,
and often occurred in single publications, they offer the benefit of analytic and
methodological clarity. They provide resources for reconstructing genealogies of
cultural activity, while also deflating narratives emanating from Silicon Valley that
fetishize the new-ness of digital culture.
Like most logistical media, box office charts have become so familiar that it is
difficult to bring their operations into view. The more familiar an infrastructure
or a data practice becomes, the easier it is to assume its universality and ahistoricism, as if it was inevitable or eternal. Scholars have lately become more attuned to
these questions, highlighting that all structures of knowledge and all data practices
are historically contingent, subject to power asymmetries, and open to revision. As
we spend more of our time enframed and thus perplexed by “consumption junctions” (Greenberg 2008; Vonderau 2015) like aggregators, algorithms, recommendations, and play-lists, we might cast our eyes back to learn from the data practices
that mediated similar struggles over resources, representation, and epistemology
in previous historical moments and media environments.
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II: Data Ethnography

Doing Data Ethnography:
A Moderated Conversation and Reflection
Emma Garnett, Minna Ruckenstein, Tommaso Venturini, and Malte Ziewitz in conversation
with Daniela van Geenen and Danny Lämmerhirt

Data practices abound to the point of becoming, what Marcel Mauss (2002, 100) has
called, a “total social fact.” They can be found in settings spanning from scientific
to everyday contexts, public, professional and personal situations, ranging from
counting and evaluating to compiling, commenting, complementing, translating,
validating, ground truthing, contesting and otherwise modifying data. Such practices may serve mundane, economic, social, or political purposes. Moreover, they
may enroll various artefacts, including online media and platforms, collaborative
databases, crowdsourcing software, mobile apps, sensors, visualization and aerial
imagery equipment, and all kinds of algorithmic protocols and procedures. The
study and understanding of these practices merit empirical specification, in particular and as we will argue in this chapter, by ethnographic inquiry.
With the proliferation of digital technologies in practices of everyday life,
scholars have expanded ethnography to accommodate, tackle, and account for
the altered sites, settings, and situations of study. They developed and coined
approaches such as “virtual ethnography” (e.g., Hine 2005), “online ethnography”
(e.g., Markham 2005), and “digital ethnography” (e.g., Pink et al. 2016; Abidin
and De Seta 2020). Such approaches increasingly recognized that studying the
discursive-material dimensions of social interactions involving digital and online
media requires examining the qualities of the medium facilitating and framing
these interactions, as well (Marres and Weltevrede 2013; Marres 2017). Recently,
scholars have started proposing ethnography in relation to digital data as an
endeavor in its own right (e.g., Pink et al. 2016; Knox and Nafus 2018). These proposals explore similarities (e.g., Charles and Gherman 2019) and tensions between
the fields of data science and ethnography, a relationship whose relevance and
challenges the contributors to this chapter will also highlight. The development
of data ethnographic approaches accounts for the observation that contemporary
digital media practices are intertwined with diverse – more or less visible and
understandable – data practices (cf. the current research program of the CRC
Media of Cooperation (2020)).
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How might ethnography engage with and attend to different data, the practices, settings, and infrastructures involved in their production and distribution?
What methodological repertoires but also conducts could help us do data ethnography? How should data ethnography draw from, build upon, or expand existing
methods in order to interrogate situated knowledges and (e)valuative practices that
digital data are constituted by and are constitutive of? While some authors envision
an ethnography of data as a way of “writing about society” (e.g., Lindgren 2020) by
blending ethnographic strategies and computational methods, others emphasize
the possibilities of ethnographic perspectives to question the principles and implications of producing knowledge through digital data (Knox and Nafus 2018). Hannah Knox and Dawn Nafus (2018)’s edited volume with the same title inquires into
and carves out “ethnography for a data-saturated world,” which the editors situate
“at the interface of [the] two disciplinary traditions” of “quantitative [and] qualitative expertise” (24). Based on empirical studies, the contributors to the edited
volume address what “ethnographies of data science” might look like, deal with the
question of what it means to “know data,” and demonstrate how experimenting
with both data and ethnography can lead to new ways of knowing. This chapter
adds to these discussions a more thorough understanding of the practice of doing
data ethnography. It stages a moderated conversation between academic researchers
with different kinds of ethnographic expertise and different levels of experience
with Big Data technologies, data scientific training, and computational methods.
By doing so, the chapter puts an emphasis on the relevance of reflection on the very
notion of expertise in relation to (digital) data and their making.
In this book section, we propose “data ethnography” (cf. Knox and Nafus 2018,
24) as a situation-aware and -directed, flexible and expandable set of research
strategies to explore data practices in situated ways. Ethnography starts with
a commitment to observational fieldwork and “thick,” multi-sited descriptions
(Geertz 1983; Marcus 1995; 1998). Instead of (merely) seeing data ethnography as
an expansion of anthropology by Big Data tools and computational methods (e.g.,
Laaksonen et al. 2017; Bornakke and Due 2018), we suggest data ethnography as a
way of thinking and seeing differently how humans relate to the roles that (digital)
data play in their everyday lives.
The endeavor and the title of this chapter were inspired by and allude to a recent special issue on “Doing Digital Ethnography,” edited by Crystal Abidin and
Gabriele de Seta (2020). The authors who contributed to this special issue were
aiming at “laying bare their methodological failures, disciplinary posturing, and
ethical dilemmas … acknowledg[ing] the messiness, open-endedness and coarseness of ethnographic research in-the-making.” As ethnographic work is facing a
wide variety of data practices, we need a methodological bricolage (Denzin and
Lincoln 2005), methods that deal with messy and complex settings (Law 2004), and
that use “inventive” (Lury and Wakeford 2012) strategies in tune with our research
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interests, circumstances, distributions of expertise, and infrastructures. We, the
editorial team of this chapter (Daniela van Geenen and Danny Lämmerhirt), chose
the moderated conversation as a casual format to invite researchers to discuss their
work and share their personal reflections with one another. The foundations for this
conversation were laid at the fourth annual conference of Siegen’s Collaborative Research Center Media of Cooperation, where our interlocutors discussed whether and
how their own research could count as an ethnographic study of data practices. The
goal of this discussion was to cast the web wide and to include researchers from
diverse disciplinary backgrounds, with different conceptual lenses and methodological approaches to the study of and with data. With this setup we wanted to
define and test the boundaries of data ethnography, as well as find commonalities
and differences across research approaches. Our conversation partners are Emma
Garnett (King’s College London), Minna Ruckenstein (University of Helsinki), Tommaso Venturini (CNRS Centre for Internet and Society), and Malte Ziewitz (Cornell
University). These scholars study diverging topics with different methodical approaches at the interface of ethnographic work and more digital entry points, ranging from conducting field work on sites relevant for inquiring into data practices to
using computational methods and/or doing deep readings of datasets. Their subjects of study include interdisciplinary collaborations, the mundane work within
a search engine optimization company, or the methodical opportunities of data
sprints and digital methods.
The editorial team framed the discussion with open-ended questions in order
to probe the term data ethnography, its methodological variants, and its possibilities for engaging with and examining data practices. Even though our conversation
partners initially prepared their answers individually, the responses resonated surprisingly well with one another, and they helped the editorial team surface various
common topics of ethnographic work on and with data, including questions of reflexivity and field construction, questions of how to establish collaborations in the
field and also the shifting roles ethnographers play in the field. In response, the
editorial team asked the conversation partners to elaborate on how the practice of
writing ethnographically changes when focusing on data, on the possibilities and
troubles of establishing required interdisciplinary and trans-institutional collaborations, and on how scholars may account for their own practices when doing data
ethnography.
The conversation highlights that not everything is new when engaging ethnographically with digital data, but that data ethnographers can relate to and draw
from a rich body of ethnographic studies and writing. Malte Ziewitz, for instance,
addresses algorithmic profiling, or the traveling of medical records in clinical settings mostly through “traditional” observational methods of following things and
people around. Minna Ruckenstein discusses that it is not the data practices per se,
but the development of relevant research questions, that matters to her work. In
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order for these questions to emerge, familiarity of the researcher with data practices can offer a useful starting point.
This draws our attention to the praxeological aspects of doing data ethnography. As our conversation will show, it is important to ask how we do data ethnography
and how we can account for our own research practices and the methodological
decisions we make when we are confronted and dealing with data. Such reflexivity can prompt important insights and questions about things we might otherwise
take for granted: what we address when we use the term “digital data,” the very
nature of data practices, or how we can grasp and study their (perceived) everydayness.
For instance, our discussants address the vexing question of how to cope with
distributed settings across scales. Instead of repeating the argument that ethnography has always dealt with large datasets, they argue that data ethnographies can
devise methods to deal with distributed sites, for instance, by following people,
physical records, or digital data around; by studying the properties of digital media
as conditions for social interactions and relations; or by engaging with data visualizations. A reflection on ethnographic work on and understandings of data practices can also help to render debatable and reflect on professional data practices.
As it has repeatedly been mentioned, in digital settings someone else’s research
methods might frame and structure one’s own research practices (e.g., Lury and
Wakeford 2012; Marres, 2017; Ruppert et al. 2013). Engaging ethnographically with
digital settings can include turning professionals into co-interlocutors or establishing partnerships with “domain experts.”
In conclusion of the moderated conversation, the collaborators reflect on the
oxymoronic nature of the notion of data ethnography. On the one hand, we might
dismiss the term as a fad of an academic landscape needing to come up with innovative terminology in order to receive research funding, for instance. On the other
hand, our conversation partners underscore the usefulness of data ethnographic
approaches to combine quantitative and qualitative methods in meaningful and
fruitful ways and to open up spaces for dialog and reflection on disciplinary principles, differences, and possibilities of cross-fertilization. Perhaps the most notable
common denominator in our discussion is a shared idea of the relevance of ethnographic sensibilities towards digital data and the practices they bring about. As
our conversation partners emphasize, ethnographic approaches and the research
conduct these approaches call for, have the advantage of creating surprising perspectives, unexpected questions, and, thus, new insights.
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Generating New Insights from Data Practices
Daniela van Geenen and Danny Lämmerhirt: A common distinction between data produced
through ethnographic approaches and digital data builds on Clifford Geertz’s famous distinction between “thick” and “thin” data (1973). For example, some scholars claim that Big Data or
other (semi-)automatic information technologies produce “thin descriptions,” whereas ethnographic approaches are said to produce “thick descriptions” (Bornakke, Due 2018; Laaksonen
et al. 2017; Thompson 2019). Other scholars liken ethnography to Big Data as inductive research strategies revealing the meaning behind datasets (Charles and Gherman 2019). Your
own work does not follow this prevalent but contested distinction (cf. Marcus 2011; Marres
and Gerlitz 2016; Paßmann and Schubert 2020). Instead, your work renders visible how the
datafication in/of society manifests in specific data practices – as an object of study – and
in doing so, makes these practices interrogable and debatable. For example, you discuss how
data can highlight new associations between people and their health beyond the individual,
possibilities of doing issues with data, or materializing imperceptible things. What do you
think is the role of ethnographic approaches in exploring new and unanticipated aspects of
data practices, and what ethnographic sensibilities and methods could support this?
Minna Ruckenstein: In my own work, ethnographically oriented approaches guarantee that
something new and unexpected can be found. In practical terms this means that the research
process needs to be long-term and varied, to capture as many perspectives to data practices as
possible. In addition to guiding the research, ethnographic sensibilities support participatory
approaches that are important, if not necessary in this area. For instance, collaborating with
the Berlin-based AlgorithmWatch (Ciusi et al. 2020) gave us the opportunity to be part of the
interventionist public debate concerning the uses of automated-decision making and opened
important conversations in this area (Ruckenstein and Trifuljesko forthcoming). Collaborations are risky in terms of customary academic practice, as they can position researchers as
industry partners or activists. This kind of blurring of positions is, however, often a required
move, because the expertise is located outside academia. I have found the anthropology of futures manifesto1 that promotes a political and interventionist research stance, a good resource
to think with. Data practices are contemporary worldmaking activities that call for engagements with the emerging and as yet unknown worlds of present, possible and desired futures.
As ethnographic orientations are comfortable with open-endedness and messiness, they constitute an excellent support for the study of data practices.
Emma Garnett: Experience from previous research projects about air pollution has helped me
anticipate how my methods and sensibilities might be able to contribute to the challenges different data practices raise for practitioners. Scientific understanding of air pollution is riddled
with uncertainty, which means how it exists and gets recognized as a scientific, health and
1

See https://futureanthropologies.net/2014/10/17/our-manifesto/.
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legal concern is an ongoing challenge (see Murphy 2006). I have been interested in research
design that allows these challenges to be engaged with. Participatory air pollution science
is in some ways a response to these uncertainties because it attempts to include how lay understanding, or “popular epidemiology,” might shape exposure risk (Brown 1997). Implicit in
the design of research with portable and wearable sensing technologies is the often assumed
relevance of data for those who participate in producing it. However, in the collaborations I
have been involved in these devices frequently fail to engage participants or users in ways anticipated by researchers and designers. Rather than understand these encounters simply as a
failure, ethnography has helped me reveal the differences between disciplinary approaches to
data alongside those of the people who wear the sensors. I hope these exchanges can help open
up space for debate about what kinds of data matter for understanding and responding to air
pollution.
Tommaso Venturini: Anyone who has ever worked with data (digital and non-digital, by the
way) knows all too well that data is messy, dirty, full of unexpected sides – there is no better
example of this than the air pollution case discussed by Emma. In most data projects, 90%
of the time and effort is spent cleaning the data. And cleaning is the wrong word, because it
suggests that one easily knows how to distinguish the noise from the information, which is
rarely the case. “Data wrangling” is a better metaphor because it captures the struggle that
is always required in order to extract the smallest finding from a dataset. But even the image of wrangling is inaccurate because it implies that the data analyst is in charge and knows
exactly what she wants to obtain, which is seldom the case. Data practices are more often practices of reciprocal domestication in which a dataset and a data analyst slowly and sometimes
painfully learn to live together through a mutual adaptation. The problem with the ethos of
modern data science is that this process of reciprocal domestication is considered somehow
shameful. Instead of being proud of the iterative and accommodating process through which
dataset are cultivated and harvested, most analysts prefer to present their results as if they had
always been present and manifest in the data – even through both their research questions and
their datasets had completely transformed from the beginning to the end of their investigation. This positivist and objectifying vision of data practices is problematic for two reasons
at least. First, because (as all forms of scientific and technical objectification) it conceals the
many ways in which dominant groups use data to uphold and naturalize their domination.
Second, because it hides many interesting things that happen in the data-accommodation and
from which there is much to learn. Data ethnography, by drawing our attention to data as a
process and as Minna puts it, “being comfortable with open-endedness and messiness,”
has therefore the great advantage of making visible and salient the network of reciprocal interferences that might otherwise be forgotten.
Malte Ziewitz: The possibility of wonder is one of the biggest strengths of ethnographic approaches – and if there is a field in which a bit more wonder would not hurt, it is the field of
data practices and data. “Algorithms,” “platforms,” and “AI”: the vast majority of categories
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we use to talk about these systems originates from marketers and engineers who had the privilege of coining them. While this should not come as a surprise to anyone (Gillespie 2010;
Woolgar 1990), it can be difficult to free oneself from this conceptual baggage and challenge
the assumptions, blind spots, and beliefs that come with them. It is all too easy to take data as
a starting point and end up with a literature whose main concern is to make a system “fair,”
“transparent,” and “accountable” – with little insight into the “data wrangling” (to use Tommaso’s term) that is going on behind the scenes.
Ethnographic sensibilities can help us achieve at least some distance. By challenging ourselves to understand a problem from a different place, we can make the familiar strange and
ask a different set of questions. Why, how, and by whom are these terms used? What is their
currency for different members of the organization? What are alternative ways of accounting
for the situation and how do these relate to the prevailing ones? A good example is a recent
project, for which we accompanied a group of low-income people in Upstate New York to study
how they cope with broken credit scores. One finding was that the intricacies of credit scoring
algorithms were not the first thing on people’s minds. Such a finding may sound trivial, but it
has potentially far-reaching consequences. For example, initiatives that aim at making credit
scoring more transparent may not be as helpful as it is often claimed.

Sites of Study in Data Ethnography
Daniela van Geenen and Danny Lämmerhirt: Digital ethnographers have argued that digital, networked (and increasingly interactive) infrastructures complicate Marcus’s (1995) idea
of “multi-sited ethnography.” Digital systems multiply and distribute the locations and situations in which data practices occur, and who is involved in these practices, as is also demonstrated by the sites of study that you frequent in your work. How does your work approach
the distributed nature of data practices? For instance, how have you constructed the field, and
scoped the settings and situations of data practices?
Tommaso Venturini: Actor-Network theory has a famous slogan: “follow the actors.” It is a
great way to remind the researchers that the subjects they study are neither passive nor motionless. They move, and act, and interfere all the time and more often than not across the
convenient boundaries that disciplines, and scholarly approaches have built their investigation easier and more orderly. Asking the researcher to “follow the actors” is another way of
reminding her of the distributed nature of all collective action.
Following the actors is both easier and more difficult when digital technologies are involved
(which is increasingly impossible to avoid these days). I have written a lot about how the
traceability of digital technologies displace the cost of collecting records of collective actions
from the researchers to media infrastructure, so I will not elaborate on this point (cf. Venturini et al. 2017; Venturini and Rogers 2019; Venturini et al. 2018). I’d rather highlight the
way in which digital infrastructures make it more difficult to follow social actors because they
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make it possible to move in a variety of new ways whose difference is hidden by digital convergence. This is a complicated sentence, but it means a simple thing: whereas a traditional
ethnographer could count, at least to some extent, to the change of scene, or of material props,
or characters when observing her subjects, a data ethnographer will consistently see the same
thing: a bunch of people looking at a computer screen and typing on a keyboard. At a first-degree observation, all data practices look alike even when are widely different and this requires
exerting special attention to what happens on the screen and through it.
Minna Ruckenstein: A big part of the work is to understand what counts in terms of data practices, who is involved and affected, and how. With this information, we start to define the field.
Here, conceptual work is also crucial. We might, for instance, think about how metaphors support the study of data practices. As an example, we discuss the metaphor of the “broken data”
as a lens to explore data engagements (Pink et al. 2018). In another article, we develop the
notion of situational objectivity for demonstrating how the framework of mechanical objectivity falls short when people translate physiological measurements to fit their expectations and
everyday experiences (Pantzar and Ruckenstein 2017). The notion of mechanical objectivity
(Daston and Galison 2007) suggests that data provides results that are accurate, consistent,
dependable, and precise. In contrast, we argue that situational objectivity highlights the everyday as a domain of interpretation, reflection, and ambiguity, proposing an analytical entry
point to data relations. Treating objectivity as situated underlines the fact that data encounters are not straight-forward and systematic, but tend to combine knowledge in a more eclectic
manner.
Malte Ziewitz: Ethnography does not scale well. Leigh Star (1999, 383) made this point nicely
when she wrote that “The labor-intensive and analysis-intensive craft of qualitative research,
combined with a historical emphasis on single investigator studies, has never lent itself to
ethnography of thousands.” What can we do about it? Well, one response would be to enter
a methodological arms race and ramp up our arsenal of ethnographic tools. For example,
we could resort to multi-investigator studies with ethnographic teams (Neyland 2008, 122) or
find salvation in technology and use some of the same devices we associate with data practices,
such as video conferencing, bots, and self-reporting apps, blurring the boundaries between research and surveillance.
The problem is that many of these approaches tend to assume that it would be desirable or
even possible to come up with a more complete or comprehensive picture of a setting. Yet such
scalar thinking goes against the grain of many of the sensibilities that appreciate so much
about ethnography. Personally, I’d be more interested in understanding how notions of scale
and scalability figure in particular settings – something that colleagues once called “scalography” (Woolgar et al. 2009). For example, whose ideas are we taking on when calling for an
“ethnography of thousands”?
Against this backdrop, I do not think we need to be afraid of studying practices that appear to
be distributed. Take, for instance, the case of what is commonly known as “web-based patient
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feedback” in the British healthcare system, basically a form of online reviews for hospitals
and Trusts. This work is happening in many different places, times, and systems all at once.
Yet instead of striving to conduct an ethnography of thousands, it is equally plausible to just
go for an ethnography of ones. In my own work, for example, I traced the journeys of specific
postings from the patients’ beds and living rooms through the feedback website’s database and
moderation system back into the wards and offices of hospitals and Trusts (Ziewitz 2017b).
Doing so taught me a lot about the practices involved in managing the experiences of patients
and making them travel through large organizations. It also showed me how the very idea of
scale posed a problem not so much for frontline staff and patients, but for those who were in
charge of turning postings into “data.”
Emma Garnett: Involving people (citizens, patients, school children) in air pollution research
has created new spaces to do data ethnography and to contribute to data generation. I have
already mentioned the dynamic of air pollution data practices in institutionalized science and
public settings. These surface new challenges because different expertise, expectations and concerns come into contact. Accounting for the tension and incommensurability these encounters
raise and specifying how, for example, promises of individualized interventions occupy a contradictory space with the social and environmental determinants of public health is something
I wish to continue to explore. I have scoped settings and situations for staging differences between data practices and data in a documentable way (Fortun 2012): through organizing
interdisciplinary data-analysis sessions; by contributing to creative participatory workshops;
and by supporting the design of online spaces for sharing data practices, all of which involve
thinking across a diversity of understandings and engagement with air pollution data. By
laying multiple data side by side, these moments of dialogue produce what Mike Fortun, Kim
Fortun and George Marcus (2017, 19) describe as “kaleidoscopic logics,” in which different data
can be leveraged to produce unexpected insights and allow for “explanatory pluralism.”
Daniela van Geenen and Danny Lämmerhirt: Your responses refer to ethnography and ethnomethodology, and how both research traditions might relate to the study of digital infrastructures and the data practices they facilitate and produce. In Garfinkel’s ethnomethodological tradition (1967) methods are understood as the everyday ways, in which the members of
a specific work setting develop specific professional routines, or in which people organize and
understand their lives collaboratively. “Following the actors” here becomes a research activity
that attempts to stick as closely as possible to the terms of these members of a specific setting.
In all of your responses there is a – more or less explicit and renewed – focus on the idea of
following (social) actors, or becoming familiar with the sites and environments of study. Moreover, in light of data practices the need of doing efforts to “domesticize” data is emphasized.
What are the primary challenges in following practices related to digital data, technologies
and infrastructures? To which extent do you as a researcher attempt to “follow the actors”
whose practices you study including their understanding of the conventions (i.e. terms) that
frame and inform their practices?
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Tommaso Venturini: I think that Malte in his previous answer puts the finger on the problem:
how do we accommodate a set of research techniques that were originally developed to study
communities living on exotic islands or in the deep of the forest, to study the practices mediated
by digital infrastructures? How do we scale up ethnography, but also how do we make it more
distributed? The problem is not only that we are investigating phenomena that mobilize more
actors (though this is certainly true), but also and crucially that these actors are dispersed
geographically, socially, and culturally. Classic ethnography can count on a certain unity of
action: the interactions that it observes take place in a situation that is well-defined and welldelimited. But what does it mean to do situated research, when the actions we observe are
distributed across different continents, languages, cultures, social contexts? What does this
extreme multi-sited ethnography look like?
Emma Garnett: The primary challenges I have encountered in following the practices of digital data, monitoring and sensing technologies and their wider knowledge infrastructures is
that they are hard to identify or distinguish. They often look the same, as Tommaso highlights. Largely, I seem to have addressed this by focusing on different kinds of work and labor:
from sitting alongside my collaborators at computer screens, to contributing to collated data
sets in shared spreadsheets, to moving sensors around a city to facilitate “continuous” data
collection. This has become easier recently because I have had the opportunity to learn how
to implement the smaller and cheaper technologies increasingly in research and engagement
contexts. By getting to know the devices I am able to experience their errors/challenges and
therefore work around problems in practice with collaborators. The limits of data ethnography
can also become overwhelming in these moments when, for instance, the questions my ethnographic insights raise are incommensurable with the epistemic commitments of scientific or
health data. It is exciting to see work that is starting to interface qualitative and quantitative data through novel forms of digital analysis (see Blok et al. 2017). For example, Kayla
Schulte and Karl Dudman have developed an open-map of “air quality anecdotes” – shared
and uploaded by citizens in the city of Oxford to complement sensor data generated in the
same geographic area2 . In terms of the extent to which I include the understanding and conventions of the practitioners I “follow,” one term I have been working with is “person-centered
environments,” which was coined by my computer scientist colleagues. By critically engaging
with the terms deployed in their practices I have tried out different ways of working through
different ways of understanding the problem of air pollution. This has allowed for the inclusion of how people participate in and negotiate science-led data practices, which can be used
to encourage researchers to account for the social and cultural relations and structural factors
that are reified in a data point.
Malte Ziewitz: These are really good questions, and I don’t think I have an answer. One strategy for dealing with these problems would be to pause and reconsider just how ideas like “well2

https://viewer.mapme.com/oxford-airquality-openmap.
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defined,” “well-delimited,” and “multi-sited” have achieved such currency in contemporary debates about data practices and data. For example, to what extent do our ideas of data practices
depend on and perpetuate an ideology of openness and scalability that has worked wonders for
the early theorists of cyberculture and the entrepreneurs and venture capitalists who followed
them (Turner 2010)? Is it possible that our difficulties with fielding data practices are a problem of us taking on a set of corporate metaphors like “platforms” that so elegantly combine a
sense of being indispensable with an abrogation of responsibility? One exciting prospect here
is that we have an opportunity to rethink some of our own strategies and preconceptions as
ethnographers and try out different things. The digital methods initiatives have shown that
this is possible and theoretically generative, as have more conventional approaches that did
not follow human actors, but data, categories, and algorithms.

Doing Data Ethnography and Writing Ethnographically
Daniela van Geenen and Danny Lämmerhirt: Based on your own work, through what approaches have you studied data practices? How did your study of particular data practices
attune methodologically to different types of data, data practices and devices?
Minna Ruckenstein: The research projects that I have led and collaborated with in this area
cover a wide range of data practices, each calling for specific methodological approaches and
arrangements. A lot of the work that I do is fairly conventional ethnographically oriented
qualitative research. Asking people what they do with the data and what kind of value it has
for them, is always a good starting point. Overall, I am more interested in thinking about
research questions than data and devices. Questions that are worth pursuing tend to emerge
after you have familiarized yourself with the data practices. Digital data offers the possibility
to see things in a way that would be impossible otherwise, but that means that one needs to do
research on, or with digital data, reflect on how the data is used, by whom, and for what purposes, and then depart from the customary uses. We have, for instance, studied the collective
rhythms of the heartbeat (Pantzar, Ruckenstein, and Mustonen 2017), and the patterned nature of individual experiences with antidepressants (Ruckenstein 2019). Digital data can be
aggregated to identify collective patterns that have to do with health, everyday mobilities, time
use and environmental exposure (Nafus 2019). These kinds of studies require unconventional
uses of digital data, but the exploratory aspect also makes them particularly exciting.
Malte Ziewitz: My own approach to studying data practices has not been fundamentally
different from the one I use to study any other practice or phenomenon. For me, the beauty
of ethnography lies in its situatedness and the need to navigate a setting in a way that is
uniquely adequate for the circumstances of inquiry. What matters most, then, is not any particular tool or method, but the movement we engage in as ethnographers. Becoming an insider
while being an outsider, and using the contrast to highlight what is taken for granted in and
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about the setting – I think this motto, which my supervisor taught me when I was a graduate
student, still holds for much of what I do today.
Over the past few years, I have used this way of thinking to explore a number of settings in
which data or data practices are salient. On one occasion, for example, I was curious about
the figure of the algorithm and came up with the idea of going on an algorithmic walk. We
went out, came up with an ad hoc algorithm to provide directions, recorded our observations,
and reflected on the work it took to put that algorithm into practice (Ziewitz 2017a). On another occasion, we teamed up with people who were trying to repair a broken credit score and
accompanied them through a mix of diaries and interviews over the course of an entire year
(Ziewitz and Singh 2021). As different as these cases were, the underlying premise was the
same: what can we learn about a setting from engaging with its members on their own terms?
Tommaso Venturini: It is difficult to give a short answer to this question, because data practices are so varied and so fundamentally diverse that most of the time it is necessary to develop
ad hoc protocols to study them. The one thing that is crucial, however, is to allow oneself the
time to become deeply acquainted with these practices. This is a classic ethnographic piece of
advice: hang out as long as possible in the situation that you are studying, stay with them
and with their troubles until you feel the risk of “going native” or as Malte beautifully put it
“becoming an insider while being an outsider.” This is true for the study of data practices as
for the study of any other practice – I completely agree with Malte that the basic ethnographic
movement remains the same. This is not to rule out “quick and dirty” approaches, which I am
a big fan of. Yet, while these approaches can be extremely useful when doing research with
digital data, they are generally insufficient when doing research on digital data and on the
infrastructures and situations that uphold their creation.
Emma Garnett: Much of my ethnographic research has been conducted in interdisciplinary
projects about air pollution. These collaborations have largely been methodological in focus,
responding to the persistent challenge of how to generate air pollution data in ways that are
relevant for public health, policy and publics. It was during my PhD that I came to realize
studying data practices animated the social dynamics of interdisciplinary scientific research
and materialized the unspoken aspects of knowing. For example, by paying attention to how
scientists use technologies to cultivate an intuition for air pollution in research, I could describe
the embodied and imaginative work that goes into making data (Myers 2015). This enabled
me to attend to different data practices and types of data – monitored, modelled, statistical
– and understand why working out what counts as “good data” for my collaborators was so
tricky (Garnett 2016; 2017a). Studying data practices in interdisciplinary science has shaped
my ethnographic research since, particularly in response to portable and wearable sensing
devices that are extending and distributing data practices to a range of publics. Rapid changes
to the kinds of data and data infrastructures required to accommodate these informs how I
approach fieldwork, which I try to situate at the various intersections of different data and
data practices.
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Daniela van Geenen and Danny Lämmerhirt: Scholars have often discussed the role of new
technologies to afford new ways of writing ethnographically, for instance, by building on digital logs in online communities, or making use of data visualizations. Likewise, you all engage
with data and digital technologies in interesting novel or uncommon ways to produce, document, and write new insights about data practices. Can you elaborate on the role data and
data practices play in your work for writing ethnographically?
Minna Ruckenstein: New modes of ethnographic writing are needed when data and data
practices are included in the ethnographic mix. Visual methods can bring into productive
tension what is often treated as opposites: objectifying life with metrics and carefully navigating social worlds by means of ethnographic inquiry. We were moving to this direction in
our research on self-tracking, but we did not get nearly as far as we would have liked to. We
followed a participatory research design that shares features with the “ethno-mining” (Anderson et al. 2009), combining the collection and analysis of quantitative data with qualitative
data in an iterative framework. We documented how self-tracking transforms physiologies
into information and feeds it back to people in visual format, promoting and intensifying sensory and informational attachments. By following how people discussed their newly visible
physiologies, we could demonstrate how, once visualized, the data triggers new kinds of ties
between people and their measured actions and reactions (Ruckenstein 2014). What we were
not able to do as well, however, was to take advantage of the rich material that we had, in
telling other kinds of visual stories with the data.
Tommaso Venturini: Writing ethnographically, to me, is to be able to render the situation in
which the research findings have been produced, to transport the reader in the presence of the
subjects that are described and make her able to hear their voices and feel their presence. This
can of course be greatly helped by digital technologies, but more through their multimedia
affordances than strictly through data.
Writing with data – i.e. producing documents (scientific articles or reports) that encompass
not only text but also numerical, categorical or relational data – is extremely interesting, but
also very challenging, as Minna points out, because it require an attitude that is radically
different from the traditional way of writing of qualitative social sciences. On this specific
skill, I believe that the tradition of vivid ethnographic writing (with its stock of illustrative
vignettes and quotes from informants and field notes) should mingle with the capacity to illustrate findings through diagrams, charts and equations typical of natural and data sciences. In
natural and data sciences papers, the text is there to guide the attention of the reader, provide
additional information and contextualize the findings, but it is the figures that make the argument. Most social scientists (including myself) are still miles away from the sophistication
that allows some natural scientists to deliver complex messages through visual languages. If
we want to conduct data ethnography properly – that is, taking into account the ethnomethods of the communities we study – we should learn to master this type of writing too. This can
help unpacking the meaning that our subjects of study infuse in their figures and equations
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(as Emma rightly points out), but also teach us to render our own observations in a style that
is not completely disconnected from that of our informants.
Malte Ziewitz: I do not think I have been particularly innovative in this regard. Personally,
I am a big fan of some of the more interactive formats people have experimented with. Laura
Watts and Dawn Nafus’s (2013) Data Stories come to mind; Kate Crawford and Vladan Joler’s
(2018) essay Anatomy of an AI System with its zoomable diagram; or the pleasantly unwieldy
Asthma Files assembled by Mike and Kim Fortun (2013) and their team. An early piece I really loved was Bruno Latour and Emilie Hermant’s (2006) Paris, Invisible City. Of course,
such experimentation will not always be successful. But we don’t know if we don’t try.
In my own work, I have been interested in writing as a method of inquiry. As Bruno Latour
puts it, “if science is a practice, and social science is a practice, then we need to know what sort
of practice writing is” (Blok and Jensen 2011, 163). We have a wonderful group here at Cornell
called Historians Are Writers! (or HAW!) that has been dedicated to this work.3 It is led by
historian Aaron Sachs and his students, and fortunately open to ethnographers, too. Among
other things, we read a range of texts from novels to nonfiction essays to learn from them for
our own writing. How do you open a chapter? How do you write about others? How do you
speculate well? Generally speaking, I find that writing is most powerful when it manages to
exemplify its point through all the tools we have available as writers, including form, tone,
voice, and drama. Learning to write artfully is critical for our work, but also strangely underappreciated.
So what does all this have to do with data? I do not think there is a fundamental difference in
writing ethnographically about data practices. I’d say more generally that we would do well
to be more courageous and experiment with forms of writing that are uniquely adequate to
our topics and ideas.
Emma Garnett: When interviewing atmospheric chemists, mathematicians or epidemiologists about their data practices I am often shown illustrations of how air pollution is calculated. On one occasion when I was inquiring into how statisticians check data sets for error, a
colleague jotted down an equation to show me what specific aspect of the calculation they are
testing to determine the temporal effects of air pollution on population health. In interdisciplinary meetings, researchers often center discussions on data – as objects of shared interest
– represented or visualized in ways that highlight specific insights or omissions. By carefully
unpacking how different methods, tools and analyses fostered ways of seeing and investigating air pollution (Coopmans, Vertesi, Lynch, and Woolgar 2014), I was able to write about air
pollution data practices from different perspectives and ontological starting points. However,
it also made me realize the limits of ethnographic writing. I am less adept at finding creative ways of sharing my findings, beyond re-presenting the data visualizations produced by
3

Historians Are Writers! (n.d.) Available at: https://historiansarewriters.wordpress.com/ (accessed 29 June 2020).
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the researchers I study or providing a written analysis of a creative or sensory practice. This
feels dissatisfying and I am learning from other fields and colleagues who do this in ways far
better than I have. Adding to Malte’s great examples, there is also the xcol’s Ethnographic
Inventory4 which shares tools and resources for ethnographers to take better care of their relationships with data and data practices, including how to write collectively about them.
Daniela van Geenen and Danny Lämmerhirt: How do you define and account for the data
practices of your research participants/subjects and your own data practices?
Minna Ruckenstein: I approach this question from the larger perspective of datafication, signaling a broader trend across societal domains, in fields from health and media to public
administration, in political life and the private sphere. While the tracking and surveillance
of everyday actions of consumers and citizens is expanding and becoming ever more finegrained, the everyday gets tangled up with data practices. We – including research participants and myself – contribute to data practices when we purchase goods and services online,
engage in self-tracking practices, visit a medical doctor, take part in customer loyalty programs, use online search engines, or upload content to social media platforms. Data practices
should be seen as everyday practices, otherwise we lose sight of the infrastructural changes
that are currently shaping ourselves, collective formations, organizations and societies. One
of the questions that I am interested in is how the market “sees” the consumer with the aid of
data and devices – and how people react to that seeing and modify their behavior accordingly
(Ruckenstein and Granroth 2020). The use of data and rules for calculation and prediction
have a much longer history, but a shift can be detected in the way the market operates as a
classifier: personal records and the scores and segments derived from them are now tradable
objects that act back on people, shaping intimate experiences and defining modes of sociality
(Fourcade and Healy 2017).
Emma Garnett: How I define and account for my data practices and the data practices of
those I research and work with has also evolved over time. In my PhD I mainly observed data
practices and it was through this work that I learned about the capacity of data to bridge
different understandings of air pollution. By learning about the ways atmospheric chemist’s
modelling of air pollution changed in response to the epistemic requirements of epidemiologists interested in a proxy measure of human exposure, I began to think about how ethnography might participate in the multiplicity and differences of air pollution research in more
productive and creative ways (Garnett 2017). I have built on this insight in my ethnographic
fieldwork through which I try out different ways of working with data to create dialogue with
my collaborators. This also requires finding new ways of accounting for my own data practices, for instance by producing qualitative data of social experiences of air pollution alongside plotted data points of exposure. In 2017 I had the opportunity to work with architect and
4

https://xcol.org/ethnographic-inventory/.
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researcher Nerea Calvillo, which helped me learn about a different way of doing data ethnography. The Yellow Dust Sensing Infrastructure by C+ Arquitectas translates data into a mist
which means levels of air pollution can be experienced in an embodied way (Calvillo 2018;
Calvillo and Garnett 2019). As an ethnographer examining the design of the infrastructure
and how people and different publics interacted with it, I realized that finding creative ways
to extend participation with air pollution challenged common ways of approaching data. We,
as researchers, became subject to the meanings’ visitors attached to the installation through
their engagement with data which influenced our own data practices.
Malte Ziewitz: What makes the idea of data practices so interesting is that both we and our
interlocutors are continuously engaged in them. Howard Schwartz (2002) made this point in
an essay he provocatively titled “Data: Who Needs It?” As a professional group, he argues, social scientists are interested in “finding and imposing normative standards on the collection,
display, and use of data” (Schwartz 2002, 7). The problem is, of course, that our interlocutors do very much the same. Just think of Emma and her work with people monitoring air
pollution – two interlocking and partially overlapping inquiries into data practices and data.
If we look at it this way, one methodological challenge we are facing as ethnographers consists in managing a tension. On the one hand, we cannot single-handedly impose our own
methodological assumptions on the setting without losing much of what makes it special. On
the other hand, we cannot just “go native” and abandon our analytic projects by taking on
our subjects’ methodologies. In the case of data practices, the situation is even more confusing
because the practical and intellectual labors of our interlocutors tend to resemble our own – or
are entirely indistinguishable. So how to deal with this predicament?
One way of managing the tension would be to settle on the ethnographic formula I mentioned
earlier – and Tommaso subscribed to, as well: becoming an insider while being an outsider,
and using the contrast to highlight what is taken for granted in and about the setting. A
complementary approach would be to consider interlocutors not as research subjects but as
epistemic partners and engage in what anthropologists and STS scholars have called paraethnography, i.e. “an analytical relationship in which we and our subjects – keenly reflexive subjects – can experiment collaboratively with the conventions of ethnographic inquiry”
(Holmes and Marcus 2008, 596; see also Fortun 2001; Dumit 2004). In my own work, I have
found these sensibilities incredibly productive. Rather than studying search engines, for instance, we can study (with) those who study them: website owners, search marketers, users,
engineers, and even regulators (Ziewitz 2019).
Tommaso Venturini: Digital methods are, in many ways, an update of ethnomethodology.
Exactly as Garfinkel has taught us not to constrain the interpretation of social situations
within the external categories of academic theoretical framework, but to learn from the methods that social actors themselves employ to make sense of their own worlds, so the idea of “the
methods of the media” (as Richard Rogers calls them) is to stick as closely as possible to the way
in which the actors of digital spaces act and describe their actions (2013). Online platforms,
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digital companies, public administrations, Quantified Self adepts and basically everyone who
is dealing with data is, in one way or the other, involved in the business of doing social research
– even if that happens outside the walls of academia. If there is something that characterizes
our contemporary societies, it is that we are all constantly dealing with practices of quantification and social researchers have to learn to live with that. As Minna puts it, datafication is
everywhere, not just in academia, and we cannot but reckon with it. We, social researchers,
have never had the monopoly of data production, analysis, or visualization, but now we cannot but recognize that we are at the fringe of the data industry and that, marginal as we are,
we are forced to search for alliances. This can be done by practicing the kind of para-ethnography suggested by Malte, but also by doing all sorts of para-data-science where we collaborate
with data practitioners outside academia to appropriate and repurpose their datasets and
computational tools.
Daniela van Geenen and Danny Lämmerhirt: Your answers point to quite different roles
that ethnographers can play when dealing with data, related technologies, and practices. Instead of confining ethnography to observation, ethnographers can play the role of co-investigator to render data practices strange, or interventionist to break with dominant methods. This
has implications for how methods co-create the field and are part of the field (Law 2004; Lury
and Wakeford 2012). It also demonstrates that collaborations or “alliances” can be imagined
in various ways that exceed organizational setups and can be part of one’s approach to studying data practices. What has influenced your choice of role during your research and how you
have reflected on them as part of your studies, especially in relation to ideas of collaborations
and “alliance-building”? And what could other ethnographers who seek to collaborate learn
from your experiences?
Tommaso Venturini: Working on digital social data we have an advantage that is precluded
by most other data ethnographers: these practices are so newly established and so poorly consolidated that there is space for us to take the role that we want. While studying the practices
of older and more established data initiatives (a medical records archive, for example), you are
immediately pushed to the role of observer. The data are too precious, specialized and protected
for you to touch them without the risk of polluting them. This is not the case for digital data
about social phenomena. None is sure what to do with them anyway, so you are generally
welcome to suggest your ideas, try your tricks, and manipulate the records. There is little risk
that you break anything, because not much has been built yet. This openness is probably temporary (we have seen that platforms APIs, for instance, are already closing down) but, while
it lasts, it’s a great occasion to do participant observation and not just observation.
Minna Ruckenstein: Tommaso is speaking from the position of an expert data ethnographer
in a sense that he has the technical skills to do data work. Since I have no coding skills, or even
skills to use most digital methods, I need to collaborate with others to get things done. This
means that in projects that involve digital methods, and the exploration relies on data ana-
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lytics, I am not fully in charge of the workflow. This has been a humbling experience in many
ways, highlighting my marginality in relation to the questions that I am studying. On the
other hand, this is also a good position to be in, because it underlines the exclusive nature of
methodological expertise. Feeling unskilled probably explains why I have been drawn to uncover hidden competencies and knowledge in relation to digital data. In our Big Data project,
I ended up working closely with content moderators, who had shaped the Suomi24-data that
we were using, with their removal decisions. The perspective of experienced moderators opened
an “emic” view on the everyday data work and the conversational dynamics of the platform
(Ruckenstein and Turunen 2020), opening new venues for thinking about who participates
in the data production.
Malte Ziewitz: In my experience, our choice of roles as ethnographers is rather limited and
usually beyond our control. Like Minna, I have not been trained in data science and would
not pass as a data science expert by any of my colleagues’ standards. However, that has not
prevented interlocutors from asking me to help them analyze a data set or conduct statistical
analyses they thought I should be able to pull off. Others, in contrast, have felt obliged to tell
me what a URL is and would not trust me with a screenshot. I’ve found it helpful to think about
those roles as data that can tell me something interesting about the field. In fact, this backand-forth appears to be a crucial element of building these alliances. That said, I’d like to point
out that antagonism can be an equally important strategy. Alliances are all fine, but when
you’re studying data practices associated with Big Tech, these collaborations can be difficult to
build. Even worse, we’ve seen them fire back or end up being criticized as treacherous.5 I like
the work of Carl DiSalvo (2012) on adversarial design in this regard, an investigative practice
that uses the means and forms of design to challenge beliefs, values, and what is taken to be
fact. Maybe it’s time to cultivate “adversarial ethnography” as an alternative.
Emma Garnett: Many of my ethnographic roles in research collaborations have been shaped
by funding calls and institutional structures. They are determined by disciplinary and career
hierarchies in ways that can be challenging. These experiences have led me to consider your
question on a few occasions, in terms of how to develop collaborations or alliances that can
both facilitate ethnographic study as an early career researcher and ensure it is interesting
and valuable to the people I work with. In the project about personal sensing technologies,
my aim has been to explore and demonstrate the value of doing data ethnography to science
and policy. This has taken time because it has involved seeking out collaborators to work on
a topic that often excludes social science knowledge and understanding. It has also required
accepting things not working or going to plan and developing ways of doing data ethnography differently. For instance, observing the participatory aspects of science by attending users
5

A good example is the so-called emotional manipulation study conducted by Facebook and
– among others – Cornell University researchers, which has been widely criticized on ethical
grounds (see, e.g., Felten 2014; Flick 2016).
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doing personal monitoring was not always possible in the projects I worked with. On these
occasions, I worked with social science colleagues to conduct interviews or focus groups with
different groups– patients, citizens, activists, researchers – and then analyzed the transcripts
with computer scientists, public health researchers, and participants in relation to the digital maps of exposure and health data. I also started to build relationships with other groups
working in the field of air quality to test what I came to learn and to see whether I might be
able to develop other approaches, for instance by multiplying and demarcating the field again
or by including new approaches and expertise within it.
Daniela van Geenen and Danny Lämmerhirt: When reading your responses, you also highlight ethnography’s potential to explore and understand data as constructed in and related to
social situations and settings. All of your contributions highlight data practices as an entry
point to explore, understand, and reflect on the broader context of the datafication of society
and, thus, the significance of digital infrastructures for everyday life and practices. To give
two examples, Emma says that data ethnography’s opportunities to add sociological perspectives on data, in particular in institutionalized knowledge production settings such as the
measurement and monitoring of environmental issues (e.g., air quality) in order to promote
and facilitate science that is not just “effective” but also aware of possible ethical issues and
challenges. Minna, on the other hand, denotes data practices as “contemporary worldmaking
activities” that provide the researcher with opportunities to approach and pay attention to
the social embeddedness and meaning of data. Can you elaborate on how ethnographic approaches can help augment social understandings of digital data, and whose understanding
this concerns? Are there lessons to be learned to not just help promote specific, or unilateral
(social) understandings of data (e.g., those of dominant groups)?
Minna Ruckenstein: While a large digital dataset can offer indispensable support for understanding the scale of the studied online phenomenon, the data resources remain detached
from the activities that precede data production. Ethnographic approaches are needed for recuperating the fact that a digital dataset remains insensitive to the intensity of circumstances
and actions of those who generate the data traces. Since human experience and activities are
inseparable from data, ultimately nothing that happens online is irrelevant to the data traces
left behind (Pink and Lanzeni 2018). It is as part of messy and inconsequent online lives that
Big Data about everyday lives is gradually accumulated. The same goes for data work, or data
labor. The involvement of humans needs to be repeatedly reminded of, as it tends to disappear
from sight. It becomes “ghost work” (Gray and Suri 2019). We are currently looking at a
case of prisoners training AI for a Finnish AI company (Lehtiniemi and Ruckenstein 2022).
Here, we use prison data labor as a starting point for exploring the collaborations, frictions,
and power relations around data-based automation. Prison data labor offers a fringe-case
for thinking about questions related to human data labor. Here, the adversarial ethnography,
suggested by Malte, focuses on uncovering relations that might not become visible in any other
context.
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Emma Garnett: One way in which I think ethnographic approaches can help augment social
understanding of digital data is by describing why different data cannot be pieced together
like a puzzle to gain a fuller understanding of phenomena. This is a perennial issue for social
scientists working in contexts like healthcare where their contributions are often framed as
providing the context or lay perspective to an a priori matter of fact. Data ethnography is
helpful because it accepts data and data practices are always situated, an insight that can
be helpful for those only involved in one part of data work, such as the analysis. In recent
work with colleagues in the Digital Humanities and Environmental Research Group at King’s
College London, we have been engaging with the “problem” of citizen generated air quality
data for science and policy. It is a concern that has largely been addressed technologically,
by testing the quality of data different commercial sensors produce. Building on the concept
of “just good enough data” (Gabrys et al. 2016) we have attempted to subvert the knowledge
deficit model by detailing why evaluating data on scientific terms alone fails to account for
the knowledge, insights and actions enabled through citizen-led data practices.
Daniela van Geenen and Danny Lämmerhirt: What would you say are important data
ethnographic sensibilities and how does one develop them? What could they contribute to
future research as well as the broader societal debate around datafication and data-intense
infrastructures?
Tommaso Venturini: Ethnography is an “internal research method”; internal in the sense
in which people speak about “internal martial arts.” It’s force comes not from an external
equipment but from its capacity to train scholars in a very particular discipline of attention,
that allow them to notice minute things that are lost to a more casual observation (what Anna
Tsing calls ”the art of noticing” (2015)). This is the kind of sensibility that we need to develop
for data practices as well: the art of noticing the subtle shifts that allow traces to turn into
records; records into data; data into findings; and findings into evidence.
Minna Ruckenstein: As all of us have brought to the fore in this discussion, ethnography is
a powerful tool for challenging the invisible dynamics, processes and power in complex sociotechnical systems. An important role for data ethnography is in committing to concerns that
are currently neglected, and in bridging elements that appear as unbridgeable. Ethnographic
inquiry reminds us that our relations with technology are not only functional but also moral.
Machines fail to care about real-life consequences, and this is something that we should keep
in mind.
Emma Garnett: As we have all detailed in this discussion, data ethnography is a continuation of ethnographic sensibilities writ large. During my research I have taken on different roles
and positions that are shaped by the particular circumstances of collaborations. When reflecting on how to specify data ethnographic sensibilities I was reminded of recent debates about
contemporary ethnography that engage reflexively with its practices and methods. Adolfo Es-
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talella and Tomás Sánchez Criado’s (2018) edited book Experimental Collaborations pays
attention to different “fieldwork devices” that unfold when anthropologists engage with counterparts in the field who are also members of epistemic communities. Their experimental and
inventive approach is helpful for characterizing data ethnography, because it implies working
out ways of making data researchable with others. Finally, as Minna writes, data ethnography is about the building of social worlds rather than only observing them which means it is
an approach that can also benefit from sensibilities developed in related fields, in particular
feminist and intersectional approaches to data (D’Ignazio and Klein 2020).

Defining Data Ethnography
Daniela van Geenen and Danny Lämmerhirt: How would you define data ethnography?
Would you argue that there is a specific value/benefit in coining ethnographic work on/with
digital data data ethnography, and if so, why and how?
Tommaso Venturini: The notion of data ethnography is an intriguing oxymoron. I’ve always
felt torn, as a researcher, between my fondness for ethnography and my interest in data – a
bit like a child asked to choose between mum and dad. Because ethnography and data, there
is no point in denying it, do not go well together. Of all the techniques of social research,
ethnography is the one that cherishes the most the unmediated exposition to the messiness of
collective situations and the exploration of the thick networks of meaning and interpretation
that twists and turns the smallest action. Data, quite the contrary, brings with it the promise
of a liberation from the details of particular social situations and the possibility to extend
one’s view to embrace patterns and trends spreading far away in time and space. Of course,
both of these visions are idealized. Ethnographers have always had to consider the way in
which their subjects of study overflow the here and now in which they are observed, and social
data are always messy and connected to the specific conditions of their production. But the
tension between the two remains and explains why most researchers feel more comfortable
in choosing to work with either qualitative or qualitative methods, or even to adopt a “mixed
methods” approach that juxtaposes but does not really mix the two. Data ethnography is to
me very close to the ideal of quali-quantitative methods that I have been pursuing (without
ever achieving of course) in my whole career – a research capable of following networks of
actions that expand far in space and time, but without as little as possible of simplification of
aggregation.
Minna Ruckenstein: There are many ways of defining data ethnography and positioning
ethnography in relation to digital data: ethnography of data, ethnography with data, or
ethnography as data. Each of these offers a different perspective to the topic at hand. Our
research mostly engages with the ethnography of data, and studies data and data practices as
an object of ethnographic analysis and critical inquiry. Doing ethnography with digital data
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requires collaboration with data scientists, and careful mixing of qualitative and quantitative
analytics. I am very intrigued by this kind of work, as it promotes an experimental and openended research stance. Yet, it is much more laborious, because it requires interdisciplinary
collaboration and careful negotiation of shared aims. A further option for defining data
ethnography is to emphasize data-awareness that translates into an attentiveness to the
transforming effects of data practices in people’s lives, but is also defined by a readiness to use
digital data for uncovering the patterned nature of everyday phenomena. A powerful aspect
of the data generated by self-tracking devices, for instance, is the possibility to transcend and
bypass familiar ways of approaching bodies and lives: data becomes a resource for raising
new kinds of questions and perspectives for inspection. By actively using data streams as part
of research designs, ethnographers can contrast and move between human and machine categorizations of life, experiment with quantitative and qualitative approaches, and overcome
the preset and the normative in order to learn something new.
Emma Garnett: Based on my responses to your thoughtful questions, data ethnography might
include approaching data as processual social and material forms with an attentiveness to the
opening up of data practices to further interrogation and experimentation. Data ethnography
will always be shaped by the identity, experience, and concerns of the researcher and those they
work with. For instance, I don’t have a background in digital methods or computer science
but, as Dawn Nafus (2018) has described, my methodological experience and training means
ethnographic sensibilities have affected the design of some of the data driven research and
analysis I have been involved in. Perhaps it is this aspect of data ethnography that indicates
the importance of defining data ethnography in ways that mean its different contribution to
understanding and engaging with data and data practices can be valued and harnessed. In
my research I am often pushed to explain how my interest in scientific data practices speak to
more narrative or social accounts of data-shaped concerns in everyday life (Pink et al. 2018),
so it tends to be something I negotiate and work out with others.
Malte Ziewitz: As your question makes clear, the value of a definition will depend on the specific circumstances of its use. So, a sarcastic answer would be: let’s make it whatever helps
us get the grant and pacify that notorious Reviewer 2. At the same time, I do believe that
there is value in resisting definitions. Ambiguity, for instance, can be surprisingly productive.
I learned this lesson when I co-organized a conference on the topic of “Governing Algorithms”
at New York University back in 2013. In preparing the event, we easily could have defined the
disciplinary boundaries of the event by resorting to a textbook definition of the term. Instead,
we kept it reasonably open (Barocas et al. 2013), and a lot of people found this unsettling at
the time. Strikingly, however, the ambiguity did not prevent them from engaging with each
other across a range of disciplines, including media studies, STS, computer science, sociology,
anthropology, and law.
The point here is that in the same way we can take advantage of the indexicality of language to push specific definitions, we can also make strategic use of ambiguity to generate
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new thoughts. Misunderstandings can be fantastic. In the best case, they make us stumble
over our own ideas and engage us in a shared project of inquiry. So, I am quite happy with
resisting your request. That said, the definition you suggest is a good starting point for us to
play with the idea.
Daniela van Geenen and Danny Lämmerhirt: Thank you so much for the conversation.

This conversation was conducted as part of projects at the DFG-funded Graduate School 1769
“Locating Media” and the DFG-funded Collaborative Research Centers SFB 1187 “Media of
Cooperation” – Project-ID 262513311 – and SFB 1472 “Transformations of the Popular”.
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“Girls are like Glass”:
Situated Knowledges of Syrian Refugee Women
on Datafication and Transparency
Araa Al Jaramani, Sandra Ponzanesi, and Gerwin van Schie

Girls are like glass. They are easy to break or scratch, distorting their glazy nature.
This metaphor about women in our society is something you hear everywhere in
Syria: Girls are like glass! Behind and before this metaphor stand many carefully
and purposefully untold stories, because telling them would mean “breaking the
glass.” [Mrs. B in Araa Al Jaramani]
The quote emerged during a three-day workshop, in which Mrs. B participated, on
the importance of writing as a tool to tell human stories that Araa Al Jaramani, the
first author of this chapter, organized for a women’s group. While at first Mrs. B
seemed to have no interest in the ongoing discussion, she suddenly came up with
this remarkable statement. We used it as an epigraph because it encapsulates many
of the discussions we tackle in this chapter on women’s voice and position, issues
of datafication and transparency, and the role of narrative in creating space for
alternative subjectivities and identities in the condition of migration and integration.
In 2013, Araa Al Jaramani, the first author of this chapter, fled the war in Syria
and accidentally ended up in the Netherlands after the human traffickers she paid
to bring her to Sweden did not keep their promises. After arrival, Araa officially requested asylum and started her process with the Dutch Immigration and Naturalization Service (Immigratie- en Naturalisatiedienst, IND). Throughout the process,
Araa was struck by its bureaucratic nature, the sometimes-amateurish conduct of
the interviewers and interpreters, and the gender-insensitive approach to the very
particular experiences of refugee women. After she was granted her refugee status, she started and led an organization to support Syrian women throughout their
asylum-seeking and integration processes; she heard similar stories from these
women being frustrated with their treatment by the IND. When given the opportunity during a postdoc project on Syrian refugee women as data subjects that she
carried out at Utrecht University, Araa started to document her own experiences
and the stories other women told her. In addition, together with Sandra Ponzanesi
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and Gerwin van Schie, co-authors of this chapter, she took another critical look at
the data in the file that the IND collected about her, by studying the copy which
was given to her during the asylum procedure. The copy of this file is given to each
asylum seeker to provide a sense of transparency in the otherwise daunting and
stressful time of awaiting the decision on whether or not they will be granted permission to stay. While this procedure does give any asylum seeker the opportunity
to read this file and suggest corrections, in this chapter we will critically question
which of the parties involved actually benefits from this “transparency,” since, for a
refugee fleeing from war, nothing is more opaque than the bureaucratic procedures
of a foreign (from their perspective) country’s agency whose mission it is to “limit
and control refugee flows to Europe” (Ministry of General Affairs 2016, translation
by authors).
Yet transparency is an often-heard mantra in a society that increasingly relies
on data and algorithmic processes in its bureaucratic organizations (Lathrop and
Ruma 2010; Hansen and Flyverbom 2015; Douglas and Meijer 2016). Organizations
are increasingly becoming aware that they need to open up to consumers and citizens about their often-hidden digital processes, since many aspects of business
and governance are becoming subject to some form of datafication (van Es and
Schäfer 2017). Datafication is understood here as the principle that underpins the
transformation of all available information, often about the conduct and behavior
of people, into quantifiable units, making them available for access, monitoring,
analysis, and prediction (Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier 2013; van Dijck 2014). In
line with this larger societal trend, the IND too has implemented several systems
that rely on processes of datafication in their bureaucratic practice. However, as we
will show, operational transparency with regard to forced migrants in a situation
of limbo, as neither not-yet-citizens nor never-citizens, seems to be rather one-directional as it mainly aids the bureaucratic and legal needs of the IND rather than
the emotional and humanitarian needs of asylum seekers.
Recent research on data processes employed in forced migration policies
has mainly focused on data practices by the European Union in order to protect
”Fortress Europe” (Dijstelbloem and Meijer 2011; Leurs and Smets 2018), or use by
Syrian refugees themselves of social media and the telephone (Sánchez-Querubín
and Rogers 2018; Gillespie, Osseiran, and Cheesman 2018). Media and social
research on immigration practices has largely concentrated on inequality and the
representation of refugees in society (Schinkel 2013; Castles, Haas, and Miller 2013;
Ticktin 2006), in policy-making (Rath 2001; van der Haar and Yanow 2011; Bakker,
Cheung, and Phillimore 2016), and in the process of integration (De Leeuw, and
van Wichelen 2014; Boersma and Schinkel 2015). Furthermore, recent research on
transparency in the context of the IND has focused on the discretionary powers
of civil servants making decisions about asylum requests (Severijns 2019), and
on the “transparency” of the IND organization with regard to Dutch society
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and lawmakers (De Leeuw, Geerdink, and Smits 2019). Even the perspectives of
volunteers working in Dutch asylum-seeker centers are heard in debates about
the bureaucracy involved in processes of forced migration (Larruina and Ghorashi
2016). Yet the voice of the forced migrant seems to be largely missing in discourses
on data practices in government bureaucracy.
Recent research that does include the perspective of the forced migrant usually
deals with the period after permission to stay has either been granted or denied. It
often details the difficulties of starting a new life in a foreign country (van Heelsum
2017; Huizinga and van Hoven 2018) or the precariousness of being denied citizenship (Kalir 2017; Boomgaard 2017). Instead, in this chapter, we intend to shed light
on the mundane and often taken-for-granted nature of bureaucracy. While this
part of the migration process might, from the perspective of the policy-maker, be
understood as a moment in which people merely go through the necessary motions in order to collect “objective” information on the basis of which a decision
can be made, for forced migrants these moments are very personal and stressful,
and feel very uncertain, regardless of the intended transparency. Here, we aim to
“let the subaltern speak” (Spivak 1988) and engage with the experiences of Syrian
refugee women through metaphors such as “glass,” “transparency,” and “opacity.”
By highlighting not so much the intentions of the IND, but rather how various policies are turned into practice, we subscribe to social research interested in so-called
“street level bureaucracies” (Lipsky 2010). More specifically, rather than investigating the experiences of various street-level bureaucrats, such as police officers (see
for example Çankaya 2012), judges (Prescott 2009), or asylum officers (Darrow 2015;
Dahlvik 2018), our research is aligned with studies that take the experiences of various marginalized identities, such as welfare recipients (Hansen, Lundberg, and
Syltevik 2018), LGBT people (Nisar 2020), or refugees (Bhatia 2020), as the starting
point for an investigation of a particular bureaucratic infrastructure. By letting the
subjects speak rather than the data itself, we adhere to a feminist and postcolonial ethics of care, and aim to relate data practices of the IND to “human meaningmaking, context-specificity, dependencies and temptations, as well as benefits and
harm” (Leurs 2017, 150). In doing so, we will highlight how the collection of information by IND is anything but mundane, and instead a scary, and opaque process
that offers very little opportunity for asylum seekers to express themselves in ways
they desire.
The basis of this mixed-methods study of the information and transparency
practices of the IND will be Araa’s own IND file, her autoethnographic work, and
her ethnographic work with four other Syrian refugee women. This means that this
chapter will account for multiple voices and be narrated at times in the first person,
namely with Araa speaking directly to account for her autoethnography, the voices
of the four other Syrian women interviewed, as well as the scholarly contribution of
Sandra Ponzanesi and Gerwin van Schie, co-authors of this piece. To remain nar-
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ratively close to Araa’s actual experiences and conversations, we will consistently
write these parts from the first-person perspective, similar to the vignette at the
start of this introduction. The personal IND file of each of the individual women
functioned as the starting point for the interviews. These files consist of the following types of data: 1) a print-out of several database checks that the IND routinely
does to find out if people are registered as criminals in the Netherlands or the EU,
or have previously requested asylum in another EU state; 2) the transcripts of the
interviews with the IND; and 3) the documentary evidence submitted by the asylum seeker, such as passports, birth certificates, newspaper clippings, and other
documents that prove they have been Syrian citizens and were in danger of persecution.

Situated Knowledges and Autoethnography
This chapter combines the expertise of scholars working on critical data studies,
gender, and migration studies in order to position the research done on Syrian
refugee women in their interaction with the IND system within a postcolonial
ethics of care, through which we allow the voices of the respondents to emerge in
their own right. Yet the positions of mediator, interpreter, and facilitator that Araa
fulfilled with, for, and among the respondents exemplify the important function of
what Spivak has defined as the “native informant.” In ethnography, Spivak points
out, the native informant “is a blank” deprived of autobiography, but who enables
the inscription of the Other by the West. The major problem with the history of
post-Enlightenment theory lies in its own autobiography: it has used the figure of
the native informant to mask “subjective structures” as “objective truth.” Second,
in doing so, it has uncritically assumed as unproblematic the subjectivity of the
Other who consolidates the knowing Western subject and provides him or her with
indigenous information. Spivak’s observations also show that behind the figure of
the native informant lie the questions of knowledge, power, and representation, the
questions that still dominate current discussions on how to theorize and empower
the Other without falling into the pitfalls of essentialism and binary opposition
(Spivak 1999). For that reason, we will refer to feminist standpoint theory through
which we take women’s lived experiences, particularly experiences of caring and
work, as the starting point for scientific inquiry. Feminist standpoint theorists,
drawing on the work of scholars such as Donna Haraway, Sandra Harding, and
Patricia Hill Collins, make three principal claims: (1) knowledge is socially situated;
(2) marginalized groups are socially situated in ways that make it more possible
for them to be aware of things and ask questions than it is for the non-marginalized; (3) research, particularly that focused on power relations, should begin with
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the lives of the marginalized (Harding 2008, 2009; Haraway 1991; Hill Collins 1997;
Bracke and Bellacasa 2007).
Central to all these standpoint theories are feminist analyses and critiques of
relations between material experience, power, and epistemology, and of the effects
of power relations on the production of knowledge. Haraway’s notion of situated
knowledge is related, but also slightly different from, that of standpoint theory. It
problematizes both subject and object, but instead of granting a privileged position
to those at the margins, the subjugated knowers, it prefers to attribute privilege to
partiality. This epistemological shift underscores the fact that “situated knowledge”
is more dynamic and hybrid than other epistemologies that gives full knowability to
the position of the subject. These situated knowledges involve “mobile positioning”
(Haraway 1991, 192). Subjectivity is instead performed in and through the materiality of knowledge and practice of many kinds (Butler 1990, 1–34). Haraway says
that situated knowledges require thinking of the world in terms of the “apparatus
of bodily production.” The world cannot be reduced to a mere resource if subject
and object are deeply interconnected. Bodies as objects of knowledge in the world
should be thought of as “material-semiotic generative nodes,” whose “boundaries
materialize in social interaction” (Haraway 1991, 201). The move to grant agency to
material objects places the epistemology of situated knowledges at the center of
scholarship in science and technology studies (Callon 1986; Latour 1987).
In light of this approach, it was not necessary for the researchers to have access
to the personal information of the research subjects involved with this study as they
themselves were in control of what they wanted to share. The only file that we, the
co-authors of this chapter, looked into was Araa’s file. In what follows we will critically examine the data practices of the IND’s asylum procedure and juxtapose these
practices with the stories of Araa and four other Syrian refugee women who have
been through this process in order to problematize the concept of transparency and
highlight its gendered implications. Therefore, we foreground an ethnographic approach through which the experiences of the Syrian women emerge, in alliance and
conflict with their memories, “everyday geographies of belonging” (Huizinga and
van Hoven 2018; van Liempt and Staring 2020), “politics of location” (Kirby 2015)
and “media strategies” (Udwan, Leurs, and Alencar 2020). As Araa said herself, she
felt very alienated by the IND process and this has motivated her need to analyze
and put into context her experience along with that of many other women like her
in order to make sense of the process. We therefore propose to analyze below the
ethnographic method we used, along with the critical approach to data studies,
which jointly reveal the opacity and shortcomings of the immigration system.
Analyzing the women’s files and paying attention to their experiences during
their investigation gives us an insight into how the algorithmic system has been
used to process their asylum files. At the time the women were not well or sufficiently informed about the procedure and the implications of their responses. This
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put them in a subaltern position, based on misunderstanding and weaker communication skills, often mediated by an imperfect interpreter.
I didn’t know that I had the right to request an interpreter or officer of a specific
gender, and I did not suffer from the gender of the interpreter, but I suffered from
the interpreter’s lack of knowledge of politics and the Syrian dialect, so I asked
them to change the interpreter more than once because I was aware that the interpreter does not know the difference between the Syrian Communist Party and
the Communist Party and the Communist Labor Party, so I was hearing the officer’s questions that were different from what I expected or they were confusing,
so I had to explain the differences between the parties and go through some detail to explain to the interpreter, and that was a new task I had to take on, which
is to explain things to the interpreter because his information and translation are
not sufficient, as he is not an expert on Syrian political issues. [Samira]
By analyzing the data that is shared and combining it with the stories of Syrian
women who are in or have been through the IND’s decision-making process, we
produce situated knowledges (Haraway 1988; Harding 1991) centered on the experiences of the women as data subjects. The project has focused on Syrian women
because research has shown significant differences in the experiences of women
and men in the process of awaiting a decision (Nolin 2017). This is partly due to
the continuation of power inequalities between genders in the countries of origin,
which means that women often take care of the children and/or are expected to follow the commands of the men. Another issue is the vulnerable position of women
staying in refugee centers (Spijkerboer 2017). By focusing on the experiences and
stories of the women themselves, this chapter aims to emphasize the agency of
individual research subjects in deciding what to share and what not to share, both
with the IND and with the researcher.
The stories included in this chapter show the complicated process of asylum applications, marked by many circumstances that these women take with themselves
from their home, during their journey, and upon their arrival in the Netherlands.
The five women include Araa, already introduced above and the co-author of this
chapter. She is 45 years old, married and has three children. She holds a PhD from
the University of Damascus, Syria, obtained in 2012. In 2013, because of the war in
Syria, she fled to the Netherlands and got her status permit. She was the founder
and director for many years of the Syrian Women Foundation SVNL, which has
allowed her to be of support to many Syrian women newly arriving in the Netherlands or struggling to find their balance in the new society. This also allowed her
to gain access to the other women interviewed and win their trust.
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The other women are: Laila Abdel, Lana Mustafa, Samira Sayed, and Salma Ezz
El-Din.1 Laila Abdel is a 48-year-old Syrian refugee. She is a graduate of the Faculty
of Physical Education at the University of Damascus. She is a divorced woman who
has been living with her daughter in the Netherlands for five years. She has two
other children in Syria who live with their father. Lana Mustafa, 27 years of age, is a
Syrian refugee who has been living in The Netherlands for five years. She has studied at the economics institute in Syria and came to the Netherlands to study computer sciences. She is married and has one child. She came to the Netherlands with
her two-year-old daughter, and then used the right (family reunification), which allows her to bring her husband to the country of asylum. Samira Sayed is a 63-yearold Syrian refugee, who has lived in the Netherlands for six years. She is married
with one son, who is now 38 years old. She has a BA in Arabic from the University of
Aleppo in Syria. Salma Ezz El-Din is a 35-year-old Syrian/Palestinian refugee. She
is a graduate of the Institute of Cooking and Nutrition, married with four children.
She has been living in the Netherlands for four and a half years. All the women respondents have a good level of education, are highly literate and were competent
in navigating bureaucratic and administrative hurdles back in their home country.
Nonetheless, their class and educational background did not equip them for the
intricacy and opacity of the Dutch immigration system and datafication process.
We can expect, therefore, that this disadvantage and power imbalance would only
be heightened and magnified for women with a lower educational background.

Entering the System: Becoming an Asylum Seeker
When I went through the smuggling experience and got to know smugglers working between Turkey and Europe, I was offered several options for being smuggled.
I chose the most expensive price, because I was afraid of sexual blackmail and
other forms of extortion. I travelled to the Netherlands hidden in a truck, experiencing all the stages any refugee has to pass through to reach Europe. The moment you stand up in front of the asylum reception center to define yourself as a
refugee coming from a country at war is still a vivid memory. Here, I experienced
the moment that I turned from a citizen belonging to a country to a refugee in a
new country. The moment I registered in the Dutch asylum system as a refugee, I
experienced the Cartesian dualism of the ontological division between the “I” as
a body, and the “I” as data subject. I felt strange in the Dutch system that understood me as a criminal or dangerous newcomer. The feeling that you are totally
disregarded as a human being generated a reaction in me that motivated me to

1

These names are all pseudonyms at the request of the women concerned.
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do this research, and share my experiences and those of other women refugees
who underwent the same procedure. [Araa Al Jaramani]
The moment the refugee women knocked on the door at the central asylum seekers’ shelter (Centraal Orgaan opvang Asielzoekers, from now on COA) in Ter Apel, the
Netherlands, and filed their request for asylum, many processes, both human and
computational, were started. The first page of Araa’s IND file lists several of the
computational checks under the abbreviations OPS, HKS, N/SIS, BVV, Eurodac and
Havank (see figures 1 and 2, summary in Table 1). These abbreviations do not mean
anything to the uninformed, let alone newly arrived forced migrants fleeing from
a war. They did not get any explanation or interpretation that would help them understand these acronyms and coding. These acronyms are not even explained in the
margin of their investigation documents. While Samira and Salma did not notice
the abbreviations on their file, Lana did not dare to ask the officer about it:
Maybe if I were now under investigation I would have asked, but at that time I
would not have dared to ask about its meaning. Knowing the meanings of these
abbreviations will be better for me in that I will get to know the results or small
details of what the investigators have discovered, as knowing that the abbreviations say that I am not involved in crimes in the European Union or in Syria during
the war – I know that I am not guilty because I know myself, but it would have
been good to know that the abbreviations on my papers mean that I am innocent.
That they know who I am, instead of continuing investigations and me not being
sure of what is happening around me, and always striving to absolve myself and
prove that I am only a woman fleeing from war, who wants to protect her child
from war. [Lana]
There was much apprehension about daring to ask questions, accompanied by the
uncomfortable environment. Uninformed women feel embarrassed about their ignorance of these abbreviations and prefer not to ask. Samira described herself as
a fool:
I read the codes now and I see that I was a fool, and I see that there was no transparency, which is really annoying. I did not notice these symbols at the time so I
did not ask about them. [Samira]
The framework of the IND data system relies on the Accountability Guidelines,
which depend on the algorithmic system and which are applicable when asylum
seekers start the process of applying for asylum status. The key questions are: first,
whether the IND data system classifies Syrian refugee women according to the
same cultural standards, irrespective of their gender or background, social, cultural
and personal; secondly, whether the data system recognizes that refugees do not
fully comprehend Dutch bureaucratic processes and that there is a gap in knowl-
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edge and understanding between Syrians and the Dutch system. This gap leads
us to question not only the authority and correctness of the IND system that governs the interviews with these women, but also to wonder whether Syrian refugee
women are entirely aware of their rights and power to object during the IND interviews.

Figure 1: First page of Araa’s asylum request file

Source: image from private documentation
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Figure 2: Second page of Araa’s asylum request file

Source: image from private documentation
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Table 1: List of different database checks performed as first step of an asylum request
System
Abbrev.

Full name

Function

N-SIS

Schengen Information System

European system circulating
“alerts about wanted or
missing people and objects
such as stolen vehicles
and documents.”2

OPS

Opsporingssysteem
(Detection/Tracking System)

National Database of missing
persons, missing vehicles,
and crime suspects

HKS

Herkenningsdienstsysteem
(Recognition Service system)

Outdated and controversial
National Database of crime
suspects and unsolved crimes3

BVV

Basisvoorziening Vreemdelingen
(Basic Provision for Migrants)

Database of personal information of people who are involved
in any process of migration to
the Netherlands4

Havank

Het Automatisch Vinger Afdrukkensysteem
Nederlandse Kollektie (Automatic Fingerprint
System – Dutch Collection)

Dactyloscopic database
of Dutch delinquents and
former delinquents

Eurodac

European Dactyloscopy

European anonymous dactyloscopic database of people who
have requested asylum in the
European Union

As it turns out, refusing to cooperate in proving information can result in an
immediate denial of the asylum request. One horrifying detail of the Dutch asylum
law states that both “refusing to provide fingerprints” and “making the process of
finger printing impossible by mutilating one’s finger tips on purpose” may be considered grounds for the verdict of “insufficient cooperation” (Ministerie van Binnenlandse Zaken en Koninkrijksrelaties 2021, translation by authors). Laws such
as these show the large power imbalance playing out in day-to-day asylum procedures. While forced migrants routinely have to prove that they are in need of care
and are, in fact, not criminals, the “right to remain silent” or any other right pertaining to the refusal to provide information does not apply. Even when the IND’s
need for information is in conflict with the personal beliefs or culture of a person
requesting asylum, there is little room to deviate from protocol:
I remember that while taking fingerprints, especially the photo of the face, there
were difficulties for women because the woman had to reveal her ears and raise
part of her hijab to make her forehead visible, and therefore pictures of the women
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were taken that did not respect their beliefs, and the women were terrified that
they had to lift their veil, even partially. The women in the photos place were worried that their husbands and families might not believe they had to show their
ears and part of their head in the pictures. [Lana]
Many of the IND regulations and criteria are not transparent and accessible to
the refugees, who are at a disadvantage in understanding the implications of their
choices, or consenting to the various steps in the procedure. Confusion about technicalities, coding, and acronyms used go together with the hazard of what gets lost
in translation and the sensitive nature of intercultural communication that often
leads to these women feeling intimidated, subalternized, and agreeing to choices
and ticking boxes that they barely understand. But their desire and need to obtain
asylum make them comply with any requests, even answering personal, invasive
questions and showing compliance with a criminalizing line of questioning:
The employee was scary, even if he was not wearing military clothing; he was looking clearly and intentionally into my eyes and observing the extent of my sincerity
in the statements. And him opening my Facebook page and finding out that I was
lying drove me to feel nervous so I was always saying that I am a refugee and not
a suspect and that when I lied about the fact that I arrived in the Netherlands
through Schiphol Airport, it was only to avoid separating me from my child who
arrived 21 days before me and that according to Dublin law she is entitled to remain in Netherlands but I must stay in Belgium. I did not lie to hide a crime, but to
ensure that I remain with my daughter. The employee's style of interrogating me
and confirming the story of my escape from Syria made me feel that I was under
investigation, not in an interview. [Laila]
There is, in addition, another crucial factor: the women often do not have knowledge or understanding of the new ways of automated computation that make people/refugees part of algorithmic systems that sort, classify, and process refugees –
through biometrics and other systems of datafication. This makes them particularly vulnerable not only to the manipulation and breaching of their data (Madianou
2019) but also to having to consent to these procedures, for fear of rejection, without being fully informed, accountable, and responsible for the forms of datafication
undertaken. In this sense there is not only a total lack of transparency dictated by
the asymmetric relationship of power, but also a lack of technological expertise and
awareness.
I didn't know I had the right to reject it; perhaps I was ignorant of its importance,
too. But now that I know the concept of privacy, and that I have the right to refuse
having my information shared and that research parties may take some of my
information and share it in a way that offends me, for example, now I know that
if I am subject to such investigations, I will ask the investigator to explain to me
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who are these authorities and then I would search for the identity, credibility, and
conformity of these transparency requirements and the reason why they want my
personal information. [Samira]
The striking point is that during the investigation not one of our interviewees, including Araa, objected to their information being shared with other stakeholders,
and no one asked about the nature of those stakeholders. On the contrary, when
we read and discussed the IND investigation documents together, they emphasized
many times how they assumed that they had no choice or say in the way the procedure was conducted. They assumed that they could not choose to refuse or object
to the IND officer’s request because this could lead to their status being rejected.
If I look back to the period of my investigations by the IND, I am fully aware that I
couldn’t choose to refuse the IND’s request to have my fingerprints or information,
because at that time I thought that would affect my asylum application results.
What people do not know is that the person who applies for an asylum application feels weak and that he/she cannot refuse any request from the authorities to
which he/she has applied for asylum, for fear that his/her application would be
rejected. [Lana]
However, the women managed also to find a form of agency and development during the procedure which allowed them to evaluate more carefully the options and
opportunities ahead. We will discuss these in more detail in the next section.

Being Processed: The Interviews
Violation is one of the characteristic features of many asylum seekers’ stories. That
includes Laila and Lana, who both suffered violence and sexual abuse on their trip
to Europe, and had to live in camps with strangers, while their restricted financial
condition allowed smugglers to sexually blackmail them. They also have something
else in common, which is their need to protect and defend their daughters as well
as themselves. Though they are both asylum seekers now, Laila comes from a background as an activist, as she was a political prisoner under Assad’s regime. Therefore, their memories about the violation they faced are different and this impacted
their response to the IND investigator, who was not fully informed of the abuses
they suffered before coming to the Netherlands. Laila told the investigators everything she felt when the Syrian intelligence agents forced her to be naked in front
of them:
They laughed and said that they want to examine my body. [Laila]
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But she could not tell them the name of her smuggler, or even that he raped her
and blackmailed her:
The smuggler told me that the day had come, and he asked me to take with me
only a simple bag, I met him in Omonoia Square. There he told me that he would
take me to a small house while the plane was arriving, so I entered the house and
he closed the door with the key, he took off my clothes, and raped me and I can
still smell his dirty smell. He was strong and he was an Arab. I was afraid that if I
told the investigator his name, I might be chased by the gang he belonged to and
that they would harm me and my daughter, so I told the investigator that I do not
remember his name. He is scary so I had no solution but to give him an extra sum
to let me get out of the place. [Laila]
The decision of Laila to hide the identity of the smuggler during the IND investigation is an example of her mistrust of the IND. Moreover, she was intimidated by
the IND officer, who accused her of lying about how she arrived in the Netherlands,
not via Schiphol but through Brussels airport. Laila explained Araa her reason for
lying: she was trying to rescue her daughter from the smugglers’ harassment so
she sent her to the Netherlands with a friend who had been residing there for the
past two years, and she found her through a mutual friend as she was looking for
a destination to flee to. After her daughter had arrived in the Netherlands, Laila
did not find a way to get to the Netherlands but only to Brussels, where she later
crossed the border into the Netherlands. According to the Dublin Conventions, the
country of entry is the country where you must apply for asylum, which meant she
would be separated from her daughter.
While the IND officer was complying with the Conventions of the European
Union, with the implicit bias of protecting “Fortress Europe” and the Dublin Regulation from bogus migrants (Dijstelbloem and Meijer 2011; Leurs and Smets 2018),
Laila struggled with understanding the mistrust and suspicions concerning her
statements. It was difficult for her to be open-hearted, and convey her emotions,
fears, and traumas. It was hard to explain that her situation was not only generated
by her becoming a refugee all of a sudden, but also by the unfair gender system of
her society, which considers her to be property and therefore not free in her choices
and always to be judged by her behavior.
She could not explain why she did not wear a veil in the Netherlands when
the IND officer doubted her identity because of a veiled photo on her passport.
She was confused by this accusation, as if she had to explain that she was not
an extremist coming to the Netherlands with the wrong intentions. She could not
readily describe how her rejection of the veil was motivated by the rejection of
her society that mistreated her as a woman. After the Syrian intelligence agents
forced her to be naked, she took off the veil and refused to wear it again. But these
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are explanations that are difficult to bring forward during an IND hearing whose
intimidating and accusatory tone does not help traumatized women to open up.
Likewise, Lana’s testimony was shaded with insecurity and fear. She was
shocked when, during the interview, the IND officer did not pay any attention to
the abuse she encountered, either to the sexual violence she had experienced from
the smuggler during her journey as a refugee, or even to the fact that she was
raped by a refugee living in the same camp as her in Greece. But on the other hand,
he was interested in knowing why she selected the Netherlands as a destination:
In fact, there were questions that I considered strange and without reason. What
was the reason for wanting to know why I came to Netherlands while I was waiting
to be asked about the rape incident that I went through and I was waiting for them
to protect me from the man who chased me after I moved from the camp and
assaulted and violated me for the second time, I was waiting for them to arrest
him. I did not receive help with anything and I do not know how these questions
were beneficial for them. [Lana]
Despite the fact that Lana has been living in the Netherlands for five years, trying to
empower herself by learning Dutch, doing karate courses, and continuing her education in ICT, she is still looking for some security to guarantee the honor and the
safety of her and her daughter. At the same time, she does not care anymore about
the veil in order to be respected by her society. She explained to Araa that she had
changed her perspectives on life in particular after she had been raped twice and
had encountered a Dutch bureaucratic structure that treated her with no special
consideration given to her gender exploitation; she compared this to the attitude
of her husband, who rejected her decision to be unveiled! And he is threatening to
kidnap her daughter and take the girl back to Syria, because a woman without a
veil does not deserve to raise her daughter.
When Lana was asked whether she thought that things would have been different if it was her husband who has applied for asylum first, she commented on
the community context:
For example, my husband and I study the Dutch language within the framework of
the integration program in the Netherlands. We put our daughter in kindergarten
during our school hours. Our families do not blame him for putting the child in
kindergarten while he is out. Rather, they consider this a necessary matter that
allows my husband to learn the language and to get a job, but they believe that I
am not taking care of my child because I leave her upbringing to the kindergarten,
and that I can learn the language online without having to leave the house and
leave the girl in kindergarten. The same thing if he is the one who immigrated with
the child, they will consider him a hero who migrated for the safety and future of
his daughter, and whatever the results are, they will always grant him the honor of
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trying. But I did not find that in their conversations with me: I did not hear a single
word of flattery, but always blame, intimidation, and recommendations. [Lana]
Many women may not have the necessary financial resources to undertake the flight
journey to Europe. And as “Fortress Europe” continues to raise its barriers, it is
more and more likely that asylum seekers will need to enlist the aid of traffickers
or smugglers to help them enter Europe, and the high cost of this may well be
beyond many women’s reach. It can be argued that all these obstacles mean that
women only leave their homes and families when circumstances become so hostile
that they cannot possibly remain (Spijkerboer 2017).

Being “Integrated”: Becoming a Data Subject
In 2013 Araa’s asylum request was granted, and while this was a great relief, the
transition from being under investigation to a position with agency and legal rights
does not always directly translate into advantages in lived experience. When the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) was implemented by the European
Commission in 2018, Araa and Gerwin decided that it would be interesting to test
the implementation of this law at the IND. One of the provisions of the GDPR,
aimed at increasing transparency and accountability, is that all people, as data subjects, have the right to request a copy of all information an organization or company
keeps about that person.5 This has led many governmental organizations, including
the IND, to 1) design a clear formal route for making these requests on their website, as well as 2) appoint a central person responsible for the handling of data and
privacy-related matters, often referred to as a “Data Protection Officer” (DPO). In
August 2018, out of sheer curiosity, Araa and Gerwin filed a GDPR request, following the procedure explained on the IND website, sending an information request
and a picture of Araa’s passport to verify her identity.6 However, the IND GDPR
procedure proved to be much less straightforward than promised on the website
of the IND.
The first obvious hurdles are the two very specific routes IND offers to file an
information request, namely an online form that is only accessible in Dutch and a
regular letter via mail (not email). The former option might not be helpful for many
asylum seekers as the majority of them only start to learn this language when they
arrive in the Netherlands. In many cases similar to Araa’s, the Netherlands is not
even the chosen destination, but rather a coincidental end point of their trip. While
the latter option, an old-fashioned letter, does provide an opportunity to send a

5
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See https://gdpr.eu/what-is-gdpr/.
See https://ind.nl/en/Pages/privacy.aspx.
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request in a different language, it still presupposes people being able to navigate
the Dutch mail system, something that, again, would be much easier for a Dutchspeaking person. Understandably, competency levels between asylum seekers vary
greatly, since the opportunities to learn Dutch are heavily dependent on the personal situation in terms of financial means, level of education, and competency
levels in other languages such as English. In addition, as shown by the story of
Lana in the previous section, opportunities to learn Dutch can also heavily depend
on gendered expectations concerning the necessity to learn a new language. By
making competency in Dutch a requirement for filing an information request, the
IND effectively also gendered the possibility for transparency and accountability.
The second issue is the lack of trust in government agencies that many refugees
have due to experiences with corrupt and totalitarian systems. They know many
stories of situations in which rights on paper did not mean anything in practice.
This was no different when Gerwin first suggested to Araa that she should file a
GDPR request with the IND:
In Syria, I had written a drama text about corruption in certain Syrian universities. The university that I was doing my Ph.D. at wanted to punish me and tried to
prevent me from getting to discuss my thesis, while I had already gotten that permission in the past. This put me in a challenging position, where I had to convince
my university that Work is Work, and Education is a Right, and that they aren't
allowed to punish me like that just due to my work and that I had every right to
discuss my thesis. At the time I didn't discuss all of that with Gerwin, because I
felt like I had to make this transition from a Syrian citizen into a Dutch citizen and
I decided to go forward with the GDPR request. However, when I was on my way
home, on the train, I wondered if I was wrong, and had put myself and my family
at risk again. [Araa]
In hindsight, this situation shows the large difference in government trust between
Gerwin and Araa. Where Gerwin did not consider the information request and
Araa’s refugee status to be related matters, Araa was afraid her request would be
seen by the IND as a nuisance at best and a reason for denial of Dutch citizenship
at worst. Instances like these should therefore be carefully considered by both researchers and organizations in their interactions with forced migrants. Even if researchers are right in their assessment of an information request being an entirely
separate matter from bureaucratic decision-making processes, the precarious situation of an asylum seeker might cause unnecessary anxiety and stress. Depending
on the aim of an information request, such negative effects are often not worth the
potential benefits.
A final issue concerning the information request of Araa was that her interaction with the IND concerning her information did not end after she had sent
the request. At first, IND did not respond at all and it turned out that the GDPR
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compliance promised by the IND website did not directly translate into action by
the organization. After three months of waiting (more than a month past the legal waiting time for a response), Araa sent the IND a reminder via email. Instead
of a response by email, Araa received a phone call from the IND Data Protection
Officer. At first Araa was frightened by his direct approach, which was in sharp
contrast to the distant bureaucratic process she had expected. However, she was
quickly comforted when he immediately apologized and invited Araa to come over
for coffee at his office in the building of the Department of Justice in The Hague:
It was comforting to hear the employee's apologies and see him trying to find a fair
solution for both of us. His kindness was a striking thing for me, especially when
he invited me to have coffee at his office, gave me a tour of the IND building and
took time to discuss the research that I wanted to work on at Utrecht University.
[Araa]
After this meeting, Araa received a PDF file of about 150 pages which turned out
to be an identical copy of all the combined documents Araa had already received
during her asylum procedure. Until this day it is unclear to us in what ways Araa’s
invitation related to her work at Utrecht University at the time. In addition, we are
aware of Araa’s privileges in terms of her language proficiency in both English and
Dutch, as well as her connections with the two other authors of this chapter, as we
do not think that every forgotten GDPR request will end in an invitation for coffee
and a tour of the IND building.

Conclusions
In this chapter we have analyzed the ways in which Syrian refugee women respond to the bureaucratic system of the IND, and how they tackle the increasingly
datafied society and system of governance that impact them upon their arrival in
the Netherlands. The aim was not only to analyze the structures, procedures, and
decision-making process of the IND system but also to provide an account of the
ways in which it is experienced and understood by Syrian refugee women themselves, with a particular focus on gender, ethnicity, class, and language issues. The
IND is often referred to as an opaque, aggressive, and bureaucratic system that is
far removed from the emotional and personal needs of the refugees.
There is a big discrepancy between the claim of transparency, objectivity, and
fairness promoted by the IND as a governmental agency and the sense of opaqueness, and an impersonal and indifferent approach as experienced by the refugee
women themselves. The Syrian women refugees feel like they have to defend themselves and prove their authenticity and trustworthiness, and show that they are
deserving of help in order to gain access to Europe. This puts them in a constant
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position of being subject to scrutiny and suspicion. Due to algorithmic and machine-learning registration systems, the migrants often become dehumanized and
reduced to statistical data. By providing an insight into the lived experiences, trajectories, and immigration stories that accompany this small but representative
group of Syrian refugee women, we have attempted to offer a sobering and multiperspectival account of the limits and pitfalls of datafication systems.
We have done so by offering a theoretical framework of how datafication works
in the case of the IND and the immigration system, and how a response can be
formulated by drawing from standpoint theory that foregrounds the role of native
informants and the ways in which partial knowledge can be produced that offers a
more insightful and ethical response to the skewed relations imposed by the governmental system. Drawing on autoethnography and combining it with traditional
ethnographic work, the chapter offers an exclusive insight into the procedures of
the IND as experienced by the “data subject” through the different stages, from entering the system and asking for asylum, to being processed through the method
of the interview, to finally becoming integrated and assimilated into the system
when fulfilling all required criteria.
The chapter makes an important contribution to critical data studies, gender
studies and in particular situated knowledges and ethnographic methods, legal and
migration studies. It shows the relevance of the IND immigration procedure from
the perspective of the data subjects. It sheds insights into possible ways of bridging
cultural differences and increasing understanding and mutual trust under conditions of vulnerability and precariousness. We have tried to discuss how regulations
and classifications around the garnering of refugee status from the point of view
of the IND need to be counteracted by bringing forward and taking into account
the perspective of the women who underwent the process themselves. The various accounts show the difficulties of aspiring citizens who struggle with linguistic,
cultural, and legal barriers while dealing with emotional and traumatic experiences. We claim that it is important to consider the voices, opinions, and coping
mechanisms of migrant refugees in order to envision new possible strategies for
integration and assimilation based on mutual understanding of and respect for
international agreements, but also intercultural practices.
To conclude, the chapter presents a moving as well as very informative collection of responses, experiences, and insights from five Syrian women refugee
women who are in, or have been through the IND’s decision-making process, and
who speak back to the system, producing alternative knowledges and representations to the dominant and mainstream stories of migration and integration in the
Netherlands.
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Everyday Curation?
Attending to Data, Records and Record Keeping
in the Practices of Self-Monitoring1
Kate Weiner, Catherine Will, Flis Henwood, and Rosalind Williams

“Data Power” and the Turn to Everyday Monitoring
The growth in apps, wearables and networked technologies that measure or keep
track of a plethora of bodily states, actions, and experiences, has been referenced
in a number of key discussions within social sciences. Self-monitoring has been
characterized as disciplining and normalizing, creating particular kinds of neoliberal, self-regulating subjects and reinforcing obligations for self-care (e.g., Lupton
2016). For some, it is seen as part of the broader “datafication of health” (MayerSchoenberger and Cuckier 2013; van Dijck and Poell 2016; Ruckenstein and Dow
Schull 2017), in which, increasingly, aspects of bodily experience are transformed
into quantified data. Self-tracking data may be seen as “lively” (Lupton 2016, 2018a)
as they are aggregated, analyzed, circulated and potentially repurposed. Scholars,
for example, have drawn attention to the commodification of these data (e.g., van
Dijck and Poell 2016; Ajana 2018) and their potential contribution to surveillance,
allowing, for example, health professionals access to individuals’ conduct (Lupton
2012). The terms dataveillance and lateral surveillance are also used in this context, signaling the more diffuse network of actors amongst whom data may be circulated, including individuals who may willingly share their data with their own
social networks (Andrejevic 2005; Rich and Miah 2017).2
The foregoing scholarship has been characterized as being centrally concerned
with “data power” (Kennedy 2018). Offering some critique of this, Ruckenstein and
Dow-Schull (2017, 256) call for more attention to everyday engagements with data
in practice: “Scholars who attend to the power dynamics of datafication have been
1
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faulted for their heavy focus on the oppressive, normalizing, and exploitative forces
of datafication and their lack of attention to cases of noncompliance, appropriation
and existential possibility.”
Kennedy (2018, 20) similarly argues that discussions of datafication tend to
leave “little scope for agentic engagements with data.” One response has been to
turn to more ethnographically informed research. Gaining an understanding of everyday or mundane engagements with self-monitoring and the data that emerge,
it is suggested, is important to inform both scholarship on, and policy and commercial expectations about, the role of data in society (Pink et al 2017; Weiner et
al. 2017; Kennedy 2018; Gorm and Shklovski 2019).
There is now a blossoming scholarship on everyday or mundane self-monitoring, often addressing fitness, exercise, or food tracking, but also other areas including self-monitoring of chronic health conditions. A number of related themes
are emerging in this scholarship and here we draw attention to three in particular.
The first takes seriously people’s emotional engagements with self-monitoring data
(Ruckenstein 2014; Pantzar and Ruckenstein 2015; Lupton 2017), countering images
of those who self-monitor as impartial, rational actors pursuing health aims (see
Pantzar and Ruckenstein 2015; Lupton 2016, 2017). This has included discussion of
the enjoyment or pleasure derived from self-tracking, associated with for example
seeing personal successes or supporting a self-identity as a fit or healthy person,
as well as disappointments, worry or frustration when these are not achieved (e.g.,
Whitson 2013; Ancker et al. 2015; Lomborg and Frandsen 2016; Pink et al. 2017;
Urban 2017; Lomborg et al. 2018; Lupton 2018a, 2018b, 2019; Gorm and Schlovski
2019).
A second theme concerns the different values attributed to data derived from
self-tracking. In some instances, value is seen to derive from the (normalized)
knowledge claims it allows, for example in the ability to detect patterns, or lend
credibility to facts (Fiore-Gartland and Neff 2015). However, data have also been
shown to have communicative value, as a way to connect with others, or share
intimate stories (Fiore-Gartland and Neff 2015; Sharon and Zandbergen 2017). In
other instances, self-tracking may be linked to mindfulness and awareness of one’s
own body and experience. Here, the act of monitoring or recording may be as, if
not more important than, reviewing aggregated data (Nafus and Sherman 2014;
Sharon and Zandbergen 2017). Scholars have also drawn attention to the situated
and embodied way people make sense of, or assess the value of, tracking data in
relation to other ways of knowing, as well as the way emotions are intertwined with
these valuations (Nafus and Sherman 2014; Lupton 2018a; Lupton et al. 2018).
A third theme relates to the hidden or invisible work (Star and Strauss 1999)
of making data and allowing it to travel. Pink et al. (2018), for example, are interested in the often obscured or hidden work of mundane repair. Introducing the
idea of “broken data” and “repair work,” they argue for ethnographic attention to
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the constitution of digital data, describing a process of improvisation or repair to
fill in the inevitable gaps in people’s self-tracking data. For example, people use
multiple devices or use devices in unexpected ways such as using a step counter to
record cycling. In this way, they suggest a focus on making sure data are coherent
for oneself with no responsibility to provide accurate data to each device or app
(Pink et al. 2018). In her work on a digitized, algorithmic physical rehabilitation
system, Schwennesen (2019) also enrolls “repair work”’ to describe the way patients
tinker with the system to make it work in practice. Other scholars draw attention
to the broader work of engaging in self-monitoring, beyond generating data3 , that
remains invisible to its proponents (Ancker et al. 2015; Lupton 2018b, 2019).
This discussion of emotional engagements with and different values of data,
and the work of making data, go some way to restoring a degree of agency to
those who self-monitor. It helps to complicate narratives about the disciplining
and normalizing power of self-monitoring practices and about the flows of selfmonitoring data related to the potential for surveillance and/or commodification.
The ethnographically-informed work, in the tradition of user studies (Oudshoorn
and Pinch 2003), therefore provides empirical research “from below” that helps
to nuance the “data power” argument. At the same time, some of this work also
considers the agency of things/devices, which we discuss in more detail below.
In this chapter we aim to extend important work concerning everyday data
practices and, specifically, the everyday constitution of digital data (Pink et al. 2017
2018; Lupton 2018a). Taking inspiration from and building on the concepts of “broken data” and “repair work” (Pink et al 2018), we adopt and develop the idea of
curation in relation to self-monitoring, using material from our study of the everyday practices of monitoring blood pressure and/or Body Mass Index (BMI).

Adding a Curatorial Lens
Curation is multivalent. Davis (2017) offers a theoretical treatment of digital curation, describing curation as a theory of attention, concerned with how people
allocate and control attention. Drawing on examples relating to social media, she
suggests that curation “broadly...refers to the discriminate selection of materials
for display [online],” where “productive curation” involves deciding what to “document, make, share, and with whom” and is integral to performances of self for
oneself and for others (Davis 2017, 771, 772).
While there has not been a thoroughgoing application of the notion of curation to self-monitoring, a sense of this selectivity is present in some emerging
3

Such as learning and routinizing techniques, or making sense of and assessing the accuracy
of the data
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studies of everyday self-monitoring practices. Kent (2018, 67), in a study of how
self-trackers represent “health” through social media, discusses the way her participants construct an appropriate self-tracking persona “through careful inclusion
and exclusion of certain health information.” Studies of calorie and of fitness tracking have documented the way participants may manipulate data input, for example
not recording everything consumed on days of excess (Didžiokaitė et al. 2018; Lomborg et al. 2018), or not saving “unflattering” runs (Esmonde 2020, 84). They might
also engage in “episodic use” (Gorm and Shklovski 2019) of tracking technologies,
recording calories or wearing fitness trackers only on days when they anticipate
good, interesting or useful numbers (Didžiokaitė et al. 2018; Lupton et al. 2018;
Esmonde 2020; Gorm and Shklovski 2019). In this way participants are selective in
the records they create either imagining an external audience, or supporting their
motivation and protecting themselves from disappointing outcomes.
In Nielsen’s (2015) work, the external audience is particularly important for patients, who she suggests undertake “filtration work” when making entries to a new
e-health system. This involves being selective in relation to what information to
provide and has a particular, dialogic, orientation; patients imagined the receiver,
and shaped their entries in line with conversations they hoped to pursue or avoid.
Work on the development of a clinical self-monitoring system for diabetes similarly showed how patients might decline to share data or respond to clinicians’
messages (Piras and Miele 2017). All of the studies discussed so far illustrate selectivity in records made or shared, suggesting there is value in the concept of curation
in relation to self-monitoring.
In considering the value of curation as a conceptual lens in this context, we
need to acknowledge that curatorial work is suffused with and inseparable from
the emotions associated with tracking and the value of the data. In our discussion above we have illustrated how people may gain pleasure or satisfaction and
are able to communicate particular stories about themselves through the (hidden)
work of curating their records. In this context, curation helps to bring together
the three emerging themes we identified relating to self-monitoring, linking the
hidden work of making data with the emotional aspects and the value of the data.
How does curation relate to the notions of repair work (Pink et al. 2018) and
filtration work (Nielsen 2015)? All these concepts help to bring to light the hidden
work of making data. While curation signals the possibility of selectivity, repair
work is suggestive of an ultimate hope of completeness. Yet it does involve putting
materials together for one’s own satisfaction. Where curation may be broadly communicative, part of identity construction for oneself and conveying this to others,
filtration work in Nielsen’s (2015) account is solely orientated to others. It is concerned with opening up or closing down particular conversations with specific actors. In this paper, we would like to propose curation as an overarching concept,
where repair work and filtration work offer particular examples of this concept. Cu-
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ration helps to illuminate the hidden or underarticulated work of producing and
sharing self-monitoring records. It, thus, helps to bring the agency of those who
monitor into view. Yet the concept of curation does not only illuminate the work
of human actors, but may also acknowledge the work of materials.

Curation as Socio-Material Practice
In her discussion of curation, Davis (2017, 775) attends to the agency of materials
through making a distinction between “human” and “machine” curation, discussing
how the design of platforms and algorithms shapes and constrains the way users
produce and consume online content. Pink et al. (2017, 3) make a similar move in
relation to self-monitoring data, wanting to take “users’” perspectives seriously but
also to “decentre the human,” suggesting that “personal data” are “constituted and
experienced between human and digital/algorithmic devices and processes.” The
breakages in data they describe, when devices are not charged or lack connection,
when software updates make existing devices redundant, or devices track some
activities but not others, draw attention to the way devices and platforms shape
the production of self-monitoring records. As we have discussed, their work also
documents the way users may attempt to get around material constraints through
their repair work (Pink et al. 2018). In previous research we have drawn attention
to the multi-user functionality of some devices for measuring blood pressure and
weight, to highlight the way these shape, or script (Akrich 1992) particular ways
of recording and sharing data (Williams et al. 2020a). These sorts of socio-material analyses illuminate the way platforms and devices shape the production and
management of self-monitoring records without resorting to technological determinism. They allow space for both users and technologies (and their developers)
to have agency (Oudshoorn and Pinch 2003; Lupton 2018a; Henwood and Marent
2019).
Yet, in considering the material dimensions of curation we would like to draw
attention to the kinds of self-monitoring so far discussed in critical scholarship.
This has, with notable exceptions (e.g., O’Riordan 2017; Lupton and Smith 2018),
tended to focus on digital and networked types of self-tracking involving, especially, fitness and diet apps and wearables. Yet, as Neff and Nafus (2016, 98) note,
“self-tracking tools do not have to be fancy” and might include low tech materials
such as pen and paper. Indeed, Fox and Duggan’s (2013) oft-cited research reported
that the majority of Americans who track a “health indicator” did this with pen and
paper or “in the head.” Rather than equating self-tracking with digital and networked self-tracking, we think it is important to consider the wider materials and
technologies and their place in the practices of self-monitoring. What, for example,
are the implications of different materials for data flows? Further, since curation is
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concerned with allocating and controlling attention (Davis 2017), are there material dimensions to paying attention, avoiding noticing or being inattentive to selfmonitoring?
In sum, we propose that a curatorial lens facilitates the exploration of the way
self-monitoring data are constituted in practice, illuminating the work of both humans and materials. Further, the idea of curation helps to link the work of making
data with the emotional aspects of self-monitoring and the value of the data. In our
analysis we adopt this lens to develop a socio-materialist account (Weiner and Will
2018; Henwood and Marent 2019; Williams et al 2020a, b) of everyday data practices
relating to self-monitoring, exploring what records people keep, what materials are
involved and whether and how records are shared. We suggest that this curatorial
approach helps to clarify the relationship between self-monitoring and the accrual
and flow of data. By paying attention to which data are or are not recorded, as well
as the ways data are recorded, the research provides specificity to the ways in which
self-monitoring may or may not contribute to Big Data sets in different ways. It allows reflection on the “‘liveliness” (Lupton, 2018a) of self-monitoring data, in terms
of their potential to be circulated, reconfigured and monetized, and do so in ways
that might act back on the individuals who generated them. Ultimately, we propose
curation can therefore be helpful in interrogating concerns with data power.

Methods
The chapter is based on a UK study involving interviews with people who self-identified as monitoring their blood pressure or BMI/weight. Our engagement with
self-monitoring stemmed from our broader interest in everyday health practices,
the use of health technologies in domestic settings and the way these might redistribute health work between the home and the clinic (see Weiner et al. 2017; Weiner
and Will 2018; Henwood and Marent 2019; Williams et al. 2020a, b). Home blood
pressure monitoring and BMI monitoring offer particularly interesting cases in the
way they blur the boundary between the clinic and the home.
In the UK there are well established consumer markets for both blood pressure
and BMI monitoring. A range of devices are available to purchase in supermarkets,
pharmacies, and online retailers, such as digital blood pressure monitors, digital
and analogue weighing scales and digital body analysis scales. These products include both stand-alone and networked devices and may be accompanied by proprietary apps, but also paper booklets or diaries for recording readings (see Williams
et al. 2020a, b, for further analysis of this market). There are also other apps to calculate/track BMI or track blood pressure, such as MyFitnessPal and Apple Health,
where data may be entered manually or pushed through from networked devices, as
well as websites providing online BMI calculators. Both forms of monitoring have
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clear links to clinical interests. Monitoring blood pressure is well established in
clinical practice and self-monitoring is increasingly sanctioned as one response to
white coat hypertension (doctor-induced high blood pressure) (NICE 2011). Clinical
concern with BMI and weight relate to obesity, and to risks of diabetes and cancer
and forms part of public health messages (Gatineau et al. 2014; Hooper et al. 2016).
In sum, both have clear clinical relevance and established self-monitoring markets.
While our study involves voluntaristic self-monitoring, we acknowledge the
non-innocence of self-monitoring technologies and their links with broader socio-political contexts. Notwithstanding the contested history of BMI, the measure
links with weight management which is associated with strong narratives of personal responsibility, guilt and shame (Lupton 2013). This and other forms of tracking intended to work on the body relate to gendered norms of beauty and fitness
as well as to health (Esmonde 2020). Relatedly, there are clinical/psychological concerns about the possible links between food-tracking apps, such as MyFitnessPal,
and eating disorders (Lupton 2018b). Discourses relating to tracking are also infused with assumptions about people’s capacity to incorporate tracking which do
not chime with gendered, classed, or marginalized experiences of daily life or work
routines (Ancker et al. 2015; Esmonde and Jette 2020; Lupton 2018b). At the same
time, there are concerns that fitness tracking may be pushed or imposed (Lupton
2016) by healthcare insurers or employers (Lupton 2016; Ajana 2018; Esmonde and
Jetter 2020). We note, however, the relevance of these concerns is limited in the UK
context, where healthcare is largely accessed through a universal, national, government-funded system. Even so, self-tracking is likely to be linked with uneven and
differentiated experiences and effects.
In our study we made efforts to recruit a diverse sample. Following institutional ethics approval, we advertised on email lists at three UK universities and
noticeboards across campuses, at older people’s groups and at community centers
in less-advantaged areas. The advert sought people who identified themselves as
“measuring and keeping track” of either their blood pressure or BMI. In this paper
we draw on 67 interviews conducted with 81 people, including 14 interviews with
couples. Participants varied in terms of age, sexuality, ethnicity, socio-economic
background, and health. All had acquired monitoring devices for themselves and
no one reported acquiring these from employers or clinicians. While we were alive
to issues of diversity, we did not find these significant in the current analysis, although they are more central to other themes (See Will et al. 2020).
In interviews, we asked people how they came to monitor or acquire a device,
what they do or do not do with it and who else might use it, how this may have
changed over time, and with whom data are shared. The limitations of “conventional” social science methods such as interviews for researching everyday life are
well rehearsed (Martens, Halkier and Pink 2014, 3). People may find it difficult or
are unable to talk about certain elements of their everyday practices, in particular
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embodied, tacit and affective aspects (Martens and Scott 2004; Martens et al. 2014).
The use of material objects or photos in interviews can provide an aid to memory
and reflexivity that interviews alone cannot elicit (e.g., Harper 2002; Woodward
2016). In our interviews we invited participants to demonstrate their monitors
and talk through any records they kept and where these were stored. This helped
both to prompt reflection and tie practices to particular time periods and events.
We analyzed the interviews thematically (Hamersley and Atkinson 1995), collaboratively developing a coding frame, which synthesizes our theoretical grounding
with emergent themes.
In this paper we focus on self-monitoring data practices and the materials this
involves. It is not our intention to provide a definitive definition of self-monitoring
and we do not see an obvious difference between this and self-tracking. Resonating
with other research (e.g., Lupton 2019) we followed an emic approach, keeping our
recruitment material broad and allowing people to identify themselves as engaging in self-tracking in order to study what this involves for them. Lupton (2016, 2)
proposes that self-tracking entails “’practices in which people knowingly and purposively collect information about themselves which they review and consider applying to the conduct of their lives.” In our analysis we explore the distinctions and
relationships between these different potential aspects of self-monitoring focusing
on three main themes: the relationship between taking and recording measures;
how and where records are made; and storing and reviewing records.

Findings
The Relationship Between Taking and Recording Measures
No Records
We start our analysis by considering the approximately one-quarter of our participants who took measures but did not record these. Understanding curation to be
concerned with attention, we consider what people are attending to in these cases.
In other words, if they are not recording their data, what are they doing when
they self-monitor? Sometimes participants did this for reassurance, just wanting
to know if their blood pressure or BMI was in the normal range and they were able
to recall this without needing to remember the precise number or to keep records.
People talked of monitoring “to keep an eye on something” or “for peace of mind,”
illustrating the emotional resonance of the practice. For example, Gary explains he
has anxiety issues and uses his blood pressure monitor for reassurance:
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I need to know if there’s something wrong you know... So if I think I’ve got a bit of
a headache or I get some palpitations I’ll check it. (Gary, 45, school administrative
officer, white British)
Gary does not record his readings, and cannot recall the precise numbers from the
last time he used his monitor (4 weeks before the interview), but knows they were
“under the 140 and 90” which he called “the bench mark.”
For other participants, monitoring was concerned with managing day-to-day
conduct. Linda, for example, does not keep a record of her weight and uses BMI
as trigger to take action when she sees herself “creeping” near to the boundary
between normal and overweight:
If I see myself creeping…I haven't actually got to the point of going into the next
category … so it's sort of time to take some action in the sense of, you know, just
cutting back on what I'm eating, being more careful about portion sizes, that sort
of thing. (Linda, 67, retired Further Education teacher, mixed heritage)
Occasionally, blood pressure measures also resulted in immediate action such as
drinking some green tea or trying to relax.
In these cases, people were not seeking to understand patterns in their data,
but to attend to their immediate bodily status for reassurance or potential actions.
Self-monitoring helps to address questions such as: how am I today? Am I stressed?
Do I need to go to the doctors? Should I eat less today? This helps to explain why
some participants cannot recall precisely or do not record or review their data.

Discerning Work and Partial Data
Yet among those who did record data, participants described selective recording,
including not recording particular readings. Ayo weighs herself on stand-alone digital scales, and records this into her Samsung Health app, which calculates her BMI.
She told us she only records her weight when it had gone down:
Ayo: When I weigh and it’s more and I’ve put on weight I don’t enter into the app
to update my BMI… I only do it when I lose weight
Interviewer: So how come you don’t put it in?
Ayo: Because it makes me sad... The fact that I’ve put on weight, which is not what I
want. I want to lose weight... So that’s sad for me so I don’t bother putting it onto...
each time I found out I’ve lost weight then I add my weight here… I want to see
that I’m losing weight on my app. (Ayo, 33, university researcher, black African)
Ayo’s account again underscores the affective resonance of self-monitoring records,
which have the capacity to make her “sad” if they go in the wrong direction. This
chimes with studies of calorie and fitness tracking (Didžiokaitė et al 2018; Esmonde
2020; Gorm and Shklovski, 2019).
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Other participants reported, in a more pragmatic vein, that there was no point
noting down weight or blood pressure when it was stable, only noting when there
is change. Annie records her blood pressure on scraps of paper and in a booklet.
She told us she only notes this down when her reading is high:
I don’t write down the good numbers, I only write down the bad numbers. So when
it’s fine I don’t bother, but when it’s bad I think I probably should, because I’ve got
a rubbish memory I think I probably need to keep a record of that. (Annie, 45,
university administrative officer, white British)
So in contrast to Ayo, who only records her measures when they go in the right direction, Annie only records “bad” numbers. Participants measuring blood pressure
also discussed processes of selecting or averaging multiple readings for recording
e.g., best of three. We also encountered occasional stories of participants curating charts to make them more meaningful or pleasing, for example by removing
outlying data points or choosing the span of time and the right axis. Gareth, for
example, showed a graph of his weight on his Google Fit app, illustrating how the
axis changes when he selects different years, and how the falling line pleases him:
That’s me overall graph. I’m quite pleased with how that’s steadily falling. Especially when I put that year in it puts a different axis on it and it’s whoosh. (Gareth,
58, property maintenance engineer, white British)
The foregoing accounts illustrate how participants are selective in the way they
compile data into records. We propose that they are undertaking discerning work
(rather than “repair work”), making judgements about which readings are useful, or
worth remembering or drawing attention to, and how to process or clean readings
to make best sense of them. Further, rather than the metaphor of “broken data,”
we propose the idea of partial data may be more apposite in these instances. Partial
here has a double meaning, understood in the sense that only some of the data get
recorded, but also in the sense of interested or partisan, in contrast to impartial or
neutral. The readings written down or entered into apps may only be a subset of
the readings taken and may be selected for very particular reasons.

Intermittent Measures and Partial Data
In other interviews, participants told us of intermittent measurement which led to
intermittent records. In interviews relating to blood pressure, participants sometimes compiled records for time-limited periods specifically to take to clinical consultations. For example, Fred records his blood pressure for one month prior to
his appointment compiling a spreadsheet which he prints to take to his doctor’s
appointment. Such intermittent records resulting from intermittent measuring
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might be understood as a second form of partial data, in the sense that it is compiled from time to time4 .
Fred’s account is useful in reinforcing an important point of our analysis by
demonstrating the considerable work of making records. Fred told us that he
records his blood pressure on pieces of paper by hand, transcribing these data into
a spreadsheet which he compiles specifically for his appointment. He labels the
spreadsheet with the name of his GP practice and the date of his appointment. This
helps to illustrate the curatorial work involved in making data ready to share. In
moving from hand-written slips of paper to a neatly presented spreadsheet, Fred
demonstrates the skillfulness and probity of his self-monitoring. The materiality
of the spreadsheet communicates “I am a responsible patient, you can take my
readings seriously”5 .

Figure 1: Fred’s handwritten notes, retrieved from the waste paper bin during the interview
Figure 2: Fred’s spreadsheet compiled for his doctor’s appointment, practice name blanked
out

So far we have shown that the practices of taking a reading do not always lead
to keeping a record of those data. For some of our participants, self-monitoring
did not involve making any records. Where people do keep records, the readings
entered into apps or recorded elsewhere may only be a subset of the readings

4

5

Intermittent measurement aligns with Gorm and Shklovski's idea of “episodic use,” although
the timeframes differ in the studies. Where “episodic use” denotes on and off use across days
in the week, intermittent measurement in our study denotes periods of tracking and not
tracking across months or years.
In further analysis we intend to consider whether we can see filtration work (Nielsen 2015) in
relation to the kinds of conversations interviewees were hoping to pursue with their clinicians
and the degree to which these data flow. We do not have space here to do justice to such
analysis.
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taken. We have suggested the term discerning work to describe the skillful judgements people make about which data to record, which to omit, and how to process
and present records that differentially draw attention to successes, warning signs,
or the credibility of the person making the record. We have also suggested that
participants may create partial data both in the sense that they may choose only
to record some of the readings they take, selecting these through the discerning
work we have described, or in the sense that they measure, and therefore record,
intermittently. From a user perspective, records may not be intended to be comprehensive or continuous, so here there is no “broken data” and therefore no need
for “repair work.” This means that, beyond the data breakages identified by Pink et
al. (2018), there are other reasons why data may not flow seamlessly from measurement to an individual’s records to be aggregated by third parties. All of this should
act as a gentle corrective to expectations about the exploitation of such data in existing literature (see Ruckenstein and Dow Schull 2017; van Dijck and Poell 2016).

How and Where to Record
The analysis so far has mostly concerned which measures people record, but has
also touched on the importance of how records are made and presented, particularly in our discussion of Fred. We now turn to this theme in more detail, to expand
on issues around how and where people record and the materials involved. We will
consider the socio-material arrangements in this curatorial work that draw attention to or deflect attention from different aspects of self-monitoring.

Visibility and Being Reminded
While half of the participants in the study had experience of using an app to track
BMI, the visibility of paper records emerged as an important theme. For example,
Becky told us she was losing weight together with her sister and sister’s wife. They
met on Saturday mornings to record their weight and kept a joint record on a sheet
of paper. The record had been set up on a spreadsheet, but this was printed off and
weights written on by hand. When asked why they did not simply enter the data
onto the spreadsheet, Becky responded:
I think because it was going to be a group thing that we could all jot it down while
we were together. So I think that's why I have a physical sort of... (Becky, 36, charity
researcher, white British)
In contrast to the digital co-presence discussed by Pink and Fors (2017), where people who are physically separate share data and are present together online, selfmonitoring in our study involved physical co-presence where different materials
come to the fore. A paper record in this account appears to allow these three women
to participate together and to attend to their data collectively.
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It was striking that records for sharing with partners, relatives and friends
tended to be paper, charts and/or DIY forms of digitally networked communication such as texting or setting up WhatsApp groups. We encountered very little
discussion of sharing through broader social media or proprietary self-monitoring apps that would facilitate sharing with wider social networks or publics, even
where participants had devices with the capacity to do so. The materials our participants discussed appeared to allow them to do things together with limited,
selected others (friends, family), and offer each other encouragement, whilst precluding broader attention. This finding resonates with some studies of digital selftracking (Pink and Fors 2017, Lomborg et al 2018, cf. Kent 2018), placing into question expectations of widespread lateral surveillance (Rich and Miah 2017). Here we
extend the existing analysis by considering not only with whom participants share,
but also the materiality of sharing.

Figure 3: Becky’s “group thing,” names blanked out

The visible emplacement of monitoring devices in particular domestic spaces,
for example close at hand on a table next to a favorite armchair, may encourage
people to monitor (Weiner and Will 2018). In the same way, the emplacement of
self-monitoring records, such as a chart pinned to a wall or a record on a mobile
phone that is always to hand, might act as a reminder in different ways. Participants told us that leaving paper records and charts somewhere visible within the
home helped to remind them to monitor or helped to keep commitments in mind.
Becky, for example, told us that the shared record she made with her sister and
sister-in-law was pinned to her notice board in her home office. She explained that
this was visible enough to remind herself she was trying to lose weight, but not so
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public that visitors to the house would readily see it (compared with, for example,
pinning it to the fridge in the kitchen). It is placed to hold her attention whilst
avoiding drawing the attention of visitors. This concern with the emplacement of
the chart suggests that even paper records have the capacity to act as “indiscreet
technologies” (see Oudshoorn 2012), making public aspects of identity or practice
that people would rather keep to themselves. In Becky’s case, the materiality and
emplacement of the record lend themselves both to monitoring in a group and to
keeping a project in mind, whilst allowing the record to remain relatively private.
Others told us that they recorded on the phone because it is always with them,
unlikely to be forgotten or because it formed a convenient mode for transporting
records. Bella, for example, related that it was not until she got her smartphone
and found a free blood pressure app that she started to record her readings. Before
that she had not made a record:
because it was a pain in the neck...Because I had to keep writing it down and then
remember to write it down and find the piece of paper, like that. So I was really
happy when I found the app. (Bella, 57, charity administrator, white British)
In contrast to a “piece of paper,” Bella’s phone is always nearby. Yet recording on
phones did not always involve using proprietary tracking apps, as participants
also told us they used note apps or Google Sheets to record self-monitoring data.
Samuel, for example, talked about recording his blood pressure readings in a note
app, to take to his doctor’s appointment:
Interviewer: you said you’d put the records on your phone for a time. Was there
any reason for that?
Samuel: Only for ease of transport, I knew I’d have my phone with me. I haven’t
kept them as a record, it was just a way of transporting information to the surgery
with me.
Interviewer: Okay, so was it an app for the blood pressure?
Samuel: No, it was just a note. (Samuel, 62, university counsellor, white British)
The constant presence of phones facilitated the recording of measures and made
sure records were always at hand.

Not Being Reminded
While a few participants told us they had moved to apps from other ways of recording, in one instance a participant had moved away from an app, precisely because of
the attention it demanded. Here again the emotional resonance of tracking comes
into view. Andrea told us she used MyFitnessPal and that, while she continued to
record her calorie intake in the app, she had stopped recording her weight in this
because she found it contributed to her becoming “obsessive” about it. At that point
she told us she preferred to record her weight on a weekly basis in a notebook:
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So although I weigh myself at the minute, I’m not putting into MyFitnessPal because I found I was getting maybe a bit too – I started weighing myself every day
and I may have got a little bit too obsessive about it... I felt I’ve gradually started
being calmer about it ... So I thought I’m going to gradually start doing all the
things that I used to do again which is weigh myself once a week. (Andrea, 27,
university administrator, white British)

Figure 4: Andrea’s “weekly weigh in” note book

While MyFitnessPal is designed to allow and encourages daily recording of weight,
Andrea’s “weekly weigh in” notebook is quite literally scripted for weekly recording.
In Andrea’s case, she recounts being overly concerned with, or over-attentive to,
her weight and in changing to a different way of recording tries to regulate this
over-attentiveness.
In this section, we have paid particular attention to the materiality of records,
looking at the different ways these contribute to paying and regulating attention
to self-monitoring. Like others (Lomborg et al. 2018; Pink and Fors 2017), we found
little sharing through proprietary self-monitoring apps, but the employment of
other materials – paper, spreadsheets, WhatsApp group – which work to limit attention to small, selected groups of people. The visibility and emplacement of paper
records may facilitate collective practice within the home and help to remind people to monitor or keep commitments in mind. The nearness of phones facilitates
the recording of readings. Yet in one case, the immediacy of a mobile app was associated with over-attentiveness, and a paper record helped to remedy this. More
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baldly, the diverse materiality of self-monitoring records, including, but not limited to proprietary self-monitoring apps, suggests that self-monitoring data may
not always be readily compiled or harvested by third parties, placing brakes on the
liveliness (Lupton 2019) of this data.

Storing and Reviewing Records
Broken Data and Repair Work
Curation involves both what people make and what they keep and display. This relates to what they would like to remember or be reminded of. We found occasional
stories of people going to efforts to retrieve data from different sources in order
to retain a complete record. These may be understood as examples of the repair
work and broken data proposed by Pink et al. (2018). John (55, IT support, white
British) had recorded his weight and BMI on a weekly basis for the last decade using a number of different platforms. Initially he used a weight loss website called
Weightloss Resource, because his wife was already subscribed to this. He ended
this subscription in 2014, downloading his data to a Google Sheets spreadsheet,
and moved to MyFitnessPal, which he used for 10 months before getting a Fitbit.
He told us that to export his 10-months of data from MyFitnessPal would incur a
fee, which he was not prepared to pay, although he lamented the “gap” in his data.
We asked him at different points in the interview why he had downloaded his
data and if this was important to him. His responses suggested an emotional connection to graphs as “comforting.” They also posed a link between records and biography – “a reminder of where you’d been and where you’d come to.” John related this to one particularly significant time in his life, during which one of his
daughters was diagnosed with and treated for a serious illness. For John, retaining
and looking over his records appeared to be both a way to celebrate his successes
in weight control and to remember how he and his family had come through his
daughter’s illness. This underscores the emotional and communicative aspect of
these records.

Dormant Records
In considering self-monitoring through the lens of curation, we have so far discussed record keeping practices in fairly deliberate terms. We have portrayed selfmonitoring records as being created and shaped through a combination of the discerning work of humans and the materiality of the devices and broader technologies involved. Our final brief section provides a caveat to this view, suggesting that
sometimes the human and material elements combined in such a way that participants found it difficult to keep track of their records. For example, Tony keeps
records of monitoring his blood pressure in a rather “haphazard” fashion on vari-
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ous slips of paper and backs of envelopes. He told us he stored most of his records
in a bag but that he threw a lot of these away:
Interviewer: Do you normally keep the readings in that?
Tony: Yeah in a rather haphazard fashion. On bits of notes... I just used to write
them down on bits of paper and shove them into this bag. And then I was packing
this all away one day and suddenly thinking gosh there’s an awful lot of ancient
results here, I’m never going to do anything with these, and I remember I chucked
a load away. (Tony, 54, electronic engineering lecturer, white British)
The emplacement of records “shoved” into a bag means that they do not seem to
hold Tony’s attention. Like Tony, participants were often not trying to discern patterns in their measures in any sustained way, nor did they look over them to derive comfort or pleasure. People talked of losing records and in some cases they
rediscovered records during the course of the interview that they did not remember making or keeping. While these stories were most notable in relation to paper records, participants also talked of difficulties locating and retrieving digital
records. Terry (83, retired credit controller, white British), for example, recounted
that he plugs his digital blood pressure monitor into his computer every six months
or so to look at the data, but that when he did this recently, prompted by receiving
an invitation to participate in the study, he was unable to locate previous readings, telling us “I must have saved it somewhere, and I can’t find it anywhere.” He
attributes this to having acquired a new computer.
One way to interpret these accounts of lost or inaccessible records is through
the lens of broken data, characterized by ruptures in people’s records. Yet, in these
cases, these ruptures were not accompanied by efforts to repair the records except
perhaps for the purposes of our interviews. Pieces of paper were stashed away in
bags or with devices, computers and phones were upgraded, and old ones were
discarded or moved to transitional spaces in the home such as the loft, just as old
diaries were stored in the cellar. We find parallels within the sociology of consumption in Sophie Woodward’s notion of “dormant things” (Woodward, 2015). This references the accumulation of things not currently being used which may be stored
deliberately, but may also be forgotten. Drawing on Woodward, we propose these
accumulated records might be considered dormant. While an important focus of
our analysis has been to highlight people’s agential engagements with the constitution of data, the notion of dormant records helps to acknowledge disengagements
and lack of intentionality. Records may have been created and stored deliberately
but become dormant when they no longer hold participants’ attention.
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Discussion
This chapter introduces and develops an analysis of self-monitoring through the
lens of curation. In doing so it builds on and extends a now growing scholarship
on everyday self-monitoring. By analyzing data practices through the concept of
curation, we illuminate both the human work involved in making and retaining
records, whilst, at the same time, taking seriously the role of materials. Understanding curation as a theory of attention, we have analyzed the different ways
both humans and materials are implicated in drawing attention to, or detracting
attention from, the practices of self-monitoring and the data these create.
In thinking through the work of curation, we have proposed the concepts discerning work and partial data in relation to self-monitoring. In suggesting these we
have been influenced by Pink et al.’s (2018) concern with the way (digital) data are
constituted in everyday situations. We find that their “concept metaphor” of broken data and focus on the “work of repair” do useful analytic work, although they
describe only a small amount of the curatorial work we encountered in our study.
The ideas seem to imply an aspiration for completeness which we find often absent.
We think that discerning work in the context of self-monitoring provides a broader
term for describing the work that people do to create self-monitoring records. We
have shown how people do not necessarily record all the readings they take, but
make decisions about which to record. In this way, records may be selective where
people record only the data they are happy with, or that they feel they need to be
reminded of. Here, data may be partial, but not necessarily broken, in the sense
of representing an incomplete set of the data created and capturing the selectivity or interestedness of the data recorded. We have also suggested that data may
be understood as partial when monitoring is undertaken intermittently, perhaps
with specific purposes in mind (e.g., for a doctor’s appointment) or in seemingly
less patterned ways. We recognize that all data are partial (Gitelman and Jackson
2013), but think the notion of partial data, in contrast to broken data, helps to keep
hold of this sense of selectivity and intermittency.
A second contribution of this chapter is our analysis of the material dimensions
of curation in relation to self-monitoring. Rather than figuring self-monitoring as
exclusively digital or networked, we have documented the variety of materials associated with records and pointed to the way different materials help to hold or
regulate participants’ attention. The visibility of paper records may facilitate people to monitor together when they are physically co-present. Notebooks or charts
prominently emplaced might also help participants to remember to monitor or
keep a commitment in mind. Self-tracking and other apps such as Google Sheets,
and phone memos or notes helped to retain attention through their emplacement,
always present and unlikely to be forgotten. Yet, as exemplified by one participant, the permanent presence of smartphones might risk people becoming over-
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involved in self-monitoring and the relatively static emplacement of paper records
might enable monitoring to be kept at a distance. Further, when people shared
self-monitoring records, these were mostly in the form of paper records and digital DIY networks. Compared with tracking apps, we suggest these are perhaps
more straightforwardly discreet because sharing is more readily limited.
We propose that curation, as a theory of attention, helps brings together different aspects of self-monitoring discussed in the more ethnographically-informed
scholarship. It links the work of making records (e.g., Pink et al. 2018) with the
emotional aspects of self-monitoring (e.g., Ruckenstein 2014; Anckers et al. 2015;
Pantzar and Ruckenstein 2015; Pink et al. 2017; Urban 2017; Lupton 2018a, 2018b,
2019; Lomborg et al. 2018, Gorm and Shklovski 2019) and what scholars have discussed as the different values of self-tracking data (Nafus and Sherman 2014; FioreGartland and Neff 2015; Sharon and Zandbergen 2017; Lupton 2018a; Lupton et
al.2018). In undertaking curation, people constitute records that are pleasing or
communicate aspects of their identity or biography (e.g., a trustworthy patient,
a successful dieter). Materials may help to distance self-tracking so as to reduce
obsessiveness or anxiety, or may act as a reminder of a commitment. In this way,
we have shown that curation complements other research on how people make
sense of or evaluate tracking data (Lupton 2018a), by underscoring the way these
valuations may prefigure and shape the generation of data in the first place.
While our analysis finds space for the agency of those who self-monitor in creating records, we have illustrated the difficulties some participants had marshalling
unruly materials, as they decided what to keep or tried to remember if or where
they had stored records. Following Woodward (2015), we have suggested the term
dormant records to account for records that have been stored in case of potential
future use, as well as those that are unattended and those that have been forgotten.
Our analysis has pointed to the way people engage and disengage with selfmonitoring and the data that it produces. In this sense, it helps to put data and
records in their place. Accounts of discerning work and partial data return a degree of agency to users of self-tracking technologies in the creation and circulation
of data, while being attentive to the constraints imposed by the diverse materialities involved. Like others (Didžiokaitė et al. 2018; Lomborg et al. 2018; Esmonde
2020; Gorm and Shklovski 2019), we have shown that, even where people do record
their data in ways that might be compiled by third parties (i.e. through apps), they
do not necessarily give up all their data, and may be selective in what they record.
They may also not be “hooked” (Lomborg et al. 2018) into continuous monitoring
and recording (see also Gorm and Shklovski 2019), and therefore the data they produce may be limited, even if it is in a material form that can easily flow. The different materials enrolled for making and sharing records might further dampen
expectations about the potentials for data flows.
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To what degree does our analysis stem from cases we chose? Blood pressure
monitoring and weight/BMI currently involve measuring devices that may be, but
are often not, networked. Whether and how to keep records is relatively open.
However, devices are likely to become increasingly networked or even wearable,
suggesting a move from manual data input to system-generated records and more
continuous measurement. Yet the discerning work in the creation of records we
and others have observed suggests that people may still exercise a degree of agency
over their self-tracking data. Further, as Lupton et al. (2018), Esmonde (2020) and
Gorm and Shklovski (2019) amply illustrate in relation to activity tracking, people
may still remove devices or delete unwanted data points, or only monitor on days
that they think are likely to show desirable results. Moreover, as we have discussed,
the materiality of records is entwined with the practices of monitoring. People’s
willingness to use specific technologies may depend on the levels of visibility and
discretion they offer and the degrees to which they are suited to the types of individual or collective practices of monitoring we have described. This means that,
even when they could use them, people may sometimes eschew digital/networked
technologies and use analogue/non-networked forms of monitoring and recording
instead.
What does this all mean for the generation of Big Data and our understandings
of data power (Kennedy 2018)? Adopting a curatorial lens helps to unpack precisely
which data points are recorded and omitted from self-monitoring records, and the
ways in which these data may or may not travel beyond the people who generate them to be aggregated into Big Data sets and/or used by other actors. It thus
adds specificity to discussions about data that does not become “big” and lends
nuance to our understanding of the potentials for data flows in practices of selfmonitoring. Acknowledging the importance of discerning work, the partiality of
data, the varied materiality of self-monitoring and the dormancy of some records
suggests we should temper expectations about data flows, data power and claims
about surveillance and exploitation linked to these.
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User-Oriented Innovations:
On Cooperative Imagination Spaces in R&D Projects
to Support Older Adults in Rural Areas with ICT
and Sensor Technology
Claudia Müller and David Struzek

In the development of digital technologies, a large gap persists between the ideas
of what is potentially possible with innovative technologies such as complex algorithms, sensor media, adaptive and self-learning systems on the one hand, and the
everyday lives of potential users on the other. This holds especially true for older
and often non-tech-savvy people, who are considered as an important target group
for emerging digital technologies in the health and ageing development environment. The question of how data-intensive technologies that rely on various sensors
for collecting data can be designed to find a meaningful fit within the lifeworlds of
older people is therefore crucial within applied informatics research and development (R&D) projects.
This is echoed by German and European funding programs that increasingly
demand the involvement of user groups in the form of user-centered or Participatory Design for interdisciplinary projects with academia-industry cooperation.
In such projects, cooperation is inherently multiple, i.e. project work is distributed
across heterogeneous cooperative settings with different stakeholders and/or actors involved in each setting. So far, however, little attention has been paid to how
these multiple forms of cooperation between highly diverse stakeholder groups,
each with their own different visions, are linked to each other over a project period
that usually lasts several years. There seems to be an assumption that it is sufficient to bring together different disciplines such as technology researchers, e.g.,
sensor technology or pattern recognition experts, with user research experts as well
as representatives of the target group. Through the use of user-oriented methods
such as being pursued in Participatory Design or in the Living Lab approach, the
bridging of the gap between high-tech ideas and everyday worlds seems easy to
implement.
In this chapter, we place this gap at the center of consideration and examine
“how common goals, means and processes” (Schüttpelz 2017, 24) can be mutually as
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well as inclusively accomplished across heterogeneous cooperative settings within
a project. We present our reflections on the use of Participatory Design and Living
Lab methods on the basis of a concrete nationally funded interdisciplinary project
from a funding line that aims to develop adaptive, self-learning systems for the
support of older people in rural areas.
In this way, we would like to provide reflections on the many facets of framing conditions of cooperation in which data practices are always embedded in R&D
projects, but which have hardly been addressed so far. To this end, we follow a practice-based approach of Socio-Informatics, a sub-field of applied computer science
that pursues a praxeological foundation of research and design work (Wulf et al.
2018). The socio-informatics view takes a close look at the socio-cultural conditions
of emergence and processes in cooperative design projects and thus extends classical concepts of applied computer science, such as methods that are labelled under
the umbrella of “user orientation” (Kuutti and Bannon 2014). The praxeological approach resonates with recent investigations into media of cooperation in science,
technology and media studies that analyze media not only as means or tools enabling cooperation, but also underline their cooperative production which is seen
as an ongoing accomplishment (Schüttpelz 2017, 24). Digital media are not just
seen as technological artifacts, but as grounded in practices that span all stages of
development and use involving various stakeholder groups. We will argue that the
setup of joint spaces for anticipating and imagining future technologies along with
interlinked media and data practices is crucial when involving target user groups
with little or no previous experiences with digital technologies (Meurer et al. 2018;
Gießmann et al. 2019). It is our aim to elaborate on the discourses, methods and
different interdisciplinary and intersectoral approaches which all come together in
an R&D project and thus have impact on the research designs, the final products
as well as the imagination spaces which are being collaboratively produced and
sometimes fit together better and sometimes less well.
In the remainder of the chapter, we look at two frequently used “user innovation” methods for the field of IT design to support the home life of older people from a socio-informatics perspective, namely Participatory Design and Living
Labs. Then we introduce the case of a concrete R&D project to discuss the challenge
of building bridges between high tech visions and development goals for adaptive
and self-learning systems and real everyday worlds of older people in rural areas
through participatory approaches. Building on this, we point out that the establishment of cooperation spaces and media in such highly complex projects must be
broken down to a consistently user- and practice-oriented perspective that must
also consider additional elements of embedding, such as offers of appropriation
support and engagement for older people that help them to develop an interest in
information and communication technologies (ICT) and sensor media and which
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enable them to participate as competent cooperation partners in the design of media and data practices that are meaningful for them.

R&D Projects in the Field of Information Technology
to Support Health and Ageing
Recent demographic changes in Europe such as increasing life expectancy and reduced birth rates are linked to drastic changes in respect of age structures. The
number of people aged 80 and over will have doubled by 2025; yet at the same time,
the availability of workers in the care sector will be drastically reduced (European
Commission 2015a). In its program “Innovation for Active & Healthy Ageing,” the
European Commission faces these challenges for the future, attributing ICT and
sensor technologies a major role in the development of innovative solutions for
preventive and curative measures. Novel technologies are seen as a major driver
for quality of life and increasing the agency of the elderly in their everyday lives
(European Commission 2015b).
ICT and sensor-based systems are seen as having a high potential for securing
the quality of life in rural areas (Trapp and Swarat 2015). Rural areas exhibit special aspects of demographic and structural change and are therefore the focus of
particular attention in technology projects. Challenges relate in particular to the
provision of public services and health care as well as the mobility of older rural
residents. This is based on the increasing dismantling of social and institutional
infrastructures, such as the decline of church services in villages or the dwindling
of social meeting places and facilities for daily local supplies such as shops, restaurants, or pubs.
In the past decades, a lot of funding has been spent on the development of new
digital solutions supporting quality of life and care of older adults, but few innovations have been broadly accepted by its targeted end-users thus far (Chung et al.
2016). Research on barriers of technology acceptance is abundant and diverse. A
major reason for the lacking uptake of such digital technologies is seen in belated
and inadequate user involvement (Mort et al. 2015). As a result, innovations too
often do not address end-users’ needs and/or challenge daily routines (Fitzpatrick
and Ellingsen 2013). They do not match cultural values, psycho-social needs and do
not fit into everyday practices and in turn do not become embedded into the social
world they were designed to become part of (Procter et al. 2018). The early and consistent integration of end-users is therefore increasingly seen as a mandatory requirement for product innovation and development. European and German funding programs have been adapted accordingly, launching research policies which
encourage project designs that follow a more integrated real-world perspective fostering co-creation and participatory research and design, which puts the inclusion
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of primary, secondary, and tertiary end-user groups at the forefront. However, its
implementation is demanding and often hesitantly implemented (Rodriguez et al.
2013; Stubbe 2018). Two prominent methodologies that are widely discussed and
implemented are the Living Lab and the Participatory Design approach. In the following, main tenets of these approaches will be introduced, then the challenge of
applying those methods in R&D projects with older adults will be highlighted by
reporting on a project example aiming at the co-development of digital infrastructures supporting societal participation and inclusion of older citizens in a rural
German area. Finally, we will subsume possible solutions that might help in paving
a way to push the research on IT support infrastructures for older adults into a
more practice- and user-based direction.

User-Oriented Innovation Methodologies in Germany:
Participatory Design and Living Labs
Participatory Design of software involving future users originated in Scandinavia
(Norway) in the 1970s. Its origin was the cooperation between technology researchers, companies, and trade unions. The common goal was to implement the
computerization of workplaces in a democratic way. The Scandinavian approach
follows three core principles that still guide Participatory Design today (if taken
seriously): 1. democratization, 2. emancipation, and 3. product quality (Bødker and
Pekkola 2010). In this sense, a participation-oriented IT development approach
that pursues product development for older people should enable cooperation
with older people as representatives of the target group at eye level. The design,
introduction, and evaluation of the jointly developed devices take place in a
joint process between the development team and the project participants or coresearchers (Bratteteig and Wagner 2016).
Living Labs is a methodological approach that clearly puts user-involvement to
the fore. The term appeared in the 1990s and has since then been used for a wide
range of environments and approaches for ICT innovation and development (Følstad 2009). Living Labs are inter- and transdisciplinary social spaces of co-learning, where people from various backgrounds meet on a regular basis to mutually
learn from their respective experiences and co-create new solutions for commonly
understood problems (Riva-Mossman et al. 2016). The ultimate goal is to create
technological interventions or tools that adapt to and work with already existing
(care) structures, (human) resources and practices.
The first Living Labs were artificial laboratories, furnished like regular apartments (Intille et al. 2005; Olivier et al. 2009). Subsequently, researchers and (mainly
technology) companies went on to establish Living Labs in real-life environments.
This kind of Living Lab can be divided into two sub paradigms: test bed-like set-
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tings primarily for evaluation and innovation purposes, and more private, smallerscaled household settings (Følstad 2009; Ogonowski et al. 2018). These settings seek
to provide a frame for cooperation between researchers, companies, governance,
and future users in order to create holistic, sustainable and innovative products.
While methods of participant observation have been applied in workplace studies (Suchman 1987; Hughes et al. 1992) since the 1980s, the penetration of private households for technology research purposes emerged only recently when
the trends in ubiquitous computing, home automation and smart homes were demanding a deeper understanding of human practices in private environments. This
form of Living Lab supported by ethnographic methods such as diary studies, participant observation or cultural probes can provide a huge variety of qualitative
data that may support the researchers in understanding certain practices on a very
detailed, personal level as well as in identifying general attitudes, problems and
needs (Crabtree 1998).
A specific form of Living Lab that fosters real-world and long-term engagement
with research participants is the PraxLabs framework (Ogonowski et al. 2018) as a
particular form of the Living Lab approach promoted by the EU in its Open Innovation strategy.1 The PraxLabs framework combines a mix of methods suitable
for research in sensitive contexts and with vulnerable research participants, including ethnography (Randall et al. 2007), Participatory Design (Bratteteig and Wagner
2016) and Value Sensitive Design (Friedman et al. 2008). Within the PraxLabs research framework, end-user participation is given in all phases of the development:
(a) during pre-studies in order to find and define requirements; (b) in the reflection
of early design prototype versions; (c) during the improvement of the usability and
meaningfulness of solutions to end-users, (d) when testing in practice to provide
continuous feedback during use (Ogonowski et al. 2018) (see figures 1 and 2).

1

https://praxlabs.de/.
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Figure 1: PraxLabs approach

Source: Praxlabs.de, Praxlabs Universität Siegen (2021)

Figure 2: Qualitative Methods in Practice-based IT development

Source: Praxlabs.de, Praxlabs Universität Siegen (2021)
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The further away an anticipated future technology is from established practices, the bigger the challenges for user- and practice-oriented research projects.
As a consequence, particular attention must be paid to the question of how representatives of the intended target groups can be actively involved in the research
and development processes, especially if there is little or no prior experience with
digital media. This requires a careful and continuous dialogue and mutual learning
between project participants and the development team (Meurer et al. 2018). For
R&D projects for and with older people, despite the increasing sensitivity to realworld contexts, there are still several hurdles that need more attention in the future
(Hornung et al. 2017).

Challenges in Participatory Technology Development
For/With Older Adults
Methodologies denoted as “participatory” are currently displayed in highly diverse
ways and so are any associated activities being negotiated and implemented. Approaches range from relatively simple lists of methods for user integration in Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) projects (Nedopil et al. 2015) to more in-depth reflections
on what participation and co-design imply for collaborative settings between academic actors and participants from application fields, and what conditions need to
be met for successful implementations (Vines et al. 2015). Technology research in
the field of elderly care must take into account aspects of age and diversity as well
as the diversity of contexts and life situations (e.g., complex care arrangements,
cohort effects) but also the qualifications and digital experiences of users (e.g.,
technology biographies) (Meurer et al. 2018). These considerations must be differentiated between preliminary studies, co-design, application testing, evaluation,
and implementation as well as the design of sustainable learning and appropriation settings and urgently require further methodological development (Joshi and
Bratteteig 2016).
Additionally, the discussion of a good life across all life spans, especially in old
age, is of special interest in current research. However, these debates are often
primarily framed in terms of a health-economic oriented rationality that privileges technology-driven design ideas which lack the acknowledgement of everyday
practices, lifestyles, norms and value sets of older adults. Despite a highly vibrant
research landscape in the field of digital systems for older people, studies show that
the transfer of research and development results has progressed only moderately
so far. An important reason for this is often evident in the way older people are
“configured” as future users. Neven and Peine (2017) point out two major deficits
in design processes for older people: Firstly, the definition of research objectives is
often guided by deficit-oriented images of ageing. Older people are therefore por-
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trayed as passive recipients of technology. As a consequence, secondly, older people
appear as mere “research objects instead of as active co-researchers.
In addition, there is a widespread idea of older adults not being capable any
more to learn digital practices and of being generally technology-skeptical. These
issues point to barriers to access to digital media, ranging from usability issues
to stereotypical and images of age and ageing (BMFSFJ 2020). There are numerous findings in the literature that R&D projects are frequently characterized by
technology-centricity and stereotyping images of age (Gallistl et al. 2020).
In addition, Bratteteig and Wagner (2012) point out that “user participation has
become important not only in the design of IT, but also in areas such as health care,
community development and urban planning.” Here, one challenge in Participatory
Design emerges as central: overcoming the “asymmetry of knowledge” and creating
a “symmetry of knowledge” (Fischer 2000) between the designer/developer, who is
aware of the “design space,” and the users involved, who are aware of the “problem
space.” What is needed to create this symmetry is a process of mutual learning
(see e.g., Hornung et al. 2017) to establish a shared hybrid space or “third space”
(Muller and Kuhn 1993) that extends both – the design space and the problem space
– towards the design goal.

Project Example:
Participatory Design of ICT and Sensor Technologies
with Older Adults in a Rural Environment
Cognitive Village (Kurz et al. 2020) was a R&D Project situated at the University of
Siegen that aimed at the exploration and development of ICT and sensor technologies for supporting the quality of life and autonomy of older rural residents. There
was the basic assumption that new technologies may offer potentials when being
embedded in every-day environments and within the local social networks and organizations. Therefore, one of the central project activities aimed at learning from
the everyday practices of older adults in the context of their conduct of everyday life
in their rural villages for stimulating design ideas for innovative applications. An
interdisciplinary research team at the University of Siegen worked together with a
group of older residents, with local service providers as well as with representatives
of a church community and a technology company building on Living Lab elements
and Participatory Design.
There was a huge contrast between the R&D goals in innovative sensor development and the everyday life worlds of the older residents in the village. Thus,
setting up a Participatory Design process at eye-level was highly demanding and
faced various challenges: How could we spark interest in the local community for
some highly abstract sensor technology ideas? And how could we do this from a
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community-based perspective, addressing different societal groups in the village?
For addressing these issues, a set of different strategies has been pursued.
The initial contact with the village residents was made through information
meetings with key people from the region. Participants were representatives of
the municipalities, local associations and the church community, the resident general practitioner and volunteer operators of a recently opened village shop. These
people took on two essential functions. On the one hand, they themselves contributed ideas on how digital technology could possibly contribute to strengthening the quality of life of older residents in the context of village communities. On
the other hand, they acted as multipliers and intermediaries for sparking interest
and motivation in the older residents to engage with the research project.
In several meetings, possible themes emerged, including the use of apps and a
home application for fall prevention. This proved to be an interesting anchor point
for the project as a whole that resulted in possibilities for using pattern recognition
software later on. Engaging in a project on fall prevention appeared interesting to a
group of 15 older (62–85 years) residents who joined follow-up workshops with the
research team. We introduced off-the-shelf devices, such as smartphones, tablet
PCs and bracelets as well as tracking applications which proved to be a common
starting point to be of interest to the local elderly residents, but likewise for the researchers. With regular meetings around movement tracking (e.g., step counters),
it was a starting point for engaging with the data collected by these applications
and for exploring potential practices based on such data that relate to existing interests and habits.
In order to make good use of the technical system – and also to be able to discuss possible future developments with the researchers later on – it quickly became
clear to the participants that digital competence and experience with technologies
would be necessary. Thus, there was a high willingness to embark on the path of
technology use of smartphones, tablet PCs and fitness bracelets which had been
provided by the research team within the framework of so-called appropriation
cafés (see figure 3) that took place on a bi-weekly basis between 2 and 2.5 hours.
The appropriation cafés thus became the central place for joint technology exploration, use and reflection, which were flanked by meetings and workshops with
other local actors. As the older co-researchers’ experience with the tools in everyday life increased, so did their interest and competence to discuss other options
for use. On this basis it became only possible to test and discuss versions of the
pattern recognition software in the joint meetings.
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Figure 3: Appropriation café in action

Source: Author’s picture

The regular appropriation cafés form a central element of the Participatory Design process established within the Cognitive Village project. Older people want to
understand what they can use technology for, so it has to be meaningful for them
to embark on the learning journey. However, the creation of meaning does not fall
from the sky, but needs certain frameworks, such as the accompanied first steps
of using the devices and software and the joint finding of anchor points in the life
worlds and interests of the users in conversations and joint explorations with the
researchers. Through this dialogue-based joint exploration phase, interests were
awakened, motivation strengthened and the necessary media skills for participation in the design process were learned (Struzek et al. 2017).
However, this kind of participatory research is not a linear process when many
different groups of actors on the ground as well as an interdisciplinary team work
together. A number of ideas were developed, elaborated, discussed and discarded.
Some project ideas, however, were implemented in such a way that they are still
valid after the end of the project.
After a couple of months, when the constant group of 15 co-researchers had
committed themselves as regular research participants, we started to discuss the
question of how we could interest more people in the technology exploration process. We were able to create stronger links to the village shop volunteers and the
church community. The “core” group started to have fun thinking about how to
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make the joint technology exploration process more visible to other older village
residents. In some following Participatory Design workshops the group developed
ideas on how a church camera for streaming Sunday church services and a digital blackboard in the village shop could be implemented and they took part in an
iterative prototyping phase. Both digital systems then had been implemented and
the group developed ideas and measures for promoting the new tools among other
older adults in the village.

Figure 4: Church camera

Source: „Gut vernetzt im Alter,“ Arte (2018)

All in all, different lines of development of digital technology had been followed
– the “high tech” pattern recognition project as well as the participatory development processes for the more mundane village shop blackboard and the church
camera to broadcast Sunday Mass. In the end, this strategy proved successful for
setting up a sustainable Participatory Design process which grounded IT development in real-life circumstances of older adults as well as in the social fabric of
a local community. The mundane technologies have been handed over to the village shop operators and the parish after the project ended. The part of the pattern
recognition project did not end in a market-ready project, which also was not the
aim of the R&D funding line. However, the pattern recognition scientists had great
opportunities for learning and grounding their algorithm development processes
in a real-world setting.
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Figure 5: Digital blackboard in the village shop displaying local
event dates

Source: Author’s picture/aviontec Gottesdiesnt GmbH

Discussion: Grounding Technology Development
in Real-World Settings
Participatory Design is time and resource-intensive and thus most often takes place
in small-scale settings. Thus, integrating this approach in a Living Lab research
design that aims at bringing together a range of different stakeholders in a village
poses several challenges.
Firstly, there is the need to bridge between research ideas and goals for “high
tech” data-intensive digital technologies (e.g., pattern recognition algorithms) and
actual everyday life settings of older adults. How can we talk about future technologies with people who are barely familiar with “simple” smartphones – if at all?
How can we at least find some links between algorithm research which most of
the time takes place in a lab and real life contexts of older adults which are most
of the time not digitized so far? If we wish to take participation and grounding of
R&D research in everyday life seriously, we need to be in those contexts and enroll the topic from both sides. The pattern recognition colleagues most of the time
stayed in their lab, but from time to time visited our workshops with the older research partners. We as socio-informatics researchers built the bridges between the
different stakeholders.
Grounding a technology research project in a local community at first needs
to spark interest in the people. Meetings with local “door-openers,” i.e. communal
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actors, engaged people in local associations and the like are important to talk to at
first and let them help to get in touch with community residents.
Next, the aspect of “enabling for co-design” (Hornung et al. 2017) is of utmost
relevance if the project wishes to invite older residents for a long-term participation. Our approach in organizing meetings with coffee and cake and providing a
comfortable atmosphere provides low-threshold opportunities for getting in touch
with each other to negotiate a topic that is of interest to the participants from
the viewpoint of their individual life-worlds. In addition, bringing in off-the-shelf
devices such as smartphones and tablets and slowly trying out applications in relation to their interests helped in finding anchor points in their everyday life that
made technology use interesting to them and helped us in turn to gain a better
understanding of their interests and needs. The workshops thus served as learning
spaces where a dialogic form of learning could take place between “us” and “them.”
After several months of getting familiar with the devices and software for their own
usage interests, amongst others, the movement tracking applications, they felt familiar with the devices and were eager to think about how they can inspire their
fellows and friends about the use of these technologies.
The two other systems were simple technology-wise, but rather complex to be
implemented in community structures. The church camera and the blackboard
served as “boundary objects” to other older residents who had neglected or hesitated to engage with the project and with digital technology in general. In a joint
approach with members of the parish and the village shop volunteers, those systems stayed after the project and might spark reflections and conversations about
follow-up projects in the village. At least, these off-the-shelf technologies have
helped to establish practice-based options of what digital technology could be used
for and provide the ground for a next follow-up project.

Conclusion
Participatory Design and user-oriented IT development approaches are very popular today – however they are used in highly differing ways.
Participatory Design work in a Living Lab setting comes with a lot of challenges, which need to be taken seriously, otherwise there would be no chance to
truly ground the research in real-life practices and structures.
Introducing off-the-shelf products as a first step for starting a joint exploration
and sense-making journey proved successful. In addition, the implementation of
technology in community spaces is being seen as a long-term strategy for sparking
interest for a further engagement with the digital world by creating opportunities
to explore, experience and talk about the tools to other people in the community.
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Having said this, it implies to take on a long-term perspective for the development of community-based strategies for technology introduction, beyond individual project time frames (Meurer et al. 2018). Locally based Participatory Design
projects should best be understood as just one step in a regional long-term Living Lab collecting a vast range of experiences and feeding them back into both IT
development and community development.
It has been shown that the establishment of common data practices with existing technologies is helpful to develop constructive and concrete visions in Participatory Design processes. Those practices should be considered in their diversity
and the interconnectedness of disciplinarity, interdisciplinarity and intersectoral
imaginative spaces and practice worlds, when aiming at sustainable implementation strategies.
The chapter also showed that an understanding of cooperation as “mutual making of common goals, means and processes” (Schüttpelz 2017, 24) is helpful to build
bridges for sustainable technology development for older people in rural areas between high tech visions and current living conditions. In the future, it will only be
possible for a high level of technological innovation to reach the everyday worlds
of the target groups and to offer added value as successfully implemented sociotechnical systems by reconciling the visions and also the cooperation ideas of all
stakeholder groups involved in the project. In this context, an integrated perspective on technology and community development on the ground is inevitable.
Funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG, German Research Foundation) –
Project-ID 262513311 – SFB 1187 “Media of Cooperation”.
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Managing Data, Managing Contradictions:
Archiving and Sharing Ethnographic Data
Wolfgang Kraus and Igor Eberhard

During the last two decades, the Open Science movement has swept across
academia, with massive repercussions for research and publishing. Starting in the
natural sciences and engineering, it has brought wide-ranging promises of better
science – more transparent, more reliable, more reproducible, more replicable,
more efficient, more accountable, more relevant. A basic requirement to make all
this possible, the argument goes, is the opening and managing of research data.
While the social sciences and humanities have been slower to embrace the Open
Data paradigm – not least because the category of data itself is controversial –
the increasing call for Research Data Management (RDM) and open access to research data has become a major concern in all scientific fields (see Allianz 2010),
epistemological and methodological differences notwithstanding. The debate on
researchers’ responsibilities in producing, handling, and sharing their data, under
such headings as Open Research Data or FAIR Data (FORCE11 n.d.), has also been
taken up in Social and Cultural Anthropology and related disciplines that use qualitative methodologies such as ethnographic research (see, e.g., Imeri 2017; 2019;
Mosconi et al. 2019; Pels 2018). In striking contrast to the optimism outlined above,
researchers in these fields often perceive the call for Open Data as intrusive, enforced by research policies and funding agencies but difficult to reconcile with research practices based on relations of trust and, often, confidentiality.
Social and Cultural Anthropology is the discipline in which these reservations
arguably are most acute, for several reasons. One is a history connected to European expansion and colonialism which has given rise to a heightened awareness
of the ethical dimension of the relation between researchers and the people they
study. Another is related to its defining methodology, ethnography, whose practitioners consider those being researched not as objects of study but rather as active
collaborators in the construction of knowledge. As a major consequence of this,
the understanding of research data in ethnography is very different from the one
dominating much of the Open Data discourse (see Pels 2018).
Many ethnographers are deeply skeptical about handing over their data to others, and with good reasons (Imeri 2017; 2019, 49 f.). They fear that submitting to
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the increasing demand for Open Data may have a damaging impact because it
risks undermining the social relations between researchers and research subjects
that form the basis of ethnographic research. They also fear that it may compromise the ethical standards they aim to uphold in research and publishing. Giving
away data means giving up control about what is done with them, while many researchers feel they can never relinquish the responsibility for the ways in which
their data are used.
We argue that the skepticism of many ethnographers and qualitative researchers in the social sciences about data management and sharing is best
understood as a result of a series of contradictions that have been discussed
extensively in recent years but nevertheless remain underappreciated in much of
the RDM policy discourse. A clear contradiction exists between Open Data and
data protection (with the usual mitigating strategy being pseudonymization).
However, the fact that ethnographic data are best when they are context-rich
clashes with the ideal of avoiding personal identification, since pseudonymization
only works if data are stripped of context information, or not at all. Furthermore,
if ethnography is understood as a collaborative production of knowledge, it is
contradictory that only one of the two sides involved – the researchers, but not the
research subjects – should have control of the data and decide how they are to be
managed.
To a large extent these and other contradictions discussed below remain underappreciated because, just like any field of social interaction, academia too is permeated by inequalities of power. One aspect of this fact is that some disciplinary areas
have more power to define agendas such as Open Data, and the policies adopted in
their interest: natural sciences more than the social sciences and humanities, quantitative methodologies more than qualitative, and so on. To put it bluntly: ranking
low in the hierarchy of disciplines, the qualitative social sciences so far have not had
much of a say in the Open Science debates. It is therefore of vital importance that
their professional associations make themselves heard by formulating and communicating clear positions in the debate on data management and sharing (see,
e.g., DGSKA 2019; DGS 2019; EASA n.d.; see also Boog et al. 2018). Furthermore,
researchers should discuss and clarify their principles, practices and experiences
concerning these issues. The present chapter is meant as a contribution to this
rapidly growing body of literature.
The position we take is that, while indeed much of the skepticism is well
founded, there is a lot to be gained from preserving and sharing ethnographic
research data, if for different reasons and with different priorities than the ones
usually invoked in the Open Data discourse. Based on this conviction, we started in
2017 to set up a digital data archive at the University of Vienna, the Ethnographic
Data Archive (eda), with the aim of developing strategies and competences for the
long-term preservation of ethnographic data and for data management in ongoing
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research.1 In this chapter we will comment on the issues raised above and discuss
our guiding principles and the insights and experiences we gained in the process.
While being a small initiative with limited work capacity, we feel that we are doing
important, and in the German-speaking world even pioneering, work, but much
of it is still provisional and remains in progress (Eberhard and Kraus 2018, 49 f.).

What are Research Data?
A presupposition of the RDM discourse is that all research is data-based. Clearly,
this is a matter both of definition and epistemology. In the humanities the relevance of the research data concept is frequently called into question, at least the
way it is understood in the natural sciences (e.g., Andorfer 2015; Drucker 2011; Hügi
and Schneider 2013). Peter Pels (2018) similarly argues that in anthropology research
materials only become data once they are commodified, and warns that “reductionist definitions of research data may erase the variability of scientific perspectives
and research paradigms” (2018, 3).
An additional difficulty is that the term “data” often implicitly refers to digital
data only (e.g., Schöch 2013; FU Berlin n.d.). In the most basic logic of research the
format of information – say, of an interview recording – is irrelevant. Nevertheless,
many of the possibilities and challenges of managing research data being discussed
have to do with their digital format and what might be called, their computability.
The problem with the narrow understanding of research data as digital is, however,
that by definition all digital information consists of data. Therefore, the category
of research data runs the risk of becoming meaningless except as a reference to
format, and to a field of methodological practices and possibilities (e.g., the Digital
Humanities).
This raises the question of how research data in general are defined. Given
the diversity of disciplinary practices, RDM policy statements often resort to mere
listings of forms of data being used in various fields (e.g., DFG 2015). Such an
approach results in a circular argument when treated as a definition (e.g., Allianz
n.d.): research data are defined by their role in the research process, while research
itself is defined through the systematic use of data.
Real definitions, by making statements about what research data are supposed
to be, tend to give more away than these uncommitted formulations. An oftenquoted definition originating from the United States Office of Management and
Budget reads: “Research data is defined as the recorded factual material commonly
accepted in the scientific community as necessary to validate research findings …”

1

See https://eda.univie.ac.at/.
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(OMB 1999, our emphasis). A slightly expanded version has been picked up by several UK institutions (see, e.g., ESPRC n.d., itself quoted by other institutions). Another influential statement defines research data as “Data that are descriptive of the
research object, or are the object itself” (University of Bath 2011, our emphasis).
We argue that such an understanding of research data is based on an insufficient model of the research process. On the epistemological level, this model assumes that the main characteristic of research data is their ability to document
aspects of the real world in a factual or, at least, descriptive sense, independently
of the specific research context that has produced them.2 Although due consideration is sometimes given to disciplinary specificities and differences, the basic
model is often that of the natural sciences and rests on data as quantifiable information. If data reflect the real world independently of their research context, then
they are unproblematic to reuse in a different context.
Another assumption in the RDM and Open Data discourse combines epistemology with accountability: access to research data may serve “to reproduce and
verify the results” of research, as Austria’s main funding institution for basic research states in the context of its Open Access Policy (FWF n.d.). The third and
related element is the economic rationale: once public money is invested to fund
research, the results must be made openly accessible. “Taxpayer-funded research”
is an important buzzword here, and one that raises interesting questions concerning the role of national boundaries with regard to access to knowledge (see, e.g.,
the US Alliance for Taxpayer Access,3 or the Foreword in UKRI 2016, 2 for a British
example). By the same logic, the data collected during research become assets that
cannot be owned by researchers. Rather, they must be shared and the public (including other researchers) has a right to access and re-use them.
Taken together, these assumptions imply two sets of ideas that sit rather uncomfortably with the practice and self-understanding of ethnographic research:
first, ideals of objectivity and replicability of research, as well as a sharp discontinuity between everyday knowledge/experience and research-based knowledge, both
of which we consider epistemologically mistaken; and second, principles of cost
efficiency and accountability about whose neoliberal thrust we have serious reservations. Moreover, we argue that ethnographic research concerns a significant category of others, the research subjects, who are absent from this model of research
except when being conceptualized in a paternalistic manner as those whose privacy
and rights must be protected.

2

3

It is true that the FAIR principles include “a requirement to openly and richly describe the
context within which those data were generated,” but this mainly serves “to enable evaluation of its [sic] utility” for secondary use (Mons et al. 2017, 52). We use the term context in a
wider, social sense and invoke other arguments for its indispensability (see below).
https://www.taxpayeraccess.org/.
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Characteristics of Ethnography
In order to put the assumptions just outlined into perspective, let us consider
the main characteristics and assumptions of ethnographic research. Ethnographic
methods are now being employed across a wide range of disciplines and may mean
vastly different things (e.g., Kazubowski-Houston and Magnat 2018). We are here
primarily referring to the methodological approach that is mainstream in presentday anthropology, but much of our discussion applies to all forms of ethnography
and is relevant for other primarily qualitative methods as well.
To avoid being misconstrued, we wish to make it clear that we are not arguing
for a separate epistemology for ethnographic research. Rather, we contend that its
example serves to highlight the shortcomings of a positivist model of research that
underlies much of the RDM and Open Data discourse (Eberhard and Kraus 2018,
48). It does so by providing an extreme case of how research is always embedded
in social relations, and therefore always has a context that needs to be taken into
account – something that is increasingly being understood in other fields too. As
a medical statistician remarks: “The very production of data is … always relevant to
its interpretation” (Barrowman 2018).
In anthropology ethnographic research is typically done over extended periods
of time in close contact, collaboration, and exchange with research subjects. It is
based on communicative relations with those being researched and sees them as
active participants rather than passive objects of study. This and the fact that ethnographic research often deals with personal lifeworlds implies important issues of
trust and responsibility.
Ethnography is an open-ended methodology relying on a flexible combination
of tools. Hence, ethnographers tend to produce varied and multiple forms and formats of data. Whether in analog or in digital formats, ethnographic data tend to
be technically diverse. In order to make sense, the various kinds of data produced
must be interpreted in relation to each other and to the overall research context
and experience. With the establishment of new digital tools, media, and ways of
disseminating and sharing ethnographic knowledge, this characteristic has come
to be discussed as “multimodal anthropology” (e.g., Collins and Durington 2018) in
recent years.
The predominant understanding and practice of ethnographic research as
based on collaborative relations between researchers and the people they work
with has several fundamental implications for the understanding of research data
and for RDM:
(1) Data are not simply “found” or “collected.” They are co-constructed in a process of dialog between researchers and research subjects. They do not merely document facts “out there” but are representations that contain the voices and perspectives of both sides involved.
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(2) Therefore, ethnographic data cannot simply be owned by researchers (and
even less by their institutions). They also belong to the research subjects and their
communities, who may have their own interest in the data.
(3) There are no raw, uninterpreted data in ethnography. The dialogic process
of making data is by necessity a process of interpretation.
(4) As products of social relations and dialog, ethnographic data are neither objective nor subjective. Both of these notions are predicated on a model of knowledge
presuming a clear distinction between the observer and the observed object, a distinction that is neither meaningful nor possible in ethnographic research. Therefore, ethnographic data are never simply “descriptive of the research object” (University of Bath 2011); their primary referent is the ethnographic relation between
researchers and research subjects.
(5) Both sides involved are embedded in specific social and cultural circumstances, bringing these into the ethnographic encounter. There is a gradual difference but no discontinuity between ethnographic knowledge and everyday knowledge and experience. Tearing down this positivist division also opens up the path
to incorporating multiple and diverse ways of knowing, as in the debate on Indigenous methodologies (e.g., van Meijl 2019).
(6) Ethical considerations take precedence over considerations of efficiency in
ethnographic research. The heightened ethical awareness is a consequence of the
historical context in which the ethnographic methodology emerged and the responsibility that comes with its practice. However, the “primary ethical obligation
shared by anthropologists … to do no harm” (AAA 2012) does not result from a potentially paternalistic and condescending attitude of researchers knowing what may
be harmful for research participants. Instead, it is a concomitant of the fact that
ethnographers require their research subjects to engage with them in the collaborative production of knowledge.4
Our notion that the common distinction between “raw” and “processed” or interpreted data makes no sense for ethnographic data5 might appear to contradict
the position Pels takes when stating: “Anthropologists should … insist on making
an epistemological distinction between ‘raw’ and ‘processed data’” (Pels 2018, 4).
However, Pels uses these terms in a different and atypical sense. By “processing” he
does not refer to the predominant meaning of making data usable for analysis but
rather to the task of preparing them for reuse by others – in the sense of stripping

4

5

It is instructive to compare the ethics declaration of the German Anthropological Association
with its sociological counterpart. While the former (Hahn et al. 2008) stresses responsibility
and reciprocity, the latter (DGS 2017) gives priority to objectivity.
Also see Barrowman (2018) who argues that even in quantitative science there is no such
thing as raw data.
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them of information that might be critical or sensitive in the hands of secondary
users.
We agree that in many cases “[e]xtensive processing of raw materials (beyond
mere anonymization) becomes inevitable if others are to reuse them” (Pels 2018,
4). However, we do not agree with Pels’ argument that sharing data as a matter
of principle cannot be reconciled with the research subject’s “rightful claims to
knowledge shared with researchers” (Pels 2018, 4). It can, provided that research
subjects are explicitly conceptualized as forming part of the audience for whose
access and reuse data should be prepared and archived. Ideally, they should also be
included in the process of selecting data objects for archiving, assigning metadata
and meaning to them, and defining access regulations.

Towards an Ethnographic Archive
The idea of setting up an archive for ethnographic data at the University of Vienna
first occurred to us when we realized that the Department of Social and Cultural
Anthropology was heading towards a major generational transition, with several
colleagues bound to retire over the next years. When reflecting on this development, it seemed to make sense to preserve the ethnographic material they had
gathered during their research careers, involving them in the process while they
were still available. These considerations did not come up in reaction to the increasing call for RDM and open access to research data. Instead, they grew out of
our own research experiences and focused on existing data from earlier research
projects, mostly in analog formats, that were to be digitally preserved and made
accessible for reuse. The insight that it was also necessary to support ongoing research and provide data management expertise followed later from our experience
of working with historical ethnographic materials and from our engagement with
the Open Research Data debates. Our initiative thus is not representative of the
“‘top down’ policy push” that Mosconi et al. identify as a characteristic of Open Science, but rather of what they refer to as the “collegial desire to share data” (Mosconi
et al. 2019, 756).
It took several initiatives and a couple of years until the data archive we had
in mind was put into practice, first as a collaborative two-year pilot project of the
Vienna University Library and the anthropology department. After the successful
pilot phase it was made permanent, albeit with still limited staff resources: Igor
Eberhard in a part-time position as archive manager and Jasmin Hilbert as a student assistant, with Birgit Kramreither, the head of the Social and Cultural Anthropology Library, functioning as coordinator and Wolfgang Kraus as scientific
leader.
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While the main assumptions of (mainstream) ethnographic research as outlined above are probably uncontroversial for most anthropologists, our archival activities and the strategies we devised are based on additional assumptions. Our
basic premise is that ethnographic data are of intrinsic interest beyond the primary research context, for two main reasons. First, they are complex and rich in
ways which are hardly ever fully exploited in the original analysis. This is often a
matter not only of complexity but also of sheer quantity (as both present authors
have experienced in their own research). Second, since ethnographic data come
out of encounters situated in time and space, they are historical by nature. As a
consequence of transformation and change over time, they may become interesting and relevant in unforeseeable ways, not only for researchers and their scientific
communities, but also for those being researched. Both reasons, we argue, provide
good grounds for preserving ethnographic data and for making them accessible
and reusable beyond the original research context, and these are entirely unrelated
to the rationale of the Open Research Data discourse.
A further – and for qualitative social researchers perhaps obvious – assumption is that data are meaningless without context. From this widely shared conviction, radically different conclusions can be drawn. Hirschauer (2014), for instance, invokes the context-dependence of data such as interview statements to
argue against the call for archiving and reusing qualitative social science data. We
take the opposite position (even if we agree about the practical challenges involved,
and that data archiving must be a matter of responsible choice rather than mandate). Contrary to Hirschauer, we maintain that it is possible to retain enough
context in the archiving process to make data relevant for future uses, and have
defined strategies to do so.
The notion of context is a key concept in the qualitative social sciences, and
particularly so in present-day anthropology. As Dilley states, “stress on context in
interpretation is one of [anthropology’s] distinguishing features; and it is relied
upon as an indispensable part of anthropological method” (2002, 438). Especially
after the discipline’s shift to midrange theorizing, contextualization has become an
important part of anthropological explanation/understanding, based on the “view
that context is generated and negotiated in the course of social interaction and
exchange” (Dilley 2002, 439). This is not the place to attempt to clarify the general
understanding of context in anthropology, except to note that it forms the indispensable background for a more narrow and tangible notion of context, that of
research context, which is essential to our approach to archiving.
Ethnographic knowledge is embedded in social relations and in complex corporeal experience. Specific data objects cannot represent this context by themselves,
but must be linked back to it in order to make sense and be interpretable. Moreover, ethnographic data tend to be diverse, and different kinds and formats of data
must be interpreted in relation to each other and to the overall research context. A
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guiding principle for our archival activities is therefore that the link between specific data and their research context must be retained and documented as richly as
possible. We will outline below how we are trying to achieve this.

The Ethnographic Data Archive (eda):
Objectives and Strategic Considerations
The eda pilot project started in early 2017 and was made permanent in 2019.6 Beyond creating and maintaining a digital archive of ethnographic data, eda aims to
develop best-practice models for preserving ethnographic data for reuse. Our work
addresses a wide range of challenges such as: (1) Defining archival and metadata
strategies and standards adapted to the specificities of ethnographic research; (2)
testing and defining best practice digitization workflows; (3) networking and exchange with other data management and archival initiatives in related fields;7 and
(4) identifying the ethical and legal issues involved and proposing solutions. While
our current emphasis is on archiving historical ethnographic materials, mostly in
analog formats, we aim to develop a comprehensive research data management
strategy for anthropology and related fields in the medium to long term future.
One of our guiding principles is that collaboration with researchers makes
more sense than the mere administration of legacies. This is confirmed by experiences we made working with materials existing in the departmental ethnographic
collection, with often insufficient metadata and context information. More importantly, this conviction is based on our holistic understanding of ethnographic data
objects as representing an interactive research process rather than separate aspects
of an independent reality. Therefore, all data must be linked to the research settings
and the researchers’ biographies, thus enabling archive users to take this context
into account. Researchers themselves are in a privileged position to accomplish
the task of contextualizing and interlinking the data objects in a comprehensive
manner. This also includes explication of theoretical and epistemological assumptions and the political context of research, something which is more obvious when
dealing with historical data (e.g., material manifesting colonial involvement and/or
racist assumptions), but is relevant with all kinds of data.

6
7

The eda website (https://eda.univie.ac.at/) gives an overview of the team, activities and cooperations; the eda team can be contacted at: eda.ksa@univie.ac.at.
Our national and international partners include CIRDIS/University of Vienna, Institute for
Social Anthropology/Austrian Academy of Sciences, Phonogrammarchiv/Austrian Academy
of Sciences, Department of Folk Music Research and Ethnomusicology/MDW, Fachinformationsdienst Sozial- und Kulturanthropologie, Qualiservice/University of Bremen.
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Another guiding principle is the respect and support for legitimate interests of
research subjects and source communities in the data, their protection from harm,
and reciprocity. Here again, researchers are better positioned than archivists or future users to assess the interests and risks involved with specific data sets. As Pels
notes, it is their “ethical duty to control how research materials ‘go public’” (Pels
2018, 5). In a collaborative and dialogic understanding of ethnographic research, research subjects or their descendants and communities should be included in these
decisions as far as possible (something we have not yet been able to accomplish).
On the practical level, we aim at sustainability through optimized workflows,
the use of appropriate (open) file formats, standardized procedures and metadata,
and ongoing quality control. Devising best practice digitization workflows requires
a balancing of conflicting demands. The amount of work and cost involved and the
required storage space should be kept low, while the technical quality of a digital
copy should be such that it can be expected to be taken as an adequate representation of the analogue original even several decades from now. This requirement,
together with a high level of technical autonomy (in the sense of not having to hand
over materials to external service providers), is the guiding principle in our digitization strategy. Finally, in line with the considerations above, we leave the decision
of what to archive to the researchers, while offering our advice (e.g., concerning
ethical or legal issues) when being asked for it.

Data Objects
Eda’s data objects are archived using PHAIDRA, the “repository for the permanent
secure storage of digital assets at the University of Vienna.”8 As noted above, ethnographic data come in multiple formats. In our archiving activities the main focus is
on text (e.g., field notes, transcripts and diaries), images (e.g., diapositives, blackand-white negatives and photo prints) and audio recordings (e.g., interviews, narrations, recitations, music). So far, most of the material has been in analog formats,
but some has been digital too, sometimes in obsolete file formats that need to be
converted to archival formats. Preferred file formats are PDF/A for text, TIFF for
images and AIFF or FLAC for audio material; sometimes it makes sense to also
archive the original files. We have not yet started working with film and video due

8

See: https://phaidra.univie.ac.at/. Our close cooperation with the PHAIDRA team has proven
to be highly productive and a most pleasant experience. Several people have substantially
contributed to establishing and developing eda, most important among them: Maria Seissl,
Susanne Blumesberger, Raman Ganguly, Rastislav Hudak and Claudia Feigl. We are deeply
indebted to them for their ongoing support.
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to the multiplicity of file formats, the need for data compression, and our lack of
technical expertise in this field.9
We did extensive tests with various digitization approaches and defined best
practices and workflows for various kinds of material. It should be understood that
digitization often is not merely a technical procedure but includes a judgement
about the relevant aspects of an object. When copying a faded photograph, for
instance, we must decide if we are mainly interested in its current appearance –
the result of an aging process – or the original information that can be restored by
proper illumination and by digital editing, or both. In each case, the optimal digital
copy or copies will be different. Once again, the researchers can help to make such
decisions.
Our digitizing and archiving workflows are also based on considerations of the
relation between analog objects as potential carriers of knowledge and their digital
representations, and the transformation from one state to the other. The example
of the faded image shows how a conception of what constitutes the data object
in relation to the research context must guide the digital representation. Another
example is a Compact Cassette containing several field recordings. Is the single
isolated recording the object we are interested in, or is it the cassette as an entity
representing a specific time span in the field? We have opted for the second as our
predominant perspective. As a consequence, we devised a new object category for
the PHAIDRA repository, the “container object,” which allows us to retain context
by retaining the integrity of the analog object.
The container object is a data object consisting of several files that represent the
same analog object. In the case of the Compact Cassette just mentioned, the format
of the container object makes it possible to retain the original connection between
the recordings. In addition, a cassette often comes with more or less consistent
metadata in the form of notes written on it or the cardboard insert in the box.
In that case, the container object consists of several audio files and photos of the
two cassette faces and the insert.10 Other container objects, for instance, represent
photographs from the ethnographic collection of the department with extensive
captions on the verso.

9
10

For those objects that have already been ingested, see https://phaidra.univie.ac.at/search#?o
wner=ethnograpp95.
E.g., https://phaidra.univie.ac.at/o:953026.
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Metadata
Descriptive information is rarely neutral. Seemingly innocent labels such as established names attached to collectivities or technical terms could carry problematic
perspectives, ethnocentric assumptions, or obsolete theory. For these and related
reasons we gave a lot of consideration to metadata-related questions. Our guiding principle in this process was a conception of research data as situated in the
particulars of time and space and in the social encounter of fieldwork. The main
consequences for our metadata approach are, first, attention to the research and
social context of specific data objects, and second, the obligation to include the
research subjects and source communities in our potential audience.
For metadata the PHAIDRA repository relies on a linked-data approach combining several established metadata standards, including Dublin Core, BIBFRAME,
SKOS and others. We suggested several additional metadata fields that we considered useful, which were then mapped to existing categories. The PHAIDRA team
proved extremely flexible and supportive in helping us to develop an eda-specific
metadata scheme and submit form.11 The submit form is relatively self-explanatory
in order to enable researchers, after a short introduction, to upload their own data
and metadata. This option is further facilitated by the possibility to create projectspecific metadata templates. However, regardless of how it is done, providing rich
metadata for their data objects requires a considerable effort and time investment
by researchers.
Given the complexity of many data objects, we introduced a clear distinction
within metadata between several object categories, some of which might coincide
in the case of a given object. We refer to them as (1) born-digital object, (2) digital
copy, (3) first-order analog object, and (4) second-order analog object.
What is meant with these categories can be illustrated with a musical recording. An audio file from a digital recorder is a born-digital object. A tape recording
on a Compact Cassette, once digitized, is the digital copy of the audio content of
a first-order analog object, the cassette. When the recording is considered a representation of a specific instrument being played, the instrument is the secondorder analog object. Each of these categories, as far as they can be distinguished
in a given object, requires its own metadata. An analog object in the second sense
may also exist in the case of a born-digital object. The eda metadata scheme lets us
follow this approach, even if a consistent terminology – not necessarily using our
working terms, which could be improved – has not yet been implemented.

11

For examples of objects with fairly complete metadata, see https://phaidra.univie.ac.at/o:10
69269; https://phaidra.univie.ac.at/o:1048725.
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A second innovation is the notion of “context data.”12 While access to objects
in PHAIDRA can be restricted or blocked (an indispensable feature for eda), a basic
given of metadata in PHAIDRA is that they are always public and open, without
access restrictions or authorial responsibility and rights. Our interest in making
the research context transparent and tangible turned out to be in potential conflict
with this policy. Personal information that helps to contextualize data may not be
fit for public access. Background information may be too extensive for metadata
and require a research effort that needs to be credited, and so on.
What we refer to as context data provides a pragmatic workaround for these
issues. Context data are data objects – often in text format (PDF/A) – providing
information on other objects that is not suitable for metadata because it is too
complex, needs being protected, or requires authorship and copyright because it is
based on personal research, interpretation, and opinion. As separate data objects,
context data can have access restrictions; they are referenced in the metadata of the
objects they help to contextualize. A significant category of context data is information on research projects and ethnographers’ biographies and research trajectories,
e.g., the biographical interviews that Eberhard conducted with Elke Mader, now
retired professor at the Vienna Department of Social and Cultural Anthropology.13

Pseudonymizing and Informed Consent
When sharing data, there is a clear contradiction between the interest in retaining as much context as possible in order to keep data meaningful, and the need to
protect research subjects’ privacy and identity (see, e.g., Cliggett 2016, 243–245).
An ethnographer’s main ethical responsibility is to protect research subjects from
harm and to respect relations of trust and confidentiality established during research. Personal identifiability is in conflict with these obligations in many research
contexts.
With regard to personal information only aggregate data can by anonymous in
the strict sense. When aggregation is not intended or does not make sense, as in
ethnography and other qualitative methodologies, only pseudonymizing is possible, and is routinely practiced. However, in typically small-scale ethnographic research settings it is not enough to suppress or replace names because just about
any information can provide identification cues. Trying to remove all of this information means a radical thinning of data and risks making them useless (see
Eberhard and Kraus 2018, 45 f.).

12
13

See Eberhard 2020a, 173 f.
See https://phaidra.univie.ac.at/search#?collection=o:1146526.
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An established instrument to handle such conflicts is informed consent. This
notion itself, however, needs to be adapted to the logic of ethnographic research
and to specific research settings. Originating from and modelled on a biomedical
research logic, it carries assumptions whose universality must be questioned, such
as a deeply individualistic and ethnocentric conception of risk and consent. Even
though granting consent is in most cases a personal process, the underlying decision-making is often strongly socially embedded. This can be observed not only
in small Indigenous communities but also in nearby and familiar settings such as
rural Austria (Kraus and Seiser 2022, 104 f.). Paying attention to these processes
makes it clear that in a given context people may value social visibility in a specific
community as much as or higher than the more abstract interest in anonymity.
How to balance these contradictory values is often a difficult question, and one
that can only be answered satisfactorily in dialog with research subjects.
A second assumption is that consent is given beforehand, once and for all,
something which may be better suited to protect institutions (universities, funding
agencies, repositories, etc.) than those being researched. If research and the social
relations enabling it only unfold in the process, how can we give the information
in advance to make informed consent possible at all? Hence the notion of “processual consent” (e.g., Rosenblatt 1995, 148 f.) which is however more demanding to
implement and difficult to document than the established model, and grants research subjects rights (e.g., revoking consent) that they are often expected to sign
away otherwise. If taken seriously, processual consent means that research subjects must also be included in the data management and archiving process as far
as possible (see DGSKA 2019, 2).
When archiving existing data, a further problem arises: they often come from
research contexts where documenting consent was not yet expected. In such cases
researchers may help to disentangle the processual aspects of research and the expectations of research subjects concerning the use of data. Even where consent has
been documented, there is a high chance that the online sharing of data was not
considered as an option (Zeitlyn 2012, 471). There are no abstract general solutions
for these problems; viable compromises must be found for each single case. They
may include the necessity of restricting or postponing access to data analogous
to archival closure periods. As far as possible, research subjects and/or their communities or descendants should be included in these decisions. Researchers themselves may also have an interest in protecting their privacy, with consequences for
access to data.14

14

On the issues discussed in this section, see, e.g., Cliggett 2016; Eberhard 2020a; 2020b; Eberhard and Kraus 2018; Imeri 2017; 2018; 2019; Lederman 2016; Zeitlyn 2012).
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Perspectives for Further Development
In order to manage these and other challenges in archiving and sharing ethnographic data, solutions, instruments and perspectives still need to be worked out.
At this point, we can only briefly mention three of the most pressing problem areas
that must be addressed in the future development of eda.
One is the need for graded access to data for various categories of users. A
considerable part of ethnographic data is not suitable for open access. In order to
avoid the necessity of defensively precluding access to all sensitive material – an
option that would defeat the short to mid-term purpose of the archive – several
graded levels of access to data must be defined and managed. Models of how this
can be done have already been developed (e.g., Imeri and Sterzer 2018; Sterzer et
al. 2018) and implemented (e.g., at the Qualiservice research data center15 ). In eda’s
case, this will have to be done at the level of the PHAIDRA repository which does not
yet offer the necessary functionality. In addition, it will also require some amount
of staff resources to manage access. But this will be an important and necessary
step to increase the relevance of the archive.
The second problem concerns the need for standardization of metadata, and
particularly the lack of controlled vocabularies, such as thesauri. This is now widely
perceived as a pressing issue with major ethical implications, given that established terms, categories and names often stem from colonial situations, contain
assumptions of cultural stability that fail to reflect dynamic processes of change
and redefinition, or even carry racist and pejorative connotations. Activities to improve this situation are taking place in various contexts, e.g., in the project GND
for Cultural Data (GND4C) (DNB 2019). We are in touch with some of these activities, e.g., a project currently under way at the Fachinformationsdienst Sozial- und
Kulturanthropologie.16 We are also planning a compact model project concerning a
subcollection of annotated photographs from the departmental ethnographic collection made by Friedrich Dörbeck during the Hydrographic Expedition to Siberia
(1902–12).17 Taking this material as an example, we intend to evaluate metadata,
descriptive terms, ethnonyms etc. and compare them with existing thesauri and
technical terminology in collaboration with partners in the region.
This project will allow us to demonstrate existing issues in specific detail and
suggest solutions. It will also serve as an exercise in trying to involve research subjects or their descendants, regional experts and others close to the field in the processes of describing and contextualizing data objects – an important aim for our
future activities, as recommended by Corsín Jiménez (2018, 4) and others.
15
16
17

See note 12.
https://www.evifa.de/de/ueber-uns/fid-projekte/gemeinsame-normendatei-gnd.
https://phaidra.univie.ac.at/detail/o:1165511.
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As a logical extension of the ethnographic approach, the use of collaborative
methods of knowledge production in order to make sense of objects and information items have increasingly been put into practice in recent years (for a museumbased example, see Scholz 2017a; 2017b). The question of re-contextualizing data
and objects through collaboration and of what might be termed Indigenous metadata bring up a third problem area with even more far-reaching challenges than
those just mentioned. It is related to the insight in anthropology and beyond that
there is no pure, non-situated knowledge. All knowledge is socially and culturally
positioned and serves specific interests. Positionalities and interests are diverse
and embedded in relations of power and, often, injustice. Based on such a perspective, Indigenous communities have increasingly begun to claim control over
knowledge relating to themselves. Much of this debate revolves around the notion
of Indigenous Data Sovereignty (IDS) (Kukutai and Taylor 2016; Walter et al. 2021),
i.e. “the right of Indigenous peoples to govern the collection, ownership, and application of data about Indigenous communities, peoples, lands, and resources”
(Rainie et al. 2019, 301).
The IDS advocacy and activism movement recently proposed the “CARE Principles for Indigenous Data Governance” to complement the FAIR Principles (RDA
IG 2019; Carroll et al. 2020). They aim to exploit the momentum of the Open Data
movement to further IDS while simultaneously addressing some of its issues as
seen from Indigenous perspectives. CARE stands for “Collective Benefit, Authority
to Control, Responsibility, and Ethics” (RDA IG 2019). While Open Data agendas,
including the FAIR Principles, typically argue in terms of abstract advantages for
science and society in the singular, the CARE Principles stress interests of and
benefits for specific communities, acknowledging the “power differentials and historical contexts” that are ignored in the Open Data discourse (RDA IG 2019).
With its focus on communities, collective benefit and diversity, the IDS movement provides a significant and important corrective to the individualist assumptions dominating much of the debate on Open Data and Research Data Management, e.g., its understanding of ethics. At the same time, however, the simplistic dichotomy of “Indigenous” and “mainstream” principles or values employed by
some of its main proponents (e.g., Carroll et al. 2020) risks reproducing modernist
dualisms, glossing over the diversity within and between Indigenous communities
which may manifest itself in equally diverse interests.
Nevertheless, these and other forms of claims to control over knowledge by
those being researched18 are important and productive from an ethnographic perspective. The questions they raise are not only challenging but also enriching for
18

E.g., the “Traditional Knowledge Labels” aiming to define “attribution, access, and use rights
for Indigenous cultural heritage” according to community-specific understanding and values
(https://localcontexts.org/), which cannot be discussed here for reasons of space.
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initiatives such as eda when it comes to elaborating and defining the categories of
data ownership, control, access, and licensing.

Conclusion
The main assumption underlying eda’s activities is that ethnographic data constitute historically situated representations of aspects of a world in flux. As such they
do have a value beyond the primary research context and should be preserved and
shared. However, the dialogic character of ethnography and the access ethnographers gain to personal life-worlds raise important issues around confidentiality,
privacy, and reciprocity.
The management and archiving of ethnographic research data is a highly dynamic field with many challenges and contradictions. Such contradictions cannot
be resolved on the level of principles. Nevertheless, it is possible to find pragmatic
but ethically sound compromises that enable us to archive and share (with various forms of restrictions) ethnographic data without harming our research subjects. After all, the situation is not unlike the challenges that arise in the process
of ethnographic writing and publishing – challenges for which we routinely find
pragmatic single-case solutions.
However, these inherent tensions require additional measures that eda will have
to deal with in the future, and before archiving more sensitive data. In order to
strengthen the collaborative aspect of data management, we need models of, and
experiences with, the integration of research subjects into all steps of the archiving
process. Finally, in order to attain our goal of developing a comprehensive research
data management strategy for anthropology and related fields, we must engage
with current data practices in research. All of this is difficult to accomplish with
the current limited staff. Nevertheless, as a small initiative and in a field where the
questions still clearly outweigh the solutions, we feel that we have already achieved
a lot.
Peter Pels suggests there is more than one “reason to consider social science
data as indigenous or global heritage” (Pels 2018, 3). In this perspective the preservation and sharing of ethnographic data is an ethical obligation. In a similar stance,
the American Anthropological Association lists as one of the main ethical principles for anthropologists to “protect and preserve [their] records” (AAA 2012). In a
collaborative and dialogic understanding of ethnography, this logically entails the
inclusion of research subjects and their communities in the process in order to
safeguard data that comply with both FAIR and CARE Principles for the benefit of
all interested parties.
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Designing a Data Story:
An Innovative Approach for the Selective Care
of Qualitative and Ethnographic Data
Gaia Mosconi, Helena Karasti, Dave Randall and Volkmar Pipek

In this chapter, we present an explorative design concept for the sharing and reuse
of qualitative-ethnographic data, that we call Data Story, which is inspired by data
storytelling principles. Recent critics of data science have pointed to the need for
a contextual approach to data, one which reflects the view that “data doesn’t speak
for itself, it needs a storyteller” (Duarte 2019, 5). However, approaches to data storytelling have hitherto mainly been contingent on the deployment and use of quantitative and statistical data. Our contribution suggests that considerable benefit
might result from the use of new tools and methodologies inspired by data storytelling principles for qualitative data as well. We believe this approach has the
potential to advance the Open Science agenda at large, which remains some way
from realization, especially so for Humanities and Social Sciences (HSS) and for
those researchers applying qualitative and ethnographic methods (Mosconi et al.
2019).
Policies that demand or encourage the release of data are predicated on the
assumption that others will find the data useful and that data will thus be reused
(Borgman 2012), but there is evidence indicating that secondary use of data is not
yet an established practice (Borgman 2012; Bishop 2012, 2014; Mannheimer et al.
2019; Corti 2013). In our view, to make qualitative research data reusable means
that, in addition to formats, (metadata) standards and licenses, we must pay attention to the practices of creating, structuring, analyzing, and interpreting data
(Mosconi et al. 2019; Feger et al. 2020). In order to foreground this largely invisible work as a form of data care, we developed the concept of a Data Story and
argue, along with Bellacasa (2011), that care is a useful conceptual anchor for this
work specifically because it concerns itself with the “politics of knowledge.” Caring
is conceived of as entailing concern for the three dimensions of “labor/work, affect/affections, ethics/politics.” Moreover, caring is interpreted as an act of doing
and as a relational act of thinking-with data (Bellacasa, 2012). Our concept aligns
with this insight, and in fact the Data Story supports collaborative mechanisms for
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narration around data snippets that are situated at the center of its design. With it
we propose the idea of data curation as an act of selective care that is foregrounded
in the interface design.
The purpose of creating a Data Story is to provide a solution for the curation
and sharing of data as it is expected by major funding agencies and institutions.
In fact, this demand is seldom met in practice, and there aren’t any tools available
yet that clearly support this additional work of caring for the reusability of data
(Mosconi et al. 2019). Therefore, with the Data Story concept, we wish to fill this
gap. With our design, we aim to support researchers who do empirical work in
organizing the data they care about and make explicit the context. In doing so, we
hope to make easier the curation and sharing of qualitative and ethnographic data
on the one hand, and the potential reuse by other researchers on the other hand.
Software implementations of the Data Story concept will provide researchers with
guides and templates supporting them to build stories around the most relevant
data they have collected while at the same time envisioning a potential audience.
We speculate on how this concept could potentially become a recognized publication format to be promoted in different collaborative data infrastructures or digital
databases. In this way, researchers will have the opportunity to get recognition for
this unrewarded and invisible work.
Our research concerns itself with the question: How can we best describe
qualitative-ethnographic research data practices while respecting epistemological,
methodological, and ethical challenges, in order to facilitate data sharing? Data
Story, as an exploratory conceptual design solution, is an attempt to give an answer
to this question. With it we wish to contribute to the international debate around
Open Science, and encourage further engagement in such matters by scholars
from various disciplines interested in the issues of openness and data care.
This chapter brings together various streams of literature on Critical Data Studies
(Dalton and Thatcher 2014; Dalton, Taylor, and Thatcher 2016; Kitchin 2021), data
curation and sharing of qualitative-ethnographic work (Bishop 2012, 2014; Corti 2013;
Tsai et al. 2016; Treloar and Harboe-Ree 2008, Irwin 2013) and finally data storytelling (Duarte 2019, Knaflic 2015; Ojo, and Heravi 2018). Against the background of
the outlined literature, we conducted empirical work and gained practical experiences within a research infrastructure project (INF) in which we engaged in formal and informal conversations with researchers working with qualitative-ethnographic data. Finally, we outline the exploratory design concept, Data Story, and
discuss the act of selective care it affords.

Designing a Data Story

Data as Matter of Care
As Dourish and Gómez have pointed out: “Data makes sense only to the extent that
we have frames for making sense of it, and the difference between a productive
data analysis and a random-number generator is a narrative account of the meaningfulness of their outputs” (2018, 8). The arrival of Big Data has been a motivating
force for what is termed Critical Data Studies (Dalton and Thatcher 2014; Iliadis
and Russo 2016). As Kitchin and Lauriault (2014) point out, critical data studies
are largely concerned with questions about the nature of data: how they are being produced, organized, analyzed, and employed, and how best to make sense of
them and the work they do, occasioned by a step change in the production and
employment of data. The principal force of a critical approach, then, lies in the
recognition that political, social, ethical, organizational, and economic elements
shape data management as much as technical problems in much the way Bellacasa
(2011) suggests in her critique of technoscience. As Bowker (2005) suggested:
We need to open a discourse – where there is no effective discourse now – about
the varying temporalities, spatialities and materialities that we might represent
in our databases, with a view to designing for maximum flexibility and allowing
as much as possible for an emergent polyphony and polychrony. Raw data is both
an oxymoron and a bad idea; to the contrary, data should be cooked with care.
(Bowker 2005, 184)
Thomer and Wickett (2020) further demonstrate the point through an analysis of
the various material forms that the database can take, arguing that “‘best practices’ for data management are in tension with the realities and priorities of scientific data production,” and “understanding pluralism in data practices is crucial
to supporting the needs of those traditionally marginalized by information technologies—whether in their personal or disciplinary identity” (Thomer and Wickett
2020, 3). Curating for data work as a pluralistic and contextual endeavor has, as
yet, not been fully realized.

Challenges for Qualitative Data Sharing
Data sharing and consequently data reuse have been extensively addressed (Heaton
2008; van den Berg 2008; Faniel and Jacobsen 2010). The vast part of the literature,
however, deals with practices embedded in the natural and applied sciences. Our
matter of care, however, is the additional complexity entailed in the management
of qualitative data, where most of the challenges can be characterized as epistemological, methodological, and ethical in nature. For qualitative data, paying attention
to the context of their collection and possible re-use becomes an overarching con-
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cern. However, what context is, and how to describe it, is non-trivial (Moore 2006).
Context determines whether something can be viewed as data or metadata and
the “degree to which those contexts and meanings can be represented influences
its transferability” (Borgman et al. 2018). Data loses meaning when removed from
the original contexts, packaged in repositories, and disengaged from the knowledge and expertise of the researchers who performed the study (Walters 2009).
When dealing with qualitative data we need to recognize the essentially reflexive
character of data and that it is often rich with personal content (Tsai et al. 2016).
Ethnographic approaches are generally based on a relationship of trust between
researchers and participants, often in sensitive domains. This leads us to a consideration of the ethical challenges, where protecting the privacy of participants
typically is one of the central aims (for more details see contribution by Kraus and
Eberhard in this volume, and Eberhard and Kraus 2018).
Other challenges related to describing and preparing these types of data for
sharing are: the lack of clear standards (Tsai et al. 2016; Antes et al. 2018) which
are difficult to identify due to the heterogeneous nature and idiosyncrasy of researchers’ data practices; not knowing how one might access and use the data in
the future and for which purposes (Broom, Cheshire, and Emmison 2009); and finally time constraints where “the burden of organizing qualitative data for inspection or reuse could easily exceed the work of writing the manuscript itself” (Tsai
et al. 2016, 5). As we shall see below, data storytelling provides us with inspiration
as to how to best design for the curation and sharing of these types of data while
addressing some of these complex issues.

Data Storytelling: Guiding Principles
The social sciences and humanities have long stressed the role that narrative plays
in human life, in education and in research. As Game and Metcalfe argue:
Research is always an interpretative process that involves conversations and storytelling, though the research framework traditionally applies other names such
as aims, methods and conclusions. Research conventions are a particular form of
storytelling that allows sociologists and historians “to tell stories as if they weren’t’
storytellers.” (1996, 65)
Social scientists tell stories for a range of different purposes. In doing so, they attempt to contextualize the “data” that they work with. They do so largely for analytic
purposes. In relation to this, and to return to the question of what context is and
how to describe it, there is a difference between context as an analytic construct –
something that researchers, curators, etc. define – and something that emerges in
and is enacted by the work of the participants. Put simply, context in this view has
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no existence outside of the way in which it is ongoingly constructed by participants
to an activity. Data, in other words, is a process of enactment. Digital storytelling,
we want to argue, is a useful means to reconstruct what has previously been constructed or enacted.
Digital storytelling describes the practice of everyday professionals and organizations who make use of digital tools in order to tell a story. Digital stories can
stimulate emotional responses in recipients and potentially offer interactive elements. Storytelling approaches have been applied to several fields: therapy, education, arts and culture, management and business, among others (Barrett 2006; De
Vecchi et. al 2016; Yuksel 2011; Restrepo and Davis 2003; Denning 2006). In the last
decade, however, due to the advent of Big Data and the “data revolution” (Kitchin
2014), western economies and governments are becoming progressively more datadriven, and therefore we have seen growing contributions and approaches focusing specifically on Data Storytelling (Duarte 2019; Knaflic 2015; Ojo and Heravi 2018).
The main argument being made is that to understand and use data effectively, data
needs to communicate a clear message (a narrative) and speak a human language
to allow us to make sense of data (data sense making) and the reasons why it is
presented (reconstructed) the way it is.

Figure 1: Main principles of Data Storytelling.

Source: https://www.nugit.co/what-is-data-storytelling/

As shown in the picture, three main principles summarize what data storytelling is about and how to achieve it: 1) explaining the context; 2) identifying a
coherent narrative; 3) working on effective visualization. In data storytelling, the
second principle, narration, is a crucial element. A narrative can, additionally, have
emotional elements. A story has a beginning and an end, it has a goal, sometimes
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a moral, and, obviously, a story has an audience. Narrative helps to “share norms
and values, develop trust and commitment, share tacit knowledge, facilitate unlearning, and generate emotional connections” (Soule and Wilson 2002). The third
principle is related to effective visuals. As Lee et al. (2015) suggest, relatively little attention has been paid in the visualization literature to the ways in which the stories
in question are actually crafted.
To conclude, the concept of a Data Story for qualitative research data, as proposed here, combines all three affordances of data storytelling identified in the
literature: a) it offers researchers an opportunity to provide contextual information to their collected data, b) it employs a narrative structure to demonstrate its
analytical potential, c) and it allows for the integration of visual elements.

Background and Approach
Our research takes place in a research infrastructure project (INF), connected to the
Collaborative Research Centre (CRC) “Media of Cooperation” funded by the DFG (in
English: German Research Foundation) since January 2016 and is currently ongoing. Our CRC is characterized by interdisciplinary cooperation across disciplines
and faculties, and most researchers apply qualitative and ethnographic methods.
Being tasked with providing suitable solutions for both ongoing research and longterm preservation as well as the sharing of materials with a wider public, the focus
of our project is on developing new RDM practices and infrastructures for qualitative-interpretative research contexts. Collaboration with the IT service provider of
the University – a partner of the project – has been going on since the beginning of
the funding period and this entailed interdisciplinary work with developers where
we worked on metadata structures, restructured database hierarchies and classification schemes. Drawing on insights from CSCW and socio-informatics (Wulf
et al. 2018), our project roots conceptual design and technology development itself
in qualitative and long-term situated research. Therefore, we engaged in participatory observations, semi-structured interviews and informal conversations with
CRC’s projects, where we particularly investigated data practices, salient Research
Data Management and data sharing issues that could inform our design.
The fieldwork we conducted as part of our infrastructural research was not
straightforward and unproblematic. Some researchers felt annoyed and irritated
by the work of our project. Its objectives were often met with indifference, questioned or overtly criticized on multiple occasions. In particular, metadata critiques
emerged repeatedly during fieldwork. Researchers we talked to struggled to understand the meaning and the applicability of metadata standards such as the Dublin
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Core1 which was often mentioned by the IT service provider as the existing metadata standard that researchers should use to describe data for long-term preservation (and potentially for data reuse). However, in practice, qualitative researchers
in particular lack familiarity with such standards and struggle to understand, or
fail to see the point of, its technical language.
The agenda of the funding agency and the institutional top-down narratives
around Research Data Management were not always matched by the immediate
and practical objectives of research teams. Nonetheless, our approach was dialogic. Through interviews, observations and informal conversations we oriented
reflexively to the often conflicting viewpoints expressed. We questioned design solutions, discussed current or new practices and the connection between the two in
relation to design possibilities. As Schön (1983) pointed out, “design, in practice, is
not a linear process.” This pragmatic-reflexive approach led us to consider the need
to embrace narrative as a focus for our deliberations in relation to data. The idea
developed into what we call Data Story here which came about gradually after reflecting over a long period of time with local research groups. Their own narratives
regarding data sharing and related challenges inspired the approach we describe.
This led us to envision a system in which the showcasing of data snippets (or data
nuggets) could potentially support the organization, curation and eventually sharing and reuse of research data, and therefore allow to meet the expectations of the
funding body.
In the next section, we explain the major insights which led to the Data Story
concept. We do so by grounding the concept in researchers’ practices where storytelling emerges as an integral part of (collaborative) analytical work with qualitative
data and therefore synergetic with these types of research approaches.

Grounding the Concept in Practices
The conceptualization of a Data Story gradually emerged during fieldwork, especially in our interaction via observations and interviews with researchers. Over
three years, we paid particular attention to situations in which (informal) data sharing practices took place, and we observed how qualitative-ethnographic data was
analyzed, collaboratively discussed, and represented with the support of (digital)
media.
We began to notice, for instance, the common practice in qualitative research
of sharing data snippets in collaborative analysis sessions with members of the same
project (but with different disciplinary backgrounds) and/or with researchers from
other projects. In these situations, snippets of anonymized data are often selected,
1

https://www.dublincore.org/specifications/dublin-core/dces/.
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enriched with context and sent to participants via email a few days before the analysis session. A narration or, if you will, a story which contextualizes the data is often
provided by the data collector in written form (i.e. as text), and/or in oral form at the
very beginning of the session. The piece of data in question then is often projected
in the room in order to guide the conversation and to promote interpretative work.
Through this collaborative practice, as Dourish and Cruz (2018) expressed it, data is
“put to work in particular contexts, sunk into narratives that give them shape and
meaning, and mobilized as part of broader processes of interpretation and meaning-making” (Dourish and Cruz 2018, 1). Data are not collected and analyzed in a
vacuum, but are always shaped, co-created, (partially) shared and narrated based
on the specific circumstances in which data are needed and “put to work.” Another
example is Rose, who said: “in our team we couldn’t really do very close readings of
the data together, due to lack of time and the overload of data we collected, so we
just selected a few data and sketches that we could talk about in order to collaboratively develop our thinking.” Her team developed “ad hoc” visualization techniques
around data snippets, as we might call it, in order to elicit a collaborative narrative
and which partly inspired our conceptual design.
Another researcher, Sophie, told us that direct access to data (even if partial)
could foster interdisciplinary collaboration and new research approaches: “sometimes you see a paper, but you do not realize all the kinds of data and fieldwork
that has been done, and if you look at the data then it makes you think of other
collaboration that you could have with this person.” In fact, Sophie had collaborated
with a social scientist in the past, but only after looking at some examples of ethnographic data was she capable of understanding what kinds of collaboration might
be possible and what research questions could be answered. But she also added
that “there aren’t really good solutions to represent and share ethnographic data
just yet” and “we had to share the data via email which obviously wasn’t ideal!” Another important element connected to data sharing and reuse is the messiness of
ethnographic work. The majority of researchers we talked to expressed discomfort
in sharing their qualitative data due to the “messiness” which often comes with
it. We noticed their need to have better tools and techniques that could support
the organization of the heterogenous data and the non-linear way of conducting
research typical of ethnographic work. The Data Story started to emerge then as a
form of digital data storyboarding to support collection, organization, collaboration, and data sense-making.
The above vignettes point to the way in which a storytelling approach to data
curation can be called into action, one which is more aligned with researchers’
practices, and as possible inspiration to organize the heterogeneous data and to
support collaborative data sense-making. In the following, we demonstrate how
the Data Story is envisaged to work by showing the design sketches of the low-
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fidelity prototype we have developed so far. We will then discuss more extensively
the idea of selective care that it affords.

The Data Story Process and its Components
This design concept is meant to be an organizing device in support of (collaborative)
storytelling practices as a major component of data analysis and sense making. By
engaging with its process and its interactive interface researchers will have the
opportunity to perform data curation practices resulting in selected data snippets.
In this way, we wish to make easier the sharing of these types of data on the one
hand, and the potential reuse by external researchers on the other hand.
The interface is organized into chapters to sort the shared data into sections
and better help in navigating through the story. The chapters sequence creates a
timeline of the actions, events, and decisions regarding the study being shared.
Each chapter might have multiple data snippets that help clarify the overall story.
Questions and tips are highlighted in the interface of each chapter to support reflexivity, elicit discussions and help researchers to construct their narrative. To exemplify the possibilities, we provide a possible structure with an initial overview
screen (0) followed by three main chapters for the story: (1) project set-up; (2) data
processing (with snippets of anonymized data), and (3) main findings. As mentioned before, each chapter provides a focused insight into the study conducted
but also it invites to make explicit the context and to define a coherent narrative.

(0) Overview Screen
In the overview screen, general information regarding the study will be given, like
the time frame and to which project it belongs (a single publication, a complete
research project, a PhD dissertation, and so on). Moreover, the authors can introduce themselves, their research institution, their contact information, etc. This is
needed to connect a Data Story with a specific researcher or research team (in order
to be publicly acknowledged, and possibly contacted).
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Figure 2: Data Story module overview: Figure 2.1 is the view of the author, 2.2 is the view of
the reader, and 2.3 is an overview of some of the included metadata

(1) The Project Set-Up Chapter
The project set-up chapter introduces the overall story outline, in order to provide an understandable context for the study. Information related to the research
field, topic, and research questions of the study, as well as methods used, a short
summary about the motivation and aim of the study can be included. Tips and
questions are highlighted in the interface in order to elicit reflexive thinking while
supporting data sense-making.

(2) The Data Processing Chapter
The data processing chapter encapsulates the actual data snippets. It also provides a
more detailed contextual narrative that explains important milestones in the data
collection and the analysis process. As with the project set-up chapter, the process
narrative is aimed at resolving common queries to support the sense making of the
shared data nuggets.
The chapter provides the possibility to create sub-sections which categorize
and group data, based on the data type, to ease navigation through it. It is advised
to create and fill the sub-sections with relevant data in a way that supports the
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storyline and sequence of the story. Moreover, this chapter creates a storyline by
ordering the created sub-sections sequentially. Authors of the stories will have the
ability to relocate the created sub-section if necessary by dragging it to the desired
location on the storyline.

Figure 3: Data processing chapter: Figure 3.1 shows the view of the story writer, 3.2 shows
the story from the reader’s view after publishing, 3.3 shows the interview sub-section.

The Data Story supports the sharing of different data formats. Some snippets
might be extracted from a text file and thus have a text format, e.g., interview
questions, transcripts, notes, etc. Other data snippets might take the shape of audio
or video files, presentations, posters, pictures, sketches, and design material, etc.
As in the chapter before, the author will be provided with a list of questions that
might add a better structure to the story and support the sense making of the
shared data as well as enrich the contextual layer.
As already mentioned, only selected and anonymized data will be displayed.
This is for three reasons: (1) facilitate the protection of the study participants and
avoid the disclosure of any private and sensitive information; (2) decrease data
overload by encouraging researchers to display only the most relevant pieces of
data; (3) time constraints: as it is not possible to provide a deliberate narrative, in
a relatively short time, that is rich of context to all the collected data of the study.
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(3) The Findings Chapter
Last but not least is the Findings chapter, where the narrative is brought to an
end and future visions can be explained. Any publications or material, citation
and review data can be included in this chapter. Again, guiding questions and tips
for contextualizing the chapter will be visible upfront and will help researchers in
structuring the information and narrative.

Supporting Processual Workflows: Plugin Solution
The Data Story aims to promote curation activities to be carried out as soon as possible, as close as possible to the data source, and in support of workflow. It is a proposal for embeddedness. In order to achieve this, the Data Story will be connected
to tools used routinely while collecting, analyzing and processing data. Therefore, a
plugin solution is envisioned. The plugin is to be connected to text editing software
like Microsoft Word, data analysis tools like MaxQDA, literature management tools
like Zotero, cloud storage tools like Sciebo2 or other tools that researchers routinely
use. As mentioned earlier, the idea is to provide the researchers the opportunity to
feed their Data Story with data at all times by creating such direct connections
between a collaborative research infrastructure already in use and the researcher’s
data storage. In other words, researchers can select key data pieces (text, file, etc.)
while organizing and analyzing their data, and send them to the Data story as data
snippets. Moreover, researchers will be given the chance to add annotations, descriptions, comments, and metadata that clarify the context of the chosen data.
The transferred data snippets can be previewed and further annotated via the interface.

Publishing: DOI and Accessibility Rights
Once researchers have completed their Data Story, and feel secure with the provided data and narrative, they will be able to publish it. A DOI (Digital Object
Identifier) can also be (automatically) assigned to the Data Story (see figure 4, blue
highlight). We envision a new practice that could emerge from this: the DOI link of
the Data Story web-interface might be promoted in papers where potential collaborators or interested parties could see additional data. Moreover, share links will
be (automatically) generated for single data entries to indicate a clear reference to
a specific data snippet.
2

Info on Sciebo: https://hochschulcloud.nrw/en/index.html.
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Researchers can share parts of the data with some recipients and some other
parts with some other audience using the same Data Story. This is facilitated by different accessibility rights provided in the Data Story for each data snippet added in
the storyline. Taking inspiration from Jones et al. (2018) we considered the following accessibility rights: open, restricted, controlled, and closed (these categories
can be assigned to the whole Data Story, or to specific data snippets). The accessibility right Open means that data is available to be accessed by anyone; Restricted
means to be accessed by some specific audience; Controlled, means that the author has to grant permission to access it after assessing the request. Lastly, Closed
means “data deposit and citation exist for archival purposes but no data are currently available (could be embargoed until publication of results, change in sensitive situation, death of a participant, or certain duration of time from collection)”
(Jones et al. 2018, 21). Figure 4 highlights how accessibility rights will be shown in
the design (highlighted in yellow).

Figure 4: Visual of metadata, tags, DOI, data snippet and the story (Purple: tags, Red:
Story. Orange: Data Snippets, Blue: DOI, Green: Metadata, Yellow: access rights)

In our view, the Data Story should be promoted as a new publication format
that is centered around relevant data points. Data Stories can act as an intermediate format between a larger dataset to be stored and secured in long-term archives
and the official publications (paper, books etc.). Data Story could offer insights into
the content of a dataset but also offering some reflections on the data that might
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not be part of the final publications. By promoting a Data Story as a new publication format that can be cited, researchers will have the incentives to actually engage
with this type of work and get rewarded for this additional effort. For being a Data
Story an additional step is important so that researchers will get compensated for
this work. By envisioning an accessible open link, Data Stories can circulate freely
through the web, and can act as entry points for engagement with the data that
have been collected.
We are planning to implement this design in a collaborative research infrastructure, called Research-hub, that is already in use in our research center. However, we believe this design with its modular and customizable characteristics has
the potential to be integrated as interface layer of any other (collaborative) data
infrastructure or digital database.

Data Story as an Act of Selective Care
Above, we have described an approach, inspired by storytelling insights and designed to support a workflow for the organization, curation and sharing of data
which can be used in conjunction with more standard approaches and data descriptions (i.e. metadata). The purpose of creating the Data Story is to provide all
those with an interest in the possible uses of data with an easy way to access and
understand how a data collection was assembled and the reasons for it. This, we
do by supporting researchers who collected the data in the first place to envision a
possible audience and to make the context of their work explicit, using both metadata and a narrative. So, this design concept is meant to be an organizing device
in support of (collaborative) storytelling practices as a major component of data
analysis and sense making. As we have seen, however, complex issues intervene.
They include the nature of the work, ethical concerns, and the reflexive nature of
the engagement with data, all of which have methodological and epistemological
consequences.
We take on board the injunction of van Es and Schäfer that, “[r]ather than import questions and methods from the hard sciences, we must develop our own
approaches and sensitivities in working with data that will reflect the humanities’
traditions” (2017, 16). The authors here include a call for action, inviting humanities scholars to develop their own research questions and methods to stay consistent with their epistemological positions. We have shown how we might translate
these ideas to the field of Research Data Management and curation. If solutions to
data sharing and curation need to be found, as expected and demanded by funding agencies, then we argue, those technical solutions, tools or infrastructures will
need to embrace and embed in the design cultural values, methodological practices
and epistemological understandings of the communities they are designed for. In
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doing so, we again connect to the concept of care as pushed forward by Bellacasa
(2011): “… representing matters of fact and sociotechnical assemblages as matters
of care is to intervene in the articulation of ethically and politically demanding
issues. The point is not only to expose or reveal invisible labors of care, but also
to generate care” (Bellacasa 2011, 94). We discuss below two lines of argument in
which we explicit how the Data Story reveals the invisible labor of data care while
at the same time generating care for both the data producer and the data re-user.

Complementing Metadata Standards with a Story
As we have seen, it is now accepted that context is critical to our understanding of
data (Borgman 2015; Carlson and Anderson, 2007) as a representational mechanism
bridging data producers and data re-users. Within the Research Data Management
domain this contextual role is typically assigned to metadata standards and data
descriptions. Formal and standardized metadata such as the Dublin Core or the
Data Documentation Initiative (DDI) assume not only a contextual role but also, it
is claimed, are essential for the discovery, comprehension, and reuse of data. Metadata are often interpreted as the “bridges” because they can, in principle, convey
the information essential for discovery and secondary analysis: “secondary users
must rely on the amount of formal metadata that travels along with the data in
order to exploit their full potential.” (Ryssevik, 2021). However, and as is evidenced
both in our own practical experiences with researchers and in Feger et al. (2020),
cleaning the data, and filling metadata requirements is a quite tedious and rather
technical practice. The inherent difficulties, along with the fact that researchers do
not see this as their primary purpose, means it is frequently poorly done or not
done at all. Moreover, analysts of qualitative data often do not have enough time
to fully explore their data given the richness and the amount of the data in question (Fielding and Fielding, 2000; Yoon 2014). Therefore, the Data Story provides
the opportunity to display only selected data snippets and narrate them coherently.
This we argue could potentially make it easier for a researcher interested in certain
data sets to understand how the data collection and analysis came about. At the
same time, the researcher(s) who collected the data is supported in explaining the
whole data process, displaying what, for them, is the most important aspect in the
data and envisioning a potential re-user.
The Data Story interface makes visible the act of care by articulating the tasks
of data care needed in order to organize the data, retrieve them, present them,
share them, and possibly reuse them. In fact, it provides every chapter with the
option to annotate, tag and add metadata. The Data Story suggests metadata (i.e.:
the Dublin Core or DDI) as the standards source for elements set. They can, however, be adapted quickly and added as new folksonomy. In this way, metadata are
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treated as “living things” that can grow and develop based on a bottom-up understanding. As mentioned earlier, the Data Story invests noticeable effort in bringing
the data and its metadata together by integrating many of the important metadata
fields in its interface in a way that makes metadata an important pillar of the story
narrative and driver of discussions. It promotes data literacy and awareness, as it
is an opportunity for researchers to learn about the role of metadata but also put
it into question and adapt it to their needs.
With our contribution, we complement the role that formal data descriptions
(metadata) bring to the table when they are provided, and suggest an alternative
when they are not, depending on the institutional investment in data curation. By
focusing on narrative as an organizational layer and as a useful method to make
explicit the context, we aim to make the interpretative work – essential to make use
of data – less onerous for both parties: data producer(s) and data re-user(s). Stories, then, can serve a further purpose, that of inviting re-users to reflect on what
messages can be found in the data, what questions can be evoked and answered,
and what uses the data can be put to. The Data Story is then a complementary organizing layer – flexible, culturally, collaborative and context sensitive – that can
be added to the formal and structured way of organizing and preserving data. Finally, by promoting the Data Story as a possible intermediate publication format,
we allow researchers to get rewarded for this additional step and we show care for
their additional curation work.

Designing for Situated Data
That knowledge is situated is hardly a discovery by now and, indeed, has been a
central tenet of the sociology of knowledge at least since Mannheim (1936). It can
be traced through the work of, for instance, Vygotsky (1980), Garfinkel (1967) and
many others, but has been reinvigorated in practice-oriented thinking (see e.g.,
Randall et al. 2018) and in feminist standpoint theory (Haraway 1991; D’Ignazio
and Klein 2020). Critical Data Studies (Dalton and Thatcher 2014; Dalton, Taylor,
and Thatcher 2016; Kitchin 2021) draws on these insights to address “the situated,
partial, and constitutive character of knowledge production” (Drucker 2011, 2), in
order to show how the meaning of data is derived from its context of production
and use. This is particularly true for qualitative data because qualitative research
is characterized as an “insider activity” (Mauthner et al. 1998), its knowledge “is
highly contextual and experience dependent” (Niu and Hedstrom 2008), its practice uses “the self … as the primary instrument of knowing” (Ortner 2006), and it
involves interpretation and subjectivities not concrete (or transportable) enough
for information to be documented and reused in its entirety (Broom, Cheshire,
and Emmison 2009).
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Kitchin (2021) suggests that, for all datasets, “we tell stories about data, and stories with data, in which there are inherent politics at play in how they are discursively figured” (Kitchin 2021, 5). D’Ignazio and Klein in their book Data Feminism
(2020) also pose interesting questions such as, “How can we use data to remake the
world? […] or, more precisely, whose information needs to become data before it
can be considered as fact and acted upon?” (D’Ignazio and Klein 2020, 36). Embracing the partiality and situatedness of data means designing with these questions
in mind, to question what is data, what is metadata, how do we construct facts
and information, how are they disseminated, how they get curated and shared. In
this way, the Data Story concept engages in “politics of knowledge” (Bellacasa 2011).
Our design helps to address the questions raised above and tries to give some answers applied to the context of curation and data sharing. With our design, we
wish to support pluralism in research data (management) practices, embrace situated knowledge, without excluding data collection efforts which might not fit neatly
into current standards and categories.
Concerning the issue of reuse, the question is how does the Data Story provide
a narrative which can not only contextualize the production of the data but also
render it relevant for the re-user. Of course, there is not, and cannot be, any simple
answer to such a question, for the value of data in reuse will depend as much on
the reasons for reuse as it does on the reasons for its production. Nevertheless,
the Data Story can do a number of useful things (bearing in mind that it is a complement to, and not a replacement for, established metadata schemes). Firstly, and
most obviously, it renders certain features of the data more visible which otherwise
would not be (at least immediately) the case. The proposed three-chapters structure affords a number of data relevancies and highlight specific data points. Thus,
the project set-up might tell the re-user why the data exists in the first place, what
value it is believed to add to existing knowledge, information about the disciplinary
origins of researchers (and possibly the backgrounds of participants). The data processing section affords snippets which go some way to answering the queries that
re-users may have about methods adopted, the amount of data and its formats,
examples of the data in question, and so on. The findings section provides a link
from the snippets to results, enabling judgements about accuracy, reliability and
validity to be made, literature deemed to be relevant to the researchers, reviews of
the work, and so on. Overall, it offers the possibility of comparison with the aims
that re-users might have, the options they may have with regard to methods and
forms of analysis, insights into the kinds of questions and answers embedded in
the data, insights into the number and type of people they may wish to engage
with, and even suggest options for future progress.
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Conclusion
Organizing, communicating, and understanding data are crucial issues of our
modern “datafied society” (van Es and Schäfer 2017). Yet, in our digital world it is
not always clear what data are, how best to make sense of them, and what is at
stake (Kitchin 2021, 1). With our design concept of the Data Story, we aim at fostering exchange around data storytelling which should not be limited to quantitative
data, data visualizations, infographics, statistics, and standard approaches, but
should embrace a plurality of data practices and approaches.
Bellacasa (2012) argued: “We cannot possibly care for everything, not everything
can count in a world, not everything is relevant in a world…” (Bellacasa 2012, 204).
For this reason, the Data Story aims at showcasing only anonymized data snippets
(such as interview excerpts, pictures, videos, sketches or any other relevant material) that researchers are encouraged to select based on the relevance for their
own research findings and for an envisioned audience i.e. what they care about.
This act of selective care is organized along a timeline and enhanced with storytelling practices (in oral and written form). STS scholars have already demonstrated
how formal data descriptions wrapped in informal descriptions might increase the
usefulness of the data (Bowker and Star 1999). The Data Story concept embraces
this insight. In fact, it integrates traditional metadata standards but also allows
the creation of bottom-up folksonomies. Metadata elements, folksonomy and data
snippets are then visualized and glued together, enriched and situated with the addition of a storyline. In this way, Data Story brings the invisible work of data care
to the forefront, it promotes data awareness and reflexivity, and calls for making
visible (and supporting) curation activities, its concerns, technicalities, and specificities while articulating workflows and processes for collaborative activities. In
all, the notion of care and more specifically how selective caring (or caring about
caring) provide a conceptual anchor for a range of issues that have hitherto been
only addressed in very limited ways. The Data Story, we suggest, is an explorable
avenue for more sophisticated approaches to data management and reuse.
Funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG, German Research Foundation) –
Project-ID 262513311 – SFB 1187 “Media of Cooperation”.
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IV: Datafied Mobilities

Mediating Affective Atmospheres
through Public Wifi Infrastructure
Nathaniel O’Grady

Amongst the increasingly complex rubric used to articulate the imbrication of digital media in contemporary culture, the idea of a praxeology of data is one that, for
me at least, is particularly compelling. When I was first told about the scope of this
edited collection, the notion of praxis immediately evoked two overlapping points
of reference. On the one hand, it encapsulated those actions whose accumulated
re-occurrence proves constitutive of the routines and rituals that collectively shape
and actively remake the shifting contours of lived reality in which data-based devices are evermore anchored. But on the other, it steered my attention towards the
knowledges, logics and forms of sense-making enrolled into and emanating from
the sites where digital media seep into these routines; allowing for rumination on
how such media are generative of new ontologies of everyday life.
In this chapter, I read the infusion of data-based technologies into this twoheaded rendition of praxis by tracing its expression through, and imprint upon,
affective life and the emergence of atmospheres that are coextensive to these affects. Whilst affect refers to embodied forms of responsivity, and perhaps consequently some liminal form of sense-making, that are in continual negotiation between bodies and the wider ecologies they inhabit, atmospheres address how such
affects hold in the air: existing in tension as collective feelings, vibes or moods
that reverberate through space. Our complicity in such atmospheres reflects our
capacity to affect and be affected. We actively contribute to atmospheres, but only
through the potential that they unlock and activate for us. Contingent upon the
myriad relations that make them up, affects and atmospheres are fluid; being continually made and remade amidst the flux of life.
Bearing ramifications for debates pertinent especially to new media studies,
affects and atmospheres are, as Ben Anderson writes, “always already mediated”
(Anderson 2014,13). During their invocation, affects reveal their inscription with
the trace of the happenings that have preceded them. Affects are shaped by history whilst simultaneously operating as vessels for the sublimation of history into
a present. Important for me in this chapter is that, if affects are said to express mediation, we see the heterogeneity of things that act as media too. Rather than solely
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referring to data-based devices, a more miscellaneous array of things will mediate
the provocation of collective embodied moments in space. Discarded rubbish in a
park, sticky floors on a train platform, the smell of baking bread, steam rushing
forth from extraction pipes and an endless litany of other things might play their
part in mediating affective experiences of space. And in a book about data and
praxis, this intersectional and de-centered understanding of mediation allows us
to consider digital devices not as isolated entities that mediate. Instead it focuses
our attention on how such devices work in concert with a vast array of other things
to figure within and actively help to modulate affective atmospheres that, albeit
fleetingly, infiltrate, punctuate and surround the space-times of collective life.
I want to understand the political stakes where mediation is so defined, inquiring after how the curation of affective atmospheres via data practices is mobilized
within, and indicative of, emergent forms of governance. To be more specific, I
want to focus my attention on how digital devices penetrate situations and cultivate new practices therein that are based on an array of sensorial compulsions
in pursuit of certain ends, guided by certain interests. Such technologies appear
here as agents in what Brian Massumi has evoked as an “ecology of powers” (Massumi 2009, 173) that allows us to see the mediation of broader atmospheres via data
practices as executed through an apparatus of power that seeks to “blend in with
chaotic backgrounds” (2009, 153) where it operates. Across ecologies, the exercise
of power is diffuse, taking place amongst an inchoate backdrop rather than being
center-stage. Here is a modality of power that nudges across myriad sites both
moving and static rather than dictating from a centralized position. This blending
and dispersal, however, affords ecological power a temporality too, one in which
those governing “must remain operationally open to unknowns and catch non-linear transversal phenomena” (2009, 154), seeking to adapt to the indeterminate swirl
of the bodies and moods it vibrates through.
Whilst providing important precedents for considering how data practices furrow into atmospheres, recoding their affective intensity, an ecology of powers instigates careful re-appraisal of how perception, a key facet of affective life, figures in
data practices oriented towards political ends. Perception addresses a whole manner of faculties used to sense surroundings. In some accounts, such sense-making
is understood to be enacted on the basis of a cut that dichotomizes experience into
binaries; of the imperceptible from the perceptible, say, or the visible from the invisible. But in this chapter I want instead to follow the path laid by Jenny Edkins
in her traversal of such binaries (2019). An example of such a moment, according
to Edkins, is the tension stoked between absence and presence in cases of missing
people. Even though physical bodies may be categorized and treated in absentia, in
other ways that person continues to imprint on spaces through sites they inhabited, objects that represent them or the memories of others. Even in their supposed
absence, then, people remain present. Expanding this line of thinking and in con-
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trast to some accounts (van Es and De Langa 2020), the vocabulary of affect and
atmospheres enables a rethinking of the materiality of data in relation to the lived
experience of urban life. The handprint that data practices leave in cultivating and
modulating atmospheres do not conform to the language of perceptible/imperceptible, visible/invisible, absence/presence and so forth. Data-mediated atmospheres
are, from the perspective of our bodily immersion within them, experienced on a
precipice; constantly oscillating and undulating in their variance of intensity. Atmospheres will at one moment be strongly felt and, at another, hum lightly in the
background. But never are they entirely evacuated from our collective sensorium. 1

LinkNYC as Wifi Atmospherics
These conceptual reflections were provoked through research into LinkNYC: a public wifi infrastructure that has taken root and grown throughout New York City in
recent years. An attempt to deliver on Mayor Bill De Blasio’s 2012 pledge to widen
access to the internet, the infrastructure is being developed through ongoing coordination between several public offices in New York and a conglomerate of forprofit companies that have taken CityBridge as their collective moniker for the
project. The infrastructure supplies millions of denizens and tourists alike with
a wifi connection that does not cost cash money, usually through their personal
smartphones. In exchange, various sorts of data, outlined later, are extracted from
users.
Like all infrastructure, Link is an assemblage composed of a litany of different
agential materialities that entangle with one another in complex, and at times unpredictable, ways; serving different purposes. And with time these material forces
have enveloped further still into the broader myriad constituents of urban milieus.
The most visible manifestation of Link comes in the form of 10-foot kiosks that,
in some parts of the city, stand at 150-metre intervals from one another up, down
and across city blocks (see figure 1). These kiosks contain a tablet on which a limited
number of web-based services can be accessed immediately. On either side of these
kiosks are 55-inch screens displaying a catalogue of ever-changing adverts and a
1

Perhaps such an endless perceptivity is implied more widely by the technological changes
that have accrued in recent years. In the smart city, reams of Big Data are constantly produced
through a network of devices collectively paving the way for computing that is ubiquitous and
cognition that is distributed. These are phenomena from which it is increasingly difficult to
disengage. Data practices thus open up to consideration how digital infrastructures infiltrate
and modulate affective atmospheres, steering their excess and ethereality towards certain
ends. In so doing, a mode of governance is enacted that is diffuse, that moves through the
spaces that atmospheres shroud and that possesses a certain dynamic: coming in and out of
different levels of perceptive intensity.
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few public announcements, related for instance to the dates of elections, community boards or emergencies (O’Grady 2021). But the further one furrows into its
operation, the more diverse its components appear. It relies on an abundance of
fiber optic cables running throughout the city. And of course, it incorporates human bodies, and the smartphones through which they connect to the internet, into
its daily life too.
How, then, might that work outlined on affect and atmospheres, along with its
reconceptualization of mediation and consequent effects for the perceptibility of
data practices, make sense of the life of this digital infrastructure? Extending this
question to its effects, what ramifications does it bear for our thinking about the
fraught junctures between data practices, the governance of space and the movements therein? Below, I explore the repertoire of data practices that emanate where
LinkNYC intersects with the broader corpus of people and things continually reshaping city life. Following these practices, I stay with the means through which
LinkNYC infiltrates experience in and of the city whilst making this experience
anew. As stated in strategic documents, it is by taking these experiences as its target that Link designers seek to make the infrastructure a so-called “native” element
of the metropolis’ quotidian. The chapter first expands on what it means for Link
to strive towards nativity across urban scenes and the practices inaugurated in an
attempt to reach this goal. In turn, I show how these practices invoke different
affective responses at discrete points within the multitude of flows taking place
through the city. These responses accumulate, becoming emblematic of the cultivation of new atmospheric conditions for urban experience, as mediated by data
practices and all they encounter.
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Figure 1: Example of a Link kiosk

Source: author’s picture

Going Native
By insisting on atmospheres as space-times that undulate through changing registers of perceptive intensity, I follow ongoing reappraisals of the relationship between perception and the processes of individuation that always accompany the exercise of governance (see Simondon 1992). The act of perceiving represents a juncture at which individuals are carved out of, and gain some degree of autonomy
from, a background situation to which they are bound; perhaps allowing a sense of
self to arise in alignment with a broader set of power-relations. Massumi expands
on such a process through elaborating on the notion of affective attunement (Massumi 2015). Here governance is inscribed in the processes through which, however
gradually, humans begin to perceive themselves and the myriad things in their cir-
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cumference as separate and distinct. Perception involves the exercise of various
embodied capacities to distinguish objects from one another. And as these processes actualize evermore in the throes of the everyday, one becomes further and
further integrated into homogenized modes of affective regulation. Surely, we are
not yet so far beyond modernist ontologies that the idea of perceptual individuation, and its linkages to sovereign subject-hood, have entirely collapsed. Nevertheless, it does seem to be on its way out and I want to give it a little bit more of a push
by suspending, perhaps temporarily, the notion of the imperceptible. In its wake,
emergent practices of governance, that operate beyond renditions of the individual, can be said to incubate in the cultivation of atmospheres premised on fields of
diffuse, ever fluctuating movement through moments of shared perception.
This invocation of post-individual spatiality and subjectivity is central to theories of atmosphere and affect more generally. We could, for instance, return to
Anderson’s unpacking of atmosphere and his conceptualization of them as irreducible to the sum of their parts. Atmospheres figure here as embodied moods
that exceed and produce something novel beyond the relations that form the conditions of their possibility in the first place. They obfuscate archaic boundaries,
blurring “the line between individual and collective” (Anderson 2014, 105). In his
other work on the topic, Anderson extends this line of thinking, arguing that atmospheres render indistinct segregations between phenomena usually treated as
oppositional, such that “to attend to affective atmospheres is to learn to be affected
by the ambiguities of affect/emotion, by that which is determinate and indeterminate, present and absent, singular and vague” (Anderson 2009, 80).
Erin Manning has elaborated on what such a conflation of old dichotomies
implies for perception specifically in her development of the idea of “autistic perception” (Manning 2016, 14). Adopting a post-individual vantage point to encounter
the reality in which one is immersed, autistic perception “creates ecologies before
they coalesce into form” (2016, 14). Environments are beheld here as an indiscriminate intermixture of things altogether in which the succession to archaic categorization is deferred, with “as yet no hierarchical differentiation” (2016, 14), for
instance, “between colour, sound, light, between human and non-human, between
what connects to the body and what connects to the world” (2016, 14). Bodies do
not only simply sense, though. Instead they actively help to create that ecology via
their sensorial responsiveness. Perception here does not individuate but is shared
and affected across space. And if this is the case, all that mediates atmospheres, all
that contributes to its continual remaking, brings with it a continual capacity to be
felt at least on some register. This capacity to be felt might at times be latent but it
nevertheless bears potential and, as such, weighs upon and reflects a situation by
framing its virtuality; being emblematic of a possible trajectory for a future state
of affairs that might arise and its conditioning in the present.
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I want to suggest that LinkNYC operates within such a rendition of environments and post-individual subjectivity when it is deployed to make itself “native”
within urban milieus. By making itself native the infrastructure looks to embed
itself both materially and experientially in the city. Sometimes it will take the foreground in urban encounters and at others it will furrow into the background. But
in either case it seeks to mediate and influence experiences in different ways. Inculcating itself as native involves (at least) two complimentary and interrelated practices. On the one hand, Link finds ways to enter and infiltrate pre-existing atmospheres. On the other, it also must continually readjust its function to the broader
atmospheric flows it seeks to act in concert with. And these practices align to and
actualize different registers of perceptibility of a broader atmosphere that Link mediates. For the rest of this section, I want to elaborate on each of these practices in
turn.
In the first practice, LinkNYC is bound up in operations similar to those
expanded on in literature concerning the extension of so-called ambient media
through daily life. For Paul Roquet (2016) ambient media operates as a pin to
orchestrate relations between heterogeneous, unruly things to actively cultivate a
mood. In other words, it might take pre-existent spatialized things, constitutive of
already existing atmospheres, and mediate by rearranging these things to create
that atmosphere anew. For example, then, New York and its abundant, lively,
changing atmospheres existed before Link appeared on the scene. To become
native, Link infiltrates itself subtly into these atmospheres and adds to them –
necessarily re-tempering their effervescence in the process. According to Intersection, the company behind the advertising campaigns executed through Link, this
infiltration has occurred to the extent that they can claim that the infrastructure
is now “part of the urban experience, offering media products that natively weave
into people’s lives as they journey through public space” (Intersection 2017).
But, and to come to the second practice, the dynamic of atmospheric regulation that going native accounts for expands further. Atmospheres, as I have already claimed, are constantly changing, being reaffected by the introduction of new
things and how they ripple through space. And in its becoming native, Link’s relationship within atmospheres must address this turbulence. Here the nativity that
Link seeks draws semblance with the natality evoked in Hannah Arendt’s work.
For Arendt, natality addresses the miraculous creativity, or potential for such, that
streams forth with the injection of every new human into the world. Arendt elaborates: “The miracle that saves the world, the realm of human affairs, from its normal, natural ruin is ultimately the fact of natality… the birth of new men and the
new beginning, the action they are capable of by virtue of being born” (Arendt 1958,
247). Though natality is felt as it reverberates as a novel force, it also bears connections to historically entrenched conditions and processes. Labor and work, for
instance, are for Arendt “rooted in natality in so far as they have the task to pro-
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vide and preserve the world for, to foresee and reckon with, the constant influx of
newcomers who come into the world of strangers” (1958, 9); newcomers that “possess the capacity of beginning something anew” (1958, 9). Theorists of affect share
this interest with Arendt through their detailing of capacities (Anderson 2014), virtuality (Massumi 2002) and transversality (Deleuze and Guattari 1983). At a finer
layer of resolution, all these notions branch away from one another, to be sure. But
they nevertheless accentuate that working with affect means to be cognizant of the
ever-present potential for change that constantly brims in our encounters in the
wider more-than-human milieus we inhabit. The potential interwoven into affects
can be extended to the atmospheres they invoke and are shaped by. If affects embody a proclivity to change then they exceed the present situation in which they
are performed and felt. Constructed through affects, atmospheres possess a dynamism that reflects their turbulence. “Atmospheres,” to return to Anderson, “are
always forming and deforming, appearing and disappearing. They are never still,
static or at rest” (Anderson 2014, 141).
Natality, along with these later concepts, highlight the excessive character of
affect. These are compulsions-cum-feelings that, to be sure, are defined by their
very tendency to escape capture. But this does not mean that the force of novelty is
not aligned in ways, or indeed mobilized by, practices of governance (O’Grady 2019).
For her part, Arendt depicts the bursting forth of natality as something not wholly
controllable by the people from whom it supposedly derives. Putting something
new into the world, by necessity, means that that thing is externalized and thus
shared with, and in part appropriated by, the environments or atmospheres into
which it infuses. Arendt sees this loss of proprietorship where natal actions are not
claimed through their naming via language. “Speechless action” (Arendt 1958, 179),
then, “would no longer be action because there would no longer be an actor, and
the actor, the doer of deeds, is possible only if he is at the same time the speaker
of words” (1958, 179).
Pre-linguistic novel affects may be enrolled into modes of governance through
techniques that witness that affect’s occurrence and translate it into the realm of
the representative. In so doing, affects rematerialize as operable devices mobilized
into processes directed at modulating collective atmospheres. What, I think, we
are led to ask here is a quite simple question: what techniques can thus mobilize
affects? To find a response, we might look to the forms of data capture LinkNYC
deploys to understand its users and how these data are used recursively to change
the operation of the infrastructure within urban environments; de facto producing
affects anew and remediating urban atmospheres.
These practices of data capture course through different phases. And in different phases, the perceptibility of Link’s presence in amongst urban atmospheres
ranges in and out of different spheres of intensity for users. Firstly, data are collected about the users of the Link wifi network. After first connection, users no
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longer have to give Link permission to gather data from whatever device is connected. Over time, then, the collection process continues in a way that is increasingly interwoven as a taken-for-granted aspect of normal routine, becoming evermore surreptitious across the days, months, years that people connect to the
network. A range of technical data are collected, including the MAC addresses of
devices, the type of device, the language used by the device and the times between
which the connection is sustained to the network (Intersection 2017). This real-time
metadata are synced and integrated with wider, open source structured geo-demographic data-sets that estimate how many people will walk past and dwell amidst
Link networks and their supposed attributes (Intersection 2017).
From the outset, Citybridge have been at pains to state that all the data they
collect are anonymous. But anonymity is not interchangeable with the inability to
identify. Nor is it necessarily against their interests to collect anonymized data.
Striking a chord with the trans-individual character of affects and atmospheres,
data at an individual level would not be that useful to the companies’ strategy,
whose primary concern is to understand and aggregate the scenes of collective life
into which they wish to “become native.” Through data collection, companies are
able to infer much about network users. It is well documented that MAC addresses
and device type data are used to interpret the level of income a person possesses
and, perhaps more importantly, what they are willing to spend. Aggregated data on
the times at which people connect to the network, when they are mobile and their
destinations are considered integral elements to building up character profiles for
users. The advertising company behind Link confirms as much, claiming that “we
know people are always on the go and that their origins and destinations are strong
indicators of who they are” (Intersection 2017). Addressing potential clients for Link
advertising, the firm goes on to outline how it:
takes a data-driven approach, working with… audience data sets to understand
the daily journeys of your desired customers and target prospects. Based on that
data, we then identify the highest value products for you for an unparalleled suite
of urban media (i.e. Link kiosks) to reach exactly the customers you want, at times
and places they are most receptive to your message (Intersection 2017).
It is the word “receptive” here that draws Link techniques to the natality Arendt
describes and how specifically the infrastructure re-informs the atmospheres that
it inhabits. From the data collected, what is called the Gross Rating Point of different people is inferred that establishes where and at what times they are likely to
engage with Link screens. On this basis, the companies behind Link identify and
seek to work on the potential of users by engaging with them at the specific times
and in the specific spaces whereupon they are deemed most open to new forms of
encounter; to absorb information projected onto screens and embrace with vim the
possibility of new experiences and ways of life that teem within a range of products
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– from phones to sportswear, drinks, and watches. With the arrival at adverts on
screens, the data practices through which Link enters into and modulates atmospheres have registered at different spheres of perceptive intensity with users. Far
from the surreptitious relation forged on the go where data are collected, with its
advertising Link’s presence is felt very prominently.

Bodies, Spaces and Shifting Perceptual Capacities
Perhaps implicated by these two practices I have described, bodies play a substantial role as sites through which Link pursues its goal of nativity. The embroilment of
bodies here forces a reappraisal of how causality might be conceptualized amidst
affectively charged atmospheres. Much of the time, affects are treated as embodied
states whose arousal acts to reveal processes that have caused them. Affects are a
sublimated reflection of some other process that bears less legibility than bodies
and what they do. But affects are also revealed to be causal in themselves, getting
caught up in mediating the generation of new shared moods. With Link, where
atmospheres are tampered with amongst different registers of perceptibility, the
causality riven through affects is different still. Affects might arise from the practices by which new atmospheres are brought about. But the practices in which they
are enrolled are not registered that forcibly on the bodies that perform them. Causal
processes run through, and act to reproduce, affects but perhaps at a lower, more
surreptitious, level than has been written of before. Causal processes still take place
through and upon the scenes of collective, embodied life but not necessarily to the
extent of being registered cognitively. They exist prior to the disruptive violence of
thought as Deleuze would have it (Deleuze 2004), whilst nevertheless instigating
some perturbation in affects and the atmospheres that are co-extensive.
As described, affects are transindividual forces; arising amidst encounters between things. But being contingent on such relations, the intensity and significance
of our embodied responses to space is continually in a state of flux; changing and
shifting as new points of intersection are forged. Link kiosks have the capacity
to capture data that reflects these encounters. Sensors can capture environmental
data including matters of humidity, air pressure and temperature alongside airpollutant data. Other data the infrastructure might collect relates to vehicles passing and sound levels. Through this data, Link can establish deeper, more intimate
connections with the city and the bodies therein whilst remaining only at the edge
of perception. What might be described as low-intensity encounters emerge here
that carry on without stifling other ongoing engagements constitutive of daily life.
So, for example, on my first trip to research LinkNYC in 2018, I immediately agreed
to all the terms and conditions stipulated to connect to the network. On subsequent
days I moved through the city; using the subway, my feet, buses and taxis. These
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trips were made at different times and for a variety of purposes. I travelled between
Manhattan and Brooklyn for meetings in offices, to write up research notes, to eat
and drink in bars. I exercised in parks. At all times my phone was on my body. And
whilst I didn’t interact with it, my phone was connected to the network without
triggering my awareness. For large swathes of time my bodily, affect-laden, everchanging encounter with the city was constantly recorded via the connection with
Link, but Link’s presence didn’t stir any new feelings. Link might attune to what
Erin Manning calls minor gestures here; habits and dispositions provoked through
our ongoing response to the world that are usually taken for granted and not necessarily problematized. For Manning, however, these gestures are crucial for understanding how bodies become embroiled in the recreation of affectively charged
space: “it is the minoritarian tendencies,” she claims, “that initiate the subtle shifts
that created the conditions for…any change” (Manning 2016,1) that takes place. In
their activation, minor gestures embody the ongoing responsiveness of humans to
the world; a responsiveness that shifts, no matter how subtly, the atmospheres in
which bodies are enveloped.
These low-intensity encounters sit on a continuum alongside moments in
which Link’s presence is more prominent amidst our ongoing affective responsiveness to the city. Extending thinking on post-phenomenological theory by
synthesizing aspects of speculative realism with constructivist approaches, James
Ash offers the term inter-comprehension to consider the practices by which
“entities relate to each other” (Ash 2020, 182). It is through these relations that
material realities and co-extensive ontologies arise. But, says Ash, inter-comprehension is always guided by power relations, meaning that the enactment and
ramifications for bonds forged are always distributed asymmetrically across the
entities conscripted. Inter-comprehension is thus “actively designed to provoke,
guide or otherwise influence the action or capacities of other entities” (2020, 187).
Coming back to Link, these processes of inter-comprehension appear as a
designed practice in the calculations made to establish what marketing companies
call impressions data. Rather than looking to target specific individual people
through data capture, impressions data seeks to render legible the distance at
which people’s engagement with Link screens will be most intense and overwhelming for their perceptual capacity. Such an optimal distance is derived from
the integration of various data that reflects on experiences within environments
immediate to Link kiosks, including the type of street on which they are implanted,
the size of the adverts they display, the speed of movement and dwell time around
kiosks at different times of the day. Such data are synched with “Census population
figures, Census population projections, the National Household Transportation
Survey and the American Commuting Survey” (Geopath 2017). Once this intelligence is generated, strategization and decision making takes place to think
through how adverts might be designed to take advantage of the maximum noting
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distance – thus seeking to modulate people’s affective encounter with the city
around them, orienting them to afford attention to adverts on screens.

Mobility’s Collective Sensorium
Link’s encounter with bodies is one that fluctuates, constantly oscillating across
different registers of perceptual intensity. Perhaps this emphasis on undulating
affects reflects a broader underpinning ontological assumption inscribed in Link’s
strategy to become native. This assumption is that perception morphs as bodies
move. The encounters that Link seeks to instantiate conceive of perceptual capacities as they shift in motion. This connection between affect and movement is well
established in literature. Such is elaborated by David Bissell in his book Transit Life
where he argues that, caught up in movement, bodies express their openness to
new forms of experience and their capacity to act in new ways as they continuously engage with the world. This dynamism that bodies-in-movement evidence
paves the way for further conceptual extension to fathom the connections between
bodies and what Bissell calls “ecologies” (Bissell 2018, 163). Figured as a “complex
web of relations with other people, places, times, ideas and materials” (2018, xix),
ecologies leave a trace on bodies, shaping how they feel, move, and make sense
of their surroundings. Amongst an ecology’s affectivities, however, bodies impress
themselves upon the spaces they inhabit too. These ongoing co-constitutive negotiations reveal that bodies are ever-embroiled in processes of “enablement and
constraint” (2018, xxi). By considering how bodies can move and how they cannot,
in other words, we can start to consider the ways in which environments figure in
the mediation of movement via practices of governance (Adey 2008).
Such practices of enablement and constraint are certainly present when exploring how Link imbricates itself in the movements that contribute to the atmospheres
in which it operates. However, we might add another layer to the terms used here in
exploring the practices enacted by Link. In particular we might think of integration
as a form of enablement and incorporation as a mode of constraint. Each of these
practices bear upon movement across urban space through instantiating specific
modalities of relation between bodies in motion and Link infrastructure. Regarding
what I have termed integration, this practice is enlivened through modifications
that have been made to Link infrastructure to ensure it is synchronized with the
myriad flows that in part constitute life in New York. Link has been designed to
syncopate with the polyphonic currents whose regularity accumulates to form the
overarching waves that shroud the city at different points in the day. Such syncopation is evident when our gaze is drawn towards the ongoing development of the
status of Link kiosk’s tablets through which users access the internet. When the
kiosks first appeared, users could spend unfettered amounts of time on the units.
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But after numerous scandals involving the content being accessed on the tablets,
the hours some would while away on them and the masses of people that sometimes
would gather around, it was suddenly declared that “The LinkNYC tablet is meant
to be an on-the-go resource” (Intersection 2017) and that, in a bid to “curb long term
use of the kiosk” (2017), tablet interface use for a single session would be limited to
10 minutes and that internet services would be withdrawn after 1 minute of inactivity. Resembling a Foucaultian biopolitics of conducting conduct (Foucault 2008),
perhaps the overwhelming rationale for these restrictions was to ensure that Link
does not block the circulation of people and things that flow through Manhattan’s
bustling sidewalks. But the effect of this modulation is to suture and enfold Link
infrastructure into routine flows, thus acclimatizing its existence into the rhythms
of city life. Such was evermore evident when I discussed the material form of Link
kiosks with their designers, who described how their shape, size and position was
molded to facilitate egress that brings life to New York’s streets. And the further it
seeps into the urban milieu’s background, the more perceptually normalized Link
becomes.
Where movement, mobility and circulation take center stage in our analysis,
nevertheless, Link also develops in the reverse direction in relation to its perceptibility. In other words, rather than reshaping its own functions to become part
of city life, Link interweaves itself perceptibly into people’s daily life through its
gradual incorporation into their routine movement. Such a maneuver can be witnessed where Link establishes relations to the sensory capacities of people and
orients them towards certain ends, thus showing its investment into what Bernard
Stiegler calls a “retentional economy” wherein technologies are deployed to mediate consciousness (Stiegler 2010). Returning to his work, James Ash has drawn on
the notion of retention to show how computer game design involves a “series of retentional ecologies and environments… to generate particular forms of affect” (Ash
2012, 7) that work “to capture and hold users’ attention” (2012, 6). Link’s targeting
of retention though is different from that which Ash describes. For Ash, retention
is something that will be captured and sustained for a length of time that is strung
out. Eyes and bodies might be sealed to screens for hours. Retention is an object
that Link seeks to hold, conversely, both more fleetingly whilst also being something it seeks to inculcate gradually over time. It is also something that Link seeks
to harness on and off as people move in and out of places, through day and night.
Link’s mobilization of retention is evident in the strategy articulated by the
marketing company behind the adverts that flash up on Link screens. This strategy is first to understand the context in which movement takes place as ascertained
through “data feeds including local weather, events, maps, traffic, social media and
more” (Intersection 2017) to identify “the critical data consumers need to inform
their journeys” (2017) and then present this data on kiosk screens. Link advertising
here creates fleeting encounters between screens and people that are relevant to
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people as they move through the city. Over time, these micro-encounters become
part and parcel of the normalized perceptual range of people’s routine, rhythmic
movement through the city. They peer occasionally at screens to attain useful information. However, much of the time when they look at the screens they will not
see information on the chance of rain, say, or delays on the subway but adverts for
trainers, perfume, holidays and so on. As the marketing company explain themselves: “The digitization of assets in transit authorities has created communication
platforms that display emergency service announcements, provide real-time train
updates and offer contextual messaging. This is retraining consumers to look at
screens more actively, increasing the value of “adjacent advertising.” Already, we
are seeing brands natively weave themselves into the context of this messaging,
providing utility as well as engagement” (2017). As it becomes an increasingly integral source for information on matters considered crucial for commuters, LinkNYC
simultaneously infuses into urban atmospheres the interests of companies whose
services and products are anything but.

Conclusion: Choreographing Affects for a Fluctuating World
In this chapter I have expanded on data practices by tracing their entrance into and
modulation of the turbulent maelstrom of affects that arise from and cast themselves, however momentarily, across the space-times of urban life. Synchronized
with flowing affects, the modes of mediation that data practices are enveloped
into are wholly decentered from any point of technological interface with a specific, singular device. Mediation is instead a process continually negotiated amidst
multiple heterogeneous material agencies out of whose infusion arise fleetingly
coherent spatial ensembles that might be known by various names; whether ecologies, atmospheres, environments or milieus for example. Manifest by its inscription
onto bodies and their capacities, the forms of mediation that data practices enact
and become enrolled in follow a particular choreography. Bodies affect. Before any
point of conscious revelation, they operate as vessels bringing the situation from
which they have arisen to bear on other spaces, thus mediating new situations entirely. But at the same time, bodies are affected. Upon ever-shifting registers of
perception, affects bear the imprint of the modes of mediation that bring them
about and, in so doing, express their shaping through forms of governance. Extending Massumi’s work, affects show that data practices help to undergird an
ecology of powers that infiltrates and recursively nudges forms of encounter that
characterize our experience of urban scenarios. Such is evident in this chapter by
the proprioceptive repertoires of bodies across the city: from shifting eye trajectories to changing relations to smart phones that rest intimately on our bodies.
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But in their affectation, such repertoires end up affirming and in turn actually
modulating new forms of knowledge and rationalities that have developed to sustain these ecologies. Bodies thus speak to the very strategies that seek to suture
them into environments molded by data practices. At the same time, it is important to remember that such knowledges are reflexive, they learn from and adapt to
the modes of encounter that bodies register in these environments and the range
of perceptive capacities actualized in tow. These knowledges mirror the emergence
of new processes of subjectification that do away with the idea that an individuated subject can be identified and constituted as such by its inheritance of sensory
detachment from wider environments. Affects are trans-individual – emanating
from and rebounding through spaces prior to the setting in motion of forms of
attunement through which people are taught to extricate themselves from environments via learnt modes of cognition. Considering bodily capacity as its targetobject, governance that seeks in some way to address affects looks not towards individuals, then, but to the intersections between entities that encounter one another
in and through space.
Building pathways to attend to the integration of data practices into affectladen space-times and their mobilization as an object of governance presents some
serious methodological challenges whose difficulties far exceed this chapter. But
some of the questions that might be asked can at least be formulated here. How
might we evoke the felt permutations that fluctuate as encounters are renegotiated through the presence of data practices? What efficacy would our commentary
hold by attempting to bring into focus modes of mediation that are shared, diffuse,
decentered and eminently “ecological”? Is it not folly to grasp for and represent experiences whose liveliness is constituted by the fact they exceed representation?
Perhaps some promise to finding a response to these questions might lie in developing further Maria Puig de la Bellacasa’s call for a poetics of infrastructure.
Inspired by Susan Leigh Star’s work, such a poetics involves making sense of practices that have become routine by engaging with what has been erased through
their very stabilization, thus expressing “other possible worlds hidden or silenced
in marginalised spaces” (Bellacasa 2016, 49). Whilst such a poetics orients our focus to things that exist beyond the scope of this paper, LinkNYC does show us that
affects we may not even register might nevertheless be enrolled into data sourcing, meaning their silence is not ensured. Indeed these barely perceptible affects
figure in practices crucial to the infrastructure’s operation. So perhaps what poetics needs to be supplemented by is a sense of the ever-present existence of these
alternative worlds and the potential they bear for redressing the implications that
data practices bear upon everyday atmospheres in the city.
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Dashboard Design and Driving Data(fication)1
Sam Hind

In this chapter I consider how the re-design of vehicle dashboards has restructured car-related data processes. I do so by charting the emergence of two such
processes enabled by the re-design of vehicle dashboards. Firstly, the transformation of “geodata” into “navigational data” with the integration of voice-activated
navigation systems into vehicle dashboards. Here, this transformation is enabled
through the implementation of new addressing and speech protocols that radically change the relationship between driver and vehicle, when performing navigational tasks. Secondly, the transformation of “vehicle data” into “driving data” in
the convergence, and customization, of dashboard features and functionality. Here,
this transformation is enabled through the spatial, aesthetic, and operational integration of typically separate aspects of the driving experience (instrument cluster,
navigation, entertainment), re-presenting vehicle-related data in new, and novel,
ways. In evaluating these concomitant “datafication” processes, I use Mejias and
Couldry’s (2019, 3; emphasis added) definition, in which datafication involves “the
transformation of human life into data through processes of quantification, and the
generation of different kinds of value from data.”
Both transformations are enabled through strategic design decisions, persuading drivers to participate in novel practices they might otherwise not. Firstly,
through the strategy of “representational transparency” (Agre 1995, 186), in which
voice-activation is depicted as a seamless, unmediated interface (Bolter and
Grusin 2000) between the normal, natural speech of a driver, and the vehicle itself.
Secondly, through the strategy of control, in which the driver is persuaded to
believe they have full(er) customizable power within, and critically of, the vehicle
– an example of what Mattern (2015, n.p.) refers to as “dashboard drama,” or an
aesthetic allure in which the driver is “empowered” (Agre 1995, 175) through the
customization of their vehicle, that also results in their driving experience being
managed by the vehicle manufacturer.

1

This chapter was first published in expanded form as Hind, Sam. “Dashboard Design and
the ‘Datafied’ Driving Experience.” Big Data & Society (volume 8, issue 2, July 2021) under
Creative Commons license CC-BY-4.0.
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Here, I interrogate how such systems transform car-related data from one state
(geodata, vehicle data) into another (navigational data, driving data). The systems
discussed here are representative of broader efforts within the automobile industry
to transform the vehicle itself into “mobile spatial media” (Alvarez León 2019a) or
wholesale into a “platform,” through which the use of data is integral (Wilken and
Thomas 2019; Alvarez León 2019b).
Whilst the automobile industry is not alone in making use of data streams produced as by-products (Thatcher 2014; Pridmore and Mols 2020), there are nonetheless unique challenges to be found in this application, such as interpreting spoken
destinations or disambiguating common street names. These provide the possibility of articulating distinct aspects of datafication (van Dijk 2014; Sadowski 2019)
within vehicles, and beyond other spaces such as the home (Pridmore et al. 2019;
Maalsen and Sadowski 2019). The effect is manifold: the cultivation of new kinds
or streams of data (touchscreen interfaces augmented with voice-activation, mirrors replaced by recordable cameras), new examples of representing established
kinds of data (vehicle speed, or fuel levels), and altered practices in relation to both
(entering destinations, checking mirrors).
The aim of the chapter is thus threefold. Firstly, to map where and how datafication takes place within the car. Secondly, to establish the role of vehicle dashboards
in enabling this datafication. Then thirdly, to identify the strategies that come to
shape the nascent “datafied” driving experience.
In the next two sections I consider how geodata is (and is not) transformed
into navigational data, and how vehicle data is transformed into driving data. In
the former, I discuss how some kinds of geographical information escape datafication, whilst others are subject to a practice I call “re-datafication.” In the latter, I
discuss how vehicle data is “surfaced” as driving data, generating alternative kinds
of value in the process (Mejias and Couldry 2019). In the subsequent section I explore how dashboard “convergence” (Jenkins 2006; Hind and Gekker 2019) enables
these transformations. In the final two sections I discuss two cases: a voice-activated navigation system built on the What3words platform, and a “widescreen”
dashboard in a range of Mercedes-Benz vehicles.

Navigational Data: “Turn-by-Turn”
Geodata is data with a geographical, locational, or spatial component (Lauriault
2017; Leszczynski 2017). Typical examples include coordinates, a house address, or a
postal code. Geodata may be relatively precise (GPS location) or represent a general
geographic area (a state, or municipality), with scholars attentive to the spatialities
of data, more broadly (Crampton et al. 2013; Shelton 2017). Further, geodata can
be used for various kinds of navigational tasks: to orientate oneself on a hike, to
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enable the delivery of consumer goods, or to arrange a meeting with friends. In
this section I consider first how some kinds of geographical information are not
transformed into data in the act of navigating a vehicle. Then, how geodata stays
as geodata whilst being enrolled into navigational practice, before discussing how
geodata is transformed into navigational data in the act of navigating a vehicle.
In other words, how navigational data is “activated” through various associated
practices, which to varying degrees satisfies a general definition of datafication,
as offered by Mejias and Couldry (2019) involving both (a) quantification and (b)
generation of different kinds of value.
Navigational data is dependent on geodata. Geodata might be added to other
kinds of (geo)data such that its use, or operational, value is enhanced. Geodata
might also be replaced by more useful geodata that usurps the original geodata’s low
utility. Both enable a navigational task to be completed. Thus, navigational data is
always composed out of geodata but may be combined with other contextual data
that aids the completion of the navigational task. If there is no navigational task to
perform, the geodata remains as geodata.2 Even then, geodata may be enrolled into
navigation without being transformed into navigational data. In any case, navigational data does not exist a priori but is transformed into navigational data through
the act of navigation. It is, therefore, “ontogenetic,” emergent in the practice of
navigating (Kitchin and Dodge 2007; Hind 2020).
Navigational data is not always activated in the driving of a car. Firstly, geographical information may be embedded within the wider environment, both inside and outside the car, that remains as geographical information but is still integral to navigational practice. This may include visible buildings or landmarks and
temporary road signs that issue text-based instructions, but also trusty road atlases
or “occasion maps” scribbled on rough pieces of paper (Singh et al. 2019; Thielmann
2019). Although there may well be a change in value as these phenomena are enrolled into specific navigational tasks, they are not turned into (geo)data in the
process, and as such do not undergo datafication.
Secondly, geodata may become enrolled into navigational practices, but stubbornly remain as geodata. Typically, such geodata might be found in fixed road
signs with place names and numerical distances, or in traffic lights, in which geographical information has already been extracted, coded, and displayed. Yet, whilst
enrolled into navigational practices (think of how many times a motorway road sign
has been interpreted by a passing driver), this geodata is not transformed into navigational data, as no further quantification has taken place, even though different
kinds of value are arguably being generated through its enrolment in many spe-

2

Whilst it is beyond the scope of this chapter, it is also possible for geodata to be transformed
into other kinds of data, besides navigational data.
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cific, unique navigational tasks each day. Thus, it cannot be said that additional
datafication happens in such a case.
Thirdly, geodata may be enrolled into navigational practices that transform it
into navigational data. Ordinarily, this activation occurs through digital devices
such as integrated sat-navs, standalone sat-navs, generic or single-purpose map
apps (Brown and Laurier 2012; Chesher 2012; Hind and Gekker 2014; Hind 2019).
With each, geodata undergoes a second round of datafication, as pre-existing datapoints (house numbers, postcodes etc.) are transformed into “turn-by-turn” datapoints in the act of navigating via a digital device, or what Singh et al. (2019,
287) refer to as a “turn-taking machine,” thus generating immediate navigational
value to the driver. Rather than datafication, per se, this “re-datafication” instead
further transforms one kind of data into another. These transformations are necessarily performed in part (or whole) through specific technical relations between devices, apps, platforms, and infrastructures, that differ between the examples given
above.3
This final category is of particular interest because of how it usurps these other
modes. When geodata is transformed into navigational data it captures and codifies the navigational experience, “turn-by-turn.” However, these other sources of
navigational information are also rather stubborn: they stand in the way – sometimes quite literally – of datafication, limiting the extent to which users might
require, or interact with, navigational devices. It is this contestation between reliable, appropriate, and accurate sources of navigational information that I will turn
to in the first case study.
In summary, whilst in the first category (geographical information in navigation) value generation might occur, this is not through datafication. In the second
category (geodata as geodata) datafication has already occurred, and value generation does take place, but not through the transformation of geodata into navigational data. In the final category (geodata into navigational data), “re-datafication”
can be said to occur, through which both quantification and value generation take
place in the act of navigation.

Driving Data: “Smarter Decisions”
Vehicle data is data that is generated by the car for the technical operation of the
vehicle itself. Ordinarily, the transmission of vehicle data is enabled through a centralized communication system, referred to as a “vehicle bus.” Various protocols

3

For instance, in how the capacities of map apps lend themselves to more seamless and continuous modes of datafication than integrated sat-navs.
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have been developed over the years to standardize these communication procedures, ensuring components can safely and effectively speak to each other. “Electronic control units” (ECUs) that control a suite of functions within the car are dependent on vehicle data, as well as the vehicle bus that sends such data throughout
the vehicle. Examples include the engine control unit (for controlling the engine),
the transmission control unit (for controlling gear transmission), or the control unit
for anti-lock braking systems. Luxury cars now have between 100 and 150 ECUs
(Stoltzfus 2017; Winning 2019), despite attempts to consolidate them into multifunctional systems (Intel 2018).
As vehicle data facilitates machine-to-machine communication, it does not
need to be seen by, or made interpretable for, the driver. However, much like geodata is transformed into navigational data, so vehicle data can be transformed into
driving data, surfaced through representation in indicators, dials, lights or some
other visual (or audio) form. Driving data is vehicle data that is activated in the
process of driving a vehicle. Whilst vehicle data lies under the bonnet, (usually)
quietly ensuring the vehicle is operating properly, driving data is presented to the
driver to aid decision-making. Like navigational data, driving data is brought into
being through the various stages or moments in the driving experience.
Vehicle data is surfaced as driving data in multiple ways. Firstly, data can be
proximally surfaced. Whilst the manual use of external indicators and headlights
(to express “thanks”) (Brown and Laurier 2017) are examples of proximal communication, these do not typically require ECUs, and thus do not generate data at
all. As visual signs, they are analogous to the geographical information category
discussed previously. Whilst such instances may well generate value, as these phenomena are enrolled into specific driving actions, they are not turned into (driving)
data in the process, and as such do not undergo datafication. However, the development of “adaptive” or “intelligent” sensor-activated headlights that dynamically
adjust to different conditions (fog, night) or situations (an urban environment, a
sharp corner) do require ECUs and as such undergo datafication. Here, driving
data is not only made available for other road users to aid safety and ensure appropriate driving etiquette, but is also dynamically enrolled into driver decisionmaking.
Secondly, such data can be internally surfaced. Here, data is surfaced through
instruments, dials, lights, and screens on a vehicle dashboard. Such data is principally surfaced for the driver, to ensure they can perform driving activities, such
as deciding when to refuel or change gear. In the USA, 44 separate indicators are
standardized by law (Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 2020). In 2020, Honda
recalled 608,000 vehicles in the USA (O’Kane 2020) after discovering faulty software that could “cause the instrument panel to not display critical information”
(National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 2020, 1). As vehicle data has already undergone a process of datafication (quantification and value generation),
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the transformation into driving data can be considered as re-datafication, through
which new safety-critical forms of value are generated.
Thirdly, data can be remotely surfaced. Here driving data is extracted for the
use of remote parties such as car rental companies, haulage firms, or insurance
providers (Meyers and van Hoyweghen 2020). “On-board diagnostics” (OBDs) are
typically used to track vehicles, with simple devices plugged into OBDs – i.e. transforming vehicle data into driving data. For fleet operators, external surfacing enables “smarter decisions, powered by data” (US Fleet Tracking 2020, n.p.), through
which vehicle assets can be managed. Increasingly, however, this type of extraction
is being enabled to both obtain ever-more granular driving data, as well as to expand such efforts to everyday vehicle owners (Gekker and Hind 2019). In this case,
vehicle data is transformed into driving data through a re-datafication process that
yields greater opportunity for the aggregation, combination, and comparison (i.e.
quantification) of, and between, such data. This results in a more intensive and
persistent generation of value, mostly for the parties above, but also potentially for
other drivers as insights gained from the re-datafication process inform the redesign of vehicle dashboards and associated technologies.
In summary, in the first category (proximal surfacing) datafication occurs under certain circumstances, with recurring, and familiar, forms of value generated
between drivers in the process. In the second category (internal surfacing) datafication has also already occurred, with secondary re-datafication processes seeking
to cultivate new forms of value, principally for drivers. In the final category (remote
surfacing), re-datafication results in more aggressive forms of data use for third
parties, through which a multitude of different forms of value might be generated.
Some of these final forms of value may find their way back to the driver in the redesign of vehicle dashboards. The following section will thus consider the role of
the dashboard in the datafication process.

Dashboard Convergence: From Spatial to Operational Integration
Originally a physical board to prevent material from “dashing up” onto the exposed
driver (Mattern 2015), dashboards in contemporary vehicles display an array of phenomena from operation-critical processes (gear, engine temperature) to multimedia options (radio station, Bluetooth connectivity). In this, the dashboard has developed from a device made to prevent any physical hinderances to driving, to a
multifunctional aid meant to enhance the driving experience.
In this section I contend that dashboard “convergence” facilitates datafication,
in which the otherwise separate interfaces housed within a vehicle dashboard –
typically the instrument cluster, navigational assistance, and multimedia – are becoming operationally dependent. In this, I go beyond Alvarez León’s (2019a, 370)
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suggestion that cars have become “integrated media spaces,” arguing that it is
through this convergence that the datafication of wholesale vehicle operations is
occurring.
Dashboard convergence is not necessarily a new phenomenon, with innovation
in vehicle dashboard design being a constant since the early 20th century. Yet, as
Mattern (2015, n.p.) discusses, the “standard package” of a Ford Model T in 1908
“consisted solely of an ammeter, an instrument that measured electrical current.”
Whilst early computers only made use of displays to check for “errors” rather than
for “complex data output or input” (Thielmann 2018, 47), early motor vehicles had
more immediate ways to inform users of a problem: “[w]ater gushing from the
radiator, an indicator you hoped not to see, was your ‘engine temperature warning system’.” (Mattern 2015, n.p.; authors’ emphasis). Yet dashboards had already
became symbolic representations of vehicle state, rather than strictly indexical representations, “progressively simplify[ing] the information relayed to the driver, as
much of the hard intellectual and physical labour of driving was now done by the
car itself.” (2015, n.p.).
Following Mattern, then, dashboard design from the 1950s onwards exhibits
a kind of rationalizing design tendency, with fewer vehicle operations needing to
be represented (either indexically or symbolically) to the driver. However, the dashboard has become an important space for innovation in recent years as new driving
features and data flows are represented. Dashboard convergence is both a preparation for, and a logical effect of, the “platformization” of the car, made connectable,
modular, and interface-able (Helmond 2015).
This convergence is two-fold. Firstly, there is a spatial convergence in which previously separate modules are placed within the same part of the vehicle dashboard.
A typical example is the integration of navigational capabilities within a multimedia system embedded within the central console of a vehicle (Alvarez León 2019a).
Here, an external navigational device (sat-nav, road atlas, occasion map etc.) is replaced with an in-built feature, selectable by the driver in the same way as they
turn on the radio, or adjust the air conditioning. In this, multimedia and navigation functions exist on the same ontological plane – as “apps” – embedded within
such a system, accessible via buttons or a touchscreen.
Secondly, there is operational convergence involving the integration of previously separate systems. In this form of convergence, different systems are “vertically” integrated, such that either one is dependent on the other. Arguably, this
operational convergence is newer, a required step towards the platformization of
the car, in which different systems are made interoperable, in a “plug-and-play”
approach, similar to how web platforms offer access via APIs (Plantin et al. 2016).
A novel example, to be discussed in the next section, is the integration of voice-activation systems with navigational capabilities. Here, a voice-activation system, a
unique addressing system, as well as an infotainment system, work together, with
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commands issued through one (voice-activation), triggering a response in another
(addressing), to be presented in another (infotainment).
These two types of convergence – spatial and operational – are integral to “redatafication”: the transformation of geodata and vehicle data into navigational data
and driving data. This horizontal (spatial) and vertical (operational) integration
enables the activation, surfacing and/or extraction of these data types, in ways
that were either previously unimaginable, technically impossible, difficult to implement, or otherwise “siloed.” Through re-datafication, navigational and driving
data streams are made more valuable, both for the driver of the vehicle, and – just
as critically – for the manufacturer. Through this “interoperability” (Wilmott 2016)
previously separate systems (and their accompanying data types) are made to work
with each other.
In the following two sections I analyze how the question of convergence has
been addressed in relation to two innovative vehicle dashboard designs: firstly,
a voice-activated navigation system based on the unique addressing platform
What3words. This can be seen to have transformed geodata into new forms
of navigational data. Secondly, a self-styled “widescreen cockpit” designed by
Mercedes-Benz, which has arguably surfaced vehicle data as novel forms of driving data. The result of both is an emerging datafied driving experience. I contend
that their comparative successes – as examples of dashboard convergence in which
data is transformed within the vehicle – rest on two strategies: representational
transparency, and customizable control.

Voice-Activated Navigation as Representational Transparency
What3words is a geocode system that divides the world into 3m2 grids, identifiable
by a unique three-word string. In doing so, it converts underlying geographic coordinates, enabling users to remember locations such as “thread.strollers.bumble”
(somewhere in Germany). What3words claim it is superior to established postal
systems, with the 3m2 grids enabling users “to specify a precise entrance, unlike
a street address which identifies an entire building” (Macgregor 2020a, n.p.), and
that “unlike street addresses which are often duplicated,” What3words locations
are “all unique,” available in “over 40 languages” (2020a, n.p.).
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1: An illustration of how the What3word grid system works

Source: What3words

In 2018 Daimler integrated What3words into its new infotainment system,
“Mercedes-Benz User Experience” (MBUX), aboard the new Mercedes-Benz AClass (Daimler 2018a, n.p.). In doing so, they suggested they had “moved one big
step closer to [their] goal of making the vehicle into a mobile assistant” such that
“[i]nputting locations…makes life easier for our customers and ensures a special
experience” (Daimler 2018a, n.p.). In this, What3words could be activated through
a touchscreen interface, but also via voice control.
As a promotional video demonstrates (Mercedes-Benz 2018a),4 the combination of What3words and LINGUATRONIC (MBUX’s voice control system) (Daimler 2018b) is seen as integral to the navigational experience within the A-Class.
Rather than the driver using clunky search boxes, unresponsive knobs and buttons, or external apps or sat-navs, the owner merely issues instructions to the vehicle, with What3words deemed “the simplest way to talk about location” (MercedesBenz 2018a, n.p.). In this, typical (local) addressing systems are rendered confusing
and frustrating. As the manufacturer reminds us, street names are rarely unique
(Mercedes-Benz 2018b, n.p.), street numbers are difficult to differentiate between,
and some towns are entirely unpronounceable to unfamiliar users (What3words
2019, n.p.). In short, the integration of What3words into the A-Class is set up to
provide an improved navigational experience.

4

The original video has since been removed, however the page is still accessible via an archive
link. A similar example can be found here: https://what3words.tumblr.com/post/17968378379
4/all-you-need-to-know-about-mercedes-benz-gps-voice
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Figure 2: The frustration of inputting addresses by touch

Source: What3words

However, rather than simplifying vehicle navigation, the convergence of a novel
addressing system, voice control system, and navigational system yields significant “praxeological changes” (Thielmann 2018, 50) between driver and vehicle. This
operational convergence demands drivers follow, very carefully, a set of new conversational protocols to activate the navigational experience. Rather than offering
a “transparent” interface, in which the “illusion of representational transparency”
(Agre 1995, 186) between the driver and vehicle is maintainable, What3words “remediates” (Bolter and Grusin 2000) this navigational experience, inserting a number
of new rules drivers must follow in order to navigate.
As a promotional video shows, “Sophie” receives a message on her smartphone:
“let”s meet at hello.page.brand for brunch” (Mercedes-Benz 2018a, n.p.). As she
gets into the car, she utters the words “hey Mercedes,” before asking the vehicle
to “take [her] to What3words hello.page.brand” (Mercedes-Benz 2018a, n.p.). Yet
rather than instantly generating a route, Sophie is instead given three choices:
her intended destination, but also “hello.page.brands” as well as “hello.page.barn”
(Mercedes-Benz 2018a, n.p.). Whilst What3words is designed to remove ambiguity,
only a plural form of one word distinguishes two results (brand to brands). Further,
that despite their claim that “What3words addresses are spaced as far apart as possible to avoid confusion” (Macgregor 2020b, n.p.), all three options are within a 23mile (37km) radius of Sophie’s current location. Likewise, upon changing plans, a
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second set of results yields three locations in barely a 30-mile (48km) radius. Again,
the three-word addresses aren’t readily distinguishable, with “lanes.larger.daring”
returned alongside “lands.larger.daring” and “ages.larger.daring” (Mercedes-Benz
2018a, n.p.).
The activation of navigational data in the use of a voice-activated navigation
system results in a peculiar, and novel, experience. Geodata in the form of a
typical, localized address is rendered mute, to be replaced in search results with
both a broader reference to a geographic area (Bayswater, Cranleigh or Send) and
the What3words addresses using words “assigned by a mathematical algorithm”
using “simpler and more commonly-used words in each language” placed “in the
areas where the language is spoken” (Macgregor 2020b, n.p.). In other words:
“hello.page.brand” rather than 59A Portobello Road, Notting Hill, London W11
3DB.
This erasure – of localized names and places, idiosyncratic, ambiguous or unpronounceable to outsiders – is common to (digital) capitalism (Rose-Redwood et
al. 2019; Sotoudehnia 2018; Nicas 2018).5 The automatic translation, by “mathematical algorithm,” otherwise a “toponymic reconfiguration” (Rose-Redwood, Alderman, and Azaryahu 2010, 454), of established place names into arguably banal if not trivial three-word locations, is key to the reorganization of navigational
practice within the vehicle. With this, the driver is expected to change their navigational habits on two counts: firstly, to shift from using touchscreens/knobs to
voice control; then secondly, to shift from using postcodes and addresses to using
randomized three-word strings.
Regarding the former, it alters how geodata is transformed into navigational
data. Rather than street names, whole addresses, or postcodes being selected
from within an addressing database6 by the user via a touchscreen or dials, threeword strings are spoken and “matched” to the What3words database by LINGUATRONIC. Thus, entirely new kinds of vocal data are created – and captured – in
every command issued, and every destination uttered. Geodata is literally called
into being at the beginning of a navigational task, undergoing a transformation
into navigational data as each desired destination or datapoint is enrolled by the
“turn-taking machine.”
Regarding the latter, it constitutes, what Agre (1995, 186) refers to as “semantic colonization,” in which new semantic terms replace others. Not only is one
kind of geodata (postcodes) bypassed, but another kind altogether (three-word
strings) created, even acting parasitically on the other to “convert” postcodes into
What3word locations. This re-datafication process generates an altogether more
5
6

Thanks to Aikaterini Mniestri for originally alerting me to this, and especially to the colonial
practice of place renaming.
Such as the UK Royal Mail’s Postcode Address File (PAF).
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problematic form of value rendered not from local road names or through a standardized (and nationalized) postcode system, but from randomized three-word
strings. Whilst it is a strategy that purports to offer representational transparency,
it only succeeds in adding further layers, as new navigational “procedures” are designed (Thielmann 2019; Garfinkel 1996).

The Widescreen Cockpit as Customizable Control
The 2018 A-Class not only integrates both voice control and a unique address system
into the navigational experience, but also showcases a new dashboard design referred to as a “widescreen cockpit” (Mercedes-Benz 2018c). In this new dashboard,
previously separate screens for the instrument cluster and the infotainment system (MBUX) are combined into a single entity operated either via touch or voice.
Whilst previously the instrument cluster housing might have been contained behind the steering wheel, it now extends towards the center of the dashboard. Likewise, whilst the infotainment system might have previously existed as either an
embedded screen in the center console, or an additional screen attached to the
top of the dash, now it stretches across to the driver. In 2021 Mercedes-Benz will
launch the “Hyperscreen,” a 56inch display stretching the full width of the interior
(Hawkins 2021), enabling even deeper forms of customizable control.
In another promotional video, we see a British car enthusiast and YouTuber
explain the features of the widescreen cockpit (Mercedes-Benz 2018c). As it begins, he guides viewers through the “three screen set-ups available” to the driver
(Mercedes-Benz 2018c, n.p.): two 7-inch displays, one 7-inch display and one 10.25inch display, and two 10.25-inch displays, meaning “drivers can now customize
their display screens.” (Mercedes-Benz 2018c, n.p.). In this, there is a double spatial
convergence. Firstly, the integration of both instrument cluster and infotainment
system into a single entity: the widescreen cockpit. But secondly, a variable spatial
convergence (the “three screen set-up”) in which the new systems embedded within
the interface can be resized. Either users can select two smaller screens (less intrusive), enlarge the media screen (for scrolling through songs etc.), or choose the
full, “widescreen” experience.
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Figure 3: The new MBUX “Hyperscreen” with three visible screen areas –
even wider than the widescreen cockpit

Source: Mercedes-Benz

Next, he describes how drivers can perform this customization: “For example,
if you wanted to rearrange the order of these apps [on the infotainment system],
you just press and hold on one of the apps, in this case the navigation app, slide it
across to where you want it, and then tick confirm and it locks it nicely in place.”
(Mercedes-Benz 2018c, n.p.)
Here, the media display works akin to the homescreen of a mobile device, in
which app icons are presented in a grid-like fashion, movable at the user’s discretion. But as he continues, he also highlights the possibility of customizing the
instrument cluster, opting for an “understated” style option (Mercedes-Benz 2018c,
n.p.). In the 2021 version, the MBUX system will include a “zero layers” feature in
which apps will appear “in a situational and contextual way” meaning drivers will
not “have to scroll through submenus or [even] give voice commands” (Daimler
2021, n.p.).
Whilst the claim of a “zero layer” display is certainly another example of the
strategy of representational transparency, I argue it represents another tendency
in vehicle dashboard design. Whilst media functions within cars have been “appified” (Morris and Murray 2018) for a while, instrument clusters and driving-related
features have remained off-limits. But as the above, and another later video suggest, “there are many ways to customize your digital dashboard” (Mercedes-Benz
2019, n.p.) that extend beyond media screens and the presentation of apps, and
into the representation of vehicle states. That is, to how vehicle data is internally
surfaced and transformed into driving data.
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This, I argue, constitutes a novel application of Phil Agre’s “empowerment and
measurement regime” (Agre 1995, 176), in which drivers are “empowered” to customize their digital dashboards, “personalizing” their own driving experience. Yet
through novel measurement techniques – datafication by another name – vehicle manufacturers can further “manage” the driving experience. In the 2021 update, this regime is made even clearer and increasingly proactive, as app presentation is “supported by artificial intelligence” through a “context-sensitive awareness
[that] is constantly optimised by changes in the surroundings and user behaviour”
(Daimler 2021, n.p.). Here, the “MBUX Hyperscreen continually gets to know the
customer better and delivers a tailored, personalised infotainment and operating
offering before the occupant even has to click or scroll anywhere” (2021, n.p.). What
display to show when, and for what purpose, is therefore a kind of situated surfacing in which the MBUX system offers a greater level of customizable control
without the need for direct user interaction.

Figure 4: The Hyperscreen visualizing new kinds of driving data (electric
vehicle energy “boost” and “recuperation”) using a novel “clasp”-style display

Source: Mercedes-Benz

With these technologies, spatial convergence (both fixed, and customizable)
leads to an operational convergence, in which both the media display (with app
content), and the driving display (with driving data) are presented on the same
ontological plane. In this, both are made customizable, not only to the driver’s interests, tastes, feelings and passions (Sheller 2004), but also to their driving situations (i.e. going on a family holiday, or driving home from work). Indeed, with the
new version of the MBUX, the system will even learn to automatically recommend
the vehicle’s massage function in cold weather (Daimler 2021, n.p.). Although, as
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Mattern (2015) explains, instrument clusters have always enabled additional functionality, for a price, this has typically only concerned what can be displayed, not
necessarily how or indeed when. With MBUX we get all three: interchangeable displays that not only show current speed, but also electric motor “recuperation,” refueling limits, or the distance to a desired destination; different styles or “skins” for
the displays themselves, and context-specificity enabled by artificial intelligence
according to who the driver is, and what they’re likely to be doing.

Conclusion
Vehicle dashboards are being radically re-designed to represent data differently
within the car. With this, vehicle manufacturers are moving beyond the representation of typical features such as fuel levels and speed, or simply the digitization of
previously mechanical indicators such as fingers and dials. As vehicles are becoming platformized, new data streams are being generated, sometimes derived from
entirely novel operational states. New techniques are being employed to represent
this data, and new strategies to convince drivers of their utility.
In this chapter I have considered how the re-design of vehicle dashboards
has restructured both navigation and driving through two datafication processes.
Firstly, in the transformation of geodata into navigational data, and secondly, in
the surfacing of vehicle data as driving data. The spatial and operational convergence of navigation, entertainment and driving features within the car has been
a critical enabler of these processes. In order to convince drivers of the value of
these design changes, two strategies have been deployed by manufacturers. Firstly,
“representational transparency” (Agre 1995, 186) in which new vehicle interfaces are
sold as fixes to existing systems deemed “annoying,” confusing, or complicated to
use. Secondly, “customizable control” in which drivers are afforded greater ability
to “personalize” vehicle displays. These strategies, I have argued, are specifically
enabled by “re-datafication,” in which existing forms of data are transformed into
others, actively shaping the experience of driving a car.
To evidence the transformation of geodata into navigational data, I discussed
the integration of What3words – a unique addressing system – into a MercedesBenz navigation system. Constituting a rather complex operational convergence
of multiple systems and functions, navigational capabilities are primarily enabled
through voice-activation. Here, geodata is activated as a very particular kind of
navigational data, posing both novel practical issues for the driver, as well as constituting a kind of “semantic colonization” (Agre 1995, 186) in which placenames
(i.e. geodata) are rendered as randomized three-word strings for the purposes of
navigation.
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To elucidate the transformation of vehicle data into driving data, I turned
to Mercedes-Benz’s MBUX system. Here there is an obvious spatial convergence
as driving, navigational, and entertainment features are fitted into a single
“widescreen” dashboard, or “Hyperscreen.” But the MBUX system also demonstrates another more subtle convergence, in which the different display screens
of the vehicle dashboard can be customized, enabling driving data to reflect a
driver’s interests, tastes or personality. As an imminent new version of the MBUX
system demonstrates, this customizable control is to be further enhanced through
artificial intelligence, enabling a “situated surfacing” of context-relevant functions.
These customizable forms, far from being additional elements or features, subtly
yet substantially reconfigure the experience of driving. Indeed, rather than a curious side effect, they constitute intended design effects: techniques to transform
the driver and their ways of driving.
Thus, this chapter has sought to add to the emerging work on data and platforms, considering how automobiles are being subjected to datafication processes.
In the process of transforming both geodata and vehicle data into navigational data
and driving data, respectively, new driving experiences are emerging. These, I argue, are worthy of ongoing investigation, as they generate unique effects that help
to better understand how datafication is shaping the world-at-large.
Funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG, German Research Foundation) –
Project-ID 262513311 – SFB 1187 “Media of Cooperation”.
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Algorithms Curate Data:
Four Perspectives on Data-Based Working Conditions,
Using the Example of Route and Job Planning
Annelie Pentenrieder

Users of software services rarely come into contact with data in their everyday lives.
There are algorithms working in the background to select, sort, classify and evaluate data for users as part of a process that turns data into information presented
on a display. This makes algorithms the gatekeepers that mediate between users
and relevant data. The following chapter takes up the question of how algorithms
curate data for users while at the same time influencing social arrangements at
work and in everyday life. For a theoretical study of data practices, one can enquire
into the junctures at which data production and processing data by algorithms play
a role for users and consequently must be disclosed.
There is a decades-long tradition in the use of algorithmic means to solve problems by calculating information on the basis of selected data. The omnipresence of
algorithmic decision-making we can see in today’s world of work and everyday life,
however, is new. Algorithms can recommend books, select job applicants, sort emails, prioritize information in a wide variety of search engines, and help drivers
navigate through city traffic. This is how algorithms have a major impact on the
practices and decisions of those who use them and rely on their data analysis. Also
the data on which algorithms perform their calculations are collected, processed,
and prepared for algorithmic evaluation under conditions that are beyond users’
view. And yet data processing does not conclude the moment a data record or a
data-collection method (e.g., continuous, real-time data tracking) is set. Therefore,
agorithms themselves – the calculation logics under which data are transposed into
information for users – must be understood as opaque data practices in their own
right. With this in mind, the focus of this chapter is on four different forms of empirical access in which drivers in the logistics sector interact with their software of
route and job planning. The four situation descriptions modelled here can be used
to illustrate the novelty of working conditions that are subject to algorithm- and
data-driven arrangements that are multi-faceted and thus elusive:
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These algorithmic systems are not stand alone little boxes, but massive, networked ones with hundreds of hands reaching into them, tweaking and tuning,
swapping out parts and experimenting with new arrangements. If we care about
the logic of these systems, we need to pay attention to more than the logic
and control associated with singular algorithms. We need to examine the logic
that guides the hands, picking certain algorithms rather than others, choosing
particular representations of data, and translating ideas into code. (Seaver 2014,
10)
Not only are the data themselves opaque for users, but also the logics that algorithms use to process these data into information. It is not just the results that
algorithms recommend that intervene in users’ social relationships. There are even
social effects stemming from the fact that algorithms, and the underlying data are
nearly impervious to scrutiny at this point in time and are used in ways that are
opaque. In the following examples, the opacities involved in the process that uses
algorithmic calculations to convert data records into information will be explicated,
based on work practices of drivers in the logistics sector. In that setting, algorithms
take different approaches with regard to the visibilities of information about road
traffic and working conditions. This will shed light on the algorithmic architectures
in which algorithms structure the social fabric of the people who use them. Using
this spatial-theoretical metaphor, I explore the question of how “algorithmically
framed perspective” can be “curated” anew, based on the perspective of the user.

Route Planners Invisibly Govern Spatial Access
with their Selection of Routes
Anyone who asks a digital route planner to chart a path from Gendarmenmarkt in
Berlin to the main rail station will receive a detailed description presenting stepby-step directions indicating where to turn right or left and showing how long it
takes to reach the destination. As there are countless ways to get from Gendarmenmarkt to the main station, a navigation algorithm such as the one used by
Google selects only a small number of the possible paths. The app developers decide which route will be pre-selected: Should a route be particularly short or quick?
Or should a route instead aim to include a reliable arrival time by avoiding roads in
advance that often involve unexpected delays due to traffic jams? Even the tiniest
of these decisions entails different programming. Even if software providers offer
their users different routes to choose from, this selection of options still conceals
the technical compromises that the calculation requires. It also covers the developers’ own preferences they include into programming, and the data records used to
calculate the route. When displayed, a route seems to be the clearly optimal choice
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from among possible routes, but that is not what it is. The road intersections where
a route planner is used are subject to an entire range of assumptions, priorities and
conclusions previously made by developers working in a software firm.
As has been argued in Science and Technology Studies, the production of structures and facts that appear to be clear is not a “logical-rational process” or an “objective representation” (Bauer, Heinemann, and Lemke 2017, 13) of a particular subject. Instead, their production must be understood “as a social practice” (2017, 13).
According to Susan Leigh Star, technical infrastructures in particular push social
development processes to the background – and, with them, the question of who
took part in their construction and with which interests (Star [1999] 2017). Classifications, standards, and categorizations that seem clear consolidate power relationships between those who design certain infrastructures and those who use
them. This is because the production of infrastructures is inevitably tied to social
considerations: “Each category valorizes some point of view and silences another”
(Bowker and Star 2000, 5).
For a path between two locations to be recommendable at all on the basis of
algorithms –to be calculable, in other words – a wide variety of expectations of a
suitable route are simplified on the basis of economic and mathematical criteria.
Everyday route planners are based on models in which the cost calculation forms
the basis for every concept of space. Space is based on a “mathematizable calculus,”
and the design of spatiotemporal dimensions becomes a management task and an
optimization potential for which mathematical methods and economic ordering
structures are used (Neubert and Schabacher 2012, 164–165). When a route is selected, economic factors such as savings of time, money and fuel are prioritized
over such harder-to-quantify aspects as convenience, aesthetics and the feelings
of the traveller.1 But even in the case of route properties for which purportedly
unique data exists, as in the case of quick or short routes, route decisions cannot be made unequivocally: This has been reported to me by taxi drivers, longdistance lorry drivers and other deliverers whom I interviewed or accompanied in
the course of my dissertation project between 2015 and 2019 (Pentenrieder 2020).
They report complicated considerations as to which route is fast, short, or economical. Nearly all drivers surveyed used route planners for their journeys, but they
always checked the calculations against their own local knowledge and additional
sources of information. When choosing their route, they also took into account
their own experience – how susceptible a route may be to congestion, for example
– or they avoided routes suggested by the route planner that involved bridge underpasses that offered insufficient clearance for an articulated lorry. Or if the “sat
nav” device recommended a short distance crossing an avenue, where tree roots
1

On the construction of road data, see: Pentenrieder (2020, 196–205), chapter 6.3: Zum Wert
einer Straße: Produktionsketten unveränderlicher Elemente.
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typically lift the asphalt to create a “bumpy road,” they had to weigh the time savings against wear and tear to the vehicle (field notes, winter 2015). Calculations by a
route planner are of little use to drivers in situations like these. Or take another example: During drives lasting several days, a relevant factor for selecting routes for
long-distance lorry drivers involved determining which motorways offered places
in which to sleep free of charge. This depends on whether roads and rest areas
are state-owned or in private hands. Again, none of the information provided by
the navigation equipment was of any use, as developers working in software firms
know nothing about needs of this type.
In his essay entitled “Information Mythology and Infrastructure,” Geoffrey
Bowker argues that we should eliminate the “cybernetic narrative” that holds that
everything is information, and that realities can be fully represented in models
(Bowker 1994, 245). Nor do map data, algorithms and parameters in route planners
reflect complete information and universally fitting combinations for suitable
routes. They always follow the assumptions about feasibility and interests that can
be found in software development firms. Considering long-distance lorry drivers’
preferences in rest stops, we can see that the question of which data are available
to the algorithm is a function of social and political context. Those who collect data
and make them available for algorithmic evaluations take decisions as to which
properties count and which do not. The inclusion of users’ situational knowledge
is thus relevant to the effort to adapt algorithmic recommendations to suit the
individual situation. Up until now and beyond then, an informed route decision is
based on calculable, technically inducible information as well as on the informal
knowledge of the users.
And yet informal knowledge bases that users contribute to in the successful
application of algorithmic recommendation systems – in this case, the considerations of the drivers themselves – often go overlooked. As “invisible work” (Star and
Strauss 1999), they remain hidden when users negotiate the situations of everyday
life. Success is instead attributed retrospectively to the provision of algorithmic assistance. The fact that the contribution of an informed user goes unseen owes not
least to the steadily growing interpretative power of algorithmic recommendations
in comparison with the knowledge of a driver: A taxi driver tells me that passengers
have already asked him not to follow his own knowledge of the surroundings but to
drive according to the directions shown on the route planner instead (field notes,
autumn 2015). Even when I accompany a food supplier in the delivery of his wares,
I witness the superior interpretative power of algorithmically calculated data in
his everyday work: The software transmits his arrival time to the customer even
before the driver, still at the restaurant, has managed to determine the route to
take to deliver the food to the customer (accompaniment of a food delivery driver
in autumn 2016). Algorithmic calculations forecast and control without offering
any way for the stakeholders involved to know the underlying calculation and base
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data. It is the opacity that makes it difficult for users to review or contradict algorithmic benchmarks in light of other criteria and knowledge levels: “The claim that
algorithms will classify more “objectively” (thus solving previous inadequacies or
injustices in classification) cannot simply be taken at face value given the degree of
human judgment still involved in designing the algorithms, choices which become
built-in. This human work includes defining features, pre-classifying training data,
and adjusting thresholds and parameters” (Burrell 2016, 3).

Economic and Political Contexts Remain Invisible
A second case in which an algorithmic pre-selection occurs without users’ knowledge of the information withheld from them when selecting certain data situations,
is provided by the critical urban researcher Ulf Treger, taking Uber, the ride-hailing
service, as his example. His work demonstrates the significance of the private development contexts today’s software is chiefly programmed. For business purposes,
Uber addresses different target groups with specifically tailored map views to influence who receives which spatial access. With internal map views bearing labels
such as “Heaven” or “God’s view” Uber managers are able to monitor their own business processes and retrieve different layers of information about the urban space
(Treger 2018, 241). Because the map information presented to drivers and passengers must necessarily be selected for a limited view in the smartphone app, this
selection of information can also be used for business purposes: As Treger points
out, the “Hell” map view addresses a group of Uber drivers “who also work for competing companies such as Lyft, the biggest competitor, so that their behaviour can
be monitored and controlled: Such drivers are more likely to be offered rides than
others in an effort to keep them on duty.” (2018, 241–242) Through selection, Uber
tailors the “truth content” (2018, 241–242) to certain perspectives on urban space,
as is made even clearer in the “Greyball” map view: This map view conceals a secret
software program designed to mislead regulatory authorities (Isaac 2017). Between
2014 and 2015, this map view was displayed to people whom Uber had identified as
employees of a supervisory authority. Reserving an Uber taxi was made more difficult for this group of people by hiding available Uber vehicles in their immediate
vicinity and making them so-called “ghost cars” in order to render it more difficult
for the authorities to wield critical control over the company. As journalist Mike
Isaac describes in an interview with CNBC, this map view is subject to a special
data practice:
If individuals working for a regulatory authority are “greyballed,” they are not
banned by the Uber service, as otherwise the app would no longer ‘learn’ about
these people’s behaviour: Information about how often the app is opened, and
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about the devices these individuals (e.g., police officers) use to open it, helps
reveal the supervisory authorities’ tactics. (Isaac 2017)
Along with the first example of the selections made by a route planner, the selection
of spatial information shown in an app’s map view presents a second possibility of
influence in which data and algorithms help determine the social fabric precisely
by virtue of the things one does not see in them: by virtue of their opacities. As the
map views used at Uber make clear, the focus of a map usage is no longer to capture
larger relationships, as noted by Pablo Abend for smartphones in general: “Instead,
the viewer is presented with an isolated excerpt that seems to be cut off from any
reference.” (Abend 2013 118). It is precisely the boundedness of displays that makes
it necessary to curate spatial information for users – whether by selecting a route
or by selecting a map view. The asymmetrical distributions of information in the
“Heaven,” “Hell” and “Greyball” views show that technically necessary curation can
be accompanied by the opportunity to establish hierarchies in software-structured
spatial access. Software already prepares spatial information in different ways for
different groups of people: In the process, some groups learn more about a city
than others (Treger 2016).
As human geographer Stephen Graham points out, it is particularly software
that links places, provides access, and draws boundaries that inscribes new power
and knowledge structures as well as inequalities in cities (Graham 2005, 575). It
makes a difference which stakeholders deploy those means of digital spatial access, and for which purposes: At the moment, technologies which provide spatial
access are strongly intertwined with economic interests, as transnational companies view the urban space as a market in which to sell their technologies (Bauriedl and Strüver 2018, 21). Therefore, any analysis of software concerning spatial
constellations, needs a strong focus on social, economic and cultural conditions.
In software studies in particular, then, not only is there investigation into what
“software is,” but also into what “software does” (Mackenzie 2006, 3) and into the
material and discursive conditions in which software is embedded today.

Algorithms Assign Tasks Without the Need of Explanations
In the working environment of drivers in the logistics sector, route planners and
digital maps are often part of software that additionally coordinates trips, distributes tasks, and controls execution. This is known as “dispatch software.” This
adds further dimensions on the basis of which algorithms organize visibilities and
invisibilities. In a food delivery service as part of the gig economy, for instance,
digital platforms or smartphone applications are used to communicate individual
orders to the drivers. Essential organizational tasks are outsourced to algorithms,
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while the operational activities are processed as “repetitive micro tasks” by selfemployed workers. (BMAS 2016, 7; Webster 2016; Irani 2015) One social problem
with these employment relationships is that the contractors have no guarantees of
“adequate economic, social and legal protection” (BMAS 2016, 8).
Min Kyung Lee and her colleagues describe employment relationships such as
these, in which gig workers primarily interact with algorithms as superior entities, as “algorithmic management” (Lee et al. 2015, 1603). While the members at
the management level remain anonymous, the driver interacts with a fabric of different algorithms. Lee et al. distinguish three dimensions of tasks that algorithms
take over in this context: The assignment and issuance of instructions for orders
and tasks to the gig worker, the optimization of their work processes associated
with the structuring of work steps, and the evaluation of completed tasks (Lee et
al. 2015).2 According to this structure, food delivery staff are assigned their delivery orders using an “instruction algorithm”; then, the second step is to optimize
their route to the customer through an interface to Google Maps: with a single
click in the same app, drivers can output routes to restaurants and customers in
the form of step-by-step instructions. As the third and final step, the app continuously records their speed and location data for evaluation purposes. These data
are factored into next order assignment as individual key figures. In addition, target values for punctual delivery are adjusted based on continuous measurements of
average speed, i.e. data constantly mediate between drivers’ practices and the algorithmically modulated framework in which they operate. These feedback processes
are an important element of algorithmic regulation, as they are self-optimizing (cf.
Eyert 2020). The algorithm emerges here in the form of a dynamic data evaluation,
as it constantly modifies itself based on active driver practices. Unlike gig workers
who perform micro tasks online, drivers in the logistics gig economy are a visible
part of the cityscape as they perform their algorithm-mediated assignments. In
this, they draw attention to problems that affect gig workers in virtual (work) environments as well. Here is how media scientist Carina Lopes describes algorithmic
employment relationships in the logistics sector, based on the example of parcel
carriers in Spain:
Algorithms coordinate and indicate then how relations unfold and evolve – what
tasks are done, the workflow steps that have been followed and which interactions
take place between different parts of the system. Within the intensively computational complex urban systems, everything seems to necessarily start and finish with an algorithm. The parcel about to be delivered enters a spatial field that
2

Karen Yeung offers a similar taxonomy for the algorithmic regulation of social arrangements
in working conditions. For this purpose, she distinguishes among the dimensions of setting
targets, collecting data and modifying behaviours as functions of algorithmic regulation. (see
Eyert 2020,1 with reference to Yeung 2018)
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has been calculated and optimised numerous times, all in name of the seamless
and efficient workflow towards delivery. It enters a field of action where the bureaucratic algorithm – counting, recording, ordering – meets the automation algorithm – tracking, tagging, deleting, isolating – giving rise to contexts of action
that can rapidly evolve and be adapted to environmental aspects such as weather
conditions or market demand and supply dynamics. (Lopes 2016, 216)
Algorithms are used to “match” drivers with suitable tasks, as if they were merely
one variable among many (2016, 213). In the gig economy, work is structured around
the existence of individual orders, as media theorist Felix Stalder points out for digital platforms in general: they create “access to an action space” that “offers opportunities that cannot be found anywhere else” (Stalder 2016, 161). The orders offered
on a platform are not attached to a “normative must” but only an “optional can”
that either party can retract at any time (2016, 161). Although drivers are free to decide between accepting and declining each incoming order, they have only a limited
view of all the factors associated with the respective orders. In the case of Uber, for
example, a driver has 15 seconds in which to accept a trip request without seeing
where he or she must go – and whether the trip may prove unprofitable (Rosenblat
and Stark 2016, 3762).
Opacities like these distinguish algorithmic instructions from instruction
made by human superiors. In a bike courier center, I observed the following
situation while accompanying the work of a dispatcher:
During the afternoon of my visit, there were five drivers carrying out incoming
delivery orders. As soon as a courier had delivered an order, he or she would use
“the radio” to report availability back to the dispatcher. The dispatcher then assigned the driver a spot on the waiting list, with a number between 1 and 5. This
assigning of trips continued throughout the afternoon, with one driver repeatedly receiving particularly short delivery orders. (The shorter the delivery route,
the less lucrative the order the couriers, as self-employed individuals, can post.)
Suspecting that this courier might be ‘annoyed’, the dispatcher asked all the other
couriers if he could assign to this courier an unscheduled, longer delivery run that
had just been received. The colleagues agreed, and the driver was given the lucrative order. (Field notes, autumn 2016)
This non-algorithmized instruction situation demonstrated the need for negotiation and argumentation for each standardized assignment procedure with regard
to what can be viewed as a fair allocation of work, as well as any situational adjustments that are possible. Because it is presented as indisputable, an algorithmic
assignments seems more objectivity – in contrast to biased, non-impartial or distorted human decision-making. But algorithms in the same way assign their tasks
in accordance to logics that are subject to negotiation. Unlike human superiors,
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however, they cannot be interrogated about the rules that govern these assignments. Behind the display, there are technical thresholds, parameters and data
inputs that decide how a task is assigned. The algorithmic instructions require
not “being in the dispatcher’s good graces,” as a former bicycle courier described
it, but rather a breakdown of mathematical arguments. But these mathematical
arguments lie beneath a series of opaque layers that can have technical and organizational, but also political, cultural or economic reasons.
As Louise Amoore has contended, technologies such as “algorithmic modelling”
have become the decisive, authoritarian knowledge structures of our time (Amoore
2013, 9). What is problematic about this is that these new objects of knowledge say
nothing about the logics and interests inevitably inscribed in them. This results
in fractures between different knowledge bases (2013, 9). Programmed by technical development teams, often algorithms and data layers cannot even be explained
by direct supervisors; consequently, a delivery driver who interacts with an “instruction algorithm” during trips has no clue of the key figures under which he or
she is evaluated or compared with colleagues. If these key figures are output by a
“statistical algorithm” as “features” in the context of machine learning, the selection criteria are not even known to the developers, although they may be aware of
the spectrum of possible criteria. However, the algorithm “decides” situationally
which criteria it deems relevant to the concrete selection, operating on the basis
of historical and constantly evolving data. This makes traceability, negotiation, and
potential objection of algorithmic instruction very difficult.
Order instructions issued by means of algorithms thus represent a third version
of the ways in which algorithms and datasets – which are often dynamically generated and updated3 – influence the social relationships of their users by virtue
of their very opacities. The software determines who receives which assignment
and when. It also determines which perspective, and which visibility and invisibility the users will receive onto larger contexts. This algorithmic formation creates
“information asymmetries” between drivers and platform providers (Rosenblat and
Stark 2016, 3777). But conflicts of interest are systematically resolved in favor of the
company that specifies the design of the technology.

3

The ways in which one’s own data impact the next delivery order are illustrated by one driver’s
tactic of playing with his speed to generate more lucrative delivery runs. See Pentenrieder
2020, 131–144, Chapter 5.2.: Wie munitioniert man eine “Weapon of Choice?” [How does one
arm a “weapon of choice”?].
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Opacities Due to Algorithmic Reshaping
It is not just when job instructions are issued that algorithmic opacities have an
effect. Algorithms and the opacities associated with them also influence how workflows are regulated and structured,4 as I outline in a fourth and final empirical field
observation. In autumn 2016, I accompanied a food delivery man on his lunch shift.
When picking up a pizza in the restaurant, he only learned the customer’s delivery
address when the pizza was already hot and in front of him on the counter. Only
when he actually set out on his actual route was he able to “unlock the route” and
begin planning his path to the customer. The current version of the app does not
provide a way to use the time he spends waiting to plan the next route. (Field notes,
autumn 2016)
Regardless of whether the app has since been programmed differently, this situation illustrates how the fractures between the programmed arrangements and
the knowledge bases of the user can actually hamper the efficiency maxims of logistical arrangements. While algorithmically mediated data can empower new work
routines in some cases, they disempower employees in instances in which the algorithms technically reshape employment relationships to such an extent that they
structurally reduce and outsource entire areas of responsibility. This prevents not
only critical employee input but also constructive employee influences, offered for
the sake of the work routine.5 Here, drivers are permitted to do nothing more than
‘fill in the gaps in the automation’ (Wischmann and Hartmann 2018, 2). The calling-up of individual knowledge that transcends automation, as Lopes also points
out, is growing increasingly difficult, in the interest of “operational efficiency and
optimization” (Lopes 2016, 214–215). Work processes allow less and less room for
the local knowledge of parcel couriers, for example, who know when certain people
are likely to be at home (2016, 214–215). Ethnographers at the University of Hamburg demonstrate that software programming is often not sufficiently geared to the
things that would be helpful in a work routine. They refer to the “requirement problem” in computer science, which holds that it is easier to make a software program
operational than it is to identify the software solution that a particular situation
actually requires. (Brugger et al. 2011, 182) On behalf of “good enough software”
(Bialski 2018), digital working architectures simplify socially complex structures in
favor of technically feasible programming.

4
5

In this connection, see the concept of “algorithmic regulation” by Yeung (2018), which was
further developed by Eyert et al. (2020) into a framework model.
Eva-Maria Nyckel (formerly Raffetseder) and her colleagues reach a similar conclusion with
regard to other software interactions (Raffetseder, Schaupp and Staab, “Kybernetik und Kontrolle,” 2017, 232).
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For decades, feminist technology researchers such as Susan Leigh Star and Lucy
Suchman have advocated a “pragmatic sociology of technology” that introduces
technology not simply in terms of technical feasibility but also goes on to examine
the extent to which it benefits social structures (Star 2017, 35). In lieu of a Turing
test that determines whether a machine is perceived as intelligent, Star proposes a
Durkheim test that determines whether a machine is perceived as social (2017, 35).
Taking into account the rigidities and limitations that technologies and processes
of automation inevitably involve, an effort could be made to promote programming
that is more oriented to everyday practice and must therefore “reckon with the
untidiness of sociotechnical work”: “Systems should be tested for their ability to
respond to community objectives. [...] A process is deemed to be commensurate if
divergent views are factored into the decision-making process in a fair and flexible
way” (2017, 131).

Addressing Algorithmic Opacities with User-Centric Perspectives
In different ways, the four examples presented, ranging from the handling of software to route and job planning, demonstrate how software governs which information its users can and cannot see about road traffic and work processes. First of all,
route planners grant certain streets the status of making a journey faster than others, yet they do so without disclosing their underlying data and calculation logics.
Secondly, map views such as those of Uber restrict the view of the city, prescribing selective spatial access without having to disclose the underlying political and
economic considerations involved. There are still more opacities in the context of
logistics work: Thirdly, instruction algorithms make it difficult for their employees
to critically question standardized job assignments, as even direct supervisors are
often uninformed of the technical workings of an algorithm. Fourthly, even constructive contributions from employees are made more difficult in work processes
if the task structure is organized in such small steps that one’s own knowledge –
such as an independent sense of orientation or knowledge of delivery times suitable to the customer – cannot be taken into consideration.
To reduce the instructions shown on the display, information must always be
selected for the users – and algorithms evaluate certain datasets for this purpose.
By selecting certain information and omitting other information, algorithmic recommendations are always deliberately designed, not objective or neutral. When
performing software programming, developers make social decisions with regard
to the criteria, user profiles and data that can be used to derive the fit of an individual route or follow-up order. This gives decisions of technical nature a certain
social relevance. But what the display conceals are the (social) compromises made
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on behalf of technically feasible programming, according to which premises, for
example, data selection was shaped by means of algorithms.
Precisely because they are unquestionable, algorithms have become new authorities, especially when operating data. They determine which broader relationships users can grasp, understand, and question, and which knowledge of their
own they can contribute towards a practice determined by algorithms. Together
with all the additional technical conditions that surround algorithms – such as
data formats, parameters, thresholds or the limited display space on smartphones
– algorithms arrange the visual fields of their users (Pentenrieder 2020, 121–221).
Users see the same technical functional logics and organizational backgrounds
with which they are interacting only through a “tiny keyhole” (Suchman 2007, 11).
These viewing relationships need to be questioned, because algorithms ‘curate’
whether, what, when and how their users “catch sight” of a particular piece of information. Algorithmic opacities arise not from a lack of technical knowledge or
competences on the part of the users. They arise through the structural condition of
today’s software, which offers too few perspectives onto algorithmic functionalities
and data bases for their users.
Spatial concepts can be enlisted to vividly “visualize” these algorithmically defined perspectives in everyday practices. Taina Bucher made this impressively clear
in the field of software studies, based on the example of the Facebook News Feed.
She shows that, through architectural formations and arrangements, software influences social practices and brings regulatory forces to bear on them (Bucher
2012). In this connection, she projects Michel Foucault’s panoptical architectures
onto algorithmic arrangements: “An architectural perspective usefully highlights
the ways in which spaces are ‘designed to make things seeable, and seeable in a
specific’ way” (2012, 27). Specifically, Bucher enlists John Rajchman’s interpretation
of Foucault’s architecture in the regulation of visibilities: “Architecture helps ‘visualize’ power in other ways than simply manifesting it. It is not simply a matter
of what a building shows ‘symbolically’ or ‘semiotically’, but also of what it makes
visible about us and within us.” (Rajchman 1988, 103). Software installs visual barriers and fields of view in the same manner as spatial architecture installs windows
and frames. This is particularly noticeable in interactions with route planners and
tasks in the logistics sector, as these practices are determined algorithmically and
unfold in spatial structures at the same time. From the point of view of a user at
a street corner, one wonders how the software arrives at a route or a task recommendation. This seemingly simple question makes it possible to grow arbitrarily
complex where software components and the work steps of the developers involved
in the result are concerned. But this initial question makes a major contribution
to the discussion of technical conditions: It focuses on the previously limited view
of the software user – the view through the “keyhole” and onto the algorithmic result and the datasets – and, from the user’s point of view, considers what he or
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she can “see,” and thus know or not know, of the underlying logics of the software.
The empirical representation of user interactions prioritizes users’ visibilities (in
the form of possibilities of knowledge) vis-à-vis the software. In a second step,
once users’ questions and problems have been elaborated, developers, data scientists and other designers of software can be queried about the technical principles
(data, algorithms, parameters, cost functions) underlying the identified opacities
that confront users (see methodology in Pentenrieder 2020). Under this approach –
of first developing the user perspective and secondly analyzing the technical logics
– users can determine what technical information they need to assess algorithmic
results and can set their sights on the technical logics essential to this information.
What makes this approach decisive is that it curates anew what is known about algorithms, this time working from a user-centric perspective.
Analyzing software – not only on the basis of a user-centric construct but also
with creative questions in mind about visual relationships – makes a significant
difference for a praxeological approach to software analysis. In contemporary urban research, an example of the value of such a shift in perspective towards the object created can be seen in the concept of “human-scale architecture” advanced by
the Danish city planner Jan Gehl. In a concept that runs counter to the car-friendly
city, Gehl takes the eye level of an individual, completes it with his or her interests,
feelings and desires for their own city as habitat and uses this pedestrians’ point of
view for the planning process. As a result, the functionality and perfection of architecture and solitary buildings are no longer at the heart of urban planning (Gehl
2011). Instead, the planning strategy is defined from the perspective and experience
of a pedestrian whose fields of view of his or her city are defined by an eye level
at 1.60 m and a walking speed of 5 km/h. As urban research shows, incorporating
visual relationships such as these, which pedestrians introduce to their use of urban spaces, significantly alters the planning process and results in cities different
to those that have gone before them – “at human scale” (Wang, Sadik-Khan, and
Gehl 2012).
To curate informative fields of view for users of a software program, the approach to designing the user experience (UX) calls for a similar shift in perspective
– and thus a shift in paradigm. In the 1970s, the development of graphical user
interfaces (GUI) marked a radical turning point in the concealment of technical
processes.6 Today, however, one can ask the question in reverse: Which perspectives on technical processes does an emancipatory use of technology now require

6

The development of the “graphical user interface” (GUI) at the research institute Xerox PARC
contributed significantly towards establishing personal computers as a mass product on the
market in the 1970s. (Chun 2011, 59) It changed the ‘dialogue’ between user and computer:
Users no longer navigated between programs using text-based lines of commands, but now
used windows, icons, menus and cursors instead. (Bunz 2019, 76)
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for users to be able to develop expertise with regard to algorithmic recommendations – an expertise they can use to check algorithmic calculations, manage and
protect personal data and profiles, and control third-party access?7 A comparison
between the user-friendly software design of the 1970s and today’s requirements is
paradoxical in this respect: While the effort to popularize technology in the 1970s
meant that GUI design had to protect the user from the technical complexity of software, today’s interface design should precisely re-open this protective black box to
make informed, responsible or democratic software use possible.8
In order to determine which perspectives informed users require, media-theoretical reappraisals of the software itself must be supplemented with the practices
of interested users. This is why informed users have also prompted the vignettes
formulated above: Their experience shifts the view of the software and the facts of
interest that underlie the technology. When describing their everyday lives, longdistance lorry drivers and food couriers also have indirect questions about the production of algorithms and data, along with other basic principles of technology.
Some users take this a step further and compensate their limited view by using
various reverse-engineering methods and plausibility strategies to reconstruct algorithmic recommendations and relevant software logics (see Chapter 6 in Pentenrieder 2020). These informed and curious drivers try to anticipate the operational
principles of software in use, for example by tracking whether it is an algorithm’s
own logic, movement data the users have generated themselves, or systematic decision-making by a manager or software developer that determines how a task
is assigned. Their practices permit conclusions about the social implications that
some technical principles involve – principles that thus require social-scientific
analysis. This is how emancipatory user practices provide a methodological guide
to locating the aspects of a software program that require transparency for users
in the first place.9
The four scenarios presented here of drivers’ interactions with opaque algorithms are based on a combination of spatio-theoretical software analysis and praxeological user research. When users follow a route (1), look at a map on their smartphone (2), accept a delivery order (3) and follow step-by-step work instructions (4),
there are algorithms at work that govern the visibilities of data layers for road traffic

7

8
9

Cf. the debate around explainable AI: Wachter, Mittelstadt, and C. Russell, “Counterfactual
Explanations Without Opening the Black Box,” 2017, Kroll, Huey, and Barocas, “Accountable Algorithms,” 2017, Spielkamp, Automating Society. Taking Stock of Automated DecisionMaking in the EU, 2019.
Many thanks to Timo Kaerlein for the inspiring discussion on this topic.
In this connection, see methods from participatory design research, such as Suchman
1986/2007.
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and working conditions. The empirical case studies manifest the viewing relationship as the source of algorithmic opacities. Particularly the focus on emancipated
users reveals architectures in which algorithms govern social structures. Based on
user-centric scenarios such as these, specific consideration can be given to how
“algorithmically framed fields of view” might be “curated” to make algorithmically
conditioned work environments auditable by and accountable to the people who
use them.
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Digitize Again Forever
David Ribes

I am sitting in an office with shelves covered in physical media (see Figure 1). There
are papers and folders and binders, CDs and tapes everywhere, stacked on top of
each other, mixed and matched. Note the stamps, which are intended to label and
categorize paper; and note the papers bursting from binders. Note the specialized
drawers for CDs; and note the stacks of CDs on top. Despite the apparent mess
this is not a disordered space, at least not for my interlocutor who knows, in broad
stroke, which pile is which. She strides through the piles with confidence.
This is the data management center’s main office for the Multicenter AIDS Cohort Study (MACS). Since 1987 that data management center has been curating,
preserving, cleaning, combining, and provisioning the data of the MACS. They are
also responsible for digitizing the MACS’s data again:
We digitized these data in the early 2000s. You can see the CDs behind you [she
gestures to shelves behind me], which we have to digitize again soon because CDs
only have a shelf life of about 10 years. They are overdue. (emphasis added)1
I’ve sat in other rooms like this before. Since the MACS has three other geographic
sites across the US, there are also three other rooms that look somewhat akin to
this one. The piles, the heterogenous media, the definitive sense of order which is
nevertheless inscrutable to my eyes.
This room is in Baltimore, Maryland, USA, but this detail doesn’t matter very
much to the tales I will tell here. I find that the rooms of information managers
across my different research projects all look much the same. Even when it’s not
the MACS, and even when it’s not about AIDS, I’ve still been in rooms that look
much like this.

1

Anonymized interview with MACS Information Manager, October 2011.
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Figure 1: Center for Analysis and Management of MACS Data

Source: Photograph by the author, all rights retained.

The MACS was founded in 1984. Then, data were first inscribed on paper
forms, quickly transferred to long magnetic tapes and (for them) startlingly
compact floppy disks. Those data on paper or disk were shared across its four
geographic sites by fax and by mail, but only after first phoning someone to
confirm that the data were ‘coming by fax’ or ‘in the mail’. That was all a long time
ago and a lot of things have changed since, such as the disease they study (fatal in
1984, a chronic parasite today), their scientific instrumentation (which regardless,
almost all end up outputting data), and of course all the media that they use to
store these data. Nothing has stayed the same, except of course that the MACS
keeps producing more data, and then digitizing it, and then digitizing it again.
After the 5 14 inch floppy disks there were the even more compact 3 12 inch disks,
hard drives (which were also placed in the mail for a time), slightly larger but somehow more compact discs, and of course The Internet. Of course, The Internet did
not pass these information managers by, they kept up. But despite its tidy name
The Internet is not one thing, and it has done nothing to end the parade of digitizing their data again. There have been shared networked drives; carefully guarded
servers run by departments, colleges or the university; even more carefully guarded
private provider servers; and of course a recent bevy of Cloud services. All of this
has been The Internet, and none of it has slowed the MACS’ efforts at digitizing
their data again:

Digitize Again Forever

The last time a vendor told me they were going to “digitize our data" [curling her
fingers around the words], I guffawed out loud. I know it was rude, I couldn’t help
it, I’d heard it a few times before…. [chuckles] Anyways, we did end up hiring them,
and they did digitize our data again.2

How Digital Can We Get?
Here I reject what I call the saltationist model of digitization (James 1909; Latour
1999). My argument is that being digital is itself not a binary state, a singular jump
from one condition to another, despite how much the digital itself insists that is
the case. Instead, I consider digitization to be hungry, bottomless, always looking
for its next meal, forever dissatisfied with everything in the past, including its own
past efforts of digitization. The children of the digital, those dubbed ‘born digital’,
are not exempt, they are just as tasty, perhaps more so, and just as subject to digitization’s endless maw. Like Saturn, digitization will consume them too, and then
once again.
I have thought that digitization is an endless hungry maw for some time now.
I have been studying scientists digitizing their data again since about the early
2000s. As we saw above, in the past I’ve worked with biomedical scientists and their
data; I’ve also worked with geologists, ecologists and physicists digitizing their data
again, amongst others.3 I should know by now that digitization is not a binary
state, more than for any other reason because sometimes I have returned a decade
later to the very same group of scientists only to find that they are once again
digitizing their data.
Often, they don’t call it digitizing their data, there are other words. Such as
‘implementing’ a metadata standard, or ‘registering’ data to a computational ontology, or ‘harmonizing’ across heterogeneous data. In this I am not fooled though,
I am theoretically sensitized (Glaser 1978) enough to recognize a common pattern
when, regardless of what they call it, really they are just digitizing their data again.
In this, the central theoretical term of this edited volume, “datafication,” too smells
to me suspiciously like digitization again.
But even with all this critical distance, I still find myself regularly duped by the
promissory pitch: ‘just try it once more’ digitization coos in my ear, ‘this time will
certainly be The One’. The promise of digitization is that, going forward, things
will never be the same again. For digitization, The One is the occasion on which
being digital has been achieved, forever. This is how we often speak of digitization, a singular transformative leap from some anterior condition (such as “ana2
3

Anonymized interview with MACS Information Manager, October 2011.
Ribes and Polk 2015; Ribes and Bowker 2009; Ribes et al. 2012.
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log,” sometimes “material,” or perhaps “qualitative”) to a new state of digital being.
It is a one-way trip to becoming binary and symbolic, letters of light, electricity,
and magnetism. Data.
I know this claim cannot be true. I argue against The One transformation in
many of my papers, (including this one, such as with the bit of ethnographic evidence above). And yet still, I am not immune to the siren call of digitization. I often
head straight towards it, convinced.
A small example via a true personal story: Just recently, about 10 years ago now,
I digitized my music collection. My collection was mostly CDs. As these discs appeared to be on their way out the door I adopted a portable MP3 player, and then
soon, a smartphone to replace that too. As a practice, digitizing my music collection
looked like this: I would insert the CD into the drive and using software (“ripper”)
converted the CD’s native format (WAV) into the more compact, but slightly lossy,
MP3. Then, I repeated this task with the next CD. It took weeks.
Obviously, the CDs were “already digital,” WAV files are data (Sterne 2012). Even
still – and equivalent to the data CDs of the MACS above – the software I used
called it digitization and so too did the guides I looked up online for how best to
“Digitize your music collection.” Technically, something digital cannot be digitized,
in practice we digitize again all the time.
Despite all the skepticism I have communicated above, I really did digitize my
music thinking that this time was The One. That, after all the musical media transformations I had gone through (…vinyl, tape, CD…), now I would no longer need to
transition again because now my music would be digital. Files of light and magnetism that I could take, no matter what, with me to wherever the digital went
next. Obviously, I was wrong; but it’s how I was wrong that I think is of interest.
Digitization proved surprisingly discontinuous from its own past.
In my defense, I was not wholly naive. I did bring to bear some of my academic
craft to the task. Such as thinking to myself that certainly the future would still
involve a great deal of maintenance and repair, a practical labor of transition. Perhaps MP3s would go out of date, and I would have to spend some time converting
(i.e., digitizing again) those files to the new format. But I still thought that the files
themselves were now eternal, just a matter of converting on to the next thing. In
this I was wrong; this is not at all what happened.
That digitized music collection – stored as hand-crafted MP3 files – today sits
saved on a hard drive that itself sits on top of the original CD collection, in my
garage, in a box, untouched for nearly a decade (see Figure 2). My prediction above
– that this digitization was finally The One, or that I would simply convert these
files to the next format – did not pan out as such. I did not change these digital files
into anything because the next form for digitization turned out to be a completely
different kind of digitization, wholly exceeding my predictions as is often the case
with the wily ways of digitizing again.
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Figure 2: The author’s digital CD music collection, digitized again
onto a hard drive, which resides in this box, in the garage, untouched for a decade, until he took this picture.

Today my music collection is provided to me through The Cloud. I pay a monthly
fee to have access to the music I listen to. I never digitized my collection, at least
not in the sense of ‘uploading’ my MP3s to The Cloud or some other form of direct converted continuity for these files. Instead, in this case, digitizing my music
again involved selecting albums and tracks from a vast drop down list of “almost
all music.” It took weeks.
I’d be comfortable saying that this new collection is equivalent to my old collection. But it has also grown, shrank, and some tracks just don’t sound the same. The
Cloud, as with CDs and MP3s, and all other digitizations that came before, insists
that this is the end-state for my music collection, forever.
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The Saltationist Model of Digitization
A saltation is a jump, perhaps a particularly vigorous jump. In the sciences saltation
is used metaphorically to indicate a dramatic, singular transformation, such as in
biology where a saltation is an abrupt evolutionary change. But while there may
be saltations in evolution, digitization does not occur as a singular decisive and
transformative leap. Instead I consider digitization to be a bottomless discontinuous chain, and I name my oppositional foil, the saltationist model of digitization.
I draw this term from actor-network theorist Bruno Latour, who in turn borrows it from Pragmatist philosopher William James (James 1909; Latour 1999). Latour and James too use “saltation” to denote their foil: a vast set of epistemological and ontological commitments that we might call representationalism or objectivism (Ribes and Sutherland 2021); a position that asserts a world “out there,” its
representation “here,” and the gap between these two as the central matter for concern. Saltation in Latour and James broadly evokes classical modernist philosophical distinctions between substance and form, matter and mind, and most notably
world and representation. I will not tackle these vast theoretical commitments in
this little essay, but I too intend my use of saltation to evoke how digitization has
often been miscast in the idiom of representationalism.
Here, I use saltation more modestly to define the model that casts digitization
as an historical binary, a once-this-then-that, single-instance-transformation. Instead I argue that digitization is, in principle, a bottomless chain of discontinuous equivalencies centrally concerned with continuing to exist.
I use the term equivalency in the sense imparted to that term by actor-network
theory: one thing taken to be the same as another. More strongly than ‘taken to be’,
that if something or someone were to dissent (Latour 1987) as to that similarity, the
equivalency would fight back. Equivalencies are real, in the Pragmatist sense of that
which resists. When digitizing the data of the MACS from magnetic tape, to disk,
to disc, to The Internet, it is always the same, equivalent. If MACS scientists did
not think equivalency had been achieved, then it would not be digitization at all,
merely dangerous and disposable garbage data. If I, or anyone else, was to suggest
that those data are not the same, the MACS would fight back. The equivalencies
of the before-and-after of digitization are very real, but each era of digitization is
discontinuous from the last.
I use the term discontinuous in the sense that digitization-next regularly proves
to be distinct from digitization-before. Digitization itself denies this, it will tell
you that it is always just ones and zeros, which is what it was before and what it
will be next. But approached as practice – that is, respecified (Garfinkel 1991) –
digitization-next is rarely like digitization-before.
Recall that when I first digitized my music collection (ripping) it turned out to
be quite different than the second time (selecting music from The Cloud). So too
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for scientists and all their legacy data. This next tale is no different in its form,
even though it is more technical (by which I mean, less easy than ripping): Once I
observed geologists over months as they sought to digitize their data again, on this
occasion by “registering” their data to a “computational ontology.” At the beginning
of this process they already had some of the best organized data out there: in a relational database, with plenty of descriptive metadata, readily available online via
a Web service. Even still, something was lacking, such as being able to conduct a
semantic search, something ontologies would allow them to do. But registering to
an ontology demanded something additional, something more, i.e., formally encoding their geoscientific knowledge into the predicate logics of the Ontology Web
Language (OWL), and then registering their data, column by column, to that domain-specific ontology. In the paper I collaboratively wrote from watching these
geologists, we argued that geoscientists had to “learn” (Ribes and Bowker 2009)
to articulate their informal knowledge in the predicate logic, because even though
these geologists were already highly data literate, and their data were highly organized, open access and online, in the face of these computational ontologies they
still had to learn how to digitize their data again, a discontinuous practice from
what they had done before.
Lastly, I use the term bottomless somewhat colloquially, like a Bottomless Mimosa: in principle there is always more to be had, in practice there are concrete
limits; which is also how I mean forever. Digitization is bottomless in that there
will always be another instance of digitization just around the corner, demanding,
needed. The next form of digitization will always insist on something new, something more. Data will need to be relational or maybe object-oriented; there will
be a need for more or better metadata; they must be uploaded, online, registered,
open access, reproducible, differentially privatized… The point is that sooner than
later data are ‘overdue’ and at risk of being lost. Respecified as practice, the next
digitization will always be different than what came before, even while digitization
will always insist it’s just a matter of ones and zeros, a one-off transformation like
before again.
Clearly, there is some element of a corporatist motive here – as with the vendors
for the MACS who forever promise a final digitization only to return a few years
later with a new one; or, as with The Cloud provider that I now pay monthly for my
music. There is money to be made by promising The One transcendence even while
digitizing again, forever. But there is more to digitization’s bottomless hunger than
greed; it is also about continuing to exist.
In principle the data of the MACS, stored on CDs, or my music collection, also
stored on CDs, could continue on indefinitely, with the sort of maintenance and
repair I suggested above: tweaks along the way. But in practice I think these data,
left on CDs, would cease to exist, at least practically. Consider, if today an HIV scientist requested data from the MACS and was told that those data would arrive
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by mail, on a CD, in a comma-separated flat-file, in a couple of weeks; I think that
researcher would at least consider looking elsewhere for data, such as via The Internet. Even if 20 years ago they would have regularly waited two weeks for commaseparated data, today many would not. Personally, I have become used to waiting
no more than a second for my music, even if I know that the track that plays from
The Cloud may not quite be the one that would have played from the CD in my collection. In principle, well-kept data are eternal, in practice they must be digitized
again, not because the data have changed, precisely, but because they cannot stay
the same while everything else does not.
To say that digitization is a bottomless chain of discontinuous equivalencies
which are centrally concerned with continuing to exist, is a long way of saying
digitization is a parasite – in the sense imparted to that term by poet-philosopher
Michel Serres. In order to continue to exist, and despite all promises of a one-time
transcendence, digital things, such as data, but also everything and anything else,
must be interrupted, transformed and renewed, now, and then again later, forever:
a new obscurity accumulates in unexpected locations, spots that had tended toward clarity; we want to dislodge it but can only do so at ever-increasing prices and
at the price of a new obscurity, blacker yet, with a deeper, darker shadow. Chase
the parasite – he comes galloping back, accompanied, just like the demons of an
exorcism, with a thousand like him, but more ferocious, hungrier, all bellowing,
roaring, clamoring. (Serres 2013)
The Parasite can be read as an essay on information – “In the beginning was the
noise,” Serres writes – but it can also just as easily be read as about datafication,
The Internet, The Cloud, or digitizing. They are not that different. More accurately
The Parasite is about information again, datafication again, or uploading again,
which are all equivalent discontinuities for the same thing: digitize again forever,
“the chain seems unending” (Serres 2013).
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